BUILDING A
CLASS "À
HEADPHONE
AMPLIFIER

9out of
10 people who
read this ad
shouldn't
buy this speaker
If you own areceiver or amplifier
of less than 40 watts per channel the
Gale 401 loudspeaker is not for you!
If your system is just for background
music to create apleasant atmosphere,
not for serious listening, the Gale 401
loudspeaker is not for you!
However, if you demand the best from
your audio equipment
... insist on hearing everything that's
on the record or tape you're playing
... insist on having your sound without
distortion when it's very loud or very soft
•. insist on aspeaker system capable of safely
handling 200 watts ...
Then consider the Gale 401 loudspeaker.
o
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Gale Electronics

23 Bruton Place London W1 X 7AB
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An old Victorian ( or is it Edwardian?) coat stand which we just
happened to have in our otherwise rather plain editorial office seemed
an ideal place to store various headsets as they waited in Croydon
before going off to James Moir for review ( see page 135). It seemed
rather cluttered with all twelve in residence, but when adorned with
just afew we think it looks intriguing. Anyway, it makes acheap cover
picture!
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CLASSICAL RECORD REVIEW INDEX
John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell, Peter
Branscombe, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Stephen Daw, Kenneth
Dommett, Colin Evans, lain FenIon,
John Freestone, Peter Gammond, Ivor
Humphreys, Peter le Huray, Arthur
Jacobs, Geoff Jeanes, Andrew Keener.
Victor McAloon, Hugh Ottaway,
Benedict Sarnaker, Humphrey Searle,
Peter Turner

FAURE
117 Violin Sonatas ( Kuronuma/
Panenka)

J. S. BACH
115 Cantatas Vol. 20 ( Leonhardt)

HANDEL
117 12 Concerti Grossi(Aureum)
117 Duetti eCantate ( Vocale)

PROKOFIEV
120 Scythian/Kije ( Abbado)
120 Piano Music ( Zeltsner)

GABRIEL!
117 BVM music (Turner)

GRIEG
117 Peer Gynt etc ( Smetacek)

KATZENJAMMER
120 A Disclaimer (Bod)

BRAHMS
115 Symphony 1 ( Rajter)
115 Deutsche Volkslieder ( Rilling)

LECLAIR
119 Violin Concertos ( Schroeder/
Amsterdam)

BYRD
116 Masses/Motets ( Deller)

LEHAR
119 Merry Widow etc ( Bonynge)

CASELLA
116 Violin Concerto ( Gertler/
Smetacek)

LISZT
119 Prometheus etc ( Macura)

CHOPIN
116 Etudes ( Costa)

MAHLER
119 Sym 10 Adagio ( Neumann)

COATES
116 Orchestral ( Lanchbery)

MARAIS
119 Gamba Pieces (Savall)
119 Son nerie etc ( Harnoncourt)

COPLAND
116 Common Man etc (Snell)

MONTEVERDI
120 Combattimento etc ( Clemencic)

DEBUSSY
116 La Mer etc ( Barenboim)
DOWLAND
116 Lute Songs etc ( Deller)

117
117
120
120

FALLA
117 Amor Brujo etc ( Bernstein)

MOZART
Symphony 40 ( Snell)
String Quartet in G ( Berg)
Symphonies ( Karajan)
Thamos, King of Egypt ( Faerber)

SUK
123 Piano Music ( Stepan)
TALLIS
123 Lamentations etc ( Deller)

SAMMARTINI
121 Trio Sonatas ( Hotteterre)

TCHAIKOVSKY
123 1812 etc ( Snell)

SCHOENBERG
119 Verklárte Nacht ( Neumann)
121 A Survivor etc ( Boulez)
121 Chamber Symphony 1 ( Horenstein)

VIVALDI
123 Concerti ( Amsterdam)
124 Trio Sonatas etc ( Accardo)

SCHUBERT
121 Symphony 2 ( Wand)

LASSUS
117 BVM music ( Turner)
119 Meslanges ( Ravier)

BRITTEN
116 Little Sweep ( Ledger)

STRAVINSKY
123 Piano Music (Jacobs/Oppens)

le ROUX
121 Harpsichord Sonatas ( Christie/
Hass)

JIRASEK
119 Mother Hope ( Kosler)

BERN ERS
115 A Portrait ( Dickinsons)

SEIBER
116 Fantasia ( Gertler/Smetacek)

RAVEL
117 Sheherazade ( Bernstein)
121 Piano Music ( Helffer)

HAYDN
117 Symphony 92 ( Snell)
117 Cello Concertos ( Dorati)
117 String Quartet in g ( Berg)

G. BERG
121 Pour Piano et Orchestre ( B. Berg/
Candis)

SCHUMANN
123 Cello and Piano Music (Sellheim)
123 Piano Music ( Argerich)

RACHMANINOV
120 Symphony 2 ( Temirkanov)
120 Piano Concerto 3 ( Pokorna/
Pinkas)

GERSHWIN
116 American in Paris (Snell)

BEETHOVEN
115 Symphony 7 ( Dorati)
115 String Quintets ( Suk)

121 Songs ( Baccholian)
121 Piano Sonata 21 ( Berman)
123 String Quartets ( Busch)

120 String Quartets ( Esterhazy)

WEBERN
121 5pieces ( Horenstein)

124
124
124
124
124
124
124
125
125
125

COLLECTIONS: Instrumental
ANCIENT DANCES OF HUNGARY (
Clemencic)
BAROQUE ARANGEMENTS (
Münchinger)
MOYEN -AGE CATALAN (Barcelone)
BRASS INSTRUMENTS AND ORCHESTRA (Vajnar)
CONTEMPORARY CLARINET VOL. 1 (Dobrée)
CONTEMPORARY CLARINET VOL. 2 (Dobrée)
VICTORIAN CLARINETTIST (Bradbury)
WORKS FOR GUITAR (Barrueco)
LATIN AMERICAN GUITAR (
Benitez)
EASY WINNERS (
Philip Jones)

125
125
125
125
126

Vocal
IRINA ARKHIPOVA-RECITAL (
Arkhipova)
SLAVONIC AND BULGARIAN MUSIC (
Various)
10TH CENTURY LITURGICAL CHANT (
Antigua)
FRANK PATTERSON SINGS McCORMACK (Patterson)
0 QUAM GLORIOSUM (
Grogan)

Organ
126 TE DEUM LAUDAMUS (
Grogan)
126 MUSIC FROM RIVERSIDE VOL. 1 (
Swann)
126 LITANIES (
Guenther)
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TUNERS
Technics
Yamaha

Sale Price

AMPLIFIERS
Denon
Technics
Yamaha

AMA 200
SU 7100
CA 410

179.90
89.95'
79.95

RECEIVERS
Sony
Yamaha

SIR 3800L
CR 620

99.90
226.50

TURNTABLES
Ariston
Dual
CARTRIDGES
ADC
Coral
Empire

that are aua"able.

Ortofon

FF15E Mk 2
MC 20
680 EE

.

Sale Price
ST 7300
CT 410
RD 11E
CS 604
XLM Mk Ill
ZLM
777EX
2000E
2000E/3

99.95'
89.95
79.95
136.00
34.95
54.00
54.95
8.50
14.75

Stanton
SPEAKERS
(per pair)
Bolivar
Dahlguist
Ferrograph
Gale
IMF
JR
Kef
Monitor Audio
Mordaunt Short

125
Dû10
S2
GS 401
Super
Compact II
JR 149
105
MA 4Mk 2
Pageant 2

13.50
49.95
25.00

115.00
595.00
149.00
369.90
129.90
119.90
599.00
179.90
145.00
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Tangent

RS 4

Sale Price
219.00

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
AD 1250
135.00
AD 6350
145.00
AD 6550
209.00
Sony
TC118SD
69.95
Technics
RS 615
99.95
Ex Display/Demonstration
MAIL ORDER - credit card desk
telephone Watford 45248.
Carriage and Insurance £ 2.75 per
unit. Cartridges post free.
All offers subject to being unsold.

Brands that will be featured: B W, BOLIVAR, CELEF, CORAL, DAHLQUIST, DUAL, GALE, GRIFFIN, HARBETH, IMF, JR,JVC, KEESONIC, KEF, LENTEK, LECSON, LUX, MICHELL,
MONITOR AUDIO,MISSION,MORDAUNT SHORT, NATIONAL, QUAD, RADFORD, RAM, REVOX, SONY, STAX,TANGENT, TANNOY, TECHNICS,THORENS, TRIO, YAMAHA.
CREDIT- Flexible instalment credit
WISMLYY"
HARROW - 340, Station Road
Tel: 01-863 8690
facilities readily available.
LONDON E.C.4 - 53, Fleet Street

AN Au DIEU E DIFFERENCE

4

Tel: 01-353 7935

SHOWROOM HOURS -

mr-ii
,,,,,,„-,i
Mai

LONDON W.1. - 48, Wigmore Street Tel: 01-486 82635.30pm
9.30am UXBRIDGE - 278, High Street
Tel: Uxbridge 33474 Thursday Late Night until 8pm
(Except opening day of Sale)
WATFORD - 101, St. Albans Road Tel: Watford 45250
Fleet St. normally closed Sat s. - Open Dec, 30th
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ANEW COMPACT
BOOKSHELF LOUDSPEAKER
for under £100

MA 'MINI
MONITOR'
50 watt loudspeaker
'Mini Monitor' is a new accurate loudspeaker from
Monitor Audio, economical in size and price but not
short on performance.
Advanced technology and materials have been used in
development and manufacture of ' Mini Monitor'. Even
the drive unit baffle is 18 mm thick plywood.
SPECIAL FEATURES
• High frequency unit with protected acoustic grille.
• Accurate reproduction of musical detail and ambience.
• Low colouration.
• Modest power handling 50 watts.
• Advanced 12- element crossover network utilizing close tolerance
components.
• High value engineering including 18 mm plywood baffle.
• ' Mini Monitor' means it is compact and therefore fits ideally
into any room setting.

MA ' MINI
MONITOR'

MA6
BUDGET
MODEL

For under £ 100 the ' Mini Monitor' spells real value for money.
'Mini Monitors' are now on demonstration at your local Monitor
Audio Dealer, why not go and hear them for yourself.

NOTE We strongly
recommend low loss ' Sound
Cable' with all Monitor Audio
loudspeakers.
All Monitor Audio products
can be obtained from
specially appointed dealers.
However, if you are unable to
acquire further information or
satisfaction, please call
Monitor Audio Customer
Service line ( 0223) 46344 or
write to Monitor Audio,
347 Cherry Hinton Road,
Cambridge CB1 4DJ.

60watt loudspeaker
for under £ 150

e

Like the smaller ' Mini Monitor' the MA6 is a budget model
retaining all Monitor Audio's high standards of manufacture at
a price to suit everyone's pocket.
MA6 BUDGET MODEL SPECIFICATION
Frequency eesponse 45 Hz to 19 kHz ± 3.5 dB
Sensitivity 10 watts for 96 dB linear at 1metre
Rec amplifier rating 10 watts to 50 watts per channel
Size 580 mm ( high) x 300 mm ( wide) x 285 mm ( deep)
Weight 13 kg
Stand Matching chrome stand recommended as illustrated,
available from Monitor Audio

I e
MA6
BUDGET
MODEL
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Monitor
Audio Ltd
347 Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge CB1 4DJ England
Telephone 0223 46344 & 42898 Telex 817343 Blue CAM / G

e
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LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
SOME BARGAINS
The following Ex- Demonstration* and Stock Clearance items are
offered at the following prices, all with full guarantees, etc.
.. £149.90
.. £199.90
.. £195.00
.. £92.50
.. £95.00
.. £109.50
.. £169.90
.. £125.00
.. £225.00
.. £225.00
.. £99.90
.. £399.90
.. £299.00

AIWA AD1600 ( black) Cassette deck
AIWA AD1800 Cassette deck ..
TANDBERG TCD310/11 Cassette deck
ROTEL RA413 35 w.p.c. Amplifier ..
ROTEL RD1OF Cassette deck ..
ALTEC LANSING Model One Speakers*
STAG STATESMAN SPEAKERS* ..
BOLIVAR 125 Speakers*..
BOSE 501 Mk Il Speakers*
TANDBERG TR2025L ( AM/FM Receiver)
VIDEOTONE Supermax Speakers ..
PIONEER SX1250 ( 125 w.p.c. Receiver)
BOSE 601 Speakers

An ideal consideration for the " Hi Fi without tears"
enthusiast is the range of superlative semi-auto and fully
auto, belt drive and direct drive integrated turntables from
DUAL. The 500, 600 and 700 Series represent probably the
best " value far money" record decks in their respective
ranges. From the modestly priced CS504 to the more
exotically priced CS724, they are all supplied with a high
quality cartridge and have the distinct advantage of being
equipped with low friction, low mass tone arms.
Don't battle with Hi -Fi - Just have aDUAL.

MARANTZ 104 AM/FM Tuner
..
..
£95.00
MARANTZ 3200 Pre-amp.
..
..
£125.00
Marantz 140 (70 w.p.c. power amp.)
..
£165.00
If above three MARANTZ items purchased as a " set" .. £350.00
All the above items are available from the Reading branch, and
subject to availability. Prices correct as at 10/11/78. E. á O.E.

Both shops open TUESDAY-SATURDAY, 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Entrance to the Brighton shop in Trafalgar Street.
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5-6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET,
READING, BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463.

BARCLAYCARD

e.dieite
e
.7 ee/iire

I YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX. (0273) 695776

MAIL 0 RDER-PERSO NAL EXPORT-PART EXCHANGE-CREDIT FACILITIES-B/CARD-ACCESS

.111 MI

All offers subject to stocks at time of going
to press ( 1.11.78) being unsold. VAT ar 8%.

THE LEADERS IN

CUT PRICE TAPES
Attach this advertisement

C48

Recording Tape
Mernorexr
C, 0.2
C45

I

bid

C60 .
C90 ...

New MRX3
C60 ... ...

979

88p

C90 ( in bags) £ 1-05
C120 . £ 1 - 52

.
98p
f1 -40

MEMOREX REELS
QUANTUM
7" 180C LI' £4•20
7 ' 2430' DP £ 5-65

FREE ONE C90 AGFA ' Studio
Quality LN with every 3Fuji or
Sony you buy at these prices.
Please ask when ordering.

I

C

i

FREE CASSETTES

for every one Carat C48
ordered, ask for one Carat
C48 FREE!
For twery15 CARAT C90
ordered, ask for 4C48
Caret FREE!
For avery16 SEE/ C90, 6
ordered, ask for 3C48 Carat
FREE!
For every
15 STEREOCHROM C90
ordered, ask le 3C48 Carat
FREE!
For every
15 FERROCOLOR C90
ordered, ask for 2C48 Carat
FREE!

ESMC:»

FL

Recommended by Aiwa • Altai •
Alpha
AudiotroniC • Beltek •
Manion. • JVC • Morena. •
NAD • Pioneer • Rotel • Sani.ui- Tew • Toshiba • Trio

SUPER

C46
71p

FX-I Pure Ferrix
(normal position)

C60
C90
C1 20
79p £1.10 £ 1.51
C46
99p

C60
C90*
all £1.53

FX-II Beridox
C46
C60
C90
(chrome position) CHO £1-22 £1.66
*Buy 8 C90 FX - I - ASK FOR AN EXTRA 2 FREE

fL

cuoxnewoRTH =2)

to your order or fetch it with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

MEMOREX
,is it live or is it

•

5YEA
GRuaRREPAIlreci7

C60

AGFA " Studio" LN -

59p

Agfa SFD I

-

84p

Agfa Carat

83p £ 1.23

C90
79p
£1.12

C120
99p
£1.49

£1.53

Agfa Ferro Colour -

53p

73p

£1.10

Agfa SEE) ( original) -

73p

989

£1.30

£1.03

Agfa Cr 0 2

900' LP
1200' LP
7"
1
exe LP
5"
1200' DP
53" 18000P
7"
2400' DP
5"
1800'TP
sr 2400*TP
3600'TP
7"
109 4200' Cine
105 4200 NAB

PE36
PE36
PE36
PE46
PE46
PE46
PE66
PE66
PEES
PE36
PE36

£1.76

Agfa PEM ( matt)

REEL -TO -REEL
5-

£1.27

£1•79
£2-06
£2.95
£217
£2•95
£ 3.69
£ 3-36
£4•50
£4•23
£7.89
£8•70

5"
900' LP
7"
1800' LP
10I" 3600' Cine
105 3600 NAB
5"
1200' DP
7"
2400' DP
109 4200 Cine
109 4200 '
NAB

£2.44
£3.69
£8.23
£9.85
£3.33
£5.60
£9.96
£11.95

rnaxell

Meet the Mayo11 Team
Maxell Super Low Noise
SIN C60
67p
SIN C90
89p
SLN C120 £ 1-13
Maxell Ultra Dynamic
UD C46
£1.00
UD C60
£ 1.10
UD C90
£1-27
UD C120
£1-69

Maxell UD/XL/I ( normal position)
C60
£. 35
C90
£1.69
Maxell UD/XL/II ( chrome position)
C60
£ 1.35
C90
£ 1.69
Merrell UD/XL Reels
7" 1
socr LP
£ 5.03
109" 3600' LP
£11.75

4

Ae_.À...4 BASF
1WICH SONY,

C45
Audio XHE
£ 1.35
BASF LH
BASF Super
BASF
Ferro
_
BASF C
r03 Super I

C60
£ 1•55
59p

C90
f2-05
78p
£11 .16
9
.
£ 2

9
89
8p
e

BASF FeC r

C120 I
£270
£1.14
f1 . 56
£1.70
f2 . 09

£ 1-14 £1.45
£1•3
57
8e
£1 .8
70
9p
Hitachi LN
fl.13
93p £ 1•14
Hitachi OD
_
Hitachi UD ER ( UD XL I) - £ 1-19 £1 -49
Hitachi UD EX ( U0 XL II) - £ 1-19 PyralOpirma 8Pyral Superferrite - £1 - 43
09
£
£.
11: 0
85
5
ASK FOR ONE C60 SUPERFERRITE FREUNITH EVERY PYRAL
Scotch Master I
£ 1•14 £ 1-31 ScotchMaster II
Li-40
fi•64
Scotch Master III
£1-44 £1.74 Sony LN
92 o
p £1.91429
£
£1
1:3
30
9
"
Sony HF
Sony Cr
- £ 1.32 £ 1.75 Sony FeC r
53
9
£ 1.44 £2.04 TDK Dynamic
61p
829
ell 2
TDK AD
79p
869 £1.20 £ 1.64
TOE SA
- £ 1.08 £1.56 -

REEL-TO -REEL
r LP 1800'
BASF LH
£ 3•89
BASF LH Super £4.38
'Black Box' Studio £1 • 99
TDK Audua
£ 3•19
IDE Audua ( matt) £ 3113
Sony
£ 4.45
Black Box
£ 1.99

7" DP2400'
£4139
£5.89
£6.7
- 0

10)" LP 3600'

£8.50
£10.29
£ 10.90

Allorders POST FREE- mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO, Dept. HF ,la HIGHBURY STN., HIGHBURY CORNER LONDON N5.(Callers welcome)
ESSEX
MANCHESTER 3 BRISTOL
LONDON N5
LONDON WC2 M r
LONDON EC2
1=11 LEEDS
MASONS AVENUE
30 COLEMAN ST.
(01-606 4102)

6

HIGMBURY STATION
HIGHBURY CORNER
(01-407 0644)

LEICESTER SQUARE
STATION Ticket Hall
iCranbeurn St. Exit)
101-439 921aI_

BULL RING SUBWAY
(Moor St. Station exit
-off Open Market)

62 WELLINGTON ST
(off City Square)
(0532-444 692)
-

1VICTORIA STATION
APPROACH
(061-832 4592)
-

29 DENMARK ST.
(Behind Hippodrome)
(0272-290900)

113 RECTORY GROVE
LEIGH- ON- SEA
(0702-712861)

4Good Listeners

ante
heà
,
yokes that nod the alan n';'-lon padded
earcups fernly out bOntkeablY against
any her,."ids*pe. Open tyke FR
16-22,00aHz. Sens; 100 dB.
SRL at 1mW Matching Imp 8 to
1000 Ohms WeigliL 1K) gm.

ern
size th
ourveddiarnrepmsony 2.5 microns
thick Leather grain he:offhand. nylon
paddec entonos on yo=xfes ', hat tailor to
any heÉdshepe. Open back FR
10.25:700 Ho Sens. 12S dB. SPL
at 1mW Matcoing imp -8 tz) 1000
Ohms. Weight: 150 gn

Ross Elects

Around
£15.00 inc.

Around
£ 21 00 inc.

ROSS
ELECTRONICS

ell
co
in Much more exgensive headphones
that orë.vides petforrnance equal to
Electrcnlat,cs ardlow linear distortior
even at high sound levels .:_eather
grain headband umOOl earinu,to. Open
back. FR le.20.000 Hz. Sens:
90 dB SPL et 1mW Imp. BOhms.
Weight 24C gm.

outperform take>r more el pe.nsive
headphones Paxicéd. adjust4ble 'Mn
headbeed ard supra aural ehrmuf Is
provide exceptionally comfor.able
I,stening. Open back FR 18-22,000
Hz. Sens - 100 da. SRL
mW.
Matching Imp. 4 to 150 Ohms

Quality

Around
£14.50 inc,

Around
£30 00 Inc

from beginning to end.

32 Rathbone Place, London WIP IAD TEL 01-580 711213

BORING!!
One of a boring series of sermons from SUBJECTIVE
AUDIO — start collecting the set now.
No. 1 : The Guarantee, the Guarantee, the Guarantee.
. . . . Remember, SUBJECTIVE AUDIO are unorthodox, dogmatic, controversial, highly experienced
and a little cynical — but not without imagination or
humour!
So . . . some of you luckless individuals in Hi Fi
'Fairy Land' may be wondering why so few apparently
'quality' manufacturers no longer issue guarantee
cards. It's because even if they did, you wouldn't send
them back anyway— would you ?
You lot doubtless thought that in so doing, you
would reduce your ' Rights' — wrong, you haven't got
any rights in the first place.
Be warned, from a dealer — a guarantee is no indication of reliability, quality, or even willingness to see
your point of view no matter how obvious the fault
condition or your dissatisfaction. As an extreme
example, if your dealer and his supplier stated that, the
fact that your turntable's motion was backwards was
in itself not a distraction from the music, the responsibility would be on YOU to prove otherwise. Does your
Linn guarantee prevent it from going anti clockwise ? —
think about the implication here.
Further, we are assured by a Barrister ( and music
enthusiast) that if a customer neglects actually to
listen to his intended purchase before parting with his
cash, his already shaky position is even further
weakened. Moral — if the dealer won't demonstrate it,
forget it, whatever the discount. What value guarantees,
what value reviewers ?
Even if you felt you did have a case, who would
represent you, could you afford it, would you want to —
how would you define musicality, imagery, quality
even ? ?
However, we think it's interesting to note that
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO are successful because we
ARE the sort of dealer that our customers CAN rely
on — supplying equipment that customers can rely on,
for years of uninterrupted pleasure. We are not the
sort of dealer who gains ' success' by concealing his
disregard for honesty behind a cloak of discounts,
free gifts and unwitnessed sales talk.
Similarly, good BRITISH equipment offers the
finest meaningful guarantee — its reputation, or
willingness to gain it. You know the sort of story you
hear or read about, ie, " Isent my XWZ back to the
XWZ Co who repaired it free of charge, post free and
it came back sounding better than it did when Ifirst
bought it. Oh yes, it's 5 years old." Ever heard that
said about imported commonly discounted goods?
All you get there is abuilt-in obsolescence factor.
We rely on the following, for providing the above:
Meridian, Orpheus, Lecson, TVA, A&R, Nytech, Linn,
STD, J. A. Michell, Hadcock, Dynavector, SME, Grace,
Supex, Entre, Grado, Decca London, EEI, Ultimo,
Gale, Lentek, SKS, Swallow, Lando, Stax, MXR,
QED .... and our own considerable experience.

READING
HIGH WYCOMBE
LUTON

16 GUN STREET

TEL: 583730

49 WELLINGTON STREET
TEL: 27758

WE SELL MOST LEADING MAKES INCLUDING:—
* TECHNICS *
* YAMAHA *
* ACOUSTIC *
RESEARCH *
* PIONEER *
* AIWA
*
* JVC
*
* TRIO
*
* SONY
*
* MARANTZ *
* KEF
*
* TOSHIBA *
* MONITOR AUDIO *
* MORDAUNT SHORT *
* ADC
*
*
* AKG
* AUDIOMASTER *

OPTONIC
QUAD
NAT. PANASONIC
CELESTION
RAM
ORTOFON
TEAC
BOLIVAR
IMF
SHURE
NEAL
FERROGRAPH
SANSUI
SENNHEISER
BEt W
NAKAMICHI
PLUS MANY OTHERS

* Comparator Demonstrations
* Free Delivery Et Installations of Systems
* Competitive Prices Er Good Service
* Good Advice Given
* Access — Barclay — H.P. Arranged
* Late Night Friday Till 8p.m. ( Luton)

Those manufacturers rely on us — SUBJECTIVE
AUDIO.
Who will you rely on ? ?

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO.

01-886 7289

(Hi Fi Consultants)
6Windsor Road, Palmers Green,
London N13. England.
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PRIORY ROAD
TEL: 27758
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Before Sound Guarde,the only my
to prevent your records from wearing out
was not to playthem.
The villain behind this
destruction is friction: ( If a
diamond cuts through steel,
you can imagine what a
diamond stylus does to vinyl
records.) Fortunately, from
outer space has come asolution to record degradation.
It's called Sound Guard.*
A by-product of reMagnified, yu can see record vinyl wearing away
search into dry lubricants
for aerospace applications,
Sound Guard record preservative puts amicroscopically-thin ( less than
0.000003") dry film on
records to protect the
grooves from damage. Yet,
remarkably, it does not
degrade fidelity.
Independent tests
With same magnification, record vinyl shiaws no wear
show that Sound Guard preIf you've played any
record often enough, you've servative maintains full
amplitude at all
heard the inevitable occur.
audible frequencies,
It wore out.
while at the same
While "pops," "hisses,"
and other surface noises
began making their appearance on your favourite
records, high frequency
sounds- like violins and
flutes- began disappearing.

time significantly retarding
increases in surface noise
and harmonic distortion.**
In other words, when
applied according to instructions, anew record
treated with Sound Guard
preservative and played
100 times sounds the same
as one in " mint" condition
played the first time!
Sound Guard preservative comes in akit ( complete
with non-aerosol pump
sprayer and velvet buffing
pad). It is completely safe
and effective for all discs,
from precious old 78's
to the newest LP's including
CD-4's.
The complete Sound
Guard preservation kit is
available through HiFi and
Record Stores at £4.99 inc.
VAT.
**For complete test
results write to Pyser Ltd,
at the address below.

Sound Guard keeps your good sounds sounding good.
re71 *Sound Guard is the registered trademark of Ball Corporation of America.
Sole UK Distributor: Pyser Ltd., Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HA. Telephone: Edenbridge (0732) 864111 (8 lines)
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Prices inclusive of VAT at 121%
Two Year Guarantee
Comparator Demonstrations
£87 00
£118 00
£149 00
£59 90
£74 90
£94 90
£119 90
¿105-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Pioneer- new range
Pioneer TX606
Rotel RT226
Rotel RT426
Rotel R1726 ..
Armstrong 624 ..
Sony-new range
Trio-Quad-JVC
Yamaha ..
Hitachi ..
Technics ..

P.O.A.
£95-00
£S9-90
£84 90
¿99-90
£89.90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RECEIVERS
Armstrong 625
£165.00
Armstrong 626
£189.90
Rotel RX203
£89 90
Rotel RX303
£109.90
Rotel RX403
£119 90
Rotel RX503
P.O.A.
Akai AA 1135
E176-90
Pioneer SX450
£99.90
Pioneer SX590
El 39-00
Pioneer SX650
E185.00
Pioneer-new range in stock
Sony-new range in stock
Hitachi-Aiwa-Technics ..
P.O.A.
Trio-Tand berg ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha-JVC
P.O.A.
Bang and Olufsen
P.O.A.
Akai-Goodmans
P.O.A.

CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CTF500
Pioneer CTF4040
Pioneer CTF6060
Pioneer CTF700
Akai CS34D
Akai CS702D
Akai GXC706D
Akai GXC709D
Akai 4000DS
Akai 4000DB
Sony TC188SD
Aiwa ..
Tied berg
Sony-new range
Technics-JVC
Bang and Olufsen
Hitachi ..

•E102 00
• • El 19 00
•¿145-00
• • £203 00
£85 00
• • £97 00
• • £165 90
• • ¿199-90
•£219 90
• • £276 90
£125.00
• P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
•P.O.A.
• P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Garrard GT20 c/w cart. £63.00
G
d GT25 c/w cart. £70.00
Garrard GT35 c/w cart. £84.00
Garrard DD75
E59.00
Pioneer PL512-new in stock
Pioneer PL5I4
£63-50
Pioneer PL5I6
£83-00
Pioneer PL5I8
£ 109.00
Dual-new range in stock
Sony-new range in stock
SHE 3009ND Arm .. £46.90
SME 3009ND III Arm .. £97.00
Shure VIS Mk 3 cart. .. £39.00
Ortofon VMS20 Mk II cart. £29.00
G
d 86SB c/w cart. .. £45.00
Sony-Fons-YamahaB+0-JVC-TechnicsThorens
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS ( pair)
£93.90
Leak 3020 ..
£199.90
Leak 3050
£248.00
Leak 3080 ..
£529.00
Leak 3090 ..
£99.90
Celestion Ditton I5XR
£189.90
Celestion Ditton 33
Celestion Ditton 22 .. £ 139-90
Celestion UL range in stock
Celestion-new range in stock
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Wharfedale-new range low prices
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 £ 128.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 £ 174.00
Wharfedale E50- low price
Wharfedale E70- low price
KEF Calinda
£ 198-00
B-1-W-Quad-KEF
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio ..
P.O.A.
Castle-JR-AR ..
P.O.A.
Videotone-Spendor
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short
P.O.A.
Bang and Olufseo
P.O.A.
Tangent-Mission-in stock

AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA506 ..
Pioneer SA606 ..
Pioneer SA706
Rote! RA2I4
Rotel RS314
Rote IRA4I4
Rotel RA714
Armstrong 621 ..
Quad-Trio-JVC
Yamaha-Teche ici-Hitachi
Sony-new range

HEADPHONES/CARTRIDGES
Pioneer-Sony-Beyer-ShureSennheiser-B-1-0Ortofon etc. ..
P.O.A.

£
64.00

5 rate

CASSETTES ( price each)
BASF LH C90
BASF Super C90 (SM)
TDK AD C90
TDK SA C90
Maxell UD C90
Memorex C90 (twin pack) ..

• £0.82
£1-34
• • £1-18
• • £1.58
• • £1.33
• £0.92

10 rate

20 rate

£0.78
£ 1-29
£ 1.13
£ 1.51
£ 1.28
£0.88

£0.77
£ 1-26
£ 1.11
£ 1.48
£ 1-25
£0.86

POSTAGE: 30p per five; 60p per ten; 86p per twenty.
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

•

Here are three Allison speakers that will sound
best of all in your own home.

Allison One
Excellent frequency response and power
output from a 6 speaker system Really fine sound
said High Fidelity magazine. Makes use of a wall to give
a clean, natural sound.

Allison Three
Three way system The definition and detail
are excellent - you hear through the speakers to the source
with very little colouration Stereo Lab Test.
Specially designed to stand in the comer of your room.

A bookshelf system with an extended low

frequency

response. If you do your listening in real rooms,
send for the brochure. It will open your ears. Really.

TEL 71935

64 chapel st. chorley, lanca shire.
10

Here are three simple facts on speakers that can
make or mar the performance. One - the reflected
impedance from the walls of a room boost
a conventional speaker's output at the very low
frequencies but cuts them in the middle bass range.
Two - most speakers are tested in anechoic chambers,
not real rooms. Three - all Allison speakers are
designed for optimum performance in real rooms.

Allison Four

monitor,

souna

If you do all your
listening
in an
anechoic chamber
don't read this!

ft
audio pro

Audio Pro ( Hi Fi) Ltd.,
Sandy Lane, Moston Road, Sandbach, Cheshire.
Tel: Sandbach 7520.

MkIll
The best sounding universal tone arm
PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY

Silicone Damped Pick-up Arm

4

Swap your
soft speaker
for our
loudspeaker
Most loudspeakers are soft: they swallow most of
the sound from your amplifier so you need more
volume, with the risk of more distortion.
The Audio- Pro 3-25 speaker is so sensitive,
it gives asound pressure level of 90dB just 1metre
from the front of the speaker for just 1watt of power
output. So the loudest climaxes are taken with an
ease you've probably never experienced before.
Yet it combines efficiency with sensitivity and
extreme delicacy. And beauty: You've achoice of
Black Ash or rich Walnut. There's one more
outstanding feature of the 3-25: The price of £ 152.10
including VAT, remarkable for such efficiency.

4".
New super natural sound
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE
MAYWARE

MC- 2C
with miniature nude diamond conical stylus.
Excellent resolution, tracking and minimal record wear.

Matching T-24 Transformer
Leaflet on request
MAYWARE LTD. (Dept HFN.12.78)

15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HAS 9TS, England

R
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Bring your ears along to ademonstration or send
for abrochure
and the name of
your nearest
stockist.
One 8" active
and one 8' passive
driver balanced by
ahornloaded piezo
electric tweeter.
Size 12 3
/ "x21 1/
4
4"
x Frequency
range 40-20,000 Hz.

I
.

MIRMWM.
To: Audio Pro ( Hi Fi) Ltd., Sandy Lane, Moston Road,
Sandbach, Cheshire.
Please send me full technical details of the 3-25 and
name of my nearest stockist.
NAME

g

ADDRESS

1111111MMIIIIIIMMMMIIMIMMIZIIIIIIIM111111111
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Invite you to

PROIIE YOUR eISTEM
WirdPROIESSION/1 WAY
dynamic rage
X enhancers
_, •
The DBX 117 and 119 are units that can
be added to any system to re-expand the
dynamic range that has been lost during
the recording process when used with
disc, cassette, open reel and FM. They
can also be used to compress signals for
various
purposes including
recording
constant level background music.
Send for full literature

noise reduction
X units

.,.>
... _
--- ,

The DBX II models 122 and 124 give
improvements in noise reduction of up
&cu.,
to 30 dB across the whole frequency
,.4,
range when used with tape or cassette
— _
(compared with 10 dB for Dolby 6).
They also enable afar wider dynamic range to
be recorded. DBX encoded records are now also
becoming available possessing a complete absence of surface
noise when decoded with these units.
Send for full literature
LDBX PROFESSIONAL ISO SERIES ALSO AVAILABLE
re

114-116 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2. Tel.: 01-240 3386/7.

o230 Tottenham Court Rd, London WI. Tel.: 01-637 2624/5.
eMail Order & Trade Enquiries: REW House, 10-12 High St,

e

Colliers Wood, London SWI9. Tel.: 01-540 9684/5/6.
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The worldfamous

&EXECUTIVE

EX303

HI- Fl STEREO TUNER
.7pv for 30 dB S/N FM, FM(STEREO) Long
Wave, Medium Wave. Inbuilt stereo MPX
Decoder.

C. EXECUTIVE

EX202

EEXECUTIVE EX333

HI- Fl STEREO TUNER
2.5 pv for 30 dB S/N FM/ FNI(STERIE0)
Long Wave, illedium Wave. inbuilt stereo
MPX Decoder.

HI-FI STEREO RECEIVER FM/MW/LW
140 watts: 35 watts RMS into 4ohms per
channel
30 watts RIAS into 8ohms per channel

The FM waveband covers all radio stations available in
the U.K. and receives stereo FM transmissions by automatically decoding the signal with its inbuilt circuits.
The tuner has an AFC switch which aceates electronic
circuits that stop the radio station
reception drifting. The EX202 also
incorporates two extra radio wavebands, both of which are on AM
frequencies: Medium and Long Wave
Band. Size : 420mm ( w) x145mm ( h)
X340mm ( d)

Incorporates, loudness control, mono/stereo control,
rumble filter, scratch filter, tape monitor, headphone
socket input, bass, treble and balance control, also two
power meters set at 2levels,30 watt
and 3 watt, while the radio section
has 3wave bands, highly unusual for
aunit of this type — FM ( VHF), Long
and Medium. Size: 420mm (w) x
350mm ( d) x145mm ( h)

B. EXECUTIVE EX330

D. EXECUTIVE EX220

FEXECUTIVE EX222

HI- Fl STEREO AMPLIFIER
140 watts: 35 watts R.M.S. per channel
into 4ohms
30 watts R.M.S. per channel into 8ohms

HI- Fl STEREO AMPLIFIER
100 watts: 25 watts R.M.S. per channel
into 8ohms

HI-FI STEREO RECEIVER FM/MW/LW
100 watts: 25 watts RMS per channel into
8ohms

Three wave bands:— VHF ( FM) FM stereo, Medium
Wave and Long Wave. Variable output control enabling
the unit to be used with most Hi -Fi amplifiers and audio
systems. The high performance FM
section employs F.E.T. technology
with additional I.F. pre- amplification
for greater sensitivity. The coverage of
the wave band is FM 88-108 MHz,MVV
525-1600 KHz,and Long Wave 150270 KHz,Size: 420mm ( w) x 145mm
(h) x340mm ( d)

A classic example of traditional precision engineering.
This high quality unit offers a frequency response of
15 Hz — 30 KHz ± 3db and distortion
generously quoted at 0.1% at 1KHz for
kill rated output. Size: 420mm ( w) x
145mm ( h) x340mm ( d)

Designed to offer the best performance for its very
economical price. The EX220 offers afull 25 watts RMS
per channel output, equivalent toi total 100 watts music
power. This amplifier is suitable for use with most Hi -Fi
turntables, tuners, and cassette decks and has inputs for
all of these functons including aTape
in and out facility, plus afull range of
filters.Bass,treble and balance controls
use click position potentiometers
which give a firm quality operation.
The volume control employs a multiclick position potentiometer. Size:
420mm ( w) x145mm ( h)x 340mm ( d)

A combined tuner and amplifier. The amplifie! section
offers afull 100 watts output ( 25 watts RMS per channel)
with afull range of filters including scratch, rumble and
loudness control, bass and treble
tone controls. The radio section has
3 wavebands FM ( FM stereo) Long
Wave and Medium Wave. The
receiver incorporates an le- built
stereo decoder which automatically
decodes stereo FM transmissions,
signified by an L.E.D. Beacon ( light
emitting diode). Size : 420mm ( w) x
145mm ( h) x340mm (d)

The Amstrad EX333 has been designed with
compactness in mind and can be placed exactly
on top or beneath afront loading cassette deck.
This is avery unusual feature as most units like
the EX333 are much wider. The EX333 will
operate with any Tape deck on the market. The
illustration shows it sited on top of the Amstrad
7070.

OD

DOLBY SYSTEM

G. EXECUTIVE MODEL 7070

DOLBY SYSTEM

H. MODEL 7060

FRONT LOADING STEREO CASSETTE DECK

FRONT LOADING STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Features the world famous DOLBY SYSTEM noise reduction circuit, facility for
Chromiuni Dioxide and Ferri Chrome tape, full Auto-stop mechanism, variable output
control ( making it suitable for use with most Hi -Fi Systems), Tape Digit counter, input
for microphones and output for headphones. Full function cassette
mechanism. Brief specification: Wow & Fluder 0.085% w.r.m.s.
Output voltage Variable 0-1000 mV, Frequency response: chrome
tape 25-17000 Hz, distortion Less than 0.5%. Output impedance 600
ohms. Size : 420mm ( w) x145mm ( h) x255mm ( d)

A budget priced Dolby system front loading cassette deck designed to work with most
Amplifiers and Hi -Fi systems. The unit is suitable for both Chromium Dioxide and
standard cassette tapes. Features include: Adjustable record level, adjustable output
level, microphone inputs, headphone output, tape digit counter.
Phone and DIN input/output sockets. Brief specification: Wow &
Flutter 0.1% w.r.m.s. Frequency response 60-14000 Hz ( Chrome
Tape), Variable output 0 600 mV Size: 420mm ( w) x 145mm ( h) x
255m ( d)
*Trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.
Oa

Typical selling prices
'e unofficial guide
les which in our
pinion are
presentative of the
ip.cal retail buying
rice of our procucts.
owever retailers are
-.titled to sell at more
rless than those
rices suggested. All
rices quoted include
AT at12;%.

Available at: Nationwide All branches of COMET: LASKYS: TRIDENT: TEMPO. Lander& Hoare Counties ADAMS & RACK Norwich:
ALPHA RADIO WI: AMPLITONE Nottingham: ANALOG WCI. NI2.
APPLEMART Kingston; ASHFORD HI-FI Kent: AUDIO
MARKETING ( SARAYS) N16: AZAT WI: BRIDGE RADIO Harrow: BARTLETTS RADIO NI; BANGHAMS Kent: BILLY VEE SEI3: "
BOGNOR DISCOUNT Bognor: J. CAINE Horsham; CAMBRIDGE TRANSISTOR Cambridge: CAMERA HI-FI Sittingbourne; CAVENDISH
SALES El CAMPIONS Cambridge: CANONBURY NI: CAPITAL CAMERAS Crawley:. CARREFOUR Caerphilly. East Ieigh, Telford. Minworth,
CHELMSFORD ELECTRONICS Barking: CENTRE OF SOUND WI 1: CLIMAX AUDIO Yarmouth: COSMIC RADIO Addlestone: COVENTRY
HI-FI Coventry: CRAIG HI-FI Romford: DAYS Swindon. E & D DRAY Bexhill: DURATY RADIO SE 5: ELECTROCENTRE Preston:
ELECTRICAL TRADING E13. ELECTRONICS TVA SWI. E.T.S. Cornwall: FARTAS Ihrmingham: FELL OF LONDON SW9: FORRESTERS
Bournemouth; FRADAN RADIO Leigh Lancs. C. J. FREEMAN Porlishead: FURNESS ELECTRONICS Barrow m Furness: H. GEE Cambridge:
GILSONS AUDIO Middlesbrough: GODFREYS Basildor: GOODWIN Southampton: F. A. GOODE Northampton; HENNESEYS St. Austell;
HI WAY 111-F1 WI: INCA Welwyn: K. B. & CO Manchester: LOCKFORD MARKETIPPG SW16: MAGNET DISCOUNT 510; MAINTAIN &
VIEW Wolverhampton: MARTINS NIB; MAYS Leicester; McDONALD STORES Wl; MOBILE RADIO Wellingboro; NUNS AS;
NU- SOUND WC1, WO. NI. SE13: PAK WAREHOUSE Hounslow: POTTERS Wellingborough: RADIO UNLIMITED Eli: REM Cambridge:
ROBIN HOOD Wembley: RUSH AUDIO Chelmsford, Armful& SEXTONS IN- CAR SEI: SHEPPARD & SPARKS Highbridge: STANDENS
Tonbridge: SOUTHEND RADIO Southend: SPA VISION Cheltenham : SPECTRON 04; STAMFORD HI-FI Starnlord: TAVISTOCK HI-FI
Bedford: TELERADIO NI?; TELEVISION PARLOUR Percher,: TRICITY HOUSE Maidenhead: WESTON HART Fareham, Portsmouth;
.T. WICKS Colohesier: WALKEY T.V. Sheflield. Stollond TELE ON THE BLINK Inverness: VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow: R.M.E. Glasgow.
Ireland COLOUR VISION Belfast: C.S.E. Belfast: FOSTERS Belfast,

ISTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON N17 OUF Telephone

01

801 4411 Telex: 264859 AMSELEG

Please :.end illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist
Amstrad El Amstrad Name
. EX301
EX333
' Amstrad:-Amstrad
• EX3312
EX222 Address
L Amstrad E Amstrad
j Amstrad D A
713m
7s
0
tr ad
EX22(1
EX
7060
WWI
SEND TO AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM. LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone: 0i- 801 4431 Telex: 264869 AMSELEG

EXECUTIVE 300

HI-FI 3-WAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
Sheerline Teak effect vinyl finished this system has af
u:ly
sealed : abinet with the three speal. er units mounted from
the front surface, the front is of the pull off type finished
in afine semi- see through black mesh. The system has an
8 element crossover network which controls the 8"
Longthrow woofer, 4f" midrange and 34" Tweeter.
Designed wi:h our Executive range of Amplifiers and
Tuners in mind they are suitable for use with most Hi Fi
Amplifiers or systems. Size: 500mm ( h) x270mm (w): x
260mm (d). Suitable for both Horizontal or vertical
operation. Erief Specifications:
Power hand ing 35 watts R.M.S.
R RF. £872,7
Impedance 8 ohms nominal. FreINC. VAT
quency response 3Ci Hz- 20 Khz,
TYPICAL PRICE*
crossover frec uency 930 Hz, 5Khz.
Weight per cabinet 8.5 kgs.

£65

EXECUTIVE SR301

HI-FI RACKING SYSTEM '

Illus., is the adjustable mid- range panel. On
the panel is the typical curves plotted to show
the effect to the frequency response at
different contrO knob settings. Employed in
this section is a high wattage wire wound,
variable potentioneer and this control is
used to. adjust the sound to suit the listeners
ears.

Designed to house the full range of the Amstrad Executive
series. The layout of amplifier, tuner etc., is just our
recommendation as the shelves are designed as sucn,
that any combination of the 3 units car be made. The
SR301 can be used with other Hi.Fi equipment on the
market and tha area allowed for the turntable will accommodate most Hi-Fi turntables on the
market. There is an a-ea below the
f29.D2
main eouipment section for record or
IV. VAT
cassette tape storage. Each section
of the area housinç measures:424mm ( w) x148mmi ( h) x370mm
(d). The overall unit size is:— 886mm
(h) x 450mm ( w)
370mm ( M.
Available in Teak effect vinyl,
Walnut effect vinyl and Black wood
grain effect virey.

"YPICAL PfIrCE"

KM/UMW
HON.

(14ifit

DYNAMIC MICROPHONES MODEL DM 701

ACOUSTRA

Designed for use with all Amstiad tape recorders es well as
1500 SPEAKERS
most other tape decks or recorders on the market. Supplied
Power handling — 15 watts RMS.
with both 3.5mm and standard e tack plugs supplied as a Frequency response — 45-17,000
matched pair comp- etc with agenerous 2.5mrn cord, aid two
Hz. Enclosure type — Acoustic
non- slip adjustabte angled mic stands and the accuratety suspension. Impedance — 8 ohms.
machined alumircum stem allows hand
5-r tong throw bass unit, cone of a
use. The robust omnidirectional units
rigid paper with a
incorporate spherical wire mesh type wind
foam roll surround.
shields which reduce boom and wind
34"
mid- range
noise. Dimensions 171mm x44mm :die.
treble unit. DimenFrequency sesponse 80-13000 Hz.
sions 368mm x 260
mm x222mm.

ACOUSTRA
2500 SPEAKERS
Power handling — 25 watts RMS.
Frequency response —35-17,000
Hz. 8" Long throw bass unit cone
of a rigid paper with a foam roll
surround. 34" mid- range treble
unit. Dimensions
488mm x253mm
x241mm

HPS6A STEREO HEADPHONES
Designed fed the discerning listener. The headphones
exhibit exceptional holding properties between bass
and mid range bands and have features often only
included on more expensive units. • Ligatweight 500
gram construction ' Separate volume controls on
each earpiece ' Frequency response
20 Hz — 25 kHz • 8 ohm nominal
impedance ' Cord extends to 4 metres
'Suitable for most Amplifiers, Tape
Decks and Hi -Fi systems. ' Special
Myles Cone for wider frequency
response. In matt black with soft
black cushioned ear- pieces.

The NEW AMSTRAD EX900, the
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RE- WIND AND

TAPE PROGRAMME

TAPE DIRECTION

WAVE BAND

FAST FORWARD

CHANGE

INDICATORS

SELECTOR

:..r

3-WAVE BAND MW/LW/FM/FM STEREO IUPX 28 watts: 7watts R.M.S. per channel.
IN- DASH STEREO RADIO & CASSETTE PLAYER with RUTOREWERSE

Introducing our new Executive 900. A superior quality big power performer with
advanced circuitry supplemeinted with a special INTERFERENCE LIMITER on
FM. The Radio section comprises aMW/LW Radio and FM ( VHF) Radio providing
Stereo FM reception plus an Auto- reverse Cassette Player. The high quality has
been the criteria behind the design of our Executive 900 and comes with our new
4ohm two- section Door or Shelf Mounting Speakers. A real luxury unit that you can
afford.

P

TUNING
KNOB

PROGRAMME
r
-r
- rrrrrrrr
rrrrrrr ,
rr
ECEEErr

‘,.,.._
PUSH/PULL
FM MONO
STEREO CONTROL

9030 and 9020 are supplied with a
pair of 4 ohm SPEAKERS with a
two- section housing for DOOR or
SHELF MOUNTING.

Fi Ai'. £ 126.62
INC. VAT
TYPICAL PRICE*

£98

and special inbuilt
FM interference
reduction circuitry
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3-WAVE BAND MW/LW/FM/FM STEREO MPX 20 watts:
5watts R.M.S. ner channel. IN- DASH CAR FM
STEREO RADIO & CASSETTE PLAYER.

9030

The Amstrad 9030 with power, purer clarity and 3wavebands is a MW/
LW Radio and FM ( VHF) Radio with Stereo FM reception together with
a Stereo Cassette Tape Player. A L.E.D. beacon indicates a stereo FM
transmission. Facilities: Balance control, Tone cortrol, Stop Eject
facility for tape, Fast Forward control, Mono/Stereo switch•for Stereo FM
Radio. Complete with 4ohm Door or Shelf Mounting Speakers.

9020

MEDIUM WAVE/LONG WAVE IN DASH
RADIO AND STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER

The 9020 is the same unit as the 9030 in all respects but
minus the FM Multiplex and therefore offers Long and
Medium Wave reception. This unit is ideal for the user
who requires High quality Cassette Tape reproduction
and Medium and Long wave band coverage. The unit is
finished in Matt Black, is in- dash fittiig and suitable for
most cars. It is supplied with a pair of door or shelf
mounting high quality loudspeakersand afixing kit.
MI

*Typical selling prices
are unofficial guide
lines which in our
opinion are
representative of the
typical retail buying
price of our products.
However retailers are
entitled to sell at more
or less than those
prices suggested. All
prices quoted include
VAT at 121%.

Ai/allele At Notioeside All branches of COMET: LASIZYS; TRIDENT; TEMPO. tende U time Counties ABAMS Si DACA Norwich;
ALPHA RADIO WI ; AMPLITOBE Nottingham: ANALOG WCI. .112. EC7: APPLEMAFFT Kingston; ASHFORD HI-FI Kent: AUDIO
MARKETING ( SARAN'S) N16; AZATW
BRIDGE RADIG Harmw; BARILETTS RACt10 N7. BANGHAMS Lent; BILLY VEE SE13;
BOGNOR ITISCOUNT Bognor:J. CAINE HorsHarn: CAWIRRIDGETRANSISTOR Carnhrielge; CAMERA HI-FI Sittingbourne; CAVENDISH
SALES El ; CAMPKINS Cambadge; CANONBURY NI; CAPITAL CAMERAS Crawley: CARREFOUR Caerphilly. Eastleigh. Telford, Minworth;
CHELMSFORD ELECTRONICS Barking: CENTRE OF SOUND WIT: CLIMAX AUDIO Yarmouth' COSMIC RADIO Addlestone; COVENTRY
HI-FI Coyamry. CRAIG HI-FI Samford; DAYS Cwindor, E &
DRAY Btxhill; OURAYY RADIO SES; ELECTROCENTRE Preston;
ELECTRICAL TRADING 113; ELECTRONICS TVA SW1: E.T.S. Cvntvall: FANTAX Birmingham; FELL OF LONDON SW9; FORRESTERS
Bournemcut; FRADAN RADIO Leigh Lancs. C. J. FREEMAN Fucichead: FURNESS ELECTRONICS Barrow : nFurness; H. GEE Cambridge:
GILSONS AUDIO Middlesbrough: GODFRETS Basildon: GOODWIN Southampton; F. A. GOODE Northampton: HENNESEYS St. Austall;
HI WAY HI-FI WI; INCA Welwyn; K. B. & COManchester: LOCl/FORD MARKETIMG SW16; MAGNET DISCOUNT N18; MAINTAIN &
VIEW Worherhampton: MARTINS N16; MAYS Loicestev: ColcDOIVAID STORES Al; MOBILE RADIO Wellingbaro; NUM AS;
NU- SOUND WC1. W2. NI, SEIS; PUB WAREHOUSE Hounslow: POTTERS Wellingbarough: RADIO UNLIMITED E17; REM U Cambridge;
ROBIN HOOD Wembley; RUSH AUDIO ChelrirIerd. Rimfurd; SEXTONS IN- CAR SEI ; SHEPPARD Br SPARKS Highbridge:STANDENS
Yonb -idge; SOUTHEND RADIO Souther, SPA VISION Cheltenh,r; SPECTRON NO, STAMFORD HI-FI Stamford; TAVISTOCK HI-FI
Bedford: VILE:RADIO N17; TELEVISION PARLIJUR Fareliam; YRISITY HOUSE Maidenhead; WESTON HAUT Fareham, Portsmouth;
D.T. WICKS Colchester. WALI1EY T.V. Sheffielc. Scotland TELE ON/ THE BLINK Inverness; VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow: R.M.E. Glasgow.
tre'ano COLOUR VISION Belfost; C.S.E. Belftmt: FOSTERS Bultart.

IMISTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
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Amstrad
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Amstrad
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AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GAR MANI ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone 0'- 801 4431 Telex : 264869 AMSELEG

additions to our world-famous range
EX250
Although small in size the EX250 offers full deep rich bass
which you would normally expect from much larger systems.
Overall performance is firm, incredibly clear and engineered
for impeccably balanced sound overthe whole frequency
spectrum.
Specially selected transducers combined with the custom
designed Amstrad crossover unit ensure this speaker system
will handle the output of an amplifier of up to 25 watts RMS
power per channel, and can be adequately driven from lower
power amplifiers down to-aminimum output of 5watts RMS.
The speaker units are mounted from the front to prevent
distortion due to tunnelling effects, and the cabinet is filled
with carefully measured quantities of acoustic wadding to
minimise cabinet resonance.
Connection to your amplifier or receiver is via aspecial rear
recessed socket which permits you to connect the speaker
easily and quickly, and mount it close to awall or furniture, it
can be used as abookshelf unit mounted horizontally, or as a
normal free standing speaker mounted vertically on awall,
the floor, or on furniture fitments. Each cabinet produced in
Amstrad's own factory is hand finished, as is the removable
acoustically transparent front with semi- see-through
characteristics enabling the speaker units with their chrome
finished trims to be seen.
4.1\> AOf
ble

EX350
Characteristic of this loudspeaker is the clarity of tone and
wide frequency response without objectionable colouration
of sound, achieved by the solidly constructed cabinet made
in Amstrad's own factory.
Accurately measured quantities of anechoic damping
material are introduced to minimise longitudinal and lateral
cabinet resonances, while aspecial multi- element crossover
unit carefully filters the audible frequency ranges handled by
each of the speaker units fitted.
A feature of the crossover system employed is the inclusion of
avariable mid- range control enabling the level of the middle
frequencies to be varied from above .normal output level,
down to zero, using avariable rotary control which is
accessible when the pull- off front is detached from the
cabinet, allowing you to balance the sound of your
loudspeaker to the acoustics of the room.
The semi- transparent front allows thespeaker units to be
seen with their chrome finished circular trims, and it is also
acoustically transparent at all audio frequencies,
complementing the styling and scratch resistant cabmet with
recessed rear DIN connector.
This speaker will operate from amplifiers or receivers with a
power output between 10 and 35 watts RMS.

for
unrivalled
quality
of sound
Quality is the key to this speaker system, from the hand finished
cabinet built in the Amstrad factory to the carefully chosen
components, resultmg in truly breathtaking sound performance.
A look at the performance curves and technical specification of
this loudspeaker will instantly brand it as outstanding. The
precision designed 8- element crossover unit gives tightly defined
and accurate crossover frequencies ensuring that the speaker
units in this systern_operate over their ranges of maximum
efficiency, with minimum distortion. An integral feature of the
crossover system used in this speaker, is the inclusion of a
variable mid- range control, enabling the level of the middle
range audio frequenciesto be varied from above normal output
level down to zero using the fully variable rotary control which is
accessible when the pull- off front is detached from the cabinet
allowing you to balance the sound of your loudspeakers to the
acoustics of the room.
Operating from amplifiers or receivers with an output between 10
and 45 watts RMS. this speaker is connected via arear recessed
DIN socket enabling you to connect your speaker to any
amplifier easily and quickly, and mount it close to any wall or
furniture.
The acoustically transparent front allows the chrome finished
trims of the drive units to be seen.

eR iwe

Illustrated is the adjustable mud range panel, ovhich
is accessible by removing the from grille. Indlasted
on the panel is the typical curveiplotted to show the
effect to the frequency respor se at different control
knob settiogs Employed imthis section is ahigh
wattage wire wound. variable potertiometer and
this control isused to adjust the sound to suis the
taste of most ears. With all loucqpeakers the sound
required by the uftimatecoisumer cannot be
expressed in any technical foam as tar as specification
is concerned, and it is usually the sound each
particular system makes which s the deciding factor.
We have done ow best to produce technically_what
we consider to be atop quality Hi- Fl Loudspeaker
system but have left the final " Trimming" of the
sound to suit the consumers own choice, hence the
introduction of our midrange control.

EX 250 SPECIFICATION
•Size: ( mm) =roots on:272w x375'1
x240d • Cabibet Volume ( Litres): 17
•Net weight ( Kg): 54 Power
handling ( Watts RMS): 25e
Minimum recommended amplifier
output ( RNHS): 5watts• Impedance:
6-3 ohms & Frequency range ( Hz):
60-20,000 • Bass umit ( mm): 200
•Tweeter Unit ( nrim; : 70e Cabinet
Finish: Teak effect • Front Finishc
Black See-through • Rear
connection: 2-piin DIN recessed
socket

C
UTAY £60.36 PER
INC VAT

Available at: .
qi9e0//14
Allbranches of LASKYS. London & Home Countie ADAMS 8 DACE Norwii,h: ALPHA RADIO W1;
AMPLITONE Noninglem: ANALOG WC1. Ni 2. EC2: APPLEMART Kingston; ASHFŒRD HI-FI Kent. AZAT WI: BRIDGE
RADIO Harrow: BARTLETTS RADIO
8ANGHAMS Kent: BOGNORCHSCOUNT Boone: J. CAINE harsh:in,:
CAMBRIDGE TRANSISTOR Camoridge; CAMERA HI- El Sittingboure: CAVENDISH SALES El: CAMPKINS Cambr Age:
CANONBURY NI CAPITAL CAMERAS C,awley; CARREFOUR Caerphilly. Eastleigh. Telford. Miavnatth:. CHELMSFORD
ELECTRONICS barium:: CENTRE OF SOUND Yell : CLIMAX AUDIO Yamouth; COSMIC RADIO Add1estone COVENTRY
HI- El Coyentw: CRAIG HI- 91 Bowfin& DAY'S Sunndon: ES DDRAY Beshill: DURATY RADIO 515: ELECTROCENTRE
Preston; ELECTRICAL TRADING Eli. ELECTRONICS TVA SW1: ET.S. Cornwall: FANTAX Birm nçbam FELL OF LONDON
SW9: FORRESTERS 3iurnemouth: FRADAN RADIO Leigh :Lancs: C.J.FREEMAN Portishead: FURNESS ELECTRONICS
Barrow in Furness: H. GEE Carebridgu. GILSDNS AUDIO Middlesbrough: GOOFREYS Basildon: GOODWIN Southampton:
F. A. GOODE Nerthanston: HENNESEYS SL Assten: HI WAY HI- Fe WI N.B. & CO. Manchester: LOCKFORD MARKETING
SW16: MAGNET DISCOUNT N18: MAINTAIN & VIEW Wolverhampton: MARTINS NIE; MAYS Leceister: McDONALD
STORES WI: M OBILE RADIO Wielliagbarnugh:NANOOS W2: NU- SOUND WOW?. Ni. SE13: PAK WAREHOUSE
Hounslow; POTTERS Wellingborougi: RADIO UNLIMITED E17; BELAU Cambridge: ROBIN HOOD Wembley: RUSH AUDIO
Chelmsford. Romlord: SHEPPARD & SPARKS Ifshbridge: STANDENS Tonbridge: SOUTHEND RA8110 HOSPITAL Southend;
SPA VISION Cheltenham: SPECTRONNO;STAMFOROHI-Fl Standard: TAVISTOCK HI-FI Beearil:TELERADIO N17:
TELEVISION PARLOUR Fareham; TRICITY HOUSE Maidenhead: WESTON HART Fareham. Portsmouth; D. T. WICKS
Colchester: WALK ET TV Shefield..5carlaufTELI ON THE BLINK Inyerress: VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow: R.M.E. Glasgow.
Ireland COLOUR VISION Birlfast; C.S.E. Belfast: FOSTERS Belfast.
AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED - 7GARMAN ROADJOTTENHAM,
LONDON N17 OUF Telephone: 31-801 4431 Telex. 264869AMSELEG

EX 350 SPECIFICATION
•Size: (
mm) Front on:270w x490h
x270d• Cabinet volume (Litres): 25
•Net weight ( Kg): 7.1 ePowei•
handling ( Watts RMS): 35 •
Minimum recommended amplifier
output ( RMS): 10 watts e
Impedance: 6-8 ohms • Frequency
range ( Hz): 50-20,000e Bass unit
(mm): 200e Mid range unit (
mm):
120e Tweeter unit ( mm): 70.
Cabinet Finish: Teak effect • Front
Finish: Black See-through • lar
connection: 2- pin DIN recessed
socket • Mid Range control: Zero to
+3dB

r
E
i
tI
P
IT

£
87.66 71
INC

VAT

EX 450 SPECIFICATION
•Sizes ( mm) Front on: 335w x565h
x295d • Cabinet volume ( Litres): 36
•Net weight ( Kg): 9.25e Power
handling ( Watts RMS): 45 e
Minimum recammended amplifier
output ( RMS): 10 wattse
Impedance: 6-8 ohms • Frequency
range ( Hz): 35-20,000 e Bass unit
(mm): 250e Mid Range unit ( men):
120 eTweeter unit ( mm): 700
Cabinet Finish: Teak effect • Front
Finish: Black See-through • Rear
,connection: 2- pin DIN recessed
socket • Mid Range control: Zero to
+3dB

( IgIPAT

£112 e0 0

Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist

D Amstrad

Name

EX 250

II Amstrad
EX 350

Address

0 Amstrad
EX 450

SEND TO

PA
P
E

INC VAT

AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM. LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone: 01-801 4431 Telex : 264869 AMSELEG
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FOR BEST PRICES & SERVICES

EALING T.V. & HI-FI

Goodwins

or

THE Hi-Fi,TV & VIDEO SPECIALISTS
Telephone:
567

579
8703

3718

or

or

579

Telephone:

4258

888

0077

If you think BANG and OLUFSEN is just a
pretty face . . . why don't you call in to us and be
pleasantly surprised.
The transistorised receiver
for those who still prefer valves

E3ang & Olufsen-.
there's more in d
than meets the eye
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TO: EALING T.V. & Hi Fi (
Dept HFN)

TO: GOODWINS (
Dept HFN)
7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,

THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, LONDON W5.

LONDON N22.
Please supply prices on the following:

NAME

Please supply prices on the following:

1 NAME

i ADDRESS
I
I

I ADDRESS
Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)
(

•
EALING: OPEN Monday to Saturday, 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m,
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Nearest tube station: South Ealing— Piccadilly IMe,

I
_ -/1

(
Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)
•

—

_.

I
I

/
_ _

GOODWINS: OPEN Tuesday to Saturday, 9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
Nearest tube station: Wood Green— Piccadilly line.
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Acomputerised receiver that tunes hi-fi
into the next century
This is the brainiest receiver in Britain.
The Audio Pro TA150 solves the problems of conventional
receivers by simply refusing to be conventional.
Instead, it uses amicroprocessor as its computer, 'brainand the results are revolutionary both in sound and use.
For instance, the TA 150 thinks of you and for you.
When you switch on, the sound comes in quietly, not in
ashattering roar. The receiver adapts to the varying
sensitivity of your ears across the entire frequency range and remembers your hearing characteristics every time
you tune in. And its memory stores radio frequencies
ready for immediate selection even if you've
forgotten them.

Tuning is always computer- precise, thanks to an
analogue controlled PLL Tuner.
And adigital display, which shows you the time
when the set is off, tells you the frequency when its on.
Diodes ' talk' to you, telling you the volume, balance,
bass, treble and mid- range performance.
Conventional controls, which cause phase shift,
distortion and frequency limitations are eliminated together with their shortcomings.

There are many extra functions, like hiss-free
tuning between stations. And a 18Hz subsonic filter
to eliminate Doppler distortion.
The microprocessor also brings anew meaning
to the world ' reliability'.
Many of the old leads, knobs and dials are gone.
At the back of the one and only control knob there are
no fault- prone mechanical connections: Instead,
electronics pulse are flashed to the 'brain'.
It takes an 8page booklet to tell you all the tricks
the TA 150 can get up to.
And alive hearing to
believe your own
ears.
Fill in the coupon
and be a
mastermind of •
the hi-fi
world.

To: Audio Pro ( Hi Fi) Ltd., Sandy Lane,
Moston Road, Sandbach, Cheshire.
Please send me the brochure on the computer-controlled
TA 15G and the name of my nearest stockist.

1.

NAME
ADDRESS
111.11.1111M111.1.11
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SENNHEIZER
D) @CcD

••• reaching new heights
in performance
Sennheiser's new ` top of the line' dynamic headphones utilise the latest designed •..*
•
drive units, to raise dynamic headphone performance to new heights. In true .•
•
"
Sennheiser tradition, the HD 430's are extremely comfortable and are built on
•
• Jé
the modular principle ensuring along and reliable life.
•.
• e
Bel

To learn more about this new model or any Sennheiser headphones, complete the coupon ..** .0e
or consult your local Sennheiser dealer.
•
e
•

Hayden Laboratories Ltd
HAYDEN

Hayden House, Churchfield Road
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9EW
Telephone Gerrards Cross 88447

••
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Just for the record,
ADC also make cartridges.
Once,we were just highly respected manufacturers of
that can make even the best systems sound better
some of the world's best cartridges. (Patenting,while
still.
we were at it, the Induced Magnet system)
And, most recently, three remarkable new
Now we're still highly respected manufacturers
state-of-the-art turntables, the 1500FG, 1600DD
of some of the world's best cartridges.
and 1700DD Quartz, full of innovations
Along with our revolutionary
from their unique non-resonant bases
low-mass carbon fibre tonearms, LMF-1
upwards.
and LIVFF-2.
You can find them all at your
Audio Dynamic sCorporation.
The ADC magnesium headshell,
local dealer, along with the full range
A dvision of BSR Limited,
LMG-1, noted for its rigidity and unusual Powke Lane, Cradl ey Heath, Warley,
of ADC cartridges.0r, write to us for
W Midlands B64 50H.
freedom from resonances.
further information.
We make everything
The Sound Shapers, SS-1and
We'd hate you to lose track of
SS-2, multi-band frequency equalisers
very corn patible. what's happening at ADC.

A

NEWT

An extension of the legend
Tannoy's dual concentric loudspeakers
But the most important reason of all is
have been used all around the world
the Tannoy sound. Tight, biting bass.
by more recording studios for alonger
Lucid, shimmering highs. Finely etched
time than any other loudspeaker system. definition of the midrange.
What are the reasons for this?
Now we have anew range of dual
Some of the technical reasons are
concentrics that incorporate techpoint source sound and phase
nologies surpassing everything we've
coherence for precise stereo imaging;
built our reputation on.
compression drivers for transient
And the sound they offer you today
.attack; high efficiency for undistorted
will be the basis for even better
amplifier performance- and much more. recordings tomorrow.

Hear the new Tannoy at
your Audio Specialist now.

r--`\

T165 Chester
RRP £299.00
The Audio Specialists
who offer Tannoy have
been selected for their
ability and willingness to
help you make choices
about your entire system.
To match components to
speakers, and both to
your budget.
LONDON, SOUTH, SOUTH EAST
AND SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
Upton Electronics,
31, Torquay Road, Paigaton
Management Electronics,
264, Old Christchurch Road.
Boumernouth
Hamilton Electronics,
35, London Road, Southampton
John Ham, 75-76, Mansel Street, Swansea
Sewards HiFi,
Friar Street, Reading
B. and B. HiFi,
Priory Road, High Wycombe
Unique,
16, Queensmere. Slough
Aerco,
27, Chobham Road, Woking
M. O'Brien,
95, High Street, Wimbledon,.
London, SW.19
Landau Radio,
195-199, High Street, Sutton
HiFi General,
39, Bedford Hill, Balham, London, S.W.12
South London HiFi,
•
210, Brixton Hill, S.W.2
Frampton Cameras,
90-92, Cornwall Street, Plymouth
Centre of Sound,
120, Notting Hill Gate, London, VV.11
Martins of Chelsea,
Kings Road, Chelsea
Ellis Marketing,
5- 7, Arlington Parade, Brixton,
London, -SW.2

T185 Dorset
RRP £349.00
K.J. Leisuresound,
48, Wigmore Street, London, W.1
27, Springfield Road, Harrow
278, High Street, Uxbridge
101, St. Albans Road, Watford
Cavendish Sales,
317, Whitechapel Road, London, E.1
Berry's Radio,
319-320, High Holbom London, W.0 I
Craig HiFi,
47, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
13, South Street, Romford
Darby's,
St. Peter's Street, St. Albans
Kelley's Radio Ltd.,
High Street, Brentwood
New London Road, Chelmsford
Swan Walk, Romford
East Walk, Basildon
Rush
Cornhill, Chelmsford
Portogram, High Street, Barnet
Sevenoaks HiFi,
118, London Road, Sevennaks
Chappells Music Centre,
50, New Bond Street, London, W.1
Harrods,
Knightsbridge, London, W.1
H.C. and C. Coppins,
131-131, Bellgrove Road,
Welling, Kent
Lincoln HiFi,
271, High Street, Lincoln
NuSound,
82, High Holborn, London, W.1
376, Edgware Road, London, W.2
Nandos,
328, Edgware Road, Lordon, W.1
Southern Audio,
43, High Street, Kingston-upon-Thames
Analog Audio,
849, High Road, Finchley
Sleaford HiFi,
5, Southgate Shopping centre,
Sleaford

T225 Mayfair
RRP £399.00

Unilet,
35, High Street, New Malden
CHANNEL ISLANDS
Sound Engineering,
69, King Street, St. Helier, Jersey
NORTHERN IRELAND
J.S. Martin,
The Hi Fi Shop, 11, Lisburn Road,
Belfast
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen Radio,
11, Back Wynd, Aberdeen
Audio Aids,
52, George Street, Edinburgh
43/45, South Clerk Street, Edinburgh
Brysons,
7, Hamilton Road, Motherwell
John McLachlan,
56, Old Sneddon Street, Paisley
McCormacks,
33, Bath Street, Glasgow
MIDLANDS AND THE NORTH
J.G. Windows,
1-7, Central Arcade,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Tyne and Wear
Audio Projects,
45, Headingly Lane, Leeds
Tom S. Ford,
242. Park View, Whitley Bay
Tape Recorder Centre,
Kings Cross Street, Halifax
Saxons,
20-22, Waterloo Place, Sunderland
C.M.C., Audio Visual,
Keighley
Stuart Westmoreland,
67, St. Peter's Street, Derby
Norman H. Field HiFi,
Albany House, Hurst Street,
Birmingham
Syd Booth,
Queen Street, Mansfield

T145 Ascot
RRP £299.00
Barnsley HiFi,
40-42, Sheffield Road, Barnsley
Swifts of Wilmslow,
5, Swan Street, Wilmslow
Lloyd Paton Ltd,
34, Moorfield Walk, Urmston,
Manchester
Kirk Stereoelectronics,
203, St. George's Road, Bolton
Armstrong Smith,
65, KingStreet, Wallasey
New Dawn
1-3, Castle Street, Chester
Avon HiFi,
13, Wyle Cop, Shrewsbury
Midland HiFi,
1, Old Hall Street, Wolverhampton
Mays HiFi,
29, Churchgate, Leicester
Norman Audio,
51, Fishergate, Preston
R.S.C.,
13, Exchange Street, Sheffield
17, Shelton Square. Coventry
30-31, Great Western Arcade, Birmingham
16-18, County Arcade, Briggate, Leeds
Leicester HiFi,
215-219. Melton Road, Leicester
Forum HiFi,
Tivoli Centre, Coventry Road,
Birmingham
Unit 3-9, Longfellow Road, Coventry
600, Mansfield Road, Sherwood,
Nottingham
Hardman Radio,
1-4, Guildhall Parade, Preston
12-14, St. Mary's Gate, Manchester
26, Exchange Street East, Liverpool
19, Corporation Street, Birmingham
Bucklands,
41.49, London Road, Derby
Available at all branches of La skys,
Principally at:
Tottenham Court Road
Bristol
Kingston
Glasgow
Manche ster
Oxford
Croydon
Nottingham
Watford

The European Professionals
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR, Tel.: Penn 5221. Telex: 837116.

Prices per pair including VAT. All loudspeakers supplied complete with grilles.

The Rush Hi-Fi
BARU

GAVE

u

RU

Starts SUNDAY 7th JANUARY 1979-10 am
at Chelmsford branch only
Come early and queue under cover —. hot soup for those
arriving before 9a.m.
Prices so low we cannot publish.
Phone after January 2nd for the prices and availability.

HI- Fl SEPARATES, MUSIC CENTRES, VIDEO,
SPEAKERS, ACCESSORIES, CASSETTES,
VIDEO TAPES, CARTRIDGES.
x
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Richard Allan bring you three high efficiency systems
Don't be late you may miss the
bargain you've been looking for!
(Sorry, no demonstrations during sale).
On the Sunday the doors will close at
4 p.m. but the sale continues daily
from Monday 8th Jan. until
Saturday 13th Jan.
All Equipment carries a full 12 months parts and labour guarantee.

6, Cornhill, Chelmsford 0245 57593
38 North Street, Romford 0708 26840
Barclaycard, Access, cheques accepted with bank card, instant credit
available on production of major bank or credit cards to callers only.
BAFICLA ca.

áwm

L

designed to the most exacting standards, obtaining the
best possible reproduction at minimum cost.
Each unit is beautifully finished in natural teak or walnut
veneer, and enhanced with asculptured front of
acoustically transparent foam, ensuring that there is no
significant effect on the treble response.
Both the Tango and Maramba are compatible with the
Charisma, as rear speakers in quadrophonic systems.

tukurd.,411eu

Please send me further information on the above
systems, plus a list of Richard Allan stockists in my area.
Richard Allan Radio Ltd., Bradford Road,
Gomersal Cleckheaton BD19 4AZ, Yorkshire, England.
Tel: Cleckheaton ( 0274) 872442
Telex: 51112 Concab-G Cables: ' ACOUSTICS' Bradford
Name
Adddress
HFN I
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The Dahlquist
Time... and Time again.
Critics and audiophiles agree —
the listening quality of the DQ-io
is par excellence. What accounts for
its superb performance?
Time
Much credit for its smooth coherence must be given to the precisely
matched transient characteristics
of the five drivers. And, agood
deal has been written about the
DQ-Io and its extraordinary solution to the problems of time delay or phase distortion. It is
not surprising that other high
quality speaker designers
have followed suit in offering their versions of time
delay correction.

. . . and Time Again
The real "secret" to the unprecedented performance of the DQ-Io
lies in Jon Dahlquist's patented
method for reducing deaction, a
more audible and destructive form
of time distortion. The separate
baffle plate on which each driver

is mounted is dimensioned to
minimise diffraction in the frequency band in which it operates.
Thus, the effect of the sound we
hear is that of adriver mounted in
free space, without obstructions
or surfaces to distort the original
sound source.
It can be said that the DQ-Io
eliminates inaccurate reproduction
caused by time elements — inertial
time delay, and diffraction time
delay — distortions that limit
the performance of conventional speaker systems.
That's why the more critical
listener will select the DQ-Io.
Time and time again.
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Hayden Laboratories Ltd
HAYDEN

HAYDEN HOUSE

CH URCHFIELD ROAD

CHALFONT ST PETER

BUCKS SL9 9EW

Please send me your free Dahlquist brochure and a list of stockists.

Name
Address

Telephone Gerrards Cross e8447
Code HFN/179

The day you change to our
monitors is the day you stop
apologising for your speakers.
The trouble with most speakers is you
have to live with them for awhile to find out
what they're really like.
So we at Rogers take great care to see that
ours live up to their first impressions.
We test and adjust every completed
speaker on the most revealing equipment
available, including Bruel and Kjaer automatic
curve tracing.
Consequently our LS3 /5A Monitor is
recognised around the world as the definitive
reference for small speakers.
Our Compact Monitor uses cabinet
techniques found in the BBC's outstanding
studio monitors. However, we've developed our
own bass/mid range unit and use new, exclusive
Acousto-Q damping material.

LS3/5A Monitor. The much acclaimed BBC design for small speakers.
185 x300 x160mm. 25 watts programme. 15ohms.

Nevertheless, avisit to your nearest Rogers
dealer now could save you having to apologise
for your speakers ever again.
We'll gladly supply technical literature and
review reprints on request. Just send alarge, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Swisstone
Electronics Ltd., 4/14 Barmeston Road, London
SE6 3BN. Telephone: 01-697 8511. Cables:
Swisselec London SE6.

Rogers
BRITISH

HIGH • FIDELITY

Compact Monitor Response comparable to systems many times larger. Shelf
mounted or free standing. 505 x280 x275mm. 80 watts programme. 8ohms.

The result is aresponse comparable to
systems many times larger.
And many times more costly.
Our Export Monitor, again incorporating
BBC and Rogers expertise, is afurther advance.
For this is the speaker that successfully combines
superb performance with extra power.
We could, of course, give you astring of
technical reasons why our speakers consistently
outperform their nearest rivals, but we think a
demonstration from aRogers dealer is infinitely
more helpful.
We take as much care appointing our
dealers as we do making our speakers. So you
may not find one as close as your local high street.
28

Export Monitor. Successfully combines superb performance with extra power.
30.5 x3a5 x63.5cm. 100 watts programme. 8ohms.

The ear knows how to deal with gross distortion.
It simply stops listening. But what happens when
the distortion is so subtle that it is barely perceived?
Usually this kind of distortion is accepted by the ear
as part of the musical information. It's not until
you've listened for awhile that you start to sense
something isn't quite right, that there's something
between you and the music. To some, it's like
listening through closed curtains; for others, it's an
uneasy, fatigued feeling. What happens, in effect,
is that your ears and brain try to listen through the
distortion and end up working too hard to hear all
of the music.
Harman Kardon's new generation of stereo
components are designed, built and tested with
new understandings about distortion and what
makes one component sound better than another.
All Harman Kardon receivers, separates and tape
decks are of ultrawideband design for excellent
phase linearity and superb transient response
(transients are crisp, textures remain clear, open and
transparent). The electronics are engineered for' low
distortion with minimum feedback. Negative
feedback is in universal use to reduce conventional
forms of distortion. But too much feedback cause
TIM ( transient intermodulation distortion). At
Harman Kardon, we use an ' open loop' design and
engineer conventional forms of distortion down to
the lowest possible levels without the use of
feedback. Then, we add just the slightest bit of
feedback to reduce those levels even further while
keeping TIM at almost anonexistent level. You hear
all of the music, free from dynamic, as weir as static,
forms of distortion.

Harman Kardon engineers also use new dynamic
list procedures for their cassette decks including
critical listening to every sub- component to eliminate
or reduce distortion that can be heard but not as
yet quantified. Tape drives are designed to eliminate
all audible speed variations. Even when they fall
outside the scope of conventional measurements.
Each of the decks feature ultrawideband response,
phase linearity, rugged and precise tape transports,
permalloy heads, low noise electronics, Dolby'', and
an array of other outstanding features. Whether
you use aHarman Kardon stereo cassette deck in
combination with Harman Kardon separates or a
Harman Kardon receiver, we think you will agree
the combination is subtly different and immeasurably
better- designed, engineered and tested to let you
hear all the music.
Pictured here:
hk670 Twin Powered 60/60 Watts
DC Coupled Ultrawideband AM/FM Stereo Receiver
hk3500 Front Loading Dual Motor
Three Head Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby
For complete technical information,
write to the following address:

harman/kardon
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5221
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The Dalesford D
Asignificant advance in compact loudspeaker design.
Acoustically transparent foam—chosen
for aesthetic appeal combined with
minimum interference with treble
performance.

Handsome walnut veneered top.

Special treatment of the treble unit
suspension coupled with 18 db/octave
fast cut filter reduces all resonance
effects to an insignificant level.

Frequency response:
60 hz-20 khz ± 3db;
45 hz-20 khz + 4db.
Power handling:
65 watts at 1khz for 30 minutes.
Suitable for amplifiers of 20-70
watts per channel.
Nominal Impedance 8ohms.
Size: Height 36cms.Width
26.5 cms.Depth 22cms.
R.R.P. £110 per pair
Plus VAT

Ai
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Shape of enclosure prevents
diffraction which normally occurs
at cabinet edges. This gives a
clearer image and improves the
system transient response.

/\4e•
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Main cabinet structure laminated in
one piece from 40 layers of material. (A
conventional fiat-sided cabinet would
cv
C
' need to be made of concrete some
,
inches thick to have the bass isolation
Ai
4
,,h ..Q.
of this new Dalesford cabinet.)
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Extra long voice coil combined with
The Dalesford Badge—
your guarantee of performance
and reliability.

correct compliance relationship gives
optimised performance at long cone
excursions.

Massive magnet assembly—permits
use of wide gap for optimum long term
performance and reliability.

Dalesford Loudspeakers Ltd. Calverley, Pudsey, Yorkshire. /çe
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Where sound
Connoisseur's
advice
is
SAU 2Lightweight
customary
Metal Head Shell
A new development for more efficient tracking and
adjustment, and more attractive appearance,
the new lightweight metal head shell is
perfectly interchangeable for
existing SAU2, BD2 and
BD103 pick up arms.

nnoisseur

Write for further details to
A. R. Sugden & Co. ( Engineers) Ltd.
Manufacturers of Connoisseur Sound Equipment,
Connoisseur Works, Atlas Mill Road,
Brighouse, West Yorkshire HD6 lES
Telephone: Brighouse (0484)712142, Telex: 517144 Sugden G
Telegrams & Cables: Connoiseur Brighouse.

MICHAELSON
& AUSTIN
TVA- 1THE FINEST
AMP IN THE WORLD
LONDON

SHEFFIELD

Gramhams— 837 4412
Audio T— 794 7848
Subjective Audio — 886 7289
Flying Video— 697 7534
Hi H Fo Fum — 589 2586

Audio Centre — 0742 737893

NEW MALDEN

W. A. Brady — 051-733 6859

UPL Ltd — 942 9567

MANCHESTER
Eulipion/Audio — 061-225 4448

LIVERPOOL
WALSALL

SURREY

Ray Charles Audio — 0922612382

Guildford Hi- H — 0483 71534

EASTBOURNE

DUBLIN
Neol Cloney Audio Consultants —
0001 762 904

Jeffries Hi -Fi 0323 31336

HAMPSHIRE

BELFAST

Hampshire Audio— 04215 2827

1 S. Martin — 0265 52843

READING

GERMANY

Reading Hi- H & Cassette- 0734 585463

Audio Trade GmbH,
Koloniestrasse,
4100 Duisburg,
West Germany
Benelux 1

EXETER
Jeffries S/W Ltd — 0626 863604

OXFORD
Westwood & Mason — 0865 47783

PETERBOROUGH
Hi -Fi Consultants — 0733 51007

LOUGHBOROUGH

There is no doubt that selecting a HiFi system
to suit your personal requirements is difficult.
The reason? In the science of sound there is no
standard formula for HiFi, each individual
having their own personal musical tastes and
financial requirements.
No matter how long you may spend browsing
through the manufacturers glossy brochures,
reading the advertisements and comparing
test reports it is most unlikely that you will be
able to finally select a HiFi System that
meets all your personal requirements.
To achieve this end our expert, friendly
sales staff are able and -prepared to spend
virtually unlimited time discussing the
merits, technical specifications, compatability and suitability of HiFi equipment
which is best suited to your individual
requirements.
Why not pay us a visit? Not only will
you be able to obtain the full benefits of
our Personal Advisory Service and our
competitive prices on a vast selection
of equipment,but should you have any
HiFi equipment (Not more than 4
years old) that you wish to Part
Exchange, then we may be able to
make you an offer that you will find
very difficult to refuse.
Call in anytime. No appointments
necessary.
We'll be delighted to see you.
STOCKISTS OF A.D.C., AKG, Accutrac, A.R.,
Aiwa, Armstrong, Bowers & Wilks, Celef, Dual,
Empire, Gale,
Harmon-Kardon, I.M.F., J.B.L.,
JVC, Jim Rogers, KEF, Keesonic, Leak, Leeson,
Lentek, Lux, Maranta, Mayware, Micro-Seiki,
Micro-Acoustics,
Mitchell,
Monitor
Audio,
Mordaunt-Short, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pioneer,
Quad,
Reference,
Reyox,
Rotel,
S.M.E.,
Sansui, Sennheiser, Spendor, Sony, Stanton,
Tannoy,
Tandberg,
Teac,
Technics,
Thorens, Trio,
Wharfedale,
Toshiba
-Yamaha
etc.
etc.

Custom
HI-FI CENTRE

BELGIUM

82, High Holborn, London WC I

Audio Import Co
Vermerr René
Beukenlaan 17
2153 Zoersel

Tel: 01-242 7401
Opening Hours Mon-Sat 9am.-6pm.
rr•

Sound Advice— 0509 218254
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MICHAELSON & AUSTIN
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"Japanese make excellent hi-fi.
But Armstrong smaller, less moneyand sound better!"

Ingenuity has not entirely left these
shores.
And if you assume that Japanese
hi-fi has it all its own way then you must
(quickly) think again:
Armstrong Series 600 is
'smalle?—more compact, sleeker and
much nicer in your living room.
It is incredibly good value for
money. Compare prices and you'll
discover that the 625 FM Receiver, for
instance, simply has no rival.
And — here's the bit that rekindles
British hi-fi enthusiasm— it does actually
sound better.
Who says so?

Well, let's take an entirely objective
market: not Japan, not the U.K., but the
United States.
Because of heavy freight and duty
costs, it must first be borne in mind that
Series 600 is by no means 'cheap' when
it's on sale in Pittsburgh or Chicago.
Yet it has proved an outright winner.
The sheer looks of Series 600, in
neat contrast to American and Japanese
competition, is partly responsible.
Sound quality explains the rest.
Here's an extract from areview in
America's leading hi-fi specialist
magazine, 'Audio':
"I can only judge by what Ihear —

and what Iheard in the case of the
Armstrong 625 was very good indeed.
Reproduction in phono is absolutely
superb:' Leonard Feldman.
Also available: the new 602
loudspeaker. "Congratulations to
Armstrong for their entry into the market
with amodel that does them credit
Angus McKenzie.
(Please return the coupon for full
information including afree Series 600
colour brochure.)

Name
Address

621 Stereo Amplifier £ 150.00
623 AM-FMStereo Tuner £168.00
624 FM Stereo Tuner £ 130.00

32

625 FM Stereo Receiver £237.00
626 AM-FM Stereo Receiver £273.00
602 Loudspeaker £220.00 per pair

Prices are RIZP, include VA!'

@ 121% and are correct at
time of going to press.

Post to: Armstrong Audio Ltd.,
Warlters Rd., London N7 ORZ.
Tel: 01-607 3213.

— Armstrong

Introducing...

Weinctstat
the first ever permanent
anti-static record preservative
Is there static on my records?

Who produces Permostat?

Where can Ibuy Permostat?

Inevitably. Today's PVC gramophone
record pressings are generally highly insulated
and as such, are most susceptible to
electrostatic charging,particularly by
frictional contact.

Permostat has been researched,
developed and produced by the British firm,
Milty Products, aleader in the field of record
care and maintenance, whose Pixal I
record
cleaner has already won the coveted
Japanese Grand Prix award.

You'll find Permostat in all good hi-fi,
audio, record and department stores.
However, if you have any difficulty in
obtaining Permostat, please fill in the coupon
below.

How does static occur?

Milty Products Ltd.,
173/191 Wellington Road South,
Stockport, Cheshire.

The contact of two dissimilar materials is
liable to cause an exchange of electrical
charge. Thus when an insulating record is
removed from its sleeve, subjected to
cleaning by apad or brush or is in contact
with astylus, the record surface is inevitably
left in ahighly charged state. -

The safe way
to el i i
nate static
permanently

What are the effects of static?
Not unlike acommon magnet attracting
iron particles, static scavenges and draws dust
particles onto the record surface where they
can be pushed along the grooves, creating
various degrees of distortion.A highly
charged record surface could cause micro
discharging, uneven cartridge attraction and
alteration of the stylus tracking force, resulting
in wow and flutter, distortion and record/
stylus wear.
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anti-static

Why is Permostat so special?

record

pres(rvati,,e

Permostat is no ordinary anti-static
device, buta unique and specially formulated
fluid, which when applied to arecord totally
and permanently eliminates static.

ke.

How permanent is permanent?
It is claimed that playing arecord one

hundred times corresponds to the normally
expected use of agiven record by a
consumer.This is also the number of plays
used by record companies for evaluating
their products.
Tests prove that Permostat eliminates
static for at least one hundred continuous
plays.

To: MILTY PRODUCTS LTD.,
New Mansion House, I
73/191 Wellington Road South,
STOCKPORT, Cheshire SK1 3UA.Tel: 061-480 8142/3.Telex: 667700.
Regd. in England No.379854
Please supply (state quantity required)
Permostat Kit(s)@ £4.65 inc. VAT
Name
P8, Padd 30o
Address
_Permostat refill@ £3.1 5inc. VAT
P& Padd 20p

Are there any adverse effects?
Laboratory tests confirm no detectable
change in sound quality, surface noise,
frequence response and fidelity.

Postcode
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
Prices only applicable to the U.K.

I
enclose Cheque/RO. value

HNRRI

(Please do not send postage stamps)
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People are saying such
wonderful things about our
orthodynamic headphones..
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These
headphones
sound
excellent Of course nothing is
perfect. but quite frankly I did
not expect twenty- quid headphones to sound this good My
unconscious reference is the
Quad electrostatic loudspeakers— 1 dont normally listen via
headphones
Compared
to
these the HP3 lack just a fraction

.orne
eiectromc
roc
Genesis Wind .and VVuthering
— with sounds swimming round
and through the brain— proved
highly enjoyable
Overall then you can see Um
well impressed with the HP3s at
the price Only problem is that
their
neutrality
analysis
of
ambience and detail and lack of
colouration
will
make
many
buyers
unhappy
with
their
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HP3 counteracted this -- a Dealt
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Quotes courtesy of F. M.Hughes,Hi-Fi for Pleasure and D.Berriman, Practical HiFi.

YamahaYes.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE FURTI ER INFORMATION ON THE Ft 1.,L RANCE OF YAMAHA PRODUCTS. FEND FOR OUR FREE 32 pAGE COLOUR BOOK TO:
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD, 10 BYRON ROAD. WEALDSTONE. NARROW, MI
FIA) TEL 01867,K12,'L
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SHURE

This...protects your most expensive
hi-fi investment.
A worn stylus could irreparably
damage your valuable record
collection. Recognizing that apenny
saved is apenny earned, may we
suggest that trying to economize by
putting off the replacement of a
worn stylus could be like throwing
away several pounds every time you
play arecord. ( Multiply that by the
number of records you own!) Since
the stylus is the single point of contact
between the record and the rest of
the system, it is the most critical
component for faithfully reproducing
sound and protecting your record
36

investment. Insure against this, easily
and inexpensively, simply by having
your local hi-fi dealer check your
Shure stylus regularly, or take
advantage of our free stylus
inspection service. When required,
replace it immediately with a
genuine Shure replacement stylus. It
will bring the entire cartridge back to
original specification performance.
Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road
Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881

TECHNICORNER
Shure styli undergo eight standard
production line inspections: Visual and
mechanical inspection, rip configuration,
trackobility, vertical drift, 1,000 Hz output
level measurement, channel separation
at 1,000 Hz, channel separation at
10,000 Hz, and frequency response.
Only genuine Shure styli have the name
SHURE on the stylus grip and the words
"This Stereo DynetiC stylus is precision
manufactured by Shure Brothers Inc." on
the box.
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technologically superb...

Celestion introduce
three new Dittons
precision engineered...
beautifully styled

\Vith the introduction of these three
new Ditton speakers, we have maintained the standard of excellence that
is always expected from Celestion.
Acompletely different design
concept has been used for each of the
three systems to achieve aspecific
sound quality, and provide the overall
performance that individual tastes
require.
The Ditton 442 uses asealed
enclosure, the 551 avented design,

and the 662 the now famous Celestion
ABR system. In addition, each of the
three models incorporates its own
Celestion designed and manufactured
drive units that have been developed
specifically for each application.
Asi usual, the strict Celestion
standards have applied at every stage
of the development and manufacture
of every unit, and our confidence in
our quality is backed by your 5year
guarantee of satisfaction!

IDITTON 551

DITTON 442

DITTON 662

Pleasa,send me details of the new Ditton range.
Name
Address

Rola Celestion Limited, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk IP38JP.Telephone: Ipswich ( 0473) 73131
Cables: Voicecoil Ipswich. Telex: 98365.

If you like our names you'll love our prices
AIWA • AKG • AKAI • ARMSTRONG • AUDIOMASTER • AUDIO TECHNICA • BANG & OLUFSEN •
BEYER • BOLIVAR • BOSE • CELESTION • CORAL • DUAL • EMPIRE • ENTRE • FERROGRAPH • GRADO
HACKER • HARBETH • HITACHI • IMF • JBE • JVC • KEESONIC • KEF • KOSS • LENTEK • MICRO
SEIKI • MORDAUNT-SHORT • MONITOR AUDIO • NATIONAL PANASONIC • NEAL • ORTOFON •
PIONEER • QUAD • RAM • REVOX • ROGERS • SENNHEISSER • SHARP • SHURE • SMC • SME • SONY •
SPENDOR •

STAX •

SUGDEN • TEAC • TECHNICS • THORENS • TOSHIBA •
• VIDEOTONE • WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA •

TRIO •

ULTIMO

This sign Jut means asuper discount-phone for our special price!
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong
621 Teak
f107.00
621 Rosewood £ 109.00
Hitachi
HA330
f116.00
JVC
JASIIG
JAS22
JAS44 with SEA
JAS55
JAS77
Pioneer
SA506
£89.00
SA606
£ 119.00
SA706
£ 159.00
Quad
33
303
405
dr
a ll
R (MIX

8750
Sony
TA313
TA515
TAF4A
TAF5A
Technics
SU7100
SU7300
SU7700
112`
SU8080
SU9011
SE9021
Trio
KA3700
£82.00
KA5700
£ 136.00
Yamaha
CA510
£ 139.00
CA710
£200.00
CA810
£249.00
CA1010
€339.00
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
ADI250
£ 139.00
AD6350
£ 149.00
A06400
£ 189.00
AD6550
£219.00
A06800
£319.00
A06900
£379.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocords in teak or rosewood
1900
£ 199.00
5000
£314.00
Hitachi
0220
£96.00
0550
£ 122.00
0555
£ 155.00
0900
£260.00
JVC
K0720
K D10
la"
K025
K055
la`
K 0S201
Pioneer
CTF5C10
£ 105.00
CTF4040
£ 120.00
CTF700
£204.00
Sony
TCK1A
°IT
TCK4A
TCK5
e`
TCK96R

Technics
RS616
115631
RS641
RS673
Trio
KX530
£145.00
Yamaha
TC520
£ 199.00
CASSETTE RECEIVERS
Aiwa
AF3070
£329.00
A F3090
£379.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocentres in teak or rosewood
2600
£309.00
4000
£459.00
Sony
HST89

JANUARY
ONLY!
If you can buy
for less
elsewhere, we'll
match the price!
LOUDSPEAKERS
Armstrong
602 Teak
£ 157.00
602 Rosewood £ 175.00
Audiomaster
L53/5A
M LSI
Bang & Olufsen
Beovox S25
teak £89.00
rosewood £92.00
Beovox S35
teak £ 133.00
rosewood £ 138.00
Beovox S45/2
teak £ 187.00
rosewood £ 195.00
Beovox S75
teak £250.00
rosewood £262.00
C40 alum or black £139.00
C75 alum or black £ 199.00
Bolivar
125H
£ 129.00
.
Bose
901/111
£605.00
601
£386.00
301
£163.00
Celestion
Ditton I5XR
Ditton 22
Ditton 442
1T
Ditton 551
UL6
UL8
Harbeth
HL Pro monitors £269.00
Jim Rogers
JR149
Super Woofer
KEF
Corelli
£ 139.00
Calinda
£ 199.00
104AB
£239.00
105
£645.00
Celeste III
£ 89.00

Monitor Audio
Mini Monitor
MA7
MA6
MA4 Mk 2
Mordaunt-Short
Carnival tk/walnut
Festival tk/uvalnut
Pageant tk/walnut
Quad
Electrostatic
RAM
Compact
Mini- Bookshelf teak
Bookshelf Mk 2teak
100
150
200
Rogers
Export Monitors
Comoact
153/SA
Spendor
BdI
Technics
SBX3
Videotone
Minimax
D100
Wharfedale
Denton XP2 teak
Shelton XP2 teak
Linton XP2 teak
Glendale XP2 teak
F50 walnut
E70 walnut
Yamaha
NS615
NS635
N5655
NS1000M

£85.00
£109.00
£149.00

£70.00
£94.00
£114.00
£139.00
£175.00
£225.00

la`
£49.00
£39.00
£53.00
£68.00
£83.00
£110.00
£252.00
£311.00

£118.00
£151.00
E251.00
£599.00
MUSIC CENTRES

Aiwa
A F5300
£379.00
AF5600
£469.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocentres teak or or rosewood
2800
£289.00
3300
£389.00
4600
£459.00
Hitachi
SOT7785 £369.00
SDT400
£369.00
Sharp
SG400
£275.00
SG450
£354.00
SG500E
£599.00
Sony
HMKII
HMK33
HMK55
HMK77
la`
HM K80
Toshiba
SM2950
£259.00
SM3350
£299.00
SM3750
£419.00

PICK-UP ARMS
SME
3009 fixed
£45.00 •
3009/S2
£52.00
3009/S3
£99.00
FD200
£19.00

Please fill in and post the coupon with your cheque or postal
order. Add carriage: Cartridges 35 pence; Headphones 75
pence- all other items £4.00. Or order by phone using your
credit card number. All prices include VAT. Credit terms
available. Personal callers welcome.
Prices and stock shown are correct at the time of going to press.

C-140 Chew & Osborne

148 & 156 High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel: ( 0378) 74242
26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex. Tel ( 0799) 23728
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£99.00
£96.00
£139.00
£196.00

PICK-UP CARTRIDGES
Ortofon
M20E Super
£42.00
MC20 Moving coil £54.00
VMS20E Mk 2
£29.90
M CA76 Pre-amplifier £89.00
FF15E Mk 2
AKG
P8ES
P8E
P7E
Empire
2000E/111
2000T
Grado
FCE + 1
F3E +
FI +
GI +
Shure
V15-3
V15 Mk 4
M75ED

£13.90
£60.00
£47.00
£26.00
£16.00
£29.00
£14.00
£19.50
£42.00
£78.00
£49.95
£69.00
£15.00

RECEIVERS
Aiwa
AX7600
£229.00
Armstrong
625 teak
£ 169.00
625 rosewood £ 172.00
626 teak
£ 194.00
626 rosewood £ 197.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beomasters in teak or
rosewood
1500
£ 189.00
1900
£249.00
2200
£289.00
2400
£309.00
4400
£389.00
JVC
JRS201L
la`
JRS301
JRS401
JRS501
la`
Pioneer
SX590
£ 142.00
SX690
£ 179.00
Sony
STR3I3L
STRV3L
STRV4L
Technics
SA200L
SA300L
SA400
la`
SA600
Yamaha
CR420
£ 169.00
CR620
£229.00
CR820
£299.00
CR2020
£475.00
REEL TO REEL
Philips
N4506
£276.00
Revoit
877 2-track
877 4-track
Sony
TC399
TC645

TUNERS
Armstrong
623 teak
£119.00
623 rosewood
£121.00
624 teak
£93.00
624 rosewood
£95.00
Hitachi
FT340
£97.00
JVC
JTV1IG
112 1
JTV22
JTV77
Pioneer
TX606
Quad
FM3
Revoit
8760
Sony
ST313L
ST515L
STA3L
Technics
ST7300
ST8080
ST9031
ST9038
Trio
KT5500
£92.00
TURNTABLES
Aiwa
AP2200
£ 109.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beograms in teak or rosewood
1500 New Model
2200
£149.00
4002
£345.09
4004
£359.00
Dual
CS504
£89.00
CS604
£139.00
Hitachi
H1350
£92.00
JVC
OLA2
OLF4
015
"lit*
QL7
OL70
Monitor Audio
ET500
£129.00
Pioneer
PL514
£63.00
PL516
£85.00
PL518
£114.00
Revoit
B790 with VMS20E
"SP
B790 with M20E
Sony
PST1
PST20
Technics
SL220
SL230
SL150
SL3200
SL3300
51150 Mk 2
Thorens
10105
TD110
£113.00
10115
£129.00
TD126 Mk 3C
£235.00
TD160 Mk 2BC
£79.00

Chew & Osborne, 26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex.
Make

Model

Cheque/PO enclosed for £
credit card account

Please supply

or charge my

Signature

Name
Address
(Phone)

HFU1

choosing a pickup . .
Contrary to popular belief,
loudspeakers are not the weakest
link: pickups equally present
adilemma.
Having chosen speakers as fine
as ours, you are sure to
appreciate the difference . .

monitor loudspeakers

IMF

ELECTRONICS

Westbourne Street High Wycombe Buckinghamshire Tel High Wycombe 35576
39

GRIFFIN

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS FOR THE DISCERNING EAR

GRIFFIN STUDIO ELECTRONIC 85'

GRIFFIN APERIODIC 27

GRIFFIN 2 ' OMEGA 2'
AND ' OMEGA 3'

LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 85

The ' Studio Electronic 85' is afive speaker system with
level controls, variable enclosure damping, three built-in
power amplifiers — one for treble, one for mid- range, one
for bass — and the special tandem- line bass system.
Just to set you thinking here's an outline specification —
Tandem- line bass system frequency response of 22Hz —
30kHz — 4dB + 2dB in a room of 3,000 cubic feet.
Damping factor greater than 100 over the entire range.
The tri amplified system is the equivalent of a power
amplifier with more than 500 watts RMS power.
LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 27

The 'Aperiodic 27' loudspeaker incorporates a revolutionary crossover design featuring degrees of inherent
mid- range and treble damping and coil control previously
only obtainable by tri amplification.
The frequency range extends from below 30Hz to 25kHz
•within ± 2dB with exceptional smoothness and the
dispersion characteristics are very wide at all frequencies.
There is no significant beaming, unlike conventional
speaker systems. The 'Aperiodic 27' is suitable for amplifiers from 30 — 100

LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 25's

The Griffin 25 ' Omega two' and ' Omega three' high
quality loudspeakers give achoice of two or three way
systems intended for use with high powered amplifiers
ranging from 15 — 100 watts per channel. The loudspeakers are specifically designed to give an accurately
tailored frequency response and excellent musical clarity.
Please send details of your full range of loudspeakers and list of selected dealers.
NAME
ADDRESS

n

POST THIS COUPON TO
O

r

Off

i

SOUND GENIUS
H. K. GRIFFIN Et CO ( Electronics) Siddons Factory Estate. Howard St.
West Bromwich, West Midlands B70 OSU Tel : 021-556 6825/6823 ,
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More kids wish for
Koss stereophones than any other
headphone . 99
Santa Claus

Audio Expert

66

direct- contoured

Nearly every letter I

Pneumalite® ear cushions

receive at the North Pole
wishes for Koss stereo-

create agentle yet perfect

phones. 9.
May all their wishes
come true. And, they can.

response to below audi-

seal for flat, low bass
bility as well as sealing out
ambient noise. \And the

Because they're wishing

unique Koss dual suspen-

for the world's most asked

sion headband makes

for stereophones. Indeed

wearing the Triple A's as

ever since Koss invented

much of apleasure as

the stereophone, Koss has
large voice coil and over-

listening to them.

innovator and developer

pleasure to fulfill. 9.
We believe in Santa

sized diaphragm offer an

66 Dash away, dash

of the state of the art in

Claus. Don't rim?

incredibly beautiful, full-

away, dash away all! 99

bandwidth, dynamic

led the way as the

personal and private

66

listening. Today, that

the test reports, but never

response over the entire

Dash away to your
audio dealer and ask for a•

leadership continues as
strong and vibrant as ever

have Iread such glowing

. . . producing afull line of

Sound of Koss. Or write,
Tape-Music Distributors,

stereophones you truly

Koss Pro/4 Triple A.
And when Iheard them

frequency range of 10 Hz
to 22 kHz.
S. The Triple A's aresso
comfortable and seal out

free post AL15JR c/o

have to hear to believe.

they really brought a

ambient noise so well that

Santa Claus, for our free

•

twinkle to my eyes. 9.

even Idrift off with

full colour catalogue. We

visions of sugar plums

think you'll agree with

Pro/4 Double A was a

dancing in my head...

Santa that when it comes

diversity of models makes

tough act to follow but

The Triple A's

any wish for Koss a

the Pro /4Triple A's extra

Fulfilling wishes is

Of course, Iread all

reports as Ihave on the

The world famous

never very easy, but the
superior quality and

11 D

live demonstration of the

to Koss Stereophones:

special, human- engineered,

"hearing is believing".

KOSS stereophones
hearing is believine
Tape Music Distributors Ltd., 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts. ALI 5JR.
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TAPE RECORDER CARE KIT

Very few people know that a dirty pinch roller and tape heads will cause too many unnecessary problems:1)
3)
5)

Total malfunction of playback/record facilities.
Produce amuffled or highly distorted sound.
Increase or slow tape speeds.

2)
4)

Greatly reduce high frequency response.
Vastly increased wow and flutter.

This cleaning kit is a must for every tape recorder or cassette recorder owner. It will not only save ycu a lot of
repair bills but will also keep your recorder to its original performance. Experience has told us and confirmed by
others, that 65% of machines returned for service have nothing seriously wrong but merely have dirty heads and
pinch rollers.
Contains:1 bottle of 55 c.c. Rubber/Pinch Roller cleaner ( colour blue).

1bottle of 55 c.c. Tape Head cleaner.

4re/in/Me
Zeepa Instruments Limited
15 Richmond Grove, Surbiton, Surrey, England
Tel: 01-399 0966 Telex: 929679
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Admit it.
Hi-fi is adi
bu •ne s
Most methods generally used
for cleaning records don't bear
thinking about.
That's why we're introducing
the Zerostat range of record
cleaning equipment.
It's dedicated to keeping your
records in pristine condition.
When you consider the financial investment you r
collection
represents, alittle further expense on gee
caring for it makes
alot of sense.

THE NEW
D3 DISCWASHER*
SYSTEM

coating of dust and dirt.
Astylus cleaner has to be
strong enough to remove this
waxy coating, yet gentle
enough to protect the delicate
cartridge cantilever assembly.

It takes every special brush
to remove micro-dust that
could become welded to groove
walls by stylus pressure.
The Discwasher* brush with its
unique angled micro-fibre
fabnc is the most efficient way
.to pick up and absorb
micro-dust.

THEZEROSTAT
ANTI-STATIC
PISTOL

This piezoelectric pistol is
the ultimate anti-static device
Aslow squeeze and release
of the tngger eliminates
virtually all dustattracting static from
records and dustcovers.
The Zerostat achieves this by
emitting positive and negative
ions which neutralise the
electrostatic charges that
build up on record and
dustcover surfaces.
It's very simple to use, without
any wires to plug in or
batteries to replace.
With average use, say 15 times
aday, it will last more than
ten years, and together with
record cleaners such as the
D3 Discwasher" System, will
greatly prolong the life of
your records and stylus.
£6.99 inc VAT

THE NEW SC-1
STYLUS CLEANER

Record life, stylus life and
quality of sound are all
dramatically reduced when
the diamond accumulates a
The fabric,on its abso sent pad,
is mounted ana walnut handle
which stores abottle of D3
cleaning fluid.
The D3 fluid has several
important functions:
To pull dirt from the microgrooves, remove finger prints
and other su rface contaminations
and to protect the vinyl
additives necessary for long
term record wear
£6.99 inc VAT

The SC-1achieves this
by providing the perfect
combination of bnstle density
and stiffness.
Two drops of D3 cleaning fluid
add to its highly efficient
cleaning action.
It comes in awalnut case,
complete with abuilt-in
magnifying inspection minor.
£3.99 inc VAT

ZEROSTAT

COMPONENTS
For further information, write to Dept. 50,
Zerostat Components Ltd., Edison Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE174LE
Telephone: St. Ives (0480) 62225

We aim to clean up hi-fi.

*Trademarks of Discwasher Inc:of USA/Exclusive European distributorsZerostat Components :_td.
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No matter what make or type of cassette player you own,
there is aTDK tape to match it. TDK tapes are designed to give
better results on almost any cassette deck currently in use or in
production. It's worth amoment of your time to see how you can
get the best from your equipment, so before you buy abetter
cassette player or deck maybe you should buy abetter tape.
Here's abrief guide to better results— with TDK.

i
EQ-12(

made nJOP

TDK-D

The ' D' stands for ' DYNAMIC' and
this TDK quality tape admirably suits the very wide selection
of popular portable cassette recorders and cassette radios
now available. TDK DYNAMIC tape when used in this type of
equipment will enable you to make really warm, life- like recordings
because its highly sophisticated ferric oxide coating captures the rich
spectrum of music from the very low to the very high notes.
The formulation used to coat the tape used in TDK DYNAMIC cassettes
minimise ' shedding' of the coating sometimes experienced when inferior tapes are
used. This ' shedding' causes minute particles of the coating to fall on, and adhere
to the recording and playback heads— thus causing background noise and loss
of quality.
If you want to get the best from
.0'
popular- priced cassette players— use TDK Oà 20
D cassettes.
• It's the difference between aseat 8 25
at the performance and listening to it
through akeyhole!
.

20

50

100

200

500

1k

FREQUENCY ( Hz)

2k

5k

10k

20k

TAPE?
TDK-AD

Super Precision Cassette Mechanism

'AD'

4,
VTOK.
20

SO

100

The 'AD' stands for 'ACOUSTIC
DYNAMIC' and this TDK tape is just right for
quality cassette recorders, cassette radios and
home music centres. TDK AD does not require
special bias or equalisation facilities, but if
your deck has atape selector switch, just select
the ' normal' or 120 micro-second position.
You will find that TDK AD will bring
your cassette player to life, for it gives a
particularly extended response— that is at
high frequencies or top notes. For instance,
the triangle, orchestral bells and the higher
notes àf the harp can be recorded
with afaithfulness and clarity that
can scarcely be matched by
other tapes. TDK AD helps
bring your music alive.

200
500
1k
2k
FREQUENCY (Hz)

5k

10k

20k

TDK-SA
The ' SA stands for ' SUPER AVI LYN' which is TDK's
designation for the highly sophisticated, cobalt-enriched ferric
oxide powders which when applied with TDK's exclusive binding
formulation gives anew dimension to cassette tape recording.
Let's be quite clear—TDK SA is not achromium
dioxide tape— but will give superior results on quality equipment which has Cr02 ( 70 micro-second) bias and equalisation.
For cassette decks featuring automatic switching,
the TDK SA cassette housing activates this device to ensure
you get the best possible results from what is one of the
world's finest cassette tapes.
••••••••,

ai
Lo- —20

à

30
50

100

333
1k
FREQUENCY ( Hz)

3k

7k 10k 15k 20k

The TDK Precision Cassette Mechanism Not only do TDK tapes offer
faultless recordings. and get the best out of your cassette player, they are
also miracles of mechanical engineering. The transport mechanism built
into the cassette itself is the result of continuous research to ensure that
TDK tapes run faultlessly. time after time— year after year.

TOK.The great name in tape cassettes
TDK Tape Distributor -UK) Ltd.. Pembroke House. Wellesley Rd.. Croydon DRO 9XW. Telephone. 01-688 7372. Eire: Peat Wholesale Ltd.. Chapel Lane. Parnell Street. Dublin 1.

It's not an expensive cartridge.
It's an inexpensive way ofupgra
£90.

The Denon cartridge on the right costs about

And if you don't have a. cartridge transformer
already you'll need another £45 or so for that.
Does all that mean this is only for hi-fi afficionados with as much money as sense?
That's certainly the traditional view.
The fact is, many people skimp when it comes
to paying for acartridge.
Acartridge, after all, has none of the glamour of
aMos Fet amplifier. Or alinear phase loudspeaker.
It offers you no banks of shiny dials. Or gleaming rosewood cabinet.
Yet, for all that, the quality of your entire hi-fi
system depends on the input the cartridge delivers.
Indeed, your present cartridge is probably
stopping the rest of your system. doing justice to
their specifications.
The weak link in your hi-fi.
Of all the jobs the different parts of a hi-fi
system have to do, the cartridge probably has the
hardest.
The average record groove, for astart is barely
the width of ahuman hair
The stylus tip that tracks along this groove is,
though apparently tiny, putting the record under
immense pressure.
About 30 tons per sq. inch is typical.
This can distort the vynyl at the point of contact
in away that suppresses much of the high frequency
musical information.
The stylus has many other difficulties in collecting all the musical information that's encoded in the
groove.
So it's no surprise that avast amount of musical
information remains stuck in the groove. And
never gets fed into your hi-fi system.
The cartridge the record companies use.
If you think we're exaggerating the importance
of your cartridge, let us quote from an American
hi-fi magazine
"Every new advance in cartridge fidelity means
abigger step upwards than asimilar advance in
any other component.
We know that's true. We make most of the other
hi-fi components as well: record decks, tuners,

amplifiers, even the records themselves.
And we know that their performance totally
depends on the cartridge.
So rather than rely on someone else's cartridge,
we decided to develop our own. Today, you'll find
them being used by virtually every Japanese radio
station.
You'll find that several record companies use
our cartridge when they are checking the quality
of master recordings before they're pressed.
And you'll find hi-fi magazines use one of our
cartridges as the reference standard in comparative tests. (As HiFi for Pleasure did when they
compared nine top quality cartridges).
The cartridge on the right is one of our 103
series that have earned us this place in professional
hi-fi.
And now it's available to you in
Britain.
You can't hear how good it is.
The heart of the Denon 103 series
cartridge is its patented vibration
system.
This enables the 103D, for example,
to reproduce afrequency range of
65 kHz.
As the human ear can only hear arange of
20 kHz you may wonder why we bother.
It's because of the fidelity this performance
creates in the audible part of the frequency range.
One reviewer observed: "for the first time in
records" the cartridge quality "allowed apiano to
sound like apiano. This natural tonal balance is
indeed reminiscent of the sound of amaster tape'
This came from areview of some of the world's
most expensive cartridges.
The Denon 103 was the joint winner. (The
other cartridge was alaboratory item not actually
on sale).
Since then we've improved our performance
still more with the 103S and the 103D.
Both of them have elliptical stylus that matches
the shape of the record cutter stylus.
Both have acantilever support system made
out of aspecial light alloy to reduce the cartridge's
effective mass.

ding your hi-fi.
We've even mounted the diamond stylus in a
new way that needs only avery small amount of
binding agent.
With reSults that the stylus pressure on the
103D is down to 1.5 grams. And the compliance is
8x6/10cms/dyne.
A professional cartridge for an
amateur system?
Specifications like these clearly put our 103
series in aprofessional class.
If your system cost under £ 1000 you may think
that's more than you want.
It's true that an advanced system will make

more of the superior input that our cartridge
delivers into it.
But it's also true that virtually every hi-fi system
will sound better with an input from one of our
cartridges.
You can easily prove this for yourself.
Simply send us the coupon and we'll send you
details of your nearest Denon dealer.
Then you can hear our cartridge in action.
And once you've heard it, you'll realise that everything we've said is true.
Please send me details of the Denon range of cartridges D. 7
Also please inform me of Denon's cartridge transformers, 12
record decks, D tuners, D amplifiers D
Name
Address
Denon Customer Service Division,
Eumig (UK) Ltd., 14 Priestley Way
London, N.W.2. Tel: 01-450 8070.

THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARD IN HI-FI.

Woulc you ouy

i-Fi from this mc n ?

Thousancs have

Audio T

The Audio Consultants

You'll ce sorry if you can't !

190 West End Lane, London NW6 1SQ. Tel, 01-794 7848
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Mon-Wed 11 - 6 Thurs-Fn 11.7

Sat 10-5

Our 600 11 is no flight of fancy. But its sound will carry you away.

Possessing the Nakamichi 600 11 is not awhim. But the fervent aim of
those whose lives are uplifted by music.
Because the 600 11 succeeds where others fail.
It makes recordings that are closer to the original than any made by other
cassette decks.
Beneath its functionally elegant, sloping console lies some of the most
sophisticated engineering in the world.
Nakamichi's latest achievement in magnetic technology the incredible
SuperHead, means the 600 11 sets new standards for two-head cassette
deck performace.With aguaranteed minimum frequency response of
35-20,000 Hz ± 3dB.
You could buy athree-head cassette deck for about half the price.
But regardless of the number of heads, motors etc. anything less would be
acompromise in sound quality.
It would never get you off the ground.
Write for more information to Nakamichi, Natural Sound Systems,
10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx. HA3 7TL. Tel: 01-863 8622

ruk Nakamichi

Products of unusual creativity and competence...
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Peace and quiet
The quietest sound the ear can hear moves
the eardrum about 10 -9 cm, one tenth the diameter
of ahydrogen molecule. Movement due to
random theimal bombardment of the eardrum
by air molecules is around this same level and
largely accounts for this limit of sensitivity.*
But the distortion contribution from aQUAD
405 amplifier in nounal use (say 85c1Ba) moves
the eardrum less than this amount.
Perhaps sitting in avery quiet room at -100°C
and without the music we might nearly hear them
....but "tis bitter cold."
For further details on the full range of QUAD
products write to:
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Huntingdon, PE18 7DB. Tel: (0480) 52561.
*Sensitivity is,never made more acute by the presence of other sounds.

QUAD

for the closest approach
to the original sound
QUAD is aRegistered Trade Mark
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Milan Show Report ( Atkinson)
105/11
New IHF Amplifier Standard ( Foster)
97/12
Noise and the DIN Standard ( McKenzie)
103/12
Panel Game, The ( Colloms)
114/11
Pentagonal Matrix ( Longhurst)
61/3
Pure Iron Breakthrough ( McKenzie)
63/8
Resonances and the ' Q' Factor ( Wallace)
49/8
Rumble of Discontent ( McMillan)
95/5
Signal and Noise in FM Tuners ( King)
83/10
Strathearn Story ( Hope)
61/2
Static Charges on Disc Records (Secker)
117/12
Subjective Amplifier Test ( Chadwick)
49/7
Transistor Sound and overload ( Oliver)
77/1
Transistor Sound and sub- audible noise ( West) 79/1
Watch for Digital Records ( Garfinkle)
121/11
We use aRay Gun ( Fryer)
89/3
Which Hi -Fi? Supplement ( Messenger/King/
Webb/Colloms)
107/9
Without Prejudice ( Hope)
110/11

MUSICAL FEATURES

Arne Centenary ( Gammond)
103/4
Audio Award for André Previn ( Gammond)
149/11
Bluegrass on Record ( Robinson)
75/7
Bishop Kovacevich, Stephen ( Atkinson)
93/8
Boult, Sir Adrian ( Keener)
107/6
Boston Symphony Orchestra ( Davis)
144/12
Consequences ( Atkinson/Lambert)
101/1
Direct Cut ( Hope)
123/3
Discovering Chamber Music ( Gammond)
105/1
Discovering Music for Organ ( Attewell)
112/6
Happy Birthday Vivaldi ( McAloon)
105/5
Hell's Bells and Hector Berlioz ( Crabbe)
91/4
Hummel, Johann Nepomuk ( Branscombe)
103/6
Janacek, Leos ( 1854-1928) ( Dommett)
91/8
Katzenjammer, Manfred Du mkopf zu ( Jeanes) 125/12
Lid Off the Record Industry1 ( Gammond/Atkinson/Aldous)
97/3
2 ( Crabbe/Atkinson/Aldous)
118/5
Maazel, Lorin ( Keener)
131/9
Mahler's Final Works ( Breunig)
127/9
Moiseivich, Benno ( Cook)
109/10
Nostalgia ( Gammond)
87/2
Previn, André ( Keener, Gammond)
95/2, 149/11
Quality Monitor
85/1, 76/4, 81/7, 99/10
Role of the Record Producer ( Gammond/
Atkinson)
81/8
Role of the Record Reviewer ( Gammond)
137/12
Rutland Boughton Centenary ( Gammond)
103/4
Schubert, Franz (1797-1828) ( Gammond)
127/3
Smetana Quartet ( Potter)
147/11
Sound of the Harpsichord ( Gould)
79/2
Two English Centenaries ( Gammond)
103/4
Vivaldi ( 1678-1741) ( McAloon)
105/5
Wodenjak, Ed ( Atkinson)
93/8
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES

Basset Mk II ( Parti)
1 ) ( Attewell)
91/6
Part 2
56/7
Part 3
67/8
Correction
73/9
Building aVolume Expander ( Penfold)
87/12
Everything but the Kitchen Sink (Taylor)
49/2
Mini- Line compact transmission- line speaker
(P. Atkinson)
124/11
Reading the Real Peaks-( A Peak Signal
Indicator) ( Macready)
91/10

MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES

Discontent? ( Lehmann, McQuillan)
From Poulsen to the Video Package (White)
Index for 1977
Linn/Ariston/Robertson Affair
Record Industry Survey supplement
Video Supplement
What Price Home Video ( Kirk)
Which Hi -Fi? - Supplement _ _

94/9
135/11
59/1
71/4
97/3
133/11
139/11
107/9

EQUIPMENT REVIEWS
ADC LMF-1 and LMF-2 pickup arms ( Keywood)
169/171/3
ADC ZLM pickup cartridge ( Keywood)
119/7
Audio Technica AT1009 pickup arm ( Keywood) 167/3
B & W DM7 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
139/4
Celef PE1 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
141/4
Coral 777EX moving-coil pickup cartridge
(Keywood)
122/8
Eagle T-6000 stereo tuner ( King)
147/1
Elac 555E pickup cartridge ( Keywood)
119/7
Entré 1moving-coil pickup cartridge ( Keywood)
122/8
Eumig Metropolitan Concert Centre ( Killick)
131/8
Excel ES70E pickup cartridge ( Keywood)
68/10
Exposure Ill pre-amp/IV PA ( Colloms)
163/10
Garrard MRM-101 music recovery module
(King)
147/4
Grado G1+ pickup cartridge ( Keywood)
119/7
Hadcock GH228 pickup arm ( Keywood)
169/3, 153/4
Hafler DI-1-101 preamplifier kit ( Humphreys/
Keywood)
205/11
Harman Kardon Citation 17s/pre-amp 19PA
(Colloms)
167/10
Hitachi HCA 7500 pre-amp/HMA 7500 PA
(Colloms)
161/10
Hitachi D-900 cassette deck ( King)
202/11
JBL Model L110 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
152/10
JVC JT-V71 stereo tuner ( King)
147/1
Keesonic KBM loudspeaker ( Attewell)
145/4
KEF Model 105 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
147/10
Klark-Teknik equalisers DN22 & DN27
165/1
(Attewell)
131/2
Lenco C-2003 cassette deck ( King)
Lentek pickup head-amplifier ( Keywood)
127/8
183/12
Lux L10 integrated amplifier ( Colloms)
168/9
Marantz 5010 cassette deck ( King)
159/1
Marantz 2500 receiver ( King)
Marantz 1122 DC integrated amplifier
187/12
(Colloms)
160/10
Meridian 101 pre-amp/105 PA ( Colloms)
Micro Acoustics Ma2002e pickup cartridge
119/7
(Keywood)
Monitor Audio MA4/11Ioudspeaker ( Attewell) 153/10
Mordaunt-Short Signifer loudspeaker
149/10
(Attewell)
133/2
Nakamichi 700/11 cassette deck ( King)
Nikko TRM 750 integrated amplifier ( Colloms) 186/12
147/1
Optonica ST- 1515 stereo tuner ( King)
199/11
Optonica RT-3535 cassette deck ( King)
Ortofon MC20 moving- coil pickup cartridge
122/8
(Keywood)
Ortofon MCA76 pickup head- amplifier
127/8
(Keywood)
169/9
Philips N-2538 cassette recorder ( King)
Pioneer TAU11/RTU11 ( RT2022) open- spool
148/6
recorder ( Colloms)
201/11
Pioneer CT- F1000 cassette deck ( King)
Revim B77 ( IEC high speed) open-spool
149/6
recorder ( Colloms)
156/5
Rotel RX-603 stereo receiver ( King)
170/9
Sankyo STD- 1900 cassette deck ( King)
Sansui AU 717 integrated amplifier ( Colloms) 189/12
119/7
Shure V15- IV pickup cartridge ( Keywood)
Signet TK7 SU pickup cartridge with TKN3
119/7
stylus ( Keywood)
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SME Series II Improved (fixed headshell)
pickup arm ( Keywood)
171/3, 153/4
SME Series III pickup arm ( Keywood)
173/3, 153/4
Sony ST-3950 stereo tuner ( King)
147/1
Sony 766-2 open-spool tape recorder ( Colloms) 151/6
Sony XL-55 moving-coil pickup cartridge
(Keywood)
122/8
Sony HA- 55 pickup head-amplifier ( Keywood) 127/8
Sony XL45 pickup cartridge ( Keywood)
119/7
Sony TA- N88 PWM power amplifier and
TA- E88 preamp ( King)
173/9, 177/9
Stanton 881S pickup cartridge ( Keywood)
119/7
Tandberg TCD-330 cassette deck ( King)
135/2
Technics RS 1500 US open-spool recorder
(Colloms)
152/6
Technics EPC-300 MC moving-coil pickup
cartridge ( Keywood)
122/8
Technics SU9070 pre-amp/5E9060 PA
(Colloms)
159/10
Trio KR 4070 stereo receiver ( King)
160/5
Trio KA9100 integrated amplifier ( Colloms)
191/12
TVA prototype pre-amp/Export PA ( Colloms) 165/10
Uher CG-362 cassette deck ( King)
139/2
Videotone H200 pickup head-amplifier
(Keywood)
129/8
Yamaha CR620 stereo receiver ( King)
157/5
Yamaha CA 810 integrated amplifier ( Colloms)
193/12

RECORD REVIEWS

Classical Cassettes ( Gammond)
138/1, 119/2, 155/3,
131/4, 145/5, 139/6, 109/7, 157/9, 139/10, 187/11, 171/12
Classical Issues
115/1, 99/2, 131/3, 107/4, 123/5,
115/6, 89/7, 99/8, 135/9, 119/10, 163/11, 147/12
Deja Vu
137/1, 117/2, 152/3, 127/4, 144/5, 133/6,
107/7, 113/8, 153/9, 137/10, 185/11, 167/12
Folk ( Oliver)
143/1, 125/2, 161/3, 137/4, 151/5, 145/6,
115/7, 119/8, 165/9, 143/10, 191/11, 177/12
Jazz ( Hyder)
145/1, 125/2, 159/3, 133/4, 151/5, 143/6
117/7, 119/8, 163/9, 145/10,191/11, 175/12
Light ( Gammond)
145/1, 121/2, 161/3, 136/4, 153/5,
145/6, 117/7, 117/8, 164/9, 145/10, 189/11, 177/12
Quality Monitor
85/1, 76/4, 81/7, 99/10
Records of the Month
117/1, 101/2, 132/3, 109/4,
125/5, 116/6, 91/7, 100/8 137/9, 121/10, 163/11, 148/12
Rock ( Dallar)

141/1, 123/2, 157/3, 135/4, 149/5, 141/6,
113/7, 115/8, 161/9, 141/10, 188/11, 173/12

REGULAR ITEMS
American Letter ( Sammett, Tillett, Garfinkle)
71/1, 53/8, 121/11
Audio Patents ( Hope) 69/1, 51/2, 83/3, 63/4, 79/5, 71/6,
47/7, 51/8, 87/9, 69/10, 119/11, 101/12
Book Reviews
83/1, 57/2, 59/3, 111/5, 87/6
87/7, 166/9, 87/10, 193/11, 111/12
Crossword Puzzle ( Taggart)
67/1, 57/3, 89/5, 73/7,
133/9, 127/11
Crossword Puzzle Solution
47/2, 55/4, 71/6, 73/8,
69/10, 85/12
Editorial Comment
61/1, 41/2, 51/3, 51/4, 63/5, 65/6,
37/7, 41/8, 69/9, 67/10, 99/11, 77/12
FM Radio ( McKenzie)
111/1, 77/2, 117/3, 89/4, 81/5
89/6, 79/7, 75/8, 105/9, 95/10, 131/11, 115/12
Gramophile
93/1, 95/2, 119/3, 99/4, 113/5, 107/6,
67/7, 93/8, 131/9, 115/10, 154/11 131/12
Letters
73/1, 55/2, 65/3, 67/4, 83/5, 99/6,
65/7, 57/8, 77/9, 81/10, 129/11, 129/12
Looking Back ( Gammond)
109/1, 85/2, 129/3, 105/4,
121/5, 105/6, 85/7, 79/8, 125/9, 111/10, 159/11, 143/12
Music on Record 105/1, 87/2, 127/3, 103/4, 105/5, 103/6,
75/7, 91/8, 127/9, 109/10, 147/11, 144/12
News from the World of Sound
63/1, 42/2, 53/3, 53/4,
65/5, 67/6, 39/7, 43/8, 71/9, 68/10, 100/11, 79/12
Positive Feedback
81/1, 71/2, 87/6, 83/7, 73/8, 91/9,
113/12
Quality Monitor
85/1, 76/4, 81/7, 99/10
Readers' Problems
169/1, 73/2, 75/3, 153/4, 163/5,
155/6, 118/7, 135/8, 179/9, 169/10, 209/11, 195/12
Soundings ( Aldous)
91/1, 69/2, 87/3, 65/4, 85/5,
101/6, 61/7, 65/8, 89/9, 89/10, 109/11, 109/12
Subjective Sounds ( Messenger) 75/1, 53/2, 79/3, 75/4,
91/5, 79/6, 54/7, 61/8, 93/9, 79/10, 123/11, 95/12
Tape Matters ( Brown)
69/1, 85/2, 83/3, 97/4, 103/5,
87/6, 73/7, 55/8, 103/9, 107/10, 119/11, 101/12
Things IHear (various authors)
113/1, 93/2, 129/3,
97/4, 107/5, 105/6, 85/7, 79/8,125/9, 107/10, 158/11,143/12
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5eeN0,4
New demonstration
room
Sevenoaks
branch

HAN

118 LONDON ROAD, SEVENOAKS, KENT TN13 1BA: (0732) 59555
162 POWÍS STREET, WOOLWICH, LONDON S.E.18: 01-855 8016
34 MOUNT EPHRAIM, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT: (0892) 31543

Phone our hot lines for really keen prices!
Prices include V.A.T.
Prices correct at time of
preparation- November
10, 1978. E & 0 E
AIWA AX 7400/7600, AF 3070/
3090.
VC JRS 6IL/81/201L/30 I, etc.
B.& 0. 1500/1900/2200/2400/
4400.
ARMSTRONG 625/626

41•11111/
11M111111

AMPS Si

Examples of our Prices

TU NERS

TRIO
KR 3090
PIONEER
SX 590 ..
SX 690
AIWA
AX 7400
AX 7600
AF 3070
AF 3090
JVC
JRS 6IL
JRS 81 ..
ARMSTRONG
625 .
626

SONY TA 212/313/515, TAF 3A/
4A/5A, etc., ST 212L/3 I3L, etc.
TECHNICS SU 7100/7300/7700/
8080, ST 7300/8080, etc.
YAMAHA CA 410/510/710/810,
CT 510/710, etc.
TRIO KA 150011/3700/5700/6100,
etc., KT 5300 11/5500/5600, etc.
PIONEER SA 506/606/706,
SA 8500 II, TX 606/TX 8500 II, etc.
JVC JAS 10/11G/22/44, JTV 10L/
11G, etc.
ARMSTRONG 621/623/624
QUAD 33/303/405/FM3
Examples of our prices
YAMAHA
CA 410 ..
£39 95
TRIO
KA 150011
£ 9-95
KA 3700
£79 95
PIONEER
SA 506 ..
042 -95
SA 606 ..
El II-95
SA 706 ..
f149-95
JVC
JAS 1IG
£79-95
ARMSTRONG
621
.. £104-95

£159-95
£I31-95
£163-95
£178-95
£229-95
£314-95
£369-95
£113-505
£157 -95
£165-95
£189-95

VIDEO
Sony Betamax, J.V.C. VHS,
Panasonic VHS, Phili ps LVC.

SPEAKERS
SONY SS 70/2030, etc.
YAMAHA NS 500/1000M
B.& O. S25/35/45, etc.
ARMSTRONG 602
AR AR 18, etc.
B.& W. DM 5/4/7, etc.
CELESTION Ditton I5XR/22 /
33, etc.
CELEF Domestic, Monitor,
Mini Pro., PEI
IMF ALS 40, etc.
KEF Celeste III, Corelli, 104ab.
etc.
JR .IR 149, Woofer LPA
MISSION 710/720/730
MONITOR AUDIO MA 7/6/4,

RECEIVERS
SONY STR 2I2L, STR 3I3L,
STRV 3L/4L, HST 49/89A
TECH NICS SA 100L/200L/300L/
400/500, etc.
YAMAHA CR 420/620/820/
1020, etc.
TRIO KR 209 0/2090L/3090/4070,
etc.
PIONEER SX 590/690/790/890,
etc.

etc.

MORDAUNT SHORT
Carnival, Festival, Pageant

Limited Quantity

SPECIAL OFFERS
B.& O.
Master 901
El 39-00
1100 ..
£139-00
3400 ..
£199-00
Centre 1800
£219-00
Cord 1100
£129-00
Vox S22 ( Pr.) • • • •
LEAK 3030 ( Pr.) .. El 19-00
3050 ( Pr.) .. £ 169-00
MONITOR AUDIO MA4I ( Pr.)
£189-00
At Sevenoaks Hi -Fi we have a
superb display of top quality,
competitively priced equipment.
Demonstrations are available and
our helpful staff are always happy
to offer advice. We can also
arrange home demonstrations
and installations-just ask for
details.
STOCKS
Immediate delivery is the order of
the day on most items as we
maintain large stocks of hi-fi.

NATIONAL PANASONIC
SG 1020
f149-00
ST2400 ..
£69-00
RS6I2
f89-00
PIONEER
SA 7300
SA 6300
SONY
TC 11
8SD

£ 119•00
09-00

£75-00

Please phone to verify price and
availability before setting out on
any journey.
GUARANTEES
Full parts and labour guarantees
on everything from Sevenoaks
Hi -Fi - from Ito 5years.
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Our service department maintains equipment bought from us.
Ask about our unique service
contract.

TAN N OY Oxford etc.
VIDEOTONE Minimax,
DI00, etc.
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2,
Denton XP2, Linton XP2,
Glendale XP, etc.
RAM Compact, Bookshelf, 100,
etc.

Examples of our Prices
ARMSTRONG
602 ..
CELESTION
15XR
22
33
JR
149 ..
Woofer LPA
VIDEOTONE
Minimax
WHARFEDALE
Denton XP2
Linton XP2
Shelton XP2

f153-95
09-95
£139-95
£ 179.95
£124-95
£169-95
£49-95
£49-95
£75-95
£62-95

T.V.
SONY KV 9000UB/1340UB/
1820UB/1822UB/2000UB/2200UB,
TV 121/511, FX 412
NATIONAL PANASONIC
TC 381G/48IGR/2203, TR 565G,
etc.

RECORD DECKS
SONY PSTI/PS212/PST20/PSX4
TECHNICS SL 220/230 3200/
3300, SL 150/1500 11/5200, etc.
YAMAHA YP 211/511
TRIO KD I033D/2055 etc.
PIONEER PL 514/516/518 etc.
AIWA AP 2200/2500
JVC JLA20, QLA2/F4 etc.
B. & 0. 1500, 2200

Examples of our Prices
YAMAHA
YP 211
YP 51 I
TRIO
KD 10338
PIONEER
PL 514
PL 516 ..

£79 95
£95 95
£55-95
£59 95
£79-95

JVC
JLA 20 .
QLA 2 .

MUSIC: CENTRE
SONY HMK 33/55/77/80
AIWA AF 5300/5600
B.& 0.4600. etc.
NATIONAL PANASONIC
SG 1090L/3060L/309OLD/5070/
5090/6070
TOSHIBA SM 3350/3750, etc.
HITACHI SDT 7785, etc.

Examples of our Prices
AIWA
AF 5300
AF 5600
TOSHIBA
SM 3750

£349-00

TRIO
KA 3500
KR 2600

..

OPENING TIMES
Sevenoaks and Woolwich:
Monday- Saturday 9 to I, 2to 5.30
(late night Thursday until 7.30).
Tunbridge Wells: Monday to
Saturday 10 to 5.
All shops closed all day Wednesday.

MAIL ORDER
(Sevenoaks only)
Hi-fi sent within 48 hours ( subject
to availability) to any address in
the British Isles from our Seven-

£ 79-95

Examples of our Prices

HITACHI
SDT 7680

E99-00
f135-00
E219-00
E115-00
El 27.00

.

TECHNICS
RS 615 ..
YAMAHA
TC 51IS
TRIO
KX 530 .
PIONEER
CTF 500
CTF 4040
CTF 700
CTF 1000
AIWA
AD 1250
AD 6350
AD 6400
JVC
KD 720
KD 10 ..

TOSHIBA
PC 3060
SA 420

TECHNICS
SA 5070
SA 5170
SA 5370
SL 150
RS 630

£ 59-95
£449 -95

SONY TC I58SD, TCU 2,
TCK IA/4A/5, TCU 5,
TCK 60/96R, TC 399
TECHNICS RS 615/616/630/
631/641, etc.
YAMAHA TC 511S/520/1000
TRIO KX 530/830/1030
PIONEER CTF 500/4040/700/
1000, RI 707
AIWA AD 1250/6350/6400/6550/
6800, etc.
JVC KD 720/10/25/55, etc.

£79-00
£89-00
£179-00

ADC, Coral, Satin, Ortofon,
Shure, Stanton, SME.

..

CASSETTE & REEL

PS II ..
PS 22 ..
STR 4800

CARTRIDGES & ARMS

.. £ 59-95
.. £ 102-95

TANNOY
Devon ( Pr.)
ROTEL
RP 2300
RX 403
RA 413

£99-95
C129-95
£139-95
£96-95
£110-95
£194-95
£393-95
£144-95
£154-95
£194-95
£87-95
E113-95

.. £ 109-00
£149-00

£99-00
£99-00

.. £ 239-00

..

£58-00
El 15-00
£89-00

oaks mail order store ( not from
Woolwich or Tunbridge Wells).
Contact us to verify price before
ordering. Send cheque ( or quote
credit card number) to cover cost
and carriage. Everything fully
insured against loss and damage
during transit.
Carriage and insurance £4-00 per
item.

Phone to check our price on any
items not shown in this list.

11111311/W5

ALSO INCORPORATES: TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS,
AUDIO NEWS, RECORD NEWS, AUDIO RECORD REVIEW,
THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD.

& ruccorell romriew
J

UST after writing last month's editorial, which was perhaps
alittle harsh in its quick dismissal of acorrespondent's doubts
regarding loudspeaker performance, we received a couple of phone
calls on the same subject from puzzled readers, one of whom
proceeded to pour his heart out. So, as feelings seem to run

EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE
DEPUTY EDITOR
JOHN ATKINSON

high, we beg forgiveness for returning to the matter.
The gist of the telephoned outpouring was that when the caller
replaced a long-established pair of speakers with modern
models said to offer an impeccable performance ( KEF 105s),
the results were awful. Not only did the new speakers give much

MUSIC EDITOR
PETER GAMMOND
TECHNICAL EDITOR
DONALD ALDOUS
RECORDS EDITOR
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IVOR HUMPHREYS
ART EDITOR
MARK STEVENS
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual UK subscription rate for HFNIRR is £8.30, overseas £9.30
($25.00 USA & Canada). The rate for each of our associated journals
Studio Sound and Sound International is £8•20, overseas £8.20 ($25.00).
Obtainable from Subscription Dept., Link House Publications Ltd.,
Link House, 25 West Street, Poole, Dorset BH15 1LL (tel.: 02013 71171).
HiFi News & Record Review is normally published on the last day of the
preceding month, unless that date falls on aSunday, when it appears
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BINDERS
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hole- in-the- middle.
Complementing this, our caller's record collection seemed to
be dominated by music of the ' light classical' type, especially in
versions which we knew to have a rather assertive, brilliant type
of balance—the sort of thing which emphasises ' sounding brass
and tinkling cymbals'. We guess that the exaggerated impact
of such recordings tended to compensate for the depressed
mid- range of the old loudspeakers, while the horn- loaded
tweeters added an impressive dash of sparkle to the upper
partials. Revealingly, our caller added that although he followed
the ' Quality Monitor' feature he had frequently been disappointed
when we recommended discs which he found had a dull sound—
'rather like BBC concert broadcasts'. We pricked our ears up
at this, and it transpired that he couldn't understand why Angus
McKenzie so often raves about BBC quality. He seldom listened
to concert broadcasts because in his experience they lacked
brilliance and inner detail in comparison with what he called
'the bést records'.
Then he confirmed our growing suspicions. Since acquiring
the new speakers he had listened to just one live BBC concert,
which, he said, happened to be outstanding. We checked our
listening notes: it was atypical RFH broadcast. He had simply
heard properly balanced sound on properly balanced loudspeakers
for a change! Actually this is a rather old-fashioned sort of story,
but now that low- coloration loudspeakers blessed with analytical
neutrality are much more common than of yore, we wonder how
many other hi-fi enthusiasts there may be whose sights need
re- directing as they up- date their equipment.

THE LINK HOUSE GROUP

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

than before.
Some gentle prodding revealed several clues to the discontented
reader's dilemma. The elderly speakers were home-made,
employing bass units which in their day were thought to be very
satisfactory ( although perhaps a little boomy when reflex- loaded),
in conjunction with little horn- loaded tweeters which also used
to be highly regarded— even though atrifle peaky at around
6-8 kHz. But the crossover frequency was 3 kHz, and we knew
that the rather flabby- coned bass units simply couldn't handle
the range from there down to about 500 Hz without a great deal of
haze and inefficiency. Tonally, his speakers probably had a wide

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
ROGER DENNY

di

less output at agiven setting of the volume control, but they
sounded shrill and analytically hard', especially on those disc
recordings which had seemed splendid on the old system.
The latter comprised a pair of efficient reflex/horn devices which
performed very adequately in conjunction with a couple of
modest valve amplifiers rated at ten watts apiece. The disappointed
customer, who was inclined to blame us for publishing afavourable
review which had persuaded him to make the change, realised
that the reduced sound volume with the new speakers related to
their lower conversion efficiency. But while making reasonable
allowances for this, and noting that low efficiency is commonly
said to be part of the price exacted for lower coloration, he felt
that he now had higher coloration. For him, in his room, playing
his records, the results were notably less musical and natural
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Conway!!
The three way,
three speaker
system from Castle
Acoustics of Great Britain.
Built forquality. Built for efficiency
The new Conway II is aconvincing choice
in every way.
Convincing in terms of faithful hi-fi
performance—with an "efficient design"—producing
smooth, detailed response, full volume with rich and
natural tonal accuracy.
The Conway II satisfies the need for superior
sound quality from even modest amplification.
Castle's own specially designed efficient drive units
offer responses of 4-22 kHz in the treble-range,
750-4000 Hz in the mid-range and 35-750 Hz in the
bass-range. Output integration is controlled by a
sophisticated thirteen-element crossover network,
specially designed to make the system easy to drive.
The new Conway II is also aconvincing

example of the craftsman art. The scientifically braced
cabinet is constructed of I8mrn, high density particle
board, hand finished with achoice of selected real wood
veneers and protected with afinal coat of tough
polyurethane lacquer. The walls are internally damped
with bitumin and are lined with acoustic foam.
The discreetly sculptured grille maximises the
advantages of acoustic foam.
The Conway II represents anew peak in
Castle achievement. Its design and manufacture will
convince those who take quality to heart. To convince
yourself of this new speaker sound quality enjoy a
listening test at your local Castle appointed dealer For
details of Castle distribution in your area, and other
speakers in the range please use the Coupon Service.

Speakers for connoisseurs—built on 65 years of high fidelity engineering experience

Íioupon service

(.( ) 11 \\ d\ II

Please provide me with the full facts on the speaker systems in the Castle Range.
Together with the address of your local dealer

Name
Address
HFNC 11

Post to:
Castle Acoustics
Shortbank Road,
Skipton,
North Yorkshire
Tel: Skipton (0756) 5333

Three new turntables: the Dual CS521; the Hitachi HT-353; the Thorens TD105

Dual purpose

TWO new turntable combinations

from Dual are the CS504 semiand CS521 fully-automatic units.
The 504 replaces the 520 and has a
more rigid headshell and improved platter/mat damping. Beltdriven via Dual's ' Vario -pulley'
the turntables include two- speed
operation and 6% pitch control
with strobe provided. The arm is
the familiar straight aluminium
torsion resistant type with fourpoint gimbal suspension. It is
statically balanced in both planes
and tracking force is appiied via a
fiat- wound spring.
Cueing is
damped in both directions. Prices
are: CS504, £88.80; and CS521,
£112.50 plus VAT and the importer is, of course, Hayden
Laboratories.

... and Hitachi
New from Hitachi is the HT 353
two- speed, semi- automatic ' record
deck'. Quartz- locked direct drive
from their own ' Unitorque' motor
permits awow and flutter figure of
0.03% WRMS and S/N ratio of
70 dB ( DIN B). The arm features a
detachable headshell and controls
for this and the motor are frontmounted on the grey-finished
plinth. Specially designed feet are
employed to minimise the effects
of acoustic feedback. Price for
the HT 353 is £135 inclusive.

... and Thorens
Two new Thorens units have been
announced by Metrosound. The
TD105
semi- automatic
unit
features a frictionless, velocity
sensi ig
electronic system to
initiate the arm return mechanism.
The TD104 is a manual version of
the same design and replaces the
now discontinued TD166. Belt
driven from. the new Thorens
72- pole DC motor, both turntables
offer electronic speed control and
selection, with illuminated stroboscope. They are only available
with the integral TP22 arm.
Prices are: TD105, £135; and
TD104, £112.50 inclusive. Despite
reports to the contrary, Thorens
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

are still making the TD160 belt
drive unit in the version without
an arm.

... and Ferguson
Well known over the years for their
radiograms and, more recently,
budget- priced music centres, Ferguson have at last entered the
more up-market area with their
'Hi -Fi System 25'. A ' component
system', designed and manufactured entirely in the UK, it comprises a rack- mounted belt drive
semi-automatic turntable, amp,
tuner and cassette deck plus
speakers as a package expected
to retail for under £500. The twospeed turntable has a die-cast
aluminium platter mounted on a
moulded structural foam suspended sub- chassis. The tuner
features LW as well as MW and
FM and includes a built-in oscillator to help with recording ' offair'. The amp manages a healthy
25 wpc and the cassette deck has
switching for the three main tape
types plus, of course, Dolby NR.
The speakers use two Goodmans
drivers in a totally enclosed 30
litre cabinet. The system normally comes complete, but will be
su pplied to dealers minus speakers
if required, to allow a greater degree of flexibility.

... and a Condor
The Ultimo 30 series moving- coil
cartridges mentioned (and shown)
in our Spring Show report(July ' 77)
have at last been announced by
their importer, Condor Electronics.
Like the 20 range there are three
models, the first two of which are
high output, Shibata types which
do not require pre- pre- amplification. The 30A has a tapered
aluminium cantilever and the 30B
straight beryllium which has
the benefits of faster wave
propagation.
The 30C has a
parabolic stylus and a (faster still)
boron cantilever.
Apart from
detail improvements in phase
characteristics and tracking ability,
these cartridges differ from the
20 series in that they are integrated
with their own headshell and plug
JANUARY 1979

directly into the SME Series II
detachable type pickup arms—and,
of course, the Dynavector DV-505.
This integral design helps to
improve the performance further
by
eliminating
compliances

normally present in conventional
headshells. Prices are: £125; £ 150
and £165 respectively, plus VAT,
and Condor Electronics Ltd are at
100 Coombe Lane, London SW20
OAY. Tel: 01-946 0033.

Sound 8c Video '79

relating to the Reference Monitor
System is available on receipt of
North-West hi-fi retailers Hardman an SAE (foolscap size).

Equitape

January
Radio have
Hi organised
Fi show for
asuccessful
the past 2
years and this year have expanded
it to include Video. Sound & Video
'79 will be held, like the previous
shows, at the Excelsior Hotel,
Manchester Airport, and it will be
well worth attending as they have
an extremely healthy list of exhibitors. Entrance is free and the
show will be open from Thursday,
January 18th until Sunday 21st.

Rogers Imports
Rogers ( Swisstone) are the importers of two new accessories.
The Anzai A75 moving- coil transformer comes from the Japanese
valve design company of that
name. Especially recommended
for use with the Denon, Entré,
EMT and Supex cartridges, the
A75 has a claimed frequency
response from 5Hz to 100 kHz
(-1 dB at 100 kHz quoted), with
a primary inductance to suit
cartridges requiring between 6and
40 ohms ( optimum 10 ohms). As
there are ' no impedance peaks'
there is no internal secondary
loading resistor required to yield
the nominal 47-56 Kohm load.
Distortion is quoted as below
0.05%. The device has a78% mumetal core and is triple shielded.
RRP is £99.56 and availability
limited.
Also from Rogers is the Spectra
turntable mat. Comprising vacuum
spread layers of polyurethane and
silicone of varying densities, with a
fin sh ( and texture) not unlike
some of the new high surface
tension
non- adhesive
record
cleaning rollers, it is claimed to
clean-up both the bass and treble
anomalies generated when inadequately damped platters are
used. The Spectra costs £ 19.69
inclusive. Rogers' latest brochure
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factory aligned. Connected in the
playback line between the cassette
machine and amplifier, it shapes
the HF response using ' hinge
points' of 1kHz and 5kHz, continuously variable and simultaneously usable, to help correct
various replay deficiencies—for
example the falling frequency
response
caused
by
overemphasis or vice-versa, or the
mid- range droop with many overbiased ferric oxide tapes not
corrected by all machines. The
Equitape can be set-up without
recourse to test gear by doing
simple A/B comparisons between
a record and its recording and
once adjusted will give consistent
results with all subsequent recordings made on tapes of the
same make and type. The price is
£60 and further details can be
obtained from
H.
Balmer, 4
Chapel Close, Horrabridge, nr
Yelverton, South Devon.

Reslosound
Reslo, one of the more familiar
names in microphones, have just
been appointed UK agents for
Tokyo firm, Primo, probably one
of the world's leading microphone
capsule manufacturers, with a
monthly production figure of over
40 million units. Reslo can be
contacted at Eagle Road, Rye, East
Sussex TN31 7NB. Tel: 01973 3959
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REDUCE THE COST
OF LISTENING
UP TO

27e)
OFF BRAND
NEW DISCS

Thousands of music lovers are saving £if's every year on
brand new records
simply because they joined The Wilson
Stereo Library 'Records at Cost' Service. If you want to save
up to 27 1
/ % on classical, opera, jazz, rock and pop records, you
2
should join our Records at Cost' Service.
How you benefit Here's an example of the cash you could save
when you take advantage ofour Records at Cost' Service:
A standard or deluxe Pop record could easily have a
recommended retail price of
£4.49
Actual price you pay at WSL
(including 25p handling charge)
£3.25
Saving

£1.24

As asubscriber to the 'Records at Cost' Service, you
also receive the full WSL catalogue of stereo and quad records,
which tells you at aglance which are the best records to buy.
And you can start saving money as soon as you become a
member of this WSL service (annual subscription £3.30).

The Wilson Stereo Library Limited,
104-106 Norwood High Street, London SE27

THE WILSON r
LIBRARY
o
To: The Wilson Stereo Library Limited,
104-106 Norwood High Street, London SE27
Please send me:
ri Free booklet "The Wilson Stereo Library", which gives
full details of all W.S.L. services (and accessories).
W.S.L. Catalogue-of st
d
L] £1.25*
plus 10p post and packing.
ereo an

Privilege Return Service For an annual subscription of £5.00,
members of the 'Records at Cost' Service can have records on
Privilege Return. These are selected from our monthly
supplements (but not from the basic catalogue). You listen to
them in the comfort of your own home, select those you wish to
keep at the low ' Records at Cost' prices —.and return the
others to us, paying only asmall hire charge on them. You can
try the records before you decide to keep them.
Sounds Good? It's certainly unique. Nowhere else can you buy
records at such low cost with the privilege of returning those
that don't please you. And remember all records are
guaranteed to be brand new!
For full details of these and other WSL services, just complete
and post the coupon today.

qua drecord
s.

Ienclose

W.S.L. Catalogue of stereo cassettes. Ienclose 80p* plus
L_I 10p post and packing.
*1 understand that this will be credited to me in full, should Idecide to become a
member of either the Cassette or Record Library, or both.
Name
Address

Total sum enclosed £

HEN 1/79
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La Vatford Valse
The recent direct- cut orchestral
records have varied considerably
in their sound quality but one
factor they all have in common is
their use of American orchestras.
It was therefore somewhat gratifying to be able to attend the
first ( well, first modern) direct- cut
session
recently in
Watford
Town Hall. The orchestra being
honoured, or rather, perhaps,
subjected to the treatment were
the LPO, conducted by Walter
Susskind, and the session was
one of a number being organised
by Californian company Crystal
Clear. CC producer Ed Wodenjak
discussed some of the difficulties involved in direct- cut recording in August ( p. 93) and so
here was a chance to appreciate
them first hand.
The
mike
technique
used
was quite simple; three omnidirectional mikes were placed
around 2 m in front of and 3 m
above the orchestra, spaced about

Susskind and the LPO finishing ' La Valse'.
with the Sony PCM adaptor, being
run as an experiment.
The first work to be recorded
was Ravel's La Valse and the
procedure went as follows. Bert
Whyte had the main faders down
and the lathe operators the cutting
styli poised over the lacquers. At
a signal, the operators started
cutting a lead-in scroll and the
recorders were started. After five
or so seconds a red light was
=

lors went into a spiral. The LPO
frantically put down La Valse,
picked up an extract from Nights
in the Gardens of Spain and sorted
themselves out ( percussionists
hastily tiptoeing to their new
positions). On went the red light,
up went the conductor's arms, up
went the faders and down onto the
lacquer went the second piece on
the side. The tension level in the
control room was now also rising
noticeably as agoof in the second
piece would mean, of course,
starting the whole cut, including
La Valse, all over again.
In fact, all three takes that
evening went extremely well on the
technical side, the only trouble
occurring on one take when one of
the lathes developed ablockage in
the suction pipe that removes the
swarf and covered the cutting
sapphire in molten plastic. Luckily
Ortofon's Fritz Nygaard was on
hand (the Ortofon gear was being
rented) so he could clean up the
head with the aid of some fine
tweezers and a microscope.
The takes varied in musical
quality, the orchestra clearly taking
time to get used to the procedure,
but the third take ( only possible
after some hasty negotiations
with the orchestra as it was going
to go some eight minutes into
overtime) sounded superb. The
two works recorded that night will
be coupled with the suite from
Prokofiev's Love of Three Oranges,
and also being recorded that week
were a selection of works by
Morton Gould, conducted by,
naturally enough, Morton Gould

Checking the sound, (l-r) Bert Whyte ( seated), Ed Wodenjak, Walter Susskind and
Morton Gould with members of the LPO and assorted journalists.
5 m apart. The signals from these
flashed on the conductor's stand
were fed to three channels of a and as Walter Susskind gave the
custom 8 in/2 out desk, from
upbeat, observed on closed circuit
which the stereo signal went via
TV in the control room, up came
two pairs of Ortofon amplifiers to
the main faders and the lathe
Ortofon cutting heads mounted
operators opened the groove pitch
on two Scully lathes. A normal
to the spacing required for the
opening bars. During rehearsals,
head was used on the older of the
the groove pitch had been worked
lathes while a CD-4 head with
out for every change of dynamics
extended HF response was used
in the music so, as the orchestra
on the other. The desk was being
played, the lathe operators were
operated by engineer Bert Whyte
conducted, as it were, from a
and the lathes by John Dent ( who
marked score so as to make
was involved in the ' Warsaw Pakt'
economic use of the lacquer
direct- cut—see March ' 78, p. 123)
and also avoid
overcutting.
and Tony Batchelor of TAM
studios.
Three tape recorders
Interestingly enough, the older
lathe,
which
had
mechanical
were also being run in parallel
pitch control, proved easier to
with the lathes: a stereo Ampex,
customised to take 4in. tape by
operate in this fashion as the new
Ampex for Bert Whyte, which was
lathe had quite some ' backlash'
in its electronic control system.
the safety reserve; an ordinary
in. stereo Ampex with Dolby ' A',
As the last notes of La Valse
which might eventually be used to died away, down came Walter
produce cassettes; and a Sony Susskind's arms, down came the
Betamax video cassette recorder main faders and the lathe opera- The moment of truth: checking the groove.
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himself. We had a brief chat with
Mr. Gould about, amongst other
things, his enthusiasm for both
direct- cut records and
digital
recording and the resultant transcript will appear in afuture issue
of 1-IFNIRR. One thing of which we
can be certain is that Crystal Clear
will not be attempting any Bruckner
direct-to- disc. The very thought
of the lengthy sessions involved
caused some merriment in the
control room.
The sound in the control room.
from KEF R105 speakers driven by
bridged Quad 405 amps, was very
good with excellent attack and
imagery. However, some doubts
were raised by the mike technique
employed. With a spaced pair of
omnis, acentral sound source will
be registered equally by both
mikes but if this source is slightly
nearer to one than the other, then
the resulting time lead to the
nearer mike ( due to the inverse
square law) can lead to the image
moving disproportionately to that
side, unlike the situation with a
crossed- pair where the voltage
ratio of the signals in the two
mikes induced by an off-centre
sound source is exactly proportional to its angular displacement. Thus with a pair of omnis,
unless there are some anomalies
with the local acoustic, there is a
possibility that image positions
will not be exactly analogous to
original source positions, and
there could be a hole- in-themiddle effect. This, of course,
will be relieved by the use of a
central mike but this will introduce
a whole host of further phase and
amplitude complications, and the
resulting stereo image will not be
phase coherent, as with acrossedpair, or amplitude coherent, as
with either acrossed- pair again or
with a close-miked panpotted
stereo image.
However, the proof of the
pudding is in the eating and
their
previous
Tchaikovsky/
Rimsky-Korsakov disc ( Crystal
Clear CCS 7003) was certainly
excellent by any standards. Our
report on the Morton Gould disc
follows on p. 73
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How difficult is it to produce
oreally new turntable these days?
Very difficult indeed as so many advances have been made in
the past few years. So when Thorens say that they have produced
something that's really new, it must be worth looking at.

New Belt drive system
A completely new belt
drive technique using aservo
controlled electronic system
with Automatic Pitch Control
that adjusts and compensates
for any record cleaning device
and ensures no speed variation
whatsoever.
The advantages are electronic speed selection,faster start,
no motor hum, exceptional rumble figures ( unweighted, better than
—48 dB, weighted, better than —68 dB), and long life expectancy
of the motor.
For the technically minded.
This is how the new system works. A triple Trotor from
the DC motor carries the pulley on the same shaft as the 72
pole tacho generator. The frequency of the generated AC voltage is an
exact measure of the speed of the motor and is used as acontrol.
The signal passes through afrequency to voltage converter
and is changed to DC. This is compared with areference (33V3 or 45 r.p.m.)
and any deviation is instantly corrected by an integrated
circuit controller.

New plug in arm.
Uses the new acclaimed Thorens Isotrack
plug-in arm system but with easier and simpler
cartridge mounting facilities. Plus new low
resonance tone arm tube with special treatment
using split wave technology.
There is even aversion of the
plug-in arm fitted with avery impressive
moving coil cartridge—TMC 70. It's hand made
and individually tested.

New features.
Adjustable speed with stroboscope
built into the outer rim of the platter.
The dust cover, with spring loaded hinge
is integrated in the base.

New performance.
Other important new features on these latest
Thorens decks include anon-suspended front panel where all
controls are located, atrip and lift mechanism on the TD 115 and
remarkable performance figures— rumble unweighted, better than
—48dB, rumble weighted, better than —68dB, wow and flutter +0.05%,
pitch control +6%.
One thing that never changes, however, the legendary
Thorens reputation for reliability and superb engineering.
TD 110 /TD 115

New Suspension.
The new Ortho-inertial suspension system uses both
horizontal and vertical springs of aspecial design, plus ball segment
damping to eliminate low frequency disturbance and vibration that
can at best affect your enjoyment— at worst cause the stylus to
jump out of the record groove.

METROSOUND

Rumble unweighted
better than —48 dB
Rumble weighted
better than —68 dB
Wow and flutter +_ 0.05%
Pitch Control
6%
Write for full details and illustrated literature
on the new Thorens range and the name of your nearest
Thorens dealer.

THOR2415

Metrosound Audio Products Ltd., 4/10 North Road, Islington, London N7 9HN.Tel: 01-607 8141.
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Mini Errors
Murphy seems to have had his
hand in the editing of the ' MiniLine' speaker design published in
November. The Part List' ( p. 127)
contains two errors. The second
dimension in item 10 should read
238 mm and the first dimension in
item 11 should be 60 mm. Our
apologies to those who've found
out the hard way.

Audiokits
Audiokits is a new name in hi-fi
and electronics and has been set
up to help enthusiasts build amplifiers and other audio projects of
the highest quality at areasonable
cost. The first kit is ' Audiokits 35',
a basic 35 watts stereo amplifier
designed by Graham Nalty and
published in the July issue of
Popular HiFi (
see how openminded we are!— but see ' News'
last Jan.).
This design has
created a lot of interest, particularly by those who have managed
actually to hear it at Graham's
shop in Derby. The complete kit
costs £99 inclusive. Future pro-

jects are to include a moving- coil
head amp and tuners for both FM
and TV sound. Audiokits would
be pleased to consider other
designs for possible distribution
and their address is 6 Mill Close,
Borrowash, Derby.

Hi-Fi in
Washington

or, if you don't like what you hear,
wait until next year
Suppose you were
President
Carter and you decided that you
would like to enjoy a new hi-fi
system in the White House, how
would you go about such a
project ( in Washington, everything
is aproject)?
Would you say, ' why not the
best?' ( Jimmy's campaign motto)
and arrange to listen to various
systems recommended by high
end audio dealers— systems
carrying price tags of $ 10,000,
$20,000 or even more—and what
about setting an example for
balance- of- payments- consciouscitizens to Buy American? Or,
would you delegate the decision-

making process to an audio
consultant and give him/her carte
blanche?
Well, you're not President
Carter. Jimmy sent his son, Chip,
to open a recent audio show in
Atlanta, Georgia, sponsored by
the Institute of High Fidelity,
after which, Chip engaged in a
ceremonial selection of those
manufacturers
whose
audio
products would grace the White
House ... by drawing names from
ahat.
The outcome? JVC turntable;
Shure cartridge; Pioneer receiver;
Altec equalizer; Kenwood ( Trio)
cassette deck; Koss headphones;
Sony speakers; and TDK cassette
tapes. Were there any British
names in the hat? Apparently not,
because the British makers are
not members of the IHF.
The hat yielded the maker's
name only— in each category the
actual model will be selected by
Len Feldman of the IHF. One
feature about this episode will
appeal, most certainly, to every
audio aficionado: each year the

Audio Patents Adrian Hope
A

study of inventions and innovations
originating from Japan often leaves the
impression that Eastern research workers are
unaware of or uninterested in basic research
which is already well documented in the
West. Sometimes this fresh approach pays
dividends ( TV tubes with in- line guns), but
at other times it produces self-defeating
duplication (the Elcaset after the Unisette)
and leaves the West for many years with a
clear lead ( high quality pickup arms and
loudspeakers). It remains to be seen whether
a new patent ( BP 1480 620) from Sony, in
Tokyo, on amplifier balance controls, is a
valuable document or a dead end to unnecessary research.
On a normal stereo amplifier the left and
right channel level controls can of course be
independently varied, either by the provision
of separate volume controls for each channel
or by a double- action pot which raises the
gain of one channel while reducing the gain
of the other. Such balance controls may be
used to compensate for practical off-centre
listening, where the listener is nearer to one
loudspeaker than the other. Reducing the
volume level from the nearer loudspeaker will
compensate for the distance discrepancy and
put the ' stereo seat' in an off-centre position.
This phenomenon is usually explained with
reference to the 1949 doctorate work of
Helmut Haas, who showed that if our ears
hear an exactly similar sound coming from a
variety of different sources, for instance loudspeakers, the brain will be fooled into hearing
the sound from only that source which is
closest and from which the sound thus
arrives first. It may surprise many people to
learn that a method of compensating for this
phenomenon had already been discovered
and patented by William Snow of Bell Labs
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it New York more than ten years before
Haas wrote his paper! USA Patent 2137032
describes how unbalancing the channel
levels of a multi- speaker sound reproduction
can compensate for the shift in listening
position.
Sony, in their recent patent, discuss
conventional amplifier balance controls but
make no reference to this past work and
instead refer only vaguely to controlled
attenuation of sound level from the closer
loudspeaker resulting ' in the arrival at the
listener's location of sounds admitting of the
same relative magnitude as when the listener
had previously been located at the equidistant
position'. There is no mention of the relevance
of arrival-time as explained by Haas. But the
patent goes on to discuss arrival-time in
another context, namely that, although the
attenuation of one channel level will compensate for unbalanced listening position, it will
leave the sound from the nearest loudspeaker
arriving first, and out of phase in afrequencydependent manner, with respect to that from
the more distant loudspeaker ' thereby having
a deleterious effect on the received acoustic
image'. Accepting, for the moment, this
contention, it is interesting to look at how
Sony propose to correct the situation. A
stereo ( or, for that matter, multi- channel)
amplifier has independent level controls for
the separate channels and acommon, doubleaction control for balance. All this is conventional. But, in addition, each channel
incorporates a variable delay unit, which can
be either digital or analogue in type. The
delay introduced into each channel is varied
under the control of a signal (for instance a
clock pulse) generated by a circuit which is
itself governed by the amplifier balance
control. The arrangement is such that, as the
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system will be changed to reflect
progress in the state-of-the-art, or,
at least, to give all contenders a
chance to share the limelight.
Eli Sammett

Amstrad
From Amstrad comes news of the
EX700 front- loading cassette deck
which is aimed at the mass market
and should now be in production.
The machine has provision for the
three main tape types and returns
frequency responses of 25 Hz14 kHz for ferric and 25 Hz-17 kHz
for ferro chrome and chrome.
Wow and flutter performance is
claimed as 0.085% WRMS and
distortion below 5%. Dolby on/off
S/N ratios are 67 dB and 57 dB
respectively. Price around £95.

Nightingale
migrate
Nightingale Acoustics have moved
to 26 Station Road, Bexhill- onSea, East Sussex TN40 1RG. Tel :
0424 219950 or 0323 765168.

level of one channel is reduced by the balance
control, so the delay introduced into that
channel signal is increased. Thus both the
relative amplitude and the relative delay times
of the channel signals are balanced by the
single control.
This
raises some interesting
points.
Firstly, much modern programme material is
recorded using multi- mike techniques, which
leave it with an essentially random phase
characteristic
in
comparison
with that
obtained with crossed- pair microphones.
Whether the Sony control will have any
audible effect on such material is open to
doubt. Also, although it would seem likely
that simple crossed- pair recordings would
benefit from time compensation in this way,
it is a curious fact ( checkable by personal
listening) that purist crossed- pair recordings
replayed on minimum- phase loudspeakers
can produce surprisingly good stereo imagery
from an off-centre listening position, without
any adjustment of the amplifier balance
controls. Finally, the Bell Labs US Patent
mentioned above appears to have anticipated
the concept of the Sony invention by forty
years. The Bell proposal, that off-centre
listening positions could be compensated for
by altering the relative volume level between
channels was, in fact, a secondary proposal.
The main proposal was to manipulate the
arrival-time of reproduced sound by passing
the signals through delay units before loudspeaker reproduction. Moreover, Bell Labs
clearly had in mind that the two compensation
effects could be used together, that is to say,
both volume levels and arrival-time delays
could be simultaneously manipulated to
produce an off-centre stereo seat. But to be
fair, whereas the recent Sony patent includes
some details of circuitry for achieving this
effect, Bell Labs in 1936 did no more than
propose the basic idea.
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small is beautiful
Simon Hedges and Chris Hunt of What Hi Fi? put their
ears together to check out four British loudspeakers
in the £100-£150 price bracket. Smallest of the units,
the TANGENT RS2 came out best- they had this to say:‘‘Listening to the RS2s it became
obvious that the designer had
gone all out for spaciousness of
sound — and had achieved it in
no uncertain terms. Imagery in
terms of left-to- right spread,
depth and space around the
instruments was quite stunning.
For the first time in our
listening tests we became
unaware of the existence of two
boxes pumping out sound and
conscious instead of acoherent
and stable sound stage spread
between them. ,,

range of

o

TANGENT
SPL1

Guaranteed five years
with amplifiers rated up
to 50 watts per channel
into 8ohms. 1791w) x
275(h) x197(d).

o
o

TANGENT
REFERENCE
RS4

Guaranteed five years
with amplifiers rated up
to 80 watts per channel
into 8ohms. 305(w) x
630(h) x315(d).

o
o

TANGENT

TANGENT

REFERENCE

MONITOR

RS6

Guaranteed five years
with amplifiers rated up
to 100 watts per
channel into 8ohms.
305(w) x810(h) x315(d).

o TM3

Guaranteed five years
with amplifiers rated up
to 45 watts per channel
into 8ohms. 255(w) x
370(h) x285(d).

•

o
o

TANGENT

PERCY

DUMMY HEAD

Some notes and pictures from M. G. Skeet

INAURAL recordings, ie recordings made
with a pair of microphones in a dummy
head with a spacing equal to a typical earto- ear distance, are intended to be listened to
with headphones. This technique can create
'out- of- the- head' sounds as opposed to the
very much in- the- head sounds of conventionally recorded stereo, because at the time
of recording, the pair of mikes preserve the
time- delay differences, between the signals
our ears would have_'perceived, and then
reproduce them when played back on headphones. Irate the effect as perhaps subtle
but very worthwhile. The BBC must certainly
be impressed to have transmitted a number
of binaural programmes since the first, Oil
Rig, in 1977, including the splendid playwithout- words, Revenge, which Angus McKenzie reported on in August ( p. 75). Speaker
listening is something of a compromise, of
course, but if one turns the speakers in and
listens between them, the binaural effect
can become apparent.
So to Percy, and a brief description so that
others may have a go. First, however, there
is aspin-off if outside recordings are contemplated. The arrangement is practically immune to wind disturbance! Normally, no
matter how one tries to protect a pair of
cardioid mikes from the wind, the effects can
only partially be removed. With a dummy
head omnidirectional mikes are usually employed (time- delay differences due to the
inter- aural distance are of primary interest
rather than intensity differences perceived by

Complete assembly with LH
windshield lifted off
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

photo: J. E. Hoad

Top: Percy with author, middle: Basic
skeleton, Bottom: component parts
JANUARY 1979

directional microphones) and omnidirectional
mikes are inherently less troubled by air
movement. SO with the sieve and ladies'
tights windshielding, Percy is usable in near
gale conditions.
The photographs show the general scheme
which is admittedly based on the BBC design
pioneered by Derrick Taylor. He uses a
simple Perspex disc with a pair of Sony ECM
50 ' professional' omni-electrets mounted
either side on a rod passing through the disc.
Percy, however, is a ¡ in. chipboard baffle
some 7¡ in. in diameter with a wooden dowel
to support the mike. The handle allows him
to be carried, put on a stand, or slung. The
lower cost Sony ECM 150 omni-electret mikes
are employed. These are very small ' tie- clip'
mikes and they have ajack plug containing a
battery and an on/off switch at the end of the
lead. The hard foam either side of the chipboard baffle mainly seals the wind- shielding,
but Ido have a notion that I'm minimising
reflections from the baffle. Also, although
omnis are more directional at high frequencies, Iwished to enhance slightly the effect
with a pair of foam ' ears'. Iwas not trying to
create an ear- cavity as such— Ifeel that, as
on playback, one's ears have their own cavity,
an additional cavity surrounding the microphones isn't required.
So, if you do your own recording, it will
certainly be worth your while to have a go at
dummy head recording. If my Percy meets your
dummy head out and about, neither will speak,
but it's surprising what both will hear e
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serendipity 'in surrey
ACOUSTATS
Full range electrostatic spe.akers from the
USA featuring direct coupling from the inbuilt amplifiers to the electrostatic plates
highly recommended for those wishing to
recreate the concert hall listening experience, has stupendous ambience and
detail with commendable bass reproduction
which is usually lacking in electrostatics.
Capable of high sound levels, but requires
the right equipment to drive them. Let us
show you what they can do. Home demonstrations are amust for these units.

FUTTERMANS
This is another fine audio product retailed only by Guildford Hi Fi. It is so good.
but so scarce, that there is just not enough to go round. This valve design has
been around for many years and has been meufactured only on acustom-made
basis in the USA. The specifications as with all valve equipment is modest but
the sound is incomparable. When allied with the Paragon preamp the combination
is unbeatable.

MERIDIAN
"Why should Ipay £ 330 for a dinky
little amplifier thats got only 35 lousy
watts per channel, no filters, no headphones jack, and not even an on- off
light. Thus might the acoustically
unsophisticated rightly react to the
spartan simplicity of the BoothroydStewart Meridian amplifiers. Any such
reservations should quickly be dispelled after a short listening spell. It is
especially adept at demolishing the
pretensions of many highly regarded
(and more expensive) muscular oriental amplifiers. 50 and 100 watt
versions are also available.

RE VOX
We were standing tall when the
representative of Bauch pinned our
"Revox B dealership" badge on our
heaving bosom. After all, they have
been acknowledged as the manu•
facturers of the finest tape deck ever.
Now they are introducing acomplete
product range that seeks to achieve

the same status for adigital fm tuner
(8160) and integrated amplifier ( B750)
and a radial- tracking turntable that
must leave the Japanese gasping with
disbelief and envy. ' Nuff said, just
hear it all at GHF and draw your own
conclusions.

•

SOUND LEASE
The Suundlease TVA- 1 is the first
product from an aspiring pair of
designers, Messrs Austen and Michaelson who are convinced that value
technology is enjoying a renaissance
of popularity. It is of meticulous
construction and indeed its only

drawback is its hernia- inducing weight
of 5 stone 10. Nominally 50 watts
per channel, it is an ideal companion
to the Paragon preamplifier which
allows you to listen to the music once
more and not the equipment.

PARAGON
Paragon is not too well known in this country since we are the only shop bringing
them in from the USA. We don't advertise them heavily since they are in such
scarcity, even in the States. If your hearing hasn't been permanently impaired
and you can still appreciate the sound of alive orchestra, we are sure you will
never want to return to the screeching, edgy, constructed, sterile sound that
emanates from transistor phono preamps. Strong stuff, but we believe a listen
will convince you. The Paragon system
preamp is f450 - while the model 12A
is £ 895.00.

We also recommend an audition of the following high- quality equipment: Linn Sondek LP12 turntable ( alas, nothing seems to
approach it for quality), ADC carbon fibre arms and Grace G707 arms, cartridges by ADC, AKG, Decca, Grado, Sonus, and
Stanton. For the impoverished but discriminating music lover we have the Dual CS502 turntable and for the extremely patient,
the Rega Planner II Er Ill ( up to ayears wait). We also have the commendable AEr RA60 amplifier, the Enigma variations, and
Quad 33/405 amplifiers. Also recommended are the Technics and Nakamichi amps and tuners. Among speakers one should
hear the Dahlquist, Harbeth, Gale, B Et W, and the highly recommended Tangent range. We also recommend the new LQZ
speaker cables and Gold- ens signal leads for an improvement in your present equipment.

GUILDFORD HI.F11
270 HIGH ST, GUILDFORD, SURREY Tel. 71534

Vkaseljdetellteseuetemeitte
AN INVESTIGATION OF ARTIFICIAL EARS AND RESPONSE
ANOMALIES BY JAMES MOIR & WILLIAM STEVENS

and correspondence since
DISCUSSION
the last review of headphones suggests

that few reviewers, and even fewer manufacturers, have any real confidence in objective
measurements using the standard artificial
ear meeting the requirements of BS 4669, so
it was thought it would be interesting to
examine the technique with the intention of
validating the procedure. We will commence
with a review of the problems that are particularly applicable to objective testing of headphones, and then describe our experimental
investigation into the accuracy of the procedure.
There are few criticisms of the technique
used to measure amplitude distortions, the
main disagreement being over measurement
of frequency response. Thus the investigation was confined to measurements of the
response using an artificial ear meeting the
requirements of BS 4669 and another meeting
a more recent draft IEC TC29 document.
Measurements of the frequency response of
headphones is more troublesome than the
similar measurement of loudspeakers, because
there is considerable interaction between the
acoustic performance of the headphone and
the physical characteristics of the wearer's
head. Headphones are worn on or over the
ears, and the response is found to depend
upon the closeness of the fit ( particularly at
frequencies below about 500 Hz), upon the
size and structure of the ear lobes, and upon
the dimensions of the internal parts of the
external ears. The HF response is not greatly
affected by closeness of fit, but it can be
greatly affected by acoustic resonance in the
cavities under the earpiece, and bythe absorption properties of the various parts of the
external ear that are enclosed or covered by
the headphones.
It is convenient to commence with a brief
description of those parts of the ear involved
in modifying the frequency response of the
headphones. Fig. 1 is a general outline of
the construction of the ear, with its schematic
equivalent, though it is really the details of

the outer ear that are significant in the con- 1ear caps of most types of headphone rest.
text under discussion. The pinna or ear lobe
In the circumaural types the whore of the
is the visible section of the ear on which the
pinna is enclosed by the cushion, whereas
FIG.1
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most of the current super- aural types do not
enclose the pinna, the earcap resting directly
on top of the pinna. The sounds are conducted from either type of headphone down
the ear canal, a fleshy tube about 3cm long
and 8mm diameter, terminated in the ear
diaphragm which is set into mechanical vibration by the impinging sound waves. The
vibration of the ear ' drum' is transmitted to
the stapes through two other small bones,
the malleus and incus, this system providing
an automatic volume control system which
protects the ear's mechanism from overload.
The remainder of the ear mechanism in the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Following those two Export Awards
19 7 3

BatIN are ready
to serve you
better

1978

We confess. The enormous success of
B&W Loudspeakers in overseas markets has
meant that our UK distribution arrangements
have sometimes suffered. So, we set about
getting our UK marketing right Now we're
ready to announce the new deal.
There are now to be marginally fewer
B&W appointed dealers, but they will offer
more facilities, in greater depth: larger stocks,
enhanced demonstration facilities, truly
specialised installation and after-sales service.
This new B&W denier network is
managed from Worthing, with anorthern
distribution point in Sheffield. Direct, positive
liaison between factory and dealer is now
assured— bringing better and quicker
service to you, the actual/potential owner of
apair of B&W speakers.
If all this results in more people here
at home being able to enjoy B&W speakers
to their full potential, then we and our
dealers will have achieved our aim.

BIM Loudspeakers
B&W Loudspeakers (UK Sales) Ltd
Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2RX
Note new telephone number (0903) 205303

FIG. 3: The complete Bek ear

inner ear is involved in converting the mechanical motion of the stapes into electrical
signals for transmission down the nervous
system to the brain, and is of little significance to the present discussion.
When listening to the ordinary airborne
sounds from a loudspeaker, the characteristics of the sounds that exist in free space
are greatly modified by the presence of the
head, the pinna, the auditory canal and the
other parts of the external ear. The pinna,
acting as a baffle, emphasises sounds arriving from points in front of the head and
attenuates the HF components of sounds
arriving from the rear. This frequency- dependent attenuation is the major effect that
provides a listener with front-to- back discrimination. The ear canal is acoustically resonant at a frequency in the region of 3kHz,
and it is this resonance that is responsible
for the hearing system's increased sensitivity in the vicinity of 3kHz. However, the
changes in the sound field introduced by the
pinna and the other sections of the external
ear are part of our common experience in
listening to any sounds, and give them the
directional characteristics and the sound
quality that is the private experience of each
individual.
Enclosing the whole ear in a cushioned
earpiece, as occurs with circumaural headphones, or adding an earpiece on top of the
pinna, substantially eliminates the directional clues provided by the pinna. The outer
end of the ear canal is terminated not in free
air by the baffle- like pinna, but in the headphone diaphragm and the cavity between the
headphone and ear, and this modifies the
ear's performance. The reaction is two-way,
for the acoustic impedance of the pinna, ear
canal and cavity also modifies the acoustic
performance of the headphone diaphragm.
If we are to get meaningful measurements
that reflect the true performance of headphones, then any artificial ear used for
measurements must present the same, or a
substantially similar, acoustic impedance to
the headphone as does the human ear. This
is the most that can be expected, for when
wearing headphones it is obviously impossible
to simulate the directional and other effects
provided by the pinna when listening to loudspeakers in the normal way.
The interaction of ears and earphone was
a problem that was appreciated by telephone
equipment designers many years ago. It was
this telephonic use that justified all the investigations into the acoustic impedance of
human ears, research that extended over a
period of more than ten years and involved
almost all the international telecommunication organisations. If telephone users in one
country are to be able to communicate with
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

users in other countries, there must be international agreement on the performance of all
the intermediate equipment to ensure that
minimum standards of speech intelligibility
are achieved in every country. Speech that
originates in one country may pass through
telephone exchanges in several others and
eventually be reproduced by earpieces of
different basic design from those employed
in the originating country. To enable telephone earphones to be compared during the
development state, considerable technical
effort was devoted to the problem of producing an artificial ear that presents the earpiece diaphragm with the same impedance
and impedance/frequency response as an
average human ear. This is essential if earpieces made in one country are to have the
same performance as earpieces made elsewhere.
All this work resulted in international agreement on the use of an artificial ear intended
for performance tests on super-aural headphones, and having the construction specified in BS 4669 and IEC 318/TC29. The Bruel
& Kjaer version, their Type 4153 artificial ear,
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FIG. 4

is illustrated in section in fig. 2and complete
in fig. 3. Used alone, the jig is intended for
testing super-aural earpieces, but when used
to measure the performance of circumaural
types of headphone (which completely enclose the ear) a flat brass plate shown at
bottom left in fig. 3is added to simulate the
side of the head. The soft earphone cushion
then seals against the brass plate.
The ear's acoustic impedance is simulated by the use of three cavities, V1, V2 and
V3 in fig. 2, coupled together by a slit and
three holes. The basic design, due to the
British National Physical Laboratory, ensures
that the acoustic impedance presented to the
headphone diaphragm closely approximates
that of the average human ear. This aspect
is discussed more fully by J. Delany of the
NPL in the Journal of Sound & Vibration (
1964),
Vol. 1, page 455.
In view of the high level of technical effort
that has been put into the task of duplicating
the acoustic impedance/frequency characteristics of the average human ear, the user of
any alternative artificial ear will find it difficult to justify his rejection of the international

ARTIFICIAL EAR TENTATIVELY SUGGESTED

BY

IEC TC29 AS SUITABLE FOR TESTING
CIRCUMAURAL HEADPHONES
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50 mm MODULES

JORDAN

GLOSSOP ROAD GOSSIP

SYSTEMS
and
DESIGNS

SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
January is sale time we have numerous goodies, too many to
mention, for example:
KEF-104 ab speakers
KEF—Stands
NAKAMICHI-600 cassette deck
YA MAHA—NS1000 speakers ..
GRACE— Cartridge
J.B.L.—L40 loudspeakers
YAMAHA—B1/C1/UC1

.. £230.00
.. £ 15.00
.. £350.00
.. £600.00
.. £75.00
.. £ 250 00
£1200.00

ALL THESE AND MANY MORE,
RING OR CALL FOR DETAILS.
Quad, T.V.A., Linn Sondek, Meridian, A & R, Celef, Swallow.
All these superb products on demonstration.

AUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD

OUR PHILOSOPHY is simply this: If the output from your amplifier
could be converted directly into sound without any intervening mechanical or electrical components, then the resulting sound would be a
perfect equivalent of the electrical waveform. The introduction'of the
JORDAN 50 mm module has now enabled this ideal to be approached
far more closely than ever before.
The JORDAN 50 mm module having a cone only 50 mm in diameter
and weighing less than one gram, responds instantly to the finest
detail in the most complex waveforms. Covering the frequency range
from 100 Hz to above audibility, it will handle power peaks of .pp to
50 watts with an exceptionally low level of distortion and a transient
performance even better than that of electrostatic systems.
As the heart of a complete system, JORDAN 50 mm modules do
most of the work enabling the performance of the associated bass
drivers to be optimised.
Used singly or in multiples, JORDAN 50 mm modules permit unlimited design versatility to deal with any acoustic or aesthetic requirements, and can provide performance features never before possible.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN:- Loudspeaker systems capable of reproducing the sounds of speech
and music with an accuracy of detail that is totally unprecedented.
— Unique ' LINEAR ARRAY' Systems to provide the full width and
depth of a live stage performance.
— Building loudspeakers of this class from arange of easy to assemble
designs.

284 Glossop Road

OR Loudspeaker systems designed to your own specific requirement
or environment.

Sheffield S10 2HS

WRITE DIRECTLY for full information and specifications to:—

Telephone: 0742 737893

E. J. JORDAN LIMITED
'Stoneyway', Bovingdon Green,

Export and Professional Dept. 730064

Marlow, Bucks. SL7 2JH.

P.W.B. ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONE FOR UNDER £45

INC. VAT

P
.W.B.

break the electrostatic headphone price barrier. A
superb electrostatic headphone for under £45 including
matching transformer box. The new P.W.B. electrostatic
headphone capsule is permanently polarised, removing the
necessity for any external polarising voltage.

N
o moving coil

headphone can equal the quality of a good

electrostatic.

II

you are in the £30 plus market for a headphone—insist
upon hearing the P.W.B. electrostatic lightweight headphone. Superb quality, superb comfort.

If

you are in the £20 market, listen to our excellent moving
coil headphone model M.C.X. The high efficiency drive unit
has a rare earth magnet and a 12 micron diaphragm. Its
lightweight, self supporting coil ensures excellent reproduction. Price around £25.
Produced in England by

P.W.B. ELECTRONICS LTD
1 Norfolk Gardens, Leeds LS7 4PP, England.
Telephone: Leeds 682550.
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CHART A

difficulties in making such tests.
There are several alternative methods of
making the comparison. The interaction of
headphones and ears could be checked by
measuring the sound pressure/frequency
relation at a point at the outer end of the ear
canal of a real ear, using a miniature microphone inserted under the phone ear cap.
Agreement between the sound pressure/
frequency relation measured in this way on
an artificial ear and on a real human ear,
would go far towards validating the artificial
ear. If the sound pressure/frequency relation
on the artificial ear and on the real ear were
similar, it would suggest that the acoustic
impedance presented to the headphone by
the artificial ear was the same as that presented by the real ear.

KOSS ESP10 HEADPHONES ( CIRCUMAURAL)
BS 4669

1001

REAL EAR

IEC TC29
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sional draft document, dated March 1976,
suggesting an alternative design intended for
testing circumaural types of headphone. The
revised design is shown in fig. 4, from which
it will be seen to consist of aflat brass plate
against which the earpiece cushion fits,
having a standard precision capacitor microphone in the centre, but including two felt
rings to simulate the ear lobe absorption.
However, it does not include those parts of
is likely to produce an artificial ear that shows the original model ear that were intended to
the headphone design in a very favourable simulate the acoustic impedance of the ear
light rather than in its true colour. The mea- canal, etc, and it is difficult to decide without
sured result concerns a combination of arti- actual tests whether the new ear is more
ficial head and headphone, and it cannot be representative of the human ear than the
obvious to the headphone designer whether older IEC and BS test ear. Presumably the
he should modify his wooden head or his sub- committee of TC 29 consider that the
headphone to produce an improvement in new design has advantages in this respect.
Examples of both the old and new design
the frequency response.
There is one aspect of the problem which were available, so it was decided to confirm
provides some justification for the non- con- the performance of both types of headphones
formists. The circumaural types of hi-fi when tested on these artificial ears. However,
headphone do not fit on the human ear but agreement on the performance of headphones
over it, and seal against the side of the head when measured on alternative artificial ears,
and not against the ear lobe as do telephone satisfying though it would be, is not the real
type super- aural earpieces. Thus the acoustic criterion. The point at issue is the extent of
impedance offered to the diaphragm of a cir- the agreement achieved with the response
cumaural type of headphone includes a com- obtained when headphones are used on a
ponent due to the absorption characteristics pair of real human ears. It was decided to
of the ear lobe and the resonance charac- make a comparison of the performance obteristics of the cavity enclosed by the ear tained on real ears and on the two artificial
muff. This is a complication that is not so ears, although there are obvious experimental

standard. Yet it appears that almost all
headphone manufacturers and designers
have developed their own test ears, generally of much simpler construction than the
device illustrated in fig. 3. In some instances
the device used for reviewers' tests has been
a simple block of wood having two holes with
microphones at the inner ends, but without
any attempt to simulate the acoustic impedance of the human ear. This kind of approach

significant when telephone type earpieces
are being simulated, for they fit onto the ear
lobe and not over it. The human ear obviously adds some sound absorption in the
cavity between the headphone and the ear
canal, and as this will almost certainly be
more effective at the higher frequencies it
might be expected to have some effect on
the HF end of the response.
Thus when testing circumaural headphones
it may be justifiable to modify the BS 4669 artificial ear to include some sound absorbent
simulating the effect of the ear lobe and the
additional
cavity.
Sub- Committee
TC29
Working Group 9of the International Electro technical Commission ( IEC) responsible for
producing the specification of artificial ears
has been studying the problem for a considerable time, and there is now a new proviHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CHART B

Measuring the sound pressure/frequency
relation at a point near the end of the ear
canal is not easy. It is necessary to insert a
miniature precision microphone under the
phone earpiece, but the microphone must be
small enough to avoid modifying the acoustic
conditions in the cavity between the end of
the ear canal and the headphone diaphragm.
Additionally, the microphone support must
be sufficiently small to permit insertion
beneath the headphone cushion without
introducing sufficient leakage to modify the
response. However, such leakage affects the
LF performance more than the HF, and as
there is no significant criticism of the LF
performance of either artificial ear, the leakage
aspect may not be of great importance.
Microphones of small size and having a
frequency response better than that of the
best headphones are not plentiful. In fact
there is really only one unit, the Bilk Type
4138. The capsule and the supporting stem
are only about 1/81n. (3mm) in diameter,
small enough to avoid introducing any significant leakage under the headphone cushion,
while the frequency response extends in a
ruler- straight line up to about 150 kHz. The
Type 4138 microphone unit is illustrated in
fig. 5.
Using this equipment, the sound pressure/
frequency responses of a pair of Koss ESP
10s and a pair of Sennheiser HD 420 headphones were measured on both types of
artificial ear and on a pair of real human ears.
Chart A illustrates the frequency response
curves of the Koss ESP 10 circumaural type
phones measured on the artificial ear to BS
4669 (top curve) and on the ear to the more
recent IEC TC29 document ( bottom curve),
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You can afford Ito

upgrade your
hiesysfern.
siméxime
If you're buying new, Part Exchanging or selling your
present Hi- Fi equipment, you'll find our quotations
exceptionally attractive.
Competitive prices on the latest Hi -Fi available from our very
large selection, and realistic Part Exchange or Purchase
quotations on your old Hi- Fi ( Providing it's no more than 4
years old).
If you're looking for aused Hi -Fi bargain then you can take
your pick from our wonderful selection of fully guaranteed
second-hand models available.
STOCKISTS OF A.R., Awia, Akai, Armstrong, Amstrad, B & W, Garrard, I.M.F., Harmon
Cardon, JVC, Jim Rogers, KEF, Leak, Lecson. Marantz, Monitor Audio. Mordaunt Short,
Nakamichi, Pioneer. Oued, Reference, Reyog, Rotel,S.M.E., Sansui, Spendor, Tannoy,
Tandberg, Teac, Technics, Trio, Wharfedale etc,

HI-FI Exchange

PHONE-IN
SERVICE

New equipment prices.
Part Exchange quotations.
Used bargains available.
Tel 01-837 8200

242/244 Pentonville Road London N1. Tel: 01-837 8200
(300 yards from Kings Cross Station) Mon- Sat 9-6. Thurs 9-1

The only answer....
Hi -Fi equipment, however far up the quality scale, involves expenditure. So, before deciding
what to choose, think carefully about how to choose. If the choice was to have been principally determined by any of the following: friends' advice, brochures, specifications,
manufacturers' good names, or discount prices, and yet you might be prepared to travel to
see us, then send a s.a.e. for our brochure. The only safe way to choose hi-fi is first to
choose your dealer.
Choose aspecialist " hi-fi only" dealer of integrity who has carefully selected an extensive
and comprehensive range, and is able to demonstrate effectively equipment at all price
levels. Come and see us. ...

....atHumpshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLERS FORD, HANTS TEL (04215) 2827 & 65232
We stock selected items from the range of:—
prADC, Aiwa, AKG, A & R, AR, Armstrong, B & W, Beyer, Celef, Celestion, Chartwell,
Coral, DBX, Dahlquist, Denon, Entre, Eurnig, Fidelity Research, Fuji, Gale, Grace, Hadcock, Harbeth, Harman Kardon, IAS, IMF, JBL, JR, JVC, KEF, Lentek, Linn-Sondek,
Maxell, Meridian, Micro-Seiki, Mission, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon, Pioneer, QED, QUAD, RAM, Reference, Revox B, Rogers, Sansui, Satin, Sennheiser, SMC,
SME, Sony, Spendor, Stanton, Stax, STD, Sugden, Supex, Tandberg, Tangent, Tannoy,
TDK, TEAC, Technics, Trio, TVA- 1, UAD, Yamaha and others.
"'Comparator demonstrations in three studios.

ALL ENQUIRIES WITH SAE

"Open Thursday until 8pm
"Over-the- Counter and Personal Export
"-Extensive free parking on our forecourt
"-Access and Barclaycard accepted by
telephone
"'Direct cut discs stocked
"'Tape by Fuji, Maxell, Sony and TDK at
special discount prices
"'All equipment checked before sale .
no sealed boxes supplied
"'All equipment covered by our two-year
labour and parts guarantee

for comparison with the curve measured on
a real ear ( middle). Note that the curves are
displaced in 10 dB steps to clarify the presentation. It is immediately apparent that the
curve taken on the ear meeting BS 4669
differs from the real ear curve by asignificant
amount. There is adip of some 30 dB around
8kHz, whereas it is only about 10 dB when

CHART C

SENNHEISER HD 420 HEADPHONES ( SUPER AURAL)
BS I.669

10dBI
REAL EAR

using the real ear. The IEC TC29 ear exhibits
some signs of the same dip, but the ' Q' is
much lower and the response at frequencies
above 3kHz falls away much more obviously
than when measured on a real ear.

20

FIG. 5: The Bek Type 4138 3mm microphone

Simple theory suggests that the ear to BS
4669, with some sound absorbent included
to simulate the absorption of the ear lobe,
should be a closer approach to reality than
either the unmodified BS 4669 or the new
TC29, as the experimental BS 4669 test ear
would simulate the acoustic impedance of
the ear canal and the effect of the absorption
by the ear lobe. Accordingly, Chart B compares the response curves measured on the
ear specified by TC29 and the ear to BS 4669,
but in the latter case with two felt rings added
on top of the flat plate adaptor to simulate
the ear lobe absorption. The measured
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curves are seen to be very similar, although
both suggest that the headphones have a
more limited HF response than the curve
taken on the real ear and shown in Chart A.
The severe dip in the response at 8KHz
found when using the ear meeting BS 4669
is almost absent. Thus these measurements
suggest that both the standard ears under.estimate the HF response of circumaural
headphones, and that the BS 4669 ear may
introduce some irregularities in the frequency
range above 5kHz. These peaks are substantially reduced by the addition of a small
amount of sound absorbent material into the
cavity beneath the cushion.
The Sennheiser headphones are of the
super- aural type, in which the phone caps
rest on the ear lobe and do not enclose it, the
type of headphone for which the BS 4669 test
ear was originally designed. Measurement
of the frequency response on this test ear
and on the human ear produced the two
curves shown in Chart C, and it will be seen
that the responses are very similar. On this
evidence the BS 4669 test ear, without additional absorption, adequately justifies its
use when measuring the frequency response
of the super- aural type of headphone.
As afinal check, the Sennheiser and Koss
phones were re- measured with a microphone

SENNHEISER HD420 & KOSS ESP10 HEADPHONES ( IN FREE AIR)
elf

SENNHEISER

\pi

2K

5K

10K

20K

only about 5mm away from the headphone
diaphragm in free air. Both curves ( Chart D)
show the loss in LF response that is to be
expected, but neither is free from the irregularities at the HF end of the band. Thus the
evidence is that irregularities in response do
occur in headphone outputs, but that similar
irregularities may be produced or exaggerated
by the BS 4669 test ear used with the adaptor
plate to measure the performance of circumaural headphones. These irregularities are
reduced by the insertion of two felt rings into
the cavity beneath the headphone cap. With
this addition, both artificial ears give similar
response curves; but in view of the simulation
of the ear canal impedance provided by the
BS 4669 coupler, it is thought that this coupler
is to be preferred for all headphone measurements. When used for the measurement of
circumaural types of headphone, the appropriate type of adaptor should be employed.
These comparisons were made on only
two makes of phone and on only one pair of
human ears, so the conclusions should really
be regarded as tentative rather than conclusive. Data should be collected from at least
a dozen pairs of human ears, using at least
a dozen different headphone designs, before
it could be claimed that any substantial degree of finality had been achieved.
As general conclusions it appears that:
1. The response achieved on real ears is
rather better at frequencies above 5kHz
than is suggested by measurements on
either of the two standard test ears.
2. Peaks exist in the frequency response of
both the headphones tested, but they may
be exaggerated by the test ears.

10dBI

3. The addition of some sound absorption
in the cavity above the top plate in the
test ear to BS 4669 improves the degree
of agreement between real ear and standard ear measurement when measuring
the response of circumaural types of headphones, and is to be recommended.

KOSS
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4. There appears little justification for using
any other non-standard artificial ear when
making frequency response measurements,
and in view of the irregularities that may
be introduced it is a practice that is to be
avoided •
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Donald Aldous

thickness of the thickest part shall lie between
0.090 in. (2.3 mm) and 0.059 in. ( 1.5 mm)).
The centre hole diameter and eccentricity
are included but, and here's the crunch for
our enquirers, no tolerances are given concerning flatness or warpage. Even the Amendment slip No. 1 26 Jan. 1972 does not cover
this parameter.
If you want to study warp problems, consult L. Happ and F. Karlov's article on ' Record
Warps and System Playback Performance'
in Journal of Audio Engineering Society, October 1976, Vol. 24, pp. 630-638. We reproduce,
with acknowledgements to AES, a diagram
that plots peak amplitude versus warp frequency, and this survey ( made, it must be
mentioned, in 1972, but conditions do not
seem to be changed or improved significantly) also includes a diagram showing peak
velocity, in cm/sec, against frequency.

the time you read these notes, Ishall
Byhave
contributed to the series of ' Hi -Fi

Question Box' inserts in the BBC Radio 3
programme ' Record Review', edited and introduced by John Lade and produced by Arthur
Johnson. The programme was due for transmission on December 2nd, and my predecessors in these Q & A sessions were Adrian
Hope and Philip Bergman.
One of the letters Idealt with came from
Mr. T. Fry, of Haslemere, Surrey, and he
quoted my colleague John Crabbe's book
HiFi in the Home, in which the remark is
made that one should not purchase records
which are warped or dished'. As Mr. Fry
comments, in his experience, it is virtually
impossible to meet this flatness requirement
with record manufacturers producing thinner
and thinner discs.
Mr. Fry goes on to say that with full- price
LP records now costing up to £4.65, the
standard of manufacture remains abysmally
low and he wants to know what the record
buying public pan do to get a better deal?
He concludes by asking is it not time that a
British Standard was introduced for the LP
record? Another of my correspondents, although this time through this magazine, has
asked a related question: can we supply a
reference to foreign standards for disc re-

WE report on p. 57 about the direct- cut recording sessions with the LPO which took
place recently at Watford Town Hall, and
around the same time some other important
sessions with the LSO were also being done
in London with Dr. Thomas Stockham's
Soundstream digital recording system.
Brian Culverhouse, formerly with EMI, was
responsible for production and balance of
these sessions at All Saints' Church, Tooting
Graveney. Here the LSO, conducted by composer Morton Gould, played music from his
extensive repertoire of film scores and Latin
American music. A new American company,
Digital Sound Products Inc. has been formed
to handle and market this material, and its
two directors, Tom Britton and Jerry Ruzicka,
came over to attend the sessions. The normal

cords?
Firstly, we must tell Mr. Fry that a British
Standard for ' Processed disk records and
reproducing equipment' has existed since
1965. Its number is 1928: 1965, and it covers
a lot of parameters— for example, maximum
outer diameter of recorded surface, pitch of
lead-in groove, and pitch/width of lead- out
groove, diameter of finishing groove, thickness of discs (for all types of record, the
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type of analogue LPs will be released in due
course from these recordings, and promise
to offer the hi-fi enthusiast sounds of the
highest quality.
Technical characteristics of the Soundstream digital recording system have appeared in the AES Journal and elsewhere, but in
brief it offers a dynamic range of some 90 dB
with a frequency response extending from
DC to some 22 kHz, allied to practically zero
distortion, noise and wow. Even when converted back to the analogue format, the sound
quality is remarkably impressive.

EARLY in November each year, the Audio
Engineering Society hold its Convention,
usually in New York. Last November's, the
61st AES programme, covered a broad pattern of papers and demonstrations under
such headings as Disc Recording and Reproduction, Magnetic Recording, Sound Reinforcement and Architectural Acoustics,
Electronic Music, Transducers, Signal Processing, and Digital Techniques.
KEF's Raymond Cooke, who is Vice- President of European Region of AES, attended
this Convention, and was greatly impressed
with a paper presented by Michael Gerzon,
of Oxford and the.NRDC, and Ken Farrar, of
Calrec Audio Ltd, Yorkshire. Much has already been written about the Calrec Soundfield Microphone, regarded by some engineers as the most important contribution to
existing recording techniques since the work
of Alan Blumlein. Here's a little basic information.
Primarily intended as a means of encoding
atotal soundfield for subsequent Ambisonic
replay, this microphone has become a working tool of outstanding versatility. The output of the microphone ( consisting of two
main components, the Sound Field microphone itself, Type CM 4050, and the Sound
Field Control Unit, CS 5014/3) may be mono,
stereo, quadraphonic or ' ambisonic', and
can be continuously rotated through 360° horizontally and tilted + 45° vertically. The capsule angle(s) may be varied from 0° to 180°
and the polar patterns set to any first- order
characteristic. All these controls are remote
and if an intermediate four- channel output
(B- format) has been recorded, post- session
processing is possible. The ability to synthesise the polar patterns means that the complete range of curves is available, from omnidirectional through cardioid, hypercardioid
('cottage loaf' shape) to figure- of- eight.
The microphone type CM 4050 consists of
a closely spaced group of capacitor capsules
in the form of a regular tetrahedron within a
single housing, plus head- amplifier circuitry
in the stem housing. The design is based on
an application of the mathematical theory of
sampling on the surface of a sphere, due to
the work of Dr. Peter Craven and Michael
Gerzon, of the University of Oxford.
Raymond Cooke is an engineer not easily
impressed with sound systems, but he rhapsodised to me about the impact and satisfyingly realistic quality Michael Gerzon and his
associates demonstrated to him in his listening room at Maidstone HQ of KEF, during a
recent session there.
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Direct Cut Records
the pioneering work of Sheffield in the early ' 70s, there
has been a virtual boom in direct-cut recording with, now,
S INCE
a large number of small labels, mainly American but also Philips
and JVC in Japan, offering alarge number of titles, both classical
and non-classical. It could still be argued that cutting a record
straight from the mixing desk needn't introduce an laudible
Improvement over a record cut straight from a tape made on a
properly aligned studio tape recorder. In practice, however,
records are often cut from second or even third generatien tapes
and direct-cutting does subject the electrical signal to leas transformers and circuitry on its.to the vinyl, and generaffy offers
an increased dynamic range and frequency response extension.
Perhaps as significant is the fact that the companies involved in
direct-cutting seem to take more than average care in the production processes following the cut. One hears tales of iacquers
being rushed into plating baths within hours of the cut to avoid'
that delicate ambient information being lost as the stressed vinyl
relaxes, and the actual pressing is done by companies with
reputations for fastidious work, Teldec in Germany (Sheffield,
Crystal Clear and Umbrella in particular) and JVC in JaPan.
So, whether it is the fact that transient peaks aren't squashed,
that the signal isn't bandwidth limited, especially at the ben end,
or that extra care is taken in the manufacture, it is generally
agreed that direct-cut discs have an immediacy about the sound;
and percussion instruments, in particular: have almost a ' presence' about them. The drum solo on Crystal Clear's Latirindo
Almeida album and the drum sound on Sheffield's Discovered .
Again album are cases in point. However, this increase in clarity
brings with it an added burden for producers and engineers in
that their compromises in technique and bad engineering decisions become that much more obvious to the listener. After all,
there seems very little point in taking the trouble to record directto-disc when the original program is deficient, either musically
or on the production side. Thanks to Quadramail, of 10 Green
End Road, Sawtry, Huntingdon, who retail nearly all the records
available, and Metrosound, of 4-10 North Road, Islington, N7,
who distribute Crystal Clear, Nautilus, ASI, Sound 80 and
hearant Sound, our QM team can take a look at sonie of the
latest crop which has appeared over the last few mont.

CLASSICAL
Sheffield Lab: Lab-7Wagner. Orchestral excerpts from Die Walküre,
Tristan, Gütterdümmerung and Siegfried. Lab-8 Prokofiev. Excerpts
from Romeo and Juliet. LAPO/Leinsdorf. These discs were cut
during the same two days in July 1977 at the MGM studios in California,
so both exhibit the same dry acoustic. While the lateral and depth
perspectives are extremely good, with pinpoint accuracy of detail, the
sound is rather thin and the various sections of the orchestra do not
integrate particularly well—there is asort of partitioning. These effects
are less troublesome and the acoustic works best in the quieter passages, but whenever the brass and/or percussion open up, the strings
and winds become submerged; obviously a problem of internal
orchestral balance. The sound is mercilessly and almost artificially
dry, placing the listener in the front row of the stalls—albeit with
perspective preserved—so that every small extraneous noise and
every keyed- up fluff is relentlessly captured. [
A*/C] for realism and
choice of hall/miking respectively.

Crystal Clear: CCS7005 Morton Gould Spirituals for Orchestra and
Foster Gallery with the LPO conducted by the composer. Crystal Clear
were one of the first direct- cut companies to attempt to record classical
music and their earlier records were very impressive, particularly two
records of organ music, featuring Virgil Fox, which must have some
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Ivor Humphreys, Paul Messenger,
Geoff Jeanes and John Atkinson listen
to a selection of the latest Direct-toDisc recordings.
Equipment used: Cartridges: Supex, Entré1, Ortofon MC30.
Tone-arms: SME Series Ill, Breuer, Mission. Turntables: Linn
LP12, Thorens TD150 ( mod.) Preamps: Naim NAC 32, Hafler
DH- 101, Meridian 101, Quad 33/Lentek. Power amps: Meridian
Ml, Naim NAP250, Quad 405. Speakers: Quad ELS, Linn lsobarik
DMS, Meridian Ml, Radford Tristar 90, KEF 105.

The public interest In direct-cut records Is Illustrated here by the crowds around
the Quadramail stand at Harrogate last year.
of the lowest frequencies actually cut on record. Their latest record
was of LA soul by the Cal Tjader band and as it was, following previous
CC releases, cut at 45 rpm, we can't report on its sound quality, as we
only possess single- speed decks. Their classical discs, however, are
cut at 33 rpm and this is one of a pair of records recorded in October
at Watford Town Hall ( see p. 57) using three spaced omnidirectional
microphones. Although we have doubts as to the efficacy of this
technique, the record certainly has an extremely natural sound with
good lateral imagery and sense of depth. The mike position seems
sensibly chosen, not too close, nor too resonant, although some
instruments, double- basses in particular, don't seem that well defined.
The only anomaly to strike us was that the horns appeared to change
their position according to their level, probably something to do with
the ratio of direct/indirect sound and which could well be a property
of Watford Town Hall. Overall it is less clear than the Crystal Clear
Boston ' Pops' disc and this, again, is probably due to the difference in
halls. Gould's scoring includes plenty of percussion and this certainly benefits from the direct-to- disc process, being very fierce and
the bass drum being suitably grand. There is much page rustling in
between movements but the orchestra does play with fire. [A]

Umbrella: UMB DD 6 Mozart Eine Kleine and Divertimento K251.
UMB DD 9 J. S. Bach Violin concerto in E ( BWV 1042) and smaller
pieces. Toronto Chamber orch/Neel. With these discs, the image,
while spectacularly vivid and detailed, is ludicrously close. There
is a nasty, steely and hollow edge to the upper strings, which also
suffer from a cavernous acoustic, while the lower strings, curiously,
are dry- sounding and a sight too close for comfort. The stage also
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widens and stews uncomfortably as faders are operated. These
effects are doubtless the results of using some 13 mikes to capture
15 players in an environment apparently unsuitable for this kind of
music. [C]
Finnador: SR 125 Chopin, Prokofiev, Scriabin Piano works/Idil Biret.
Very present again, but the piano keyboard seems as wide as the
speaker positions, bass on the left, treble some 8ft away which is
not a little disconcerting. Also the tone quality of the upper and
lower registers is at odds. The playing is quite superb, incidentally,
and exudes a confidence rarely experienced so far in direct- cut
recording. This record is marketed by Atlantic in the USA but is,
so far, unavailable in the UK. [ C]
Sound 80: Schubert Symphony 5. St. Paul Chamber Orchestra/
Davies. Mercilessly close yet again but very ' there'. Rather bright,
but with fine detailing and extreme clarity of imagery. Slightly perturbing is the feeling that the ambience does not sound quite as
though it belongs to the acoustic. Ms Biret has a number of directcut records available in the States on the Finnador label, including
a rare recording of Boulez Piano Sonata 2and the Webern Variations.
Details can be obtained from S B Yuksel, 31 Ave. des Bouleaux, 1170
Bruxelles, Belgium. [
El]
G.A.G.Co. Records: GADD 1040 Robert Cundick at the Mormon
Tabernacle Organ. Well known organ pieces. Once again a somewhat spotlit sound with mikes placed, presumably, very close to the
various stops. Dramatic, of course, but hardly the sound of an
organ as would be heard in the building. A wide dynamic range is
preserved, but this is marred in the quieter passages by some
obtrusive rumble. The performance, as well, is very unadventurous,
which may stem from direct- cut stress, and certainly not on a par
with the Crystal Clear Virgil Fox discS released last year. [B]
GADD 1060. George Wright ' The Living Legend' plays the Chicago
Theatre organ. This is probably the most effective of all the records
in this batch, providing, of course, you like theatre organs. Given
that the direct- cut technique preserves transient leading edges
particularly well, it seems ironic to record a theatre organ, the one
acoustic instrument which doesn't seem to have any transients,
apart from the xylophone, drums and ( mandatory) bird- call effects.
That apart, though, the sound of the organ in the hall has been very
well captured. One of the better recordings, in fact, but music which
will only appeal to a select few. [
A]
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Sheffield Lab. Lab-9. Confederation. Bluegrass and Country with
Larry McNeely/Geoff Levin/Jack Skinner. Sheffield have been keeping their releases very mixed— perhaps the most familiar direct- cut
rock record is their Thelma Houston disc, which seems to follow
one around at shows—which they followed with the successful
'Harry James and Dave Grusin records and not so successful Lincoln
Mayorga Brahms disc. Their latest is this record of soft country
and bluegrass which has a natural balance between the acoustic
instruments, with rather dry vocals, however, and follows the Sheffield
tradition of placing the listener ' there'. This does have attendant
problems of instruments being less crisp, of occasionally being more
indistinct than one is used to on commercial recordings, but the
75
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album is delightfully set off by an air of informality, no hushed tiptoeing between numbers here. An excellent album with the added
bonus of Byron Berlines superb country fiddle. [
A]
Direct- Disk Labs: DD106 (2 recs). A Cut Above with the New Dave
Brubeck Quartet. This album, made in Nashville and featuring the
Grand Old Man on piano with his three sons on bass, drums and
electric/electronic keyboards, has been getting some excited reaction
but we have to confess a certain disappointment. The balance is
extremely artificial with some quite extreme lifting of instrument levels
with the faders for solos and an overall lever forward, almost oppressive bass guitar level. In fact, the impression that came to mind was,
that despite the large list of production and engineering and credits
on the lavishly produced sleeve, this album had not so much been
'produced' as just put together—the technical people not being
able to adapt artistically to the immediate demands made by the
direct-to- disc process. Worth checking out though as it is musically
interesting apart from some rather naive synthesiser sounds. Original
Brubeck altoist, the late Paul Desmond, is sorely missed, however,
on Take Five. [ C]
DD 107 Power- Rock. Produced in Nashville like the Brubeck discs,
this combines non- production with a big band playing tired pop
arrangements very similar to those beloved by ballroom aficionados
the length and breadth of Britain. An unnecessary record which does
nothing to show off any advantages of direct- to- disc process. Surfaces
are also unacceptably noisy.
Cohearent (
sic) Sound: CSR 1001 In My Pocket Victor Feldman.
Feldman, an English jazzer who made his name as one of the top
session vibraphone players in Los Angeles, plays acoustic and Fender
pianos on aselection of lighthearted funk/rock numbers. Perspectives
are a little flat but some obvious care has been taken to ' produce' this
album, with the various sounds integrating well, apart from a strange
drum- kit image which has most cymbals and drums on the left, bass
drum ( which is very loud) in the middle and occasionally a tom-tom
far right. This disc should be on everyone's list of demonstration
records as the individual sounds are superb. Cut and pressed by
JVC in Japan (as was the HFNIRR Quadrafile disc), the surfaces are
excellent. [
A/B]
Discwasher Recordings: DR 001 DD Intensive Care. Bassist Ray
Brown and drummer Louie Bellson, both father figures of modern
jazz, join up with pianist Paul Smith on this album and work their
way through tepid ' cocktail- jazz' arrangements of standards such
as The Lady is a Tramp and Lover. Sound is good apart from a rather
eq'd bass but the instruments don't seem to be in a real acoustic
and perspective is extremely flat, both probably not unconnected
with the fact that 11 mikes were used on the drums, five on the piano
and one on the bass, which must be considered excessive for three
acoustic instruments quite capable of forming a perfect internal
balance. [B] (Beautiful cover, though.)
Labyrinth: LBR 1001 Head Room. A rock recording featuring ' FM'
(a trio of drums, electronic keyboards and violin) everything seems
to have gone down onto vinyl in the correct order and the vocals are
indistinguishable in the truest rock tradition. However, whilst the
musicians have undoubted talent, the compositions are overblown,
the arrangements unimaginative and the dynamic range limited, and
we beg to disagree with pompous sleeve notes that describe the
disc as '... masterpiece of realtime recording'. The limited dynamic
range won't have given the lathe operators much of a headache.
Surfaces noisy. [B]
Nautilus: NR1 First in Line. Randy Sharp is a singer/songwriter in
the Jackson Browne mould and on this album has gathered together
a bunch of LA session men to play nine of his own songs. The
arrangements are different from those normally found on direct-todisc recordings in that they are relatively complicated and some effort
has been made at professional' production job ( spoilt by the occasional over eager fade). Very clean recording but surfaces not too
good. However, a demonstration- standard record which does tend to
make systems sound larger than life. [A]
ASI Records: ASI 5001 Natural Life. Modern jazz in the ' 1000 notes
a minute' idiom, the balance is normal rock- standard with very dry
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drums. The playing is good apart from an out- of-tune bass guitar
solo but, overall, a rather uninspired disc. [
B]
Century Records: CRDD 1050 Song for Sisyphus The Phil Woods
Quintet. Acoustic modern jazz with a reasonably ' live' balance, there
is space around the instruments, but this does lead to some ' boxiness'
about the drum sound. Competently produced but if the intention
is to produce what could be alive performance, it then surely becomes
anomalous to have the drumkit spread across the whole stereo stage.
[B]
CRDD 1070 Fusion Barry Miles. Produced and engineered by the
same team who made the Phil Woods album above, this is very clean
MOR modern jazz, characterised by rather a lumpy bass sound, a
close-miked ' dead' piano sound and dim, rather confused perspectives; surprising in view of the sleeve note quoting ' The microphones
were very carefully chosen and placed to create the feeling of depth
and perspective of a live performance'. The drums are closer than
on Sisyphus but still sound live and soggy. When the bass takes a
solo, his level is brought up on a fader, giving the impression that
either the player or the listener has rushed forward. [
B]
CRDD 1080 Road Father Woody Herman Band. This is a real foottapper of a record, superior in feeling to Sheffield's Harry James
discs but unfortunately not quite as crisp, the brass in particular
being a little edgy. Drums again are overwide considering the ' live'
balance and cymbals very forward and the level of the bass guitar
reminded us of the old swing band adage that you only notice the
bass when it stops. Nevertheless, a very enjoyable album. [
A]

CONCLUSIONS
Overall, our reaction to this clutch of direct- cuts must be a disappointed one. While they ably demonstrate the primary benefits of
the ' new' technique—greater immediacy, extreme clarity and a knifeedged transient response—they nearly all fall down on other counts.
Of the classical records, apart from the two Sheffields which, though
extremely real, fail on performance grounds, the others, to our ears,
display an approach to miking which spoils the natural coherence
of the sound, creating a compartmentalised and unrealistically close
image; exploiting techniques for their own sake, not at all in the
best interests of the music. The playing, too, is generally unequal with
the moments of great drive, purpose and confidence alternating
with whole passages where the players ( winds in particular) are
almost over- bold in their concern to avoid fluffed entries ( of which
there are, paradoxically, several). If you buy records for the music,
then there are very few direct- cut classical records which can be
recommended with enthusiasm.
With non- classical records, of course, there is no realism with
which the image can be compared ( unless it is small- group acoustic
jazz, for instance) but the records tend not to make it on other grounds.
Most important is that cutting rock direct-to- disc means that the
producer has very little chance to exercise his art, and rock albums
don't just consist of musicians playing into mikes ( even if they are
all carefully listed on the sleeve); they have to be ' produced' with,
by the nature of the beast, artistic decisions made after the musicians
have done their bit. It could be argued that if the musicians have
played together enough, then they will create a sound that doesn't
need any more production, but that is let down in the main by these
discs, which mostly use such groups. Fine, sometimes excellent
musicianship, and the technical advantages of recording direct-todisc, don't make a good recording unless coupled with competent
professional production, performed with taste. During the nonclassical listening sessions, we put on the new 10CC album, a normal
commercial recording ( engineered, incidentally by two graduates of
John Borwick's Tonmeister course at Guildford). Although there
could have been a slight veiling of the sound, compared with the
direct- cuts, this was minimal besides the increase in musical atmosphere and the way in which everything integrated better. Directcut recordings cost upwards of £10 and that's a lot of money to pay
for a record to be used once or twice as a ' dem' disc. It if makes it
artistically—if it is ' music'—then you are going to listen to it rather
more. It will be interesting, later on, to compare the more successful
direct- cuts with recordings made using the new digital techniques
which offer similar potential improvements in sound quality, yet retain
the facilities of overdubbing and editing of conventional methods, with
their inherent reduction in the cumulative tension on performers
and engineers alike •
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Subjective Sounds
Paul Messenger's column of impressions and opinions
to some acclaim at theAutumn
LAUNCHED
Cunard Show, the SES 120 is a compact

four- unit transmission line design, the first
of what promises to be an interesting range
of products from the ambitious Sussex Electronics Services. Beginning with the externals, the four units comprise Dalesford bextrene bass and midrange units, plus the KEF
T27 and Coles 4001 tweeters.
Although the external dimensions give a
generous 3.7 cu.ft volume ( approximately),
the styling is very discreet and the speaker
most unobtrusive. Cabinet-work is to the
highest standards, and the 120 can be ordered
in a range of different veneers and different
colour grille cloth, which should further enhance its domestic acceptability. Despite
the compact appearance, the speaker is quite
aheavyweight at 82 lb, which is some evidence
of effort taken in construction.
The sound quality of the speaker was rather
tricky to assess completely, as there were
some obvious response/coloration anomalies
which were difficult to ignore. Frequency response variations are very noticeable when
comparing loudspeakers, yet Ibelieve their
long-term importance is often exaggerated;
even though Inever became completely accustomed to the balance of the SES, Inevertheless enjoyed them a lot. The overall
character was of a tightly damped— possibly
rather over- damped— bass region with reasonable extension, a rather ' thick' quality in the
upper bass/lower mid, plus a generally depressed upper mid/lower treble band; the
treble was generally good and very unobtrusive apart from an isolated prominence that
occasionally ' spat' to remind you that the
tweeters were working!
Idid not find either the slightly depressed
presence region or treble ' spike' particularly
disturbing, although the upper bass resonance did irritate me on some material. While
one would expect the presence effect to obscure detail, I nevertheless found the midband and treble distinctly better than most
designs in this respect. Ignoring the ' boxy'
coloration due to the response, this ' design
was commendably smooth and detailed, which
may have served to highlight its shortcomings.
At the end of an evening's listening, accustomed to the overall character, for me they remained enjoyable and unfatiguing.
In summary, the SES 120s offer a lot of engineering for their £500 price tag, plus excellent
appearance and finish. The sound was
characterised by some boxiness which Ifeel
leaves room for improvement, but apart from
this was notably untiring. While the supplied
examples were not perhaps worthy of the
SSSoASSSoA (
Subjective Sounds State of
the Art Speaker Saga Seal of Approval), they
will nevertheless appeal to a lot of people
(particularly those who are sick and tired of
'aggressive' speakers), and I believe they
have a lot of potential.
Of all the imported speaker brands on the
market, Marantz must be accounted one of
the more successful, so the opportunity to
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meet their new ex-JBL designer, Dick May,
and hear their new range at Harrogate was
very welcome. Ihave subsequently tried the
HD 880, which is the top model of one of the
parallel ranges (the DS 940 uses similar units
in a more expensive ' styled' cabinet). Mr.
May was justifiably proud of the fact that his
contract prevented the marketing department
from changing anything except the veneer,
which is a credit to Marantz and can only
benefit the consumer.
Although at my own suggestion the cheaper
HD 880s were supplied, as Isuspected they
would offer the better value for money, the
weakest point of the design turned out to be
the enclosure itself, so there is every reason
to believe that the DS 940s may perform rather
better. The large box is about 20% bigger
than the SES, but weighs 25% less, which is
indicative of economies made in enclosure
rigidity and damping ( this is not perhaps an
entirely fair comparison, as the SES is a
complex transmission line; but it has some
validity nevertheless). A feature that does
seem rather unnecessary is the patented
'van iQ' bass loading which allows a foam
plug to be inserted or removed to use the
speaker in reflex or sealed- box modes; the
audible differences were pretty subtle, and
as the requirements for enclosure damping
in the two bass- loading principles are significantly different, this is one compromise that
Iwould have preferred to have done without.
The cabinet finish was a trifle too impeccable, and in fact a quite realistic textured
printed vinyl has been used; not unpleasant,
but not quite the real McCoy. The grille is
.ingeniously fitted to a plastic frame, giving
an attractive ' styled' effect without significantly affecting the sound. The mounting of
the drive units in avertical line ensures good
stereo, though the width of the cabinet and
failure to make the pairs as mirror images
kept it behind the very best. Useful ± controls operate on midrange and treble units,
although the speaker was examined and preferred in the ' flat' position.
The sound quality was quite impressive,
with a flat and well balanced frequency response marred only by a slight ' sting' in the
treble, some ' boominess' in the upper bass/
lower mid, particularly when working hard,
and a bass cutoff that could have been lower
considering the size of the box. Although
admirably balanced, with detailing and sensitivity both above average, there was a slight
coarseness about the sound. My feeling is
that although the speaker offers pretty good
value, its performance is compromised by the
simple mechanical considerations of a poorly
damped cabinet of large surface area; the
production engineering evident in the cabinetwork is undoubtedly why the £500 cost is
modest for alarge imported four-way design,
however.
The most impressive thing is surely the
way Marantz have tamed the West Coast
sound to give a blend which will be very
acceptable to most UK listeners on most
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types of material, without entirely losing the
traditional ' West Coast' character beloved of
rock musicians and engineers. My criticisms
notwithstanding, this model certainly portends well for Marantz's new range; even
though one does pay a bit towards the shipping charges, they still come out as reasonably good value.
The third design comes from Scandinavia,
and spent an all-too- brief week with me following their UK début at the Cunard Show.
SEAS have built a good reputation very
quickly as suppliers of loudspeaker kits and
OEM drive units, but the new DD Tower is
a very different proposition at around £ 1000
for a large, yet elegant four-way design. The
system comprises four enclosures in toto,
as the woofers can be separated for more
convenient siting; all cabinets were beautifully finished in rosewood on all panels,
including baffle, but the foam grilles looked
a bit of an afterthought and the badges frankly silly— I used them with grilles removed.
The back panel is vertical, but sides and
front taper towards the top, so the speaker
'leans back' against awall and is consequently not over- obtrusive.
The overall size is fairly similar to the KEF
105 with grille, though somewhat higher and
with rather more taper; the bass section is
remarkably close to the 105 in size and style
in fact. Phase alignment is claimed to result
from a combination of the sloping baffle and
the use of 6 dB/octave crossovers ( a distinct
contrast to the 105's 24 dB/octave), while the
tapering sides give a similar effect of reducing baffle width with increasing frequency.
The combination of this crossover type, bass
reflex loading, and paper cone drivers, gives
the SEAS very high efficiency for such a
smooth and extended design, with slightly
greater overall sensitivity than even the AR9s
despite the 8- ohm nominal impedance!
My initial impression of the sound was
rather negative, yet after experimenting alittle
with positioning Ibegan to like them more
and more, so that at the end of the week I
was sorry to see them go, and still felt that I
had not completely got to grips with their
potential. Although Icould not make direct
comparisons, the imaging seemed to possess
much of the ' depth effect' and coherence of
the 105s, if lacking a little of their precision.
The overall balance was commenJably even,
if a little on the bright side, and gave a nice
'open' feel with reasonable detail, though
there seemed to be some thickening in the
upper bass and a tendency to exaggerate
disc program faults slightly. Despite the high
efficiency, there was no sacrifice of bass
extension for a cabinet of this volume; perhaps the AR9 did scavenge alittle lower, but
that is only to be expected with its 40% larger
enclosure ( see last month).
Iam hesitant to give any firm verdict on
this speaker after such a short acquaintance,
particularly as Ifound myself liking it more
and more as time went on, but Icannot think
of any design that offers quite this combination of efficiency, elegance, smoothness
and frequencyfange. So even if the price is
too high for any real ' value for money' endorsement ( is any speaker really worth the
price of 15 parrs of Wharfedale She/tons?),
the overall good quality and uniqueness of
the blend can only enhance SEAS' reputation.
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High Quality Headphone Amp
A Sophisticated Class- A design by J. Linsley- Hood

L

I ISTENING with headphones offers a
I— curious mixture of advantages and limitations which is not always apparent on
initial acquaintance. On the credit side,
properly designed headphones can have a
bass response substantially better than can
be obtained in a normal- sized living room,
where the loading characteristics of the enclosed volume of air make it increasingly
difficult for a conventional loudspeaker system to generate true low frequency pressure
waves without substantial distortion. Also,
again assuming proper design, the small
mass of the driven diaphragm of the headphone and the absence of room reflections
allows a cleaner and more transparent treble
than can normally be achieved in the domestic
environment. Finally, the absence, normally,
of crossover networks and spatial incoherence
between the transducers leads to a more
uniform spectral distribution with headphones
than is attainable with even the best of
speakers.
On the debit side, the absence of any perceived sound field in which the listener is
situated, and the occasionally unwelcome
weight and restriction in movement imposed
by headphones, tend to make prolonged
listening through these a more artificial
experience than through even a relatively
inferior pair of loudspeakers.
From the point of view of the amplifier
designer a different set of considerations
exist, and these almost entirely favour the
use of headphones— because of their light
loading and often high load impedance—and
make it possible to envisage simple amplifier
designs free from the performance constraints
implicit in the nature of higher power systems.
This freedom from the need to accept some
degree of performance compromise, if coupled with a phono preamplifier of appropriate
quality, can reveal unsuspected nuances and
subtleties of detail in ostensibly familiar recordings which can be quite astonishing on
first experience.
Irecall two instances of this type during
trials of an RIAA/headphone-amp, made as
a Christmas present for a friend, both with
recordings Ithought Iknew well. In one of
these Icould distinctly hear someone, perhaps the conductor, periodically turning over
the pages of his score, and in the other, on a
well liked and frequently played disc, one
could distinctly hear, about half- way through
the second side, the noise of a music stand
falling to the floor, accompanied by a muttered ' Oh d . . n'. ( Presumably neither the
producer nor the engineers responsible for
this disc had heard this on replay, or it would
have been removed on editing.)
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So, wearing my amplifier designer's hat, I
feel that the benefits which can accrue to the
use of good and well designed headphones
(and these benefits are substantial) will only
be partly realised if they are hung on the
back end of a power amplifier whose design
has mainly been optimised to provide large
powers, safely, to low impedance loads.
Design of headphone amplifier
There is a considerable, and justifiable,
interest at the present time in the fact that
similarly specified power amplifiers can sound
different to one another. This is more surprising to the layman than it is to the amplifier designer, who knows the performance
compromises which have been made in the
design, both as a result of the impossibility
of reconciling mutually conflicting design
requirements, and as the result of commercial pressures to keep costs down. Naturally,
the designers ( some of whom are mainly in
it for the money) are not going to admit that
their achievements are in any way short of
perfection, but nevertheless this is the sad
truth. The actual sound of the unit then
reflects, to a degree which depends on the
perceptiveness of the listener and the quality
of his reproduction environment, the nature
of the balance of compromises chosen by the
designer.
Inote, with some regret, that Iam still ' out
on a limb' in my choice of the order of importance of defects, in relation to my coworkers in this field, and it is therefore pleasant to be able to put together a circuit
design which not only satisfies the conventionally chosen (and to my mind largely irrelevant) performance requirements, but also,
to a fuller extent than normally feasible in a
high power design, the requirements which
Ithink to be musically desirable.
These are, not necessarily in precise order
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of importance: the absence from the distortion component residues of the amplifier of
any significant amount of high- order (7th,
9th, 11th, etc) harmonics, particularly when
these are of ' odd' order; the absence of the
intermodulation products due to these highorder components, particularly when these
arise from discontinuities in the transfer
characteristics of the amplifier around the
central ( low signal level) regions; the complete absence of glitches, overshoots and
'hang-ups' in the transient response, especially on reactive load (
ie, real- life) conditions;
the absence of significant slew- rate limiting
and transient intermodulation effects, again
particularly when these arise on real- life type
loads (as distinct from the artificial, laboratory- type, loads on which systems are so
often specified and reviewed); and the absence of any load- induced or shock-excited
instability—be it never so fleeting in duration
—arising from the incautious use of excessive
feedback bandwidth in the pursuit of impressive high frequency THD figures. - To these
prohibitions Iwould add, in a more positive
sense, a plea for a rapid ' turn- on' time, to
avoid loss of desirable signal detail, a rapid
'settling' time, as a measurable guarantee of
good transient response, and a square- wave
reactive load response which is smooth and
does not add to the transient energy.
This is a fairly formidable ' shopping list',
which is not met by any commercial amplifier
within my knowledge to an extent which I
would regard as adequate, especially in respect of reactive- load transient behaviour.
The things which are often found and, I
think, only of value in impressing the gullible,
are THD values at 15 or 20 kHz of the order
of 0.1% or less (and I've never found anyone
who could hear the second harmonic of
20 KHz, let alone the third) and Sifsl ratios of
70 dB or more, referred to a relatively lowlevel signal. Quite apart from the fact that
there is virtually no readily available programme source which could match this
specification, to make use of it would demand
a dynamic range which is currently beyond
our grasp.
The purpose of this homily is not simply to
provide me with an opportunity for grumbling
at the state of contemporary amplifier design
(although Ido admit that it is enjoyable to do
so), but to indicate the nature and extent of
the problems which are there, so that one
might more clearly see the ways by which the
low power requirements of the typical headphone untie the hands of the designer. In
particular, the relatively low power demands
of the headphone allow the use of a Class - A
design, and this can, moreover, be of a
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MISSION 774 PICK-UP ARM
The new Mission 774 pick-up arm is
rapidly becoming the accepted
standard to judge all otherarms by.
Zerofree play and rigidity of
construction combined with low mass
results in betterstereo image, more
detail and greaterattack. Superbly
finished in black it costs £ 120.00.
/ What some satisfied
/ customers have to say
about SOUND CABLE:
, ' The difference in the

'Good quality musical
sound reproduction
requires matched lengths

/

of low- loss speaker wires'.

bass and transient
response is staggering'.

MISSION 770 LOUDSPEAKER
A new loudspeakerthat combinesthe clarity and low colouration of asimple
2 — way design with the power handling characteristics and even frequency
response normally associated with larger and more complex designs.
£357 per pair including the cost of special stands. Superb finish in black
or walnut.

'I wouldn't have believed a
speaker wire could make
such a difference'.

Give Monitor Audio's
new FLAT SOUND
CABLE a hearing at
your nearest dealer
and you'll soon see
what we mean!

'The base response is
clearer and crisper, the
treble is also more clear'.
'The significant rise in detail
is astonishing'.

BEWARE!
Some cheap imitations of
speaker cable have appeared in
certain shops. Beware of these
copies. Monitor Audio Flat Sound
Cables are packed in pairs in clearly
recognizable printed polythene bags
listing all technical characteristics.
If in doubt, call Monitor Audio

MERIDAN
AMPLIFIERS
Always on demonstration
the Meridan 103
(35 watts) and 105
(100 watts). The
101 preamplifier is
available separately
and marks agood
reasonably priced
preamplifierfor use
with valve amplifiers.
Additional input modules
available — EMT, DECCA, SUPEX, FR, ULTIMO, ENTRE

EXPOSURE
AMPLIFIERS
One of the best
sounding amplifiers
on the market
regardless of price.
£506 forthe preamplifier and
power amp combination.

Customer Advisory Service, telephone
Cambridge ( 0223) 46344 or write direct
for further information.

Please Note:- Some marginally stable
amplifiers are not suitable with low- loss
speaker wire.

Monitor
Audio Ltd
The BIG name in Hi -Fi

We'

11111111 MISSION 771/772
AMPLIFIER
A very exciting new
product which putsto
shame many more
expensive esoteric
designs from America
and Japan. Phone us
and we will give you all the details on this design. Costs £ 750 for
the two units.
WEINZ 8 EE1 PARABOLIC STYLU S REPLACEMENTS
These very high quality replacements are available for most cartridges
including moving coils and Decca cartridges. Phone us for prices and
details.
ELITE CARTRIDGE
Excellent new moving coil only £99.00.
NEW! EXCLUSIVETO KNIGHTSBRIDGE AUDIO STUART BRIGHT
LOUDSPEAKERS
Phone us for more information.
KNIGHTSBRIDGE AUDIO,
33 Beauchamp Place, London SW3 1NV

347 Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge England
Telephone 0223 46344 and 42898
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Tel: 01-589 9300

Telex: 916301 Honway G

Open between 11 am — 7pm including Saturdays

single- ended, rather than ' push-pull' configuration. The use of Class- A completely eliminates the high odd- order harmonics which
it is so difficult to remove fully and permanently from Class- B, and the avoidance of
the conventional push-pull layout ensures
both that such harmonics as do remain will
be low order and ' even', and that the bends
in the transfer characteristic are well away
from the central ' small- signal' region. This,
in turn, leads to a much more favourable distribution of the steady-state intermodulation
products, with an associated transparency of
tonal quality seldom otherwise attained.
In addition to this, the fundamental linearity
of the Class- A system permits the use of
much lower orders of negative feedback for
a given THD level. While NFB is not, of
itself, a bad thing, the use of it in large
amounts does require a great deal of care
in design—it is, in truth, the electronic engineer's tight- rope—and it does impose a
number of restrictions in respect of the high
frequency loop characteristics, which can
only be solved as a compromise in one way
or another. If one can get away with less,
so much the better, and so much the easier
to achieve a good, fast, clean, transient response without penalties in THD or reactiveload behaviour.
Finally, the use of Class- A, with the output
stages allowed to draw a substantial, and
largely constant amount of current permits,
in the case of transistors, both rapid smallsignal turn- on times ( because the transistors
are operating under conditions in which the
HF performance is not impaired) and also
fast turn-off response ( because to turn off
the signal does not necessitate turning off
the transistor, with all the complications
arising from hole storage and carrier recombination). This gives a characteristic
aural response only obtained with some
difficulty by other means.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Circuit design
The circuit of the ' power' amplifier is shown
in schematic form in fig. 1. This is basically
a Class- A transistor amplifier stage ( TR2)
driving an output emitter- follower ( TU,
which has an active emitter load (
TR,) also
driven by TR,. A constant- current source
coupled to TR, serves both as a load for TR,
and as a means of maintaining the output
stage operating current at a constant mean
value.

An input transistor amplifier (
TR,) serves
to provide a somewhat larger loop gain and
to restore the signal input level to near the
'0 volt' line, since in this case it is intended
to operate the amplifier in a direct- coupled
form. Because all th 9 transistors employed
have high transition frequencies, and the
loop stability— because of the very modest
open- loop gain— is very high, no formal HF
compensation, such as the ubiquitous and
deplorable capacitor normally included between • base and collector of the second
amplifier stage ( in this case TR,) is necessary for stability. Consequently, neither slewrate limiting of transients nor TID can occur.
However, because it is neither necessary nor
desirable that the amplifier should have a
bandwidth extending into the MW radio
band, an input CR integrating network is
included in the amplifier, which gives a
smooth roll- off in the HF response beyond
50 kHz. The closed- loop gain of the amplifier is also reduced from 10 ( its low frequency
value) to about 3 beyond this frequency by
means of a step network connected across
the feedback resistor. This is to minimise
the risk of HF instability within the ' power'
amplifier because of inadvertent proximity
between output and input leads.
If all that is required is an amplifier having
a ' flat' response, and an adequate power
output to drive all normal headphones, the
slider of the input gain control can be
taken, via a suitable input capacitor- resistor
network, directly to the input transistor (
TR 6
in the complete circuit diagram). However,
it was felt that some scope for tonal balance
adjustment would increase the versatility of
this design, and so a simple, but high quality,
'tone- control' circuit has been appended at
the input. This is based on a Liniac arrangement, improved somewhat by the use of a
p-n-p input transistor and a very high gain
p-n-p Darlington emitter-follower with an

I
,
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FIG.3 CIRCUIT OF POWER SUPPLY FOR HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
TRANSFORMER
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MC 10
MOVING COIL REALISM
ATA REALISTIC PRICE

There are as many expert opinions on HiFi as
there are experts. With all the variables, an
incredible range of systems can be produced and
all have their different advantages but almost all
experts agree that moving coil is superior to
magnetic construction for cartridges.
Moving coil's detailed reproduction of
spaciousness, three dimensional imagery and
startling transient response surpasses that of
even the best magnetic cartridge.
There is really only one choice if you wish to
take full advantage of the capabilities of your
HiFi system. Until now the high cost of the
hand built moving coil cartridge has kept peak
performance beyond the reach of all but the
most wealthy.
Now Ortofon who have continuously developed
moving coil technology since 1948, are able to
produce amoving coil cartridge at aprice which
compares to the cost of medium quality magnetic
cartridges.

orrofon

accuracy in sound
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Ortofon's long experience of cartridge design
and manufacture make the finest reproduction
available to all discriminating listeners with the
MC 10 moving coil cartridge.
The MC 10's cantilever has been designed on
new principles, making it easier and faster to
produce. It is as light and as rigid as possible,
utilizing anew aluminium alloy. The new
cantilever design, together with atiny, specially
polished diamond, gives avery low stylus tip
mass, excellent tracking ability, easy handling
of transients and minimal record wear.
Owing to their small output voltage and low
inner resistance, moving coil cartridges cannot
be connected directly to aconventional phono
input and it is therefore necessary to boost the
signal.
MC 10 Cartridges are available separately or in
acost saving pack complete with the specially
developed STM 72 step-up transformer for perfect
matching to your amplifier.
Ask your dealer for ademonstration or write to:-

harman
UK Tylers Green,
St. Johns Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone: Penn (049 481) 5331

FET constant current source as its emitter load.
The design of the tone control stage allows
a lift and cut of the bass and treble of about
12 dB. The overall distortion through the
circuit is negligible. Switches S1A, S1B and
SIC are included to allow a ' tone control
cancel' facility. The complete circuit—for
one channel—is shown in fig. 2.
Power supply
Many otherwise excellent amplifier designs
are let down by unexpected and unsuspected
breakthrough from the HT lines to the signal
circuit inputs. This has been a factor which
has been very much in mind in this design,
and FET constant- current sources have been
used where supply line isolation has been
desirable. The need for supply line isolation
is also greatly assisted at relatively low cost
by the use of a pair of integrated voltage
stabilisers, chosen to give a ± 12 volt supply,
having avery low output impedance and very
low noise and ripple. The operating current
of the output stages is automatically held to
about 110 mA, giving atotal current demand
of about 250 mA for the two channels. At
this load the use of ' T03' style voltage regulators is preferred. The circuit diagram is
shown in fig. 3.
Performance
As indicated above, the aim of this circuit
was to take advantage of the design freedom
conferred by the relatively low load demands
of the normal headphone, and to design a
system free from the constraints and compromises inherent in normal power amplifier
circuits. It is hoped, therefore, that this will
be regarded not as a poor man's substitute
for a power amplifier, but rather as a reference standard against which existing higher
power units can be judged •
A matching RIAA pre-amp designed to feed the
input of the headphone amp. will be following
shortly. Ed.

Performance data
T.H.D.

(Exclusively 2nd harmonic) ( Includes noise)
100 Hz
0.014%
300 Hz
0.007%
1kHz
0.008%
3kHz
0.017%
10 kHz
0.044%
Measured at 1V RMS across headphones
having 100 ohms ( nominal) impedance.
Turn-off time and turn-on time. Less than 0.5 u.s
Rise- time. 4µs.
Fall time. 4µS.
Settling time. (
To within 1%) 6is—not affected
by load reactance up to 0.22 µF.
Recommended Load Minimum 8ohms; ideal 35 ohms
to infinity.
Headphone amplifier parts list
Resistors
Capacitors
2.2 0
220 pF
50
330 pF
22 0.
0.0033 j.LF 2 off
100 0
0.038 t.iF
470 0
0.047 ¡iF 2 off
1k
0.68 /.., F
3k3 3 off
10 ilF tant
4k7 5 off
100 ilF 3V tant
10k 2 off
22k
47k

( Ichannel)
Semiconductors
BCI82
BC2I2 2 off
BC2I 4
2N 4922 2 off
2N 5457
2N 5459
MPSA 65
1N914 diodes
2 off ( or
equivalent)

Potentiometers: 5k log, 100k lin 2 off, 47 k preset
Power Supply parts
Semiconductors
Capacitors
MC78I2 CK
47 iiF 15 V Elec. 2 off
MC79I2 CK
1'000 p.F 25 V Elec 2 off
Bridge rectifier
0.1 pf 2 off
(IA 50 Ply)
(or 4x IN4001)
Transformer
15-0-15 V 500 mA
Mains Switch 240 V 2 pole 1way
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MAKE YOUR STEREO RADIO
GO WITH A SWING
FROM FABULOUS FUBA ( WHO ELSE?) comes the unique, eye-catching Swing ' S' amplified set top aerial for VHF/FM radio. Unable to have
a loft or roof FM aerial? Within 20 miles of a transmitter ( often further)

REVOX REVIVAL

THIS IS YOUR ANSWER.
Retail & Trade Suppliers. Send
for fully illustrated brochure of
this beautifully made, highly
effective unit. We are sole U.K.
distributors.

WE CAN MAKE YOUR REVOX FEEL
YOUNG AGAIN
SERVICING TO ORIGINAL

SPEC OR

MODIFICATIONS

ASTRA ( D.I.Y.) AERIALS
Backed by 24 years practical aerial rigging experience

15/16 TO 30 IPS VARI-SPEED,

GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK

SEL- SYNC, FULL- TRACK, PAUSE, ETC
SAME DAY

SERVICE IF REQUIRED

COLLECTION Et

DELIVERY

BY

ARRANGEMENT

GIBSON-BRITTAIN ASSOCIATES
38

STORE

ST.,

LTD

LONDON WC 1

01 580 5352

10% off

ALL AERIALS

For mail order lists
9x 4- SAE Dept. HFN
For specific advice
PLEASE PHONE

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
(POSTAGE 25p)
GENUINE ARTICLE IN MAKER'S BOX
Cartridges with Styli
Replacement Styli
ADC ZLM .. £58.20
RSZ .. .. £25.95
ADC XLM/III .. £35.50
RSX .. .. £17-95
ADC VLM/III .. £24.50
RSV
£14.75
..
£35.00
AKG P8E . £47.50
X8E
£28.25
AKG P7E .. £26-00
X7E ..• • £14.25
Goldring 0800-SE £10.95
D110- SE• •
£8.95
Goldring G820- E £11-25
0130-E .. • •
£6.95
Goldring 0820- SE £15.50
0130-SE •.
£915
Goldring G900- E £17.00
0140-E .. • • £10.50
Goldring G900-SE £24.95
D140- SE •. £16-50
Ortofon
M20FL Super
£44-25
D2OFL Super .. £28.85
M20E Super .. £43.75
020E Super .. £2215
VMS 20E Mk II £30 90
020E Mk 1 & II
£20.45
FF15E II .. £13.90
NFI5E Mk 1 & II
£8.45
FI5E II .. £19.25
N I5E II ..
£11.85
Stanton .. £78.40
081 ..
£45.00
Stanton 681EEE
£4310
06800EEE
£24.50
Stanton 680EE .. £28.00
0680 ..
E17.25
Stanton 500EE .. £1910
D5100EE
£13.95
Stanton 500E .. £16-00
05100E ..
CI I-50
Stanton 500A .. £14.50
D5I07A
£9.35
Shure M44-7 ..
£6.99
N44-7 ..
£5-20
Shure M44- E .
[7.50
N44- E ..
£5.60
Shure M55- E ..
£8-30
N55- E ..
£6.60
Shire M75-6 ..
£7.50
N75-6 .. •
£5.45
Shure M75- B .. £10-40
N75- B .. .
£6.20
Shure M75- E1 .. £12.99
N75-EJ .. ..
£13-20
Shure M75- ED
£14.90
N75- ED• • £11.75
Shure M95- E1 .. £13.75
N95- E1 .. ..
£9.20
Shure M95- ED
£19.95
N95- ED • • £15.75
Shure M24- 1-I .. £29.15 - . .. £ 16.95
Shure V15-111 .. £47.95
VN35-E .. £16.95
Shure V15- 1V .. £66.95
VN45-HE .. £26.95
Sonus Blue .. £68.00
Sonus Blue Stylus £37-50

Golden anodised
FUBA STEREO 8
DX & ROTATOR
SPECIALISTS

Over 3000 aerials ( all bands) stocked: probably the most diverse
stock of aerials and parts available in the U.K. All continental
aerials ( guaranteed for five years) are golden anodised.

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY

FOTRONIX
CARTRIDGES AND STYLI

ESTABLISHED 24 YEARS

Stockists of fine aerials:
Fuba TV/FM aerials (W. Germany)
Plemi TV aerials ( Holland)
UKW FM aerials ( E. Germany)
Stolle FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Antiference FM/TV aerials ( U.K.)

Open 9-5.30, Mon.-Sat. Closed
lunch 12.30-1.30, Mon.- Fri.
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
Nr. Gloster Pub and Garage.
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Swing S'
(Also Swing ' E' for TV)
A new concept in set-top aerials.

To obtain this unit please write
for nearest stockist.

Tel.:
01-684 4300/5262
24 hr. answering service

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
Ortofon MC20.. £53.75
Ultimo 10X
Ortofon SL20E.. £46.75
Ultimo 10A
Ortofon SL20Q
£68.50
Ultimo 20A
Entré-I
P.O.A.
Ultimo 20B
Satin Ml 170 .. £59.95
Satin Stylus
Ortofon STM 72 Transformer ..
Ortofon MCA 76 Pre-amp
Lentek Pre-amp

£49.50
£59.95
£69.95
£8915
£34.75
£19.75
£91.25
P.O.A.

STYLI FOR OLD MODELS AND FOR 78 RPM
Goldring 0800 Series: DI IOSR, £3.75; DI10-E, £6.25;
0110-SE, £8.95; Ortofon MIS- E Super-015-E Super,
£24.00. Shure VNIS-E, £15.95. 78's: Goldring DI 10
and 120 Standard, £3-50: Shire N44-3 and N75-3,
£5.20; N95-3, [5.80; VN78-E, £16.60. ADC R26,
£12.25; ADC RXL ( XLM II), £1I.75 ; ADC RZL ( Super
XLM Ill), £17.75; ADC RVL ( VLM II), £10.00.
PICK UP ARMS AND ACCESSORIES
ADC LMF-I
£59.95
Lucas cable per
ConnoisseurSAU2E16•60
metre ..
£1.75
Formula 4 Mk II
P.O.A.
SME 3009 fixed hd £51.00
Hadcock GH228
£55.00
SME 3009/52 .. £56.00
Hadcock Unilift
£910
SME FD200
SME plate ..
£3.20
Damper
£15.50
ADC LMG-I shell £4-50
S2 Headshell .
£470
Zerostat ..
£6-99
SME 3009 Series
£89.00
Decca Sweep Arm £5.25
Ill
£12.90
Decca Brush ..
£5.00
CAI Arm tube
£499
Monitor Audio Sound
M.A. " Stylift"
Cable 5m prs £16 99
Scotch anti-stat
7.5m prs £24.75
£2.95
Post: Vac-O-Rec, cables, arms £1.00: Other items 25p
TEST RECORDS AND CASSETTES
Shure TTR I15- ERA IV, £5.50; HFS 75, £2.80. Shure
TTR 110, £4-50. Wharfedale " Larger Than Life", £4-50
Post: 65p; 3for 85p. Dolby Cassette, £2.40; Frequency
Cassette, £9.00; Azimuth Cassette, £2.40. Post: 25p
each.

CASSETTE TAPES
C45
Ci0
C90
CI20
AGFA SFD
..
£0-76 £ 1.00
Carat .. £0.85 £ 1.24 El - 60 BASF LH SM
..
£0-54 £0.79 £ 1.09
LH Super SM .. £0.97 £ 1.29 £ 1-70
Ferro Super LH £1.10 £ 1.47 £ 1.92
Chromium Dioxide £1.29 £ 1.59 £2.09
Ferrochrom £1-47 £ 1-91
Superchrom - £2.32 FUJI FX I
..
EI-11
£1.53
FX 11 .
[1.10 £ 1-22. £ 1.66 MAXELL SLN
£0.69 £0.91 £ 1.17
UD ..
£1.02 £ 1-14 £ 1-30 £ 1.73
UDXL I/II £1.38 £ 1.73 TDK D
..
£0.63 £ 1-15 £ 1.14
AD
£. 88 fI - 23 SA
LI-II
EI-59 SONY HF
£0.84 £ 1-02 £ 1.27
FeCr .. EI-31
EI-85
Low Noise £0.59 £0.85 £ 1.19
Cr02 .... £1-20 £ 1.59 TDK " VHS" VIDEO CASSETTES
E.30 ....
£6.90
E.120 .. .. £ 12.00
E.60 .. ..
£8.50
E.180 .. ..
£1450
Postage: 1-5, 50p; 6-10, 65p; 11-30, 85p; 31+, £ 1.00.
HEADPHONES (
Post EI-00)
Yamaha HPI
£34.65
Stax SR44
Yamaha HP2 ..
£25•80
Sennheiser
Yamaha HP3 ..
£19-35
HD ,100
STAX
HD4I4X
SR5/SRD6SB
£84.75
HD421X
SRX3/512D6SB £ 132.00
HD224X
SR Sigma/
SRD6SB
£20710

••

£S8.50

••
••
.•

Ell- 00
t16.50
£23-50
05-75

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Prices quoted are correct at Nov. 1978. Whilst we
endeavour to maintain these prices we reserve the
right to adjust as necessary without notice. E. & 0.E.

Akil Radio
Angus McKenzie
A LTHOUGH

I have commented recently
several times on the importance of
adjacent and alternate channel selectivity, a
good example of its importance has been
brought up in a reader's letter. Living in Kent
fairly close to Wrotham, its writer obtained
high signal strengths from his local services,
but wished to receive on a regular basis such
stations as Radio Oxford, which is of course
very close to Radio London in frequency. He
had already tried some of the finest tuners
available, even including the Accuphase T100,
and had had to reject them all. In desperation
he wrote to ask if the Revox 6760 might fill
the bill. Being rather a cautious soul, Isaid
that it would probably help him but Icould
not be sure. 1am therefore delighted to hear
that he was able to borrow one, and that
indeed it rejected stations that no other tuner
would. It is thus clear that the most recent
tuner designs with switchable narrow and
wide selectivities would also be satisfactory,
provided the narrow position is indeed really
narrow. We are thus likely to see more such
tuners coming onto the market.
Ihave also recently answered many queries
concerning mast- head preamplifiers, and
have as a result decided to do some research
on these. Iregularly receive amagazine called
VHF Communications, originating in Germany
but fortunately available in an English edition.
It is primarily intended for VHF, UHF and
microwave enthusiasts amongst the more
skilled radio amateurs, and interesting circuits
are often printed. In the Spring 1978 edition
the design of a wide- band preamplifier was
included, with full constructional details, and
with arather remarkable claimed performance
which I must substantiate. The design is
now being marketed by Packer Communications of 28 Henniker Road, Debenham, Stowmarket, Suffolk, and will cost around £20.
The circuit consists of a BFT66 front-end
feeding a high-current second transistor with
negative feedback returned to the input, with
which it mixes in a minute ferrite- cored
transformer. It is astonishing to report that
the response is within ± 1dB or so from
70 MHz to 570 MHz, and the noise figure at
VHF frequencies is so good as to be almost
impossible to measure, my measurements
indicating that it is probably within its specification of 1.3 dB at 145 MHz. It is perhaps
around 1dB at 90 MHz, which means that the
pre-amp is adding only 1dB of noise to that
which exists in a perfect input resistor of the
appropriate impedance at normal temperature. The gain is specified as 18.c1B, and
intermodulation distortion performance is so
good that in testing it over the VHF and UHF
ranges (fed from a very wide range log
periodic antenna) no intermodulation problems have been noted.
However, the gain is sufficiently high to
cause a problem with the majority of FM
tuners, since, for example, a 1.25 mV aerial
signal into the pre-amp would come out at
10 mV. The very best FM tuners that 1have
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

yet measured have noise figures of around
4.5 dB to 6dB, and since the average long
coaxial cable may lose 3dB, the effective
signal-to-noise improvement with this preamp at the aerial end could be at least 7dB.
But one must realise that any local transmitter within the pre-amp's frequency range
could cause it a problem, and so it may well
be necessary to use aBand-2band-pass filter
immediately prior to the pre- amp, even if this
results in aslight signal loss. It is in country
areas, in regions where signal strengths might
be below 500 0,/, that the pre-amp will come
into its own, and undoubtedly DX enthusiasts
should investigate this device, particularly if
there are any very strong local stations. I
have already tried it in front of my old Eddystone 990R receiver, which does not have
too god an RF intermodulation performance,
and despite a few problems in the receiver
Iwas astonished to find that Icould receive
many aircraft beacons and very distant TV
sound transmissions that were otherwise not
receivable.
Whilst it is clear that during the day general
noise picked up by the aerial can itself be
equivalent to a figure of 3 or 4dB, or even
much higher in urban areas, at night, or
perhaps over week-ends, the noise floor can
be much lower, say 1.5 dB. Furthermore, if
you have to use a very modest antenna you
will pick up much less noise, and will see even
more benefit from a very good pre-amp.
Packer Communications inform me that they
will be working on a version of the pre-amp
including a tuned filter, but they have as yet
not decided whether to include a switched
output attenuator. However, attenuators are
available from retail shops with the attenuation marked on them in decibels, and it will
be handy to have a6dB and a12 dB one available to insert immediately before the tuner.
Remarkably enough, the pre-amp also gives
an amazing performance on Band-4 TV,
having a noise figure of around 2.5 dB at
500 MHz. Thus if the pre-amp is used at the
mast- head, this allows the use of a very
wide- range log periodic antenna with relatively
low gain, for instance around 6dB for the
13 element Hidaka LT 606—available from
several amateur radio equipment importers,
including South Midlands Communications
of Southampton. This antenna has virtually
the same gain from 50 MHz to 500 MHz, and
whilst the gain falls off above 500 MHz it is
most certainly useful as far as normal TV
reception is concerned in the London area.
If a rotator such as a Stolle is used, with its
remote direction indicator, it can thus be used
for both Band-2 and Band-4, and indeed any
other signals within the frequency range
which are horizontally polarised.
Some readers have told me that they have
tried mast- head pre- amps but have found
them
unsuccessful, the
most frequent
complaint being of ` garbage'across the whole
of Band-2. Whilst the problem could be in the
pre-amp, it is more likely to be in the tuner. In
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any case, many pre- amps that Ihave tested
have themselves no better a noise figure than
the tuner with which they are used. An
expensive attenuator which gives up to 20 dB
attenuation in small steps is of course ideal,
and would improve matters considerably; but
it is probably pointless even attempting to use
a pre-amp if you do not have a very good
tuner—if you are in an area of fairly high signal
strength.
One final point about the Packer pre-amp
is that the input impedance reasonably follows
the output load impedance, so that whilst it
was originally designed for 50 ohm systems,
it works quite satisfactorily on 75 ohms. The
pre-amplifier, incidentally, requires 12 V DC
to drive it at around 20 mA, and this is best
derived from a very well regulated and
smoothed mains supply. Finally, remember
that normal Band-2 aerials do have a good
degree of rejection of signals way outside
Band-2, but unfortunately above 98 MHz you
may well have some very strong local public
utility transmitters, which create a problem.
Your own tuner front-end will in all probability
have a reasonably sharp selectivity, but
Packer Communications' tunable version will
probably be no more than around 1MHz
bandwidth on the input, a great advantage.
Iam always careful to be rather cautious,
and avoid the attitude of ' new is good'; but
notwithstanding this I have just had the
opportunity of borrowing two KEF 105s, and
am listening to a Rozhdestvensky concert
which Itaped from a Festival Hall relay on
October 19th. Having frequently been to the
Hall, Icannot help but come to the conclusion
that the reproduction from these speakers is
as life- like as Ihave heard, for the interplay
between the double bass soloist and cello
and bass sections in Richard Rodney Bennett's new Double- bass Concerto is indeed
a hard test for loudspeakers. It is also a
credit to the BBC engineers that the soloist
is absolutely stable across the frequency
range, whilst the orchestral instruments can
be pinpointed from left to right. Violins and
violas seemed to have a life- like sweetness
which is quite frequently missing on many
broadcasts, as well as on most speakers.
Haydn's 81st Symphony, which began the
concert, was not quite so good, with a little
too much reverberation—but still better than
average.
On October 23rd there was a relay from
Finland, including Mussorgsky's Pictures
from an Exhibition in a rarely heard orchestration by Leo Funtek. Many readers may have
missed this interesting version as it followed
arather borireg modern work by Erik Bergman,
which was likely to have been switched off
by a lot of people! The score is very different
from Ravel's and deserves to be much better
known as a viable alternative. The sound
quality from Finnish Radio was most encouraging, and almost certainly fairly simply
miked. Ihope the BBC will consider giving
us this piece at the Proms in a year or two.
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1.110. NEW FROM
The L110 gives you back all the sound that
was there in the studio. Not just the left and
right hand image like most loudspeakers
but front to back perspective as well., for
the full rounded sound.
Behind the acoustically and visually
transparent grille are professional quality
components and advanced cross- over
network developed by JBL from their
studio speaker experience.
The new 10 inch low frequency driver joins
•
its massive 3inch voice coil and 71
2 lb
/
magnet assembly in atight vertical array
with ahard hemispherical high frequency
radiator and 5inch mid- range driver, to give
you the power handling and performance
you expect from JBL plus detailed three
dimensional imaging.

JBL's

attention to every detail of
engineering and manufacture is there too —
you will hear it in the smooth accurate bass,
the outstanding power handling,
exceptionally low harmonic distortion
characteristics and the excellent transient
response and you will see it reflected in the
superb finish of the cabinet.
L110, nevv from JBL, gives you back each
sound and all the sound, the same sound
that was heard in the top recording studios
around the world.
For full information on the L110
and other JBL products, write to:

harman u.k.
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5221

One of the 400 leading recording studios using JBL loudspeakers
.
in recording and mix i
ng. Last year 30 of the 50 best selling albums
in the world were recorded or mixed using JBL loudspeakers.

•
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AVING just concluded my editorial involvement with a new edition of HiFi
Choice, in which Martin Colloms has examined a large proportion of the available turntables and pickup arms, it seemed worthwhile
to prepare a brief report on some of the interesting general findings, both of this project
itself and in the light of its predecessor published some eighteen months previously.
The turntables themselves generally proved
rather disappointing, and those manufacturers who have effected improvements since
the previous issue seem roughly to balance
those whose products actually performed
less well. While there are many fairly competent designs on the market that could be
said to represent quite good value for money,
there are very few that can actually be characterised as ' good' in terms of total overall performance and sound quality. As the turntable
is normally the hi-fi system's signal source,
the differences generated at this end of the
chain can have far-reaching effects.
The arms, however, gave rather more opti-

powerful indicator of performance, with the
poorer performers rarely producing good
overall results. It is also proving possible to
attribute particular frequency bands of highish microphony to specific design weaknesses
—for example the effects of aresonant plastic
lid which transmits vibrations directly into
the plinth and thence the arm, or excitation
in a disc which is inadequately supported by
the turntable mat.
An entirely new technique has been used
to examine arm resonances, involving the
placement of an extremely light accelerometer
on the arm itself while a sweep frequency
record is tracked by a ' standard' cartridge.
The resultant trace is a highly complex but
impressively repeatable ' fingerprint' of the
arm's resonant characteristics. Interpretation must again be tentative and Cautious at
this stage, but there are certainly some features that appear to relate to the perceived
sound quality, and the large differences
shown by different arms would seem to confirm our findings that the arm makes a very

tables is still their lack of effective isolation
from the environment, and agreat many motor
systems of undoubtedly good potential are
marred by the unpredictability of their performance in a typical domestic setting. On
the evidence of this survey, most available
turntable systems decouple rather ineffectively from the supporting shelf at or above
the fundamental arm/cartridge resonance, so
that the shelf itself will significantly influence
the excitation of this resonance, with corresponding undesirable side- effects. Such systems are likely to be improved somewhat by
using them on solid shelves and as far from
the loudspeakers as possible ( but not in a
corner). The avoidance of low frequency,
high ' Q' decoupling systems that are really
effective is presumably done to improve the
'ease of use' and hence marketability of the
turntable, but the performance compromise
involved is most unfortunate. A further problem is that apoorly designed decoupling system which actually coincides with the arm/
cartridge LF resonance is likely to prove

CHOOSING TURNTABLES
Paul Messenger discusses problems and parameters
highlighted in a new survey
mistic results; while there are obvious areas
of weakness in a great many designs, the
separate ' component' arms at least seemed
to show a substantial general improvement
over models assessed in the previous issue.
One interesting observation, that conflicts
somewhat with traditional thinking in this
area, is that significantly greater audible
differences were apparent between different
high quality pickup arms than between a
number of the latest high quality moving- coil
cartridges.
Nevertheless the quality of the tonearm
itself is often modified by the turntable on
which it is mounted, and frequently by the
environment in which the turntable is working. So it is probably true to say that the first
priority is the turntable, then the arm, and
finally the cartridge.
A number of significant areas of weakness
could be identified on both the arms and turntables, and many of these are undoubtedly the
result of marketing demands being accorded
priority over performance criteria; in other
words, there are a number of features that
are generally considered necessary or desirable in marketing terms that do not contribute
and often, in fact, compromise the performance and sound quality.
Despite introducing a number of refinements in measuring techniques, it is still not
possible to characterise the overall performance and sound quality of aturntable or tonearm on the basis of measured performance
alone. Nevertheless, the search for relevant
measurement techniques does seem to be
paying off, even if one begins to feel that each
improvement only serves to open the door to
further areas of investigation! Certainly the
refined ' microphony' tests, pioneered in the
previous volume and in Chris Rogers' HFNI
RR review ( December ' 77), often prove a
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important contribution to the overall sound.
Among the characteristics revealed
by
these arm resonance graphs was a ' first
break' frequency, and it was generally found
that the stereo image was more coherent the
higher the frequency at which this occurred.
Further indicators could be gleaned from the
number and control of resonances in both
the mid and treble regions. These arm resonance graphs do not take into account the
effective mass of the arm, so alow- mass arm
of relatively light construction may well show
a fairly poor result on resonances, but any
sound quality sacrificed in
his respect
appears to be compensated by the reduced
LE resonance effects due to the system's low
mass. As yet it is difficult to establish exactly
the relationship between these two situations
that are normally mutually exclusive, but it
certainly seems desirable with the majority
of cartridges to use an arm which combines
high rigidity and fairly low mass.
However, the real bête noir amongst pickup
arms remains the detachable headshell, which
not only results in a thoroughly undesirable
loss of rigidity in almost every example, but
also, at least in the case of the ' standard' fitting, invariably increases the effective mass
to a point where many cartridges become
inherently unsuitable. If a detachable facility
must be provided, then surely the approaches
adopted by SME, Thorens or Mission are far
more sensible—yet is a detachable facility
really all that necessary anyway? Would it
not be better to spend the money on allowing
the arm to be adjusted to give optimum cartridge alignment a feature that a great many
arms, notably those fitted on integrated
players, conspicuously lack, and which again
undoubtedly limits the attainable performance of many cartridges?
The big problem with the majority of turn-
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worse than no decouping at all.
Even though this aspect of performance
appears to have been frequently overlooked,
there have nevertheless been a number of
improvements in other areas. Intrinsic mainbearing rumble is very rare, although motor
and transformer isolation is not always effectively accomplished, so that some direct- drive
models, for example, showed higher rumble
figures when power was connected than when
the platter was free- wheeled. While some
servo- systems still showed poor control,
giving overshoot and programme- wow effects
with changes in record modulation levels,
this area too showed some improvements
compared to models examined in the previous
book, while synchronous and quartz- locked
motor systems were generally free of these
effects.
Overall, this latest project has succeeded
in bringing improved standards of analysis
and discrimination to turntables and tonearms. It has also, frustratingly, shown the
way towards even better methods of objective
analysis, while nevertheless succeeding in
giving improved subjective/objective correlations. The subjective differences between
a poorly chosen and sited system and a
carefully optimised isolated system, where
the resonances have been carefully taken
into account, is quite dramatic; while the
latter system is capable, with careful alignment, of making full use of the potentials of
today's best cartridges, so careful listening
and the services of an experienced dealer
remain functions that cannot be replaced.
The laws of supply and demand dictate that
until the customer places greater importance
on the sound quality of the system than on
the many worthless features beloved of those
responsible for marketing, overall standards
are unlikely to improve e
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LBC choose Stanton
For years Stanton's range of professional
cartridges has been the choice of hundreds of
commercial radio stations in the United States.
Now in Britain More and more radio stations are
picking Stanton cartridges for their accuracy, and
reliability. Stations like Radio Forth, Radio Clyde,
Radio Trent and London's LBC. •
As LBC is primarily anews station, needletime
is very limited. So when LBC broadcast music-and
their standards are very high indeed -they are
particularly concerned about sound quality.
LBC choose Stanton cartridges because of

their incredibly accurate reproduction qualities and
because (to quote LBC's head of maintenance) they
are utterly reliable?'
Stanton-the choice of professionals
throughout the world - in radio stations, recording
companies and record libraries, offer the home
audiophile arange of professional cartridges
ihcluding the 881S Stereohedronr the 681 individually
calibrated series, the 680 Reference range and the
500 Broadcast series.Whatever your need, Stanton
have the perfect cartridge.
STANTON -the choice of professionals

United Kingdom—Wilmex Ltd.—Comptcn House—New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE— Tel. 01-949 2545
Belgium-Luxembourg -8TH. De Greef - Steenweg OP Alsemberg 367-1180 Brussel - Tel. DZ/345 39 18
Denmark- Hagen Olesen - NY Strandvej 28 - 3050 Humlebaek - Tel. (03)19 14 47
Finland -0y R. ViKstrom Ltd - LEvilantie 29/4 - 00350 He sinki 35 - Tel 451647
France- Delta Magnetics 41. Quai des Martyres de la Resistance- 78700 Conf lans- Tel 972 6981
Germany- Thorens Geratewerk Lahr GmbH - Eichgarten 6 - 7630 Lahr- Tel (0782117025
Greece-kinotechnik ,0 E - Stournara 47 - Athers - Tel 360 6998
Holland -Auchoszript 8V- Nieuw-Loosdrechtsedijk 107 - Loosdrecht-Tel.102158) 3,706
Italy -Socueta Itulena Telecomunicazioni Siemens spa - 20149 Mdan0 P 2avattari 12 - Te. 4388
Norway,' M. Fearing A/S- Nils Hansens vel 7- Oslo 6 - Tel102) 68 63 60
Spain - Mabel SDAD.LTDA - Ripolles. 84- Barcelona- Tel. 235 4000
Sweden-ELFA -Radio & Television AB - S-17 117 Soma. Sweden - Tel 08/7300700
Switzerland -TI3renS Franz AG-Hardstrasse 41 - 5430 Wettingen - Tel. 056 26 28 61
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would net() know more about the choice of professionals like
LBC. Please send me the Stanton catalogue and stockist list

Name
Address
My record deck is a

NFN E179

Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4DE. Tel. 01-949 2545.

Letters...
. . . about listening panels, courage
and sanity
From: John Gardner, 22 St. John's Road,
St. John's,Woking, Surrey
Dear Sir, Iwould like to congratulate Martin
Colloms on his scrupulously conducted investigation into amplifiers and listening tests
(November 1978). It obviously required great
courage for a reviewer to embark on a project,
the result of which was likely to contradict
his own previously expressed opinions. It is
very much to his credit that the tests were
conducted openly and independently observed; and his honest appraisal of the outcome
will enhance rather than diminish his status.
Anyone who has read my own articles elsewhere will be aware that Ihave long held the
view that listening panels frequently give
ambiguous results, and that such tests are
of dubious value to prospective purchasers.
There is every reason to believe that the mind
is as susceptible to aural as it is to optical
illusions and, as Mr. Colloms has shown,
immense care is required to eliminate chance
from influencing the results. A lone and
suitably experienced and qualified reviewer,
working in his own familiar surroundings,
should surely be able to arrive at a reliable
and meaningful conclusion provided it is
based on both objective and subjective evaluation. Or is alistening panel perhaps ameans
of sharing responsibility?
Apart from casting doubts on the validity
of reviews based on group listening panel
tests, Mr. Colloms has gone a long way towards confirming the logical view that one
well designed amplifier sounds very much
like another, which many of us have believed
for a long time. Let us hope that sanity will
again begin to prevail in the rarefied world of
audio reviewing. Having long defended the
Quad 405 against much ill-informed and illogical criticism, Iam glad to see that commonsense and good engineering have been put
back in perspective.
NB.— Ihave no business or other connection with the Acoustical Manufacturing Company.
Yours faithfully

. . . about statistical significance
From: P. H. Sanderson, The Hollies,
Brook Street, Tring, Herts
Dear Sir, The articles by Adrian Hope and
Martin Colloms in your November 1978 issue,
and the separate comment by Paul Messenger, are of the greatest interest.
It seems to be generally agreed that instrumental measurements on audio equipment
give only a partial description of its performance, and that listening tests by trained
observers can define differences which no
instrument can detect. On this basis, reviewers have hitherto felt forced to use subjective and undefinable terms, such as
'ambience' and ' musicality' to describe the
sensory impressions they receive. The use
of panels in testing has been thought to
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lend some degree of objectivity to these
pronouncements when the members of the
panel are in agreement.
Martin Colloms' results have by no means
disproved this general thesis, but they have
made it clear that it requires thorough reexamination with proper psychological and
statistical techniques.
With regard to the statistical handling of
the data, the following points may be made:
1. The participants, instead of listening to
the music, might have chosen to toss coins
to reach their decisions. In that case it
would be possible to calculate the probability
of their reaching the correct decision by
chance alone.
2. It is conventional in statistical work, and
particularly in that applied to psycho- sensory
problems, to require that the probability of
the result occurring by chance be 5% or less
(P < 0.05) before it is regarded as ' significant'
Ihave calculated P for the scores of the
individual participants and the results are
shown below. Iam uncertain as to the propriety of the half- marks awarded when the
decision was ' doubtful', but as details of
these were not available Ihave used the data
as printed.
Participant
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Score
6-0
8.5
6-0
7-0
2-5
6-5
7-5
9-0
8.5
8.0
5.5
9.0
7-0

P
0-38
0.035
0.38
0-18
0.035
0.27
0-11
0.017
0.035
0-07
0.5
0.017
0-18

B, H, Iand Lthus all achieved scores which
would be expected to occur by chance less
often than once in 20 trials, and by statistical
convention these participants were performing ' significantly' better than blind chance
would predict. The remaining participants,
by these standards, achieved scores which
do not differ ' significantly' from the expected
5-5, with the exception of the unfortunate E,
who either was deliberately trying to foul up
the trial or needs to see a doctor ( perhaps
both!) since his score was significantly lower
than the 1in 20 chance would predict.
Thus, by the application of the simplest of
psychological techniques (the unannounced
introduction of repeat presentations) Martin
Colloms has clearly demonstrated the following important fact: when 13 trained observers,
all of whom presumably felt themselves competent for the task, were asked to discriminate
between a good valve amplifier and a good
transistor amplifier, only four were able to
produce results which by statistical convention were better than those to be expected by
tossing coins.
It seems that neither experience nor a firm
confidence in his sensory abilities are sufficient guarantees of a reviewer's capacity to
detect, in objective fashion, some of the things
he writes about. Such Capacity can only be
established by tests like Mr. Colloms'.
For the participants this was an anxious
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and traumatic experience, as Paul Messenger's comment makes clear. Ihope, however,
that his deduction from this, namely that the
stress imposed by the testing procedure invalidates the results, will not be accepted.
This is the only way in which we shall ever
learn any reliable facts about these unmeasurable differences and about those who offer
their opinions about them. It is the only way
in which we shall finally be delivered from
such absurdities as the ascribing of ' excellent
definition and imagery' to a pair of speaker
leads, as in one of your contemporaries not
so long ago.
Yours faithfully
. . .

about music and noise

From: Maurice Bradbury, The Lodge, Old
Bolingbroke, Spilsby, Lincolnshire
Dear Sir, The remarks of John Hunt ( November page 129), and any others who suggest
that if we started listening to the music instead
we wouldn't notice the pressing defects,
really are fatuous. It is precisely because we
do listen that we are so aware of the defects.
Iam in the habit, at least six times a year,
of sitting listening to sometimes as many as
twenty competing brass bands playing the
same piece of music. At Belle Vue this September I correctly placed three out of the
first four bands and even awarded the same
points as the adjudicators. Now that is listening, but at the same time Icouldn't help but
notice the loose door which banged, the
rustle of scores, programmes and lunch
papers, and the noises- off from the pleasure
ground. Similarly, when playing a record,
because Iam actually listening to the music,
how can I possibly fail to notice the extra
'timpani beat' once arevolution (audible warp)
or the inaccurate pitch of the band/orchestra
(off-centre pressing)? The latter problem is
in fact very common.
Ido not understand ' hi-fi' and look forward
to the day when we have a simple system
which gets rid of the record, the stylus and
the related problems; but meanwhile Iwish
Icould listen to the music and not have to
worry about faulty pressings, which are far
too common and certainly do not make me
feel grateful to the record producers.
Finally, may Isuggest that if anyone can
ignore the faults I mention above and the
insistent interruptions ( scratches, etc) which,
once a disc is familiar, always occur at the
same places in the music (far more annoying
than the occasional sounds of the concert
hall), then they must have stopped listening
to the music.
Yours faithfully
. . .

about LSO policies and finances

From: Michael Kaye, Managing Director,
The London Symphony Orchestra Ltd,
Regent Arcade House, 19-25 Argyll Street,
London W1V 2LN
Dear Sir, I really must answer Mr. Jacobs'
two criticisms of the London Symphony Orchestra in his November contribution. Mr.
Jacobs seems to be saying by apposition of
his comments about judges that the ShellLSO Music Scholarship might have benefited from the presence of professional critics
among the judges. Although it is true that
there were no critics in the National Finals in
to page 95
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BEHIND THIS BADGE
KEEP US

We are proud to present the
Wharfedale XP2s.
The new, improved successors to
Britain's best-selling speakers, the XPs.
You might imagine that the
success of the XPs in their original form

would tempt us to leave them well alone.
As you will see,you'd be both right,
and wrong.
The Denton XP2 gets anew bass
drive unit optimised for its cabinet size,
and an improved tweeter for higher
power handling.
Next, the newcomer to the XP family:
the Shelton XP2. Its specially designed
bass unit achieves new standards of
power handling and sound quality in
so inexpensive aspeaker.
It also incorporates anew dome
tweeter which smoothly extends the
treble response over awide dispersion

area to beyond the limit of audibility
This new treble unit is also used on
the 3-unit Linton XP2 and Glendale XP2.
With the introduction of the original
XPs came aradically new mid-range
unit, developed with the aid of laser
holography.
Look closely on the Linton and
Glendale, and you'll see that it's
pierced with apattern of tiny holes.
The holes break up undesirable
distortions around and across the unit,
thus reducing colouration.
And they work so well that we haven't
changed them abit.
Throughout the range,we've patiently

Please send me the Wharfedale XP2 brochure.
Name
Address
e,r To: Rank Hi Fi, PO, Box 70,Great West Road,Brentford,MiddlesexTW8 9H R.
Distributed in Ireland by: Kilroy Brothers Ltd., Shanowert Road, Whttehail, Dublin 9. Tel: 423966

WHARFEDALE DENTON XP2.
Frequency response (- 3dB) 65Hz — 18kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 10-30 watts rms.

THERE'S ENOUGH T
IN FRONT.
refined the crossover networks to integrate
the drive units one to another even better,
and achieve asmooth, uncoloured response
across the spectrum.
The result is arange of speàkers with
genuinely improved performance; improvements you can hear, as well as measure in
the laboratory.
For afree colour brochure on the XP2s,
return the coupon.
And see how we're still in front.

LY.TÀ
\VHARFEDALE

WHARFEDALE. BRITAIN'S MOST FAMOUS SPEAKERS.

WHARFEDALE LINTON XP2.
Frequency response I-3dB) 60Hz — 20kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 10 — 40 watts rm.s.

WHARFEDALE SHELTON XP2.
Frequency response (- 3dB) 63Hz — 20kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 10 — 35 watts rm.s.

WHARFEDALE GLENDALE XP2.
Frequency response (- 3dB) 50Hz — 20kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 15 — 50 watts r.m.s

Our key salesman measures 613"
and answers to agirl's name
Unilet has areputation for selling only
the best in hi-fi equipment at prices you'll find
very hard to match. But we know range and
price aren't everything. While our salesmen
are all experienced hi-fi people and can
suggest appropriate models, they know you
want to hear more of the equipment than you
do of them.
So they'll introduce you to Elsa our allnew salesperson who is truly aproduct of
space-age technology. Elsa ( Extra Long
Switching Apparatus) is no larger than a

pocket calculator. Yet by tapping afew keys
you can hear any of 24000 combinations of
speakers, amps, tape or record decks. You can
compare instantaneously the performance of
various components without the loss of
quality often experienced with ordinary
comparators.
You can listen and compare, recheck and
listen again. You can make really sure you've
found the best combination.
And you'll find our prices sound just
as good.

MAJOR BRANDS STOCKED
Accuphase, Aiwa, AKG, AGI,A&R,Austin-Michaelson, B & 0, Bose, Cambridge, Castle,
Celef, Celestion, Cerwin-Vega, Chartwell, Dahlquist, D.B.X., Disk 22, Dual, Ferrograph,
FR., Gale, Grace, Harman Kardon, Harrison Chapman, I.M.F., J.B.L., JR., J.V.C.,
K.E.F., K.L.H., Lentek , Linn, Luxman, Marantz, Maxell, Mayware, McIntosh, Monitor
Audio, N.A.D., Nakamichi, Optonica, Ortofon, Pioneer, Quad, Revox, Sansui, Satin,
Shure, S.M.E., Sonus, Sony, Soundcraftsmen, Spendor, Stanton, Stax, Sugden, Supex,
Tandberg, Tangent, Tannoy, Teac, Technics, Thorens, Transcriptors, Trio, Uher, Ultimo,
Videotone, Yamaha, Zerostat.
ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, INSTANT CREDIT
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Please rush me your price catalogue

HI•F1 - source ADVICE tIT ABETTER PRICE

I Name

Unilet Products Ltd, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY. 01-942 9567/8.

L.

I Address

UNMET I
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Tape Matters
T

Douglas Brown

HREE

of the tapes I mentioned in my
I September column won honours at the
International Amateur Recording Contest in
Munich and it was agreat pleasure to me to
be. able to congratulate their producers at
the British Contest prizegiving party at the
International Press Centre in London.
Bill Jackson, the 38- year- old artist who has
a genius for capturing wildlife on canvas as
well as on tape, travelled down overnightfrom
Inverness to collect a Belgian radio prize of
6,000 francs (well over £100), in addition to
the two cups and large supply of recording
tape which he won in the British Contest.
His ' Night Life' tape, judged by the British
jury the best piece of reportage this year,
was considered by the international jury the
best tape in its class.
Phil Beaumont, a 42- year- old Yorkshire
electronics engineer, collected 500 Swiss
francs ( over £150) donated by Swiss radio for
his tape ' Sands of Time', which took first
place in the technical experiment class of
both British and International Contests.
And 65 year old Charles Myers, of Wellington, Salop, received avery handsome cut-glass
Letters continued
either of the last two years— not particularly
by design Imight add— Edward Greenfield,
William Mann and Martin Cooper were among
those Who took part in the judging at earlier
stages. Additionally, to categorise people
like André Previn and Jacqueline du Pré as
'narrow specialists'—for they too were among
the judges of the National Finals— seems
something of an overstatement.
Mr. Jacobs' second criticism—that we were
less than forthcoming about our finances—
is not strictly true either. It was necessary to
condense the summary of our financial operations for the previous year, which ended in
March 1978, as this was hardly hot news nor
the major topic at a press conference, the
main purpose of which was to announce
artistic plans for the coming season. Idid,
however, further amplify the facts we gave
and would have been more than happy to
answer any questions, had they been put.
We are not trying to play our cards close
to our chest: there is no earthly reason why
we should want to do so. Our accounts are
filed at Companies House and submitted in
great detail to the London Orchestral Concert Board, which, in turn, publishes a great
deal of the information in its annual report,
which Iam sure Mr Jacobs reads.
Yours faithfully

.about hi-fi for pillocks and rich
swine
From: Botus Fleming, 49 Downlands Road
Standingbourne, Wessex
Dear Sir, Ihave read with interest your nasty
publication's miserable attempts to persuade
us that people without two brass farthings
to rub together should spend £5000 on a
record player. Whom do you think FIFA/readers
are? No doubt they include afew plutocratic
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

vase donated by the Austrian Tonbandfreunde
as an international award to set beside the
Tandberg Trophy he won in the British Contest.
So British entries took two firsts and one
second in the eight classes of the International Contest. Phil Beaumont's tape was
judged the third best tape in the event, Bill
Jackson's was marked fifth and Charles
Myers was seventeenth. Another British
tape, Peter Bastin's ' Technical Hitch', was
marked eleventh, though it was not sufficiently
well placed in its class to take an award. The
best national selection of tapes this year
came from Switzerland, with Germany in
second place, and Great Britain third.
Altogether, 55 tapes from ten different
countries were heard by the international
jury.
Each year in the International Contest there
is a special class with a theme set by the
country organising the jury sessions. This
year entrants were invited to produce tapes
not exceeding 15 minutes about Bavaria. It
was fascinating to compare the varying approaches by entrants in different countries.

lavatory cleaners and saggar maker's bottom
knockers, but they also include alot of stupid
people like me who, despite my Oxford M.A,
cannot string a sensible sentence together
and still don't have two brass farthings to
rub together to their name.
But Idigress. Fifteen years ago Ibought
a Bush SRP31d record player with two different • loudspeakers in it and a bass and
treble control, which is the envy of all my
friends ( including one street sweeper). In
one of the very first issues of your rival publication HiFi Weekly the Bush SRP31d was
billed on the front cover as ' Patrick Moore's
Hi Fi' and Ientirely fail to see why what's
good enough for an intelligent man like
Patrick Moore shouldn't be good enough.
for me, for Paul Messenger, for you, Sir, and
for everyone else. (The Linn Sondek lobby
can shut their faces, I've got my fingers in
my ears up to the second joint, a very good
way of listening to my Bush SRP31d.)
Finally, why do you have the gall to charge
45p for your nasty magazine, when the Sunday
Telegraph give theirs away free?
Yours faithfully

... about infra- bass again
From: T. W. Shaughnessy, 6 Worcester
Green, Prince Consort Road, Gateshead
Dear Sir, May Ibe permitted to reply to Mr.
Graham Holliman's letter of October 1978,
and his reference to length and pure tones.
Iwill presume he means single frequencies
when he mentions the word ' pure'? Imust
point out that Mr. Holliman also refers to
'length' in his article in HFA 1978. At pages
71-72 he writes: ' infra- bass can occur accidentally . . . but to do the job properly is
virtually impossible'. He refers to the low
frequency cut-off because of the lack of
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The German tape covered nearly 2,000 years
of history in a most thorough way and was
technically excellent. The French tape gave
a highly individualistic interpretation through
the eyes of aFrench prisoner- of- war in Bavaria
who afterwards became a regular holiday
visitor there. The Italian tape was a gay, irreverent, almost surrealistic ( sacrilegious, in
the word of its producer) presentation, with
extravagant sound effects, lively music and
witty narration. It walked away with the
Grand Prix for the whole Contest.
Once again, a reminder that the idea and
its development is more important than the
manipulation of the tape recorder and microphone.
Next year the International Contest will be
staged in Basle, Switzerland, and the special
theme tapes will be on: ' The Rhine—the
history and traditions reflected in its waters'.
There must be many readers of this column
with personal experience of the Rhine: wartime, or holiday, or arising from business
activity. There are very well worthwhile cash
prizes waiting for good tapes in the 1979
Contest.
But entries in the international event must
first have taken awards in the British Contest.
The closing date for that is June 30th and
entry forms and hill conditions and rules are
now available from John Bradley, 33 Fairlawnes, Maldon Road, Wallington, Surrey.

length in the domestic listening room. I
would suggest that Mr. Holliman's ' speaker'
operates on the accidental escape of sporadic
long waves through a leaky enclosure—the
domestic listening room! A crack through
the door and frame, or even akeyhole,would
suffice. A powerful long wave will penetrate
the mortar between the bricks of awall.
As to creating or erecting and maintaining
a single frequency—say 20 Hz— Istill believe
this to be impossible. Ibelieve that the best
that man will ever achieve will be acondition
of trichotomy, or less accurate than this!
The best condition may only occur when the
wave energy is measured in acontrol tunnel
with high density walls. This is doing the
job properly!
Ido, however, support atheory that ' acoustic
imprint' can be usefully reinforced by accurate
sub- sonic wave energy ( VLF). In my opinion
Mr. Holliman's ' waffle box' cannot do this job
properly because he's changed little in the
listening room by its introduction. Has he
not made the room smaller still by its addition? Will not more variables affect a ' pure
result' and cause spurious and occluded
frequencies?
As to testing, I recently observed three
student classes (adults) testing for noise
emitted from a foundry furnace. All three
groups used the same sound- level- meter to
test for noise level and the furnace was controlled by the same regular man. All three
groups ',concluded with different levels:
96 dB, 92 dB and 90 at 125-180 Hz.
Questions: Where does objectivity change
or is overcome by subjectivity? Was it
possible for the energy from the source
to be 300% higher on one testing?
In cases like this we settle for the mean.
The mean is not the truth but a convenient
way of avoiding blame.
Yours faithfully
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Why choose quartz servo control
when you could have a
quartz servo phase-locked loop circuit?
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Price excludes fidelity research FRI moving coil cartridge supplied by courtesy of Wilmex Limited.

If you want maximum performance from
your HiFi, then you must get adirect- drive turntable with quartz servo control.
At least, that's what most Hi Fi manufacturers would have us believe.
And rightly so.
After all, they've just gone to agreat deal of
trouble to fit quartz assisted control to even their
medium budget models, in order to improve wow,
flutter and drift.
But although quartz control adds an air of
scientific precision to aturntable, it
Transien
ffoad
has frequently meant that improverepro
ments in tonal quality have been
ignored.
Not so with the Trio KD -750.
Stylus tip
The Trio KD-750 uses a
quartz servo phase-locked loop circuit, which not only keeps the turn- Direction
of record
rotation
table running at the right speed, but
(
actually improves the tonal quality
as well.

It's all based on the study of " transient load
fluctuation:' which can be explained as follows.
Transient load refers to the braking effect
which varies according to amplitude and time.
It is produced when the stylus tracks agroove
which has a modulation with a large dynamic
range of 400Hz to lkHz.
The resulting fluctuation causes severe
deterioration in reproduced sound quality.
With this in mind, the Trio KD-750 turntable has been specially designed with avery high
moment of inertia of 550 kg/cm,2
d
musical
ction
which subsequently reduces the
transient load fluctuation to less
than 0.0003%.
Pressure of the
So remember, quartz servo
stylus tip on one
wall of groove
control
was an improvement. But
causes drag
it's been surpassed already.
according to
groove
By the Trio KD -750.
modulation

....)

Record'groove
modulation

Iam convinced.
Name
To: B. H. Morris 8( Co ( Radio) Ltd., Department C, Precision Address
Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley, HAOISU.
Agents in Eire: Peat Wholesale, Dublin.
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Re- assessment of recent ' star' quality
recordings and re- ratings for some
others; comments based on actual
releases, not test- pressings. Following equipment employed:— Cartridges:
Shure V15/IV, Entré 1, Stanton 881S,
Ortofon MC 30. Step-up device: Lentek,
Ortofon. Arms: SME Series Ill. Turntables: Thorens TD125/150, Linn Sondek
LP12. Amplifiers: Quad 33/405, Meridian
101MC, Hafler DH- 101. Loudspeakers:
Crabbe/IMF, Quad, KEF 105,. B&W
DM5, DM6, Rogers LS3/5A, Meridian
Ml.
The equipment used by the QM team is
not claimed to be the best available, but
should be representative of high quality
domestic installations.

N

INETEEN recordings this quarter, comprising four operas, five discs of full
orchestra, two piano concerto couplings, four
soloists ( violin, harpsichord, harp and voice),
and four pre- classical items. From the latter,
the music of J. C. Bach might reasonably be
regarded as asort of bridge between baroque
and classical, so let's clear that particular
terminological hurdle right away.
After releasing a selection of J. C. Bach's
Opp. 7 & 13 keyboard concerti separately
three years ago, Philips boxed together
Ingrid Haebler's performances ( with the
Cappella Academica Wien under Eduard
Melkus) of the complete Opp. 1, 7 & 13
concerti, 18 in all (6768 001). L. T. starred the
later recordings ( Op. 1) in October for
'concert- hall realism, devoid of hi-fi exaggeration,' but did add that the differences
between the ' 75 and ' 78 recordings were
minimal. However, we did find everything just
a little too close and exaggerated, the beautifully delicate sounding fortepiano used by
Ms Haebler for example, suffering from the
mechanical thumpings picked up by the
microphones. An excellent, clear recording,
certainly, but a slight downgrading to A for
the whole box would be in order because of
the very slight ' fizzed- up' character.
J. C. B.'s dad J. S. B. also spans two of our
initial categories, with baroque music played
on a solo instrument: Gustav Leonhardt's
re-recording of the Goldberg Variations
(Harmonia Mundi 065 99710). Double- starred
by S. D. in September, this is one of the
cleanest sounding records we have come
across, easily living up to the superlative
standards set by this EMI-Electrola ( Cologne)
pressed label. We do have slight doubts on
the recording side, however, as the harpsichord image (although beautifully transparent,
with every nuance of expression made clear)
is extremely wide, occupying nearly the full
width of the stage. Although not so close as
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to make mechanical noises audible, we would
have preferred to be somewhat further back
from the instrument and to hear rather more
of the room acoustic. A slight qualification of
the recording star to A*/A would therefore
be in order, but, overall, still one of the most
impressive releases this quarter.
One issue that missed Inclusion in QM last
October was Malgoire's version of the
Vivaldi Four Seasons (
CBS 76717) which was
enthusiastically commended by J. A. in
August. Very fine spatial control and good
definition of imagery combine with an entirely
apt acoustic setting to produce a stunning
recording of exceptional clarity ( simple
Blumlein miking, we believe). There are afew
extraneous noises—a curious, very faint
chuffing ( like chugging only higher pitched!)
in the left channel mid- way through Side 1,
some traffic rumble, and aslightly lumpy tape
join (final movement of ' Winter') on Side 2—
but these scarcely intrude. A star recording
overall then, with the A*/A qualification
confirmed for these odd noises.
Moving back a little in time to cover the
remaining ' pre-classicals', DG's ' Archiv'
releases have somewhat of a reputation for
recording quality in early music, and their
October release of acappella works by Josquin
Desprez, Gombert and Vinders performed by
Pro Cantione Antigua ( DG 2533 360) earned a
recording star from I. F. Voices are naturally
balanced and, though reasonably close to the
microphones, are not too wide. An excellent
recording and an interesting comparison with
Enigma's crossed- pair recordings of the same
group.
The six- voice Missa pro Defunctis of
Victoria ( nearly a century later than Josquin)
receives a fine, sublime and seemingly
effortless performance from the Montserrat
boys' choir under Segarra ( Harmonia Mundi
065-99 602), and the recording is its equal.
Recorded at Montserrat, the sound has afine,
natural balance with a broad panoramic
perspective which would doubtless open out
still further with quad decoded or Haflerderived rear channels. The engineers have
achieved afine amalgam of vocal clarity and
natural reverberation which may seem a little
bland initially, but which nevertheless is
totally natural and unforced. Surely a close
approximation of the real thing and C. E.'s
October star confirmed.
Apart from the four operas, the other voice
recording this quarter is a beautifully considered performance of Schumann's Die alien
lieben Lieder song cycle from Ameling/Demus
(Harmonia Mundi 065 99631), warmly received
by C. B. in October. Recorded in 1967 at
Kirchheim, the sound, while thoroughly
natural and unforced, is not without a few
problems. It may seem churlish to criticise
Harmonia Mundi's miking arrangement when
it is so often used to such great effect in this
hall, but we found it slightly disconcerting
that the voice here is constantly pursued by
the relentless echo of the hall, while the period
piano seems comparatively
unaffected.
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Against this must be set the near perfect
balance and depth of the recording, which
also conveys every nuance of Miss Ameling's
superb diction. Although the pressing is of
excellent quality, the level of tape hiss is a
little obtrusive, so perhaps an overall A
would be fairer.
From solo voice to solo harp: in October
A. K. defied QM to unstar a recital of French
music by harpist Nicanor Zabaleta ( DG 2531
051), commenting on ' a remarkable range and
depth of sound ... [the harp] is astonishingly
lifelike with just enough mechanical noise to
increase, rather than stretch credibility.' We
have no option but to agree: a single instrument recital such as, this must present
minimal recording problems and the result is
extremely satisfactory. The harp, although
close, is not overlarge orwide and its beautiful
sonority is allowed to come through unimpeded. Star enthusiastically confirmed.
Finally on the soloist front, in October
C. B. starred Salvatore Accardo's recording
of Paganini's solo violin music, including the
24 Caprices (DG 2707 107). This is certainly
an excellent recording, with the violin sensibly
sized in the centre of the stage and with both
the sweet and sour sides of the instrument's
characteristic sound apparent. Some would
no doubt prefer a more resonant acoustic, as
in the EMI Perlman recording mentioned by
C. B., which would obscure the sour edge but
at the expense of that ultimate degree of
clarity. However, the DG recording presents
the violin as it is, not in a manner so as to
make it more acceptable to ' refined' palates.
Star confirmed.
An obvious link between solo instrument
and full orchestra is the piano concerto, the
two recordings in this group covering Grieg/
Schumann and Ravel/Prokofiev. A ' single si ded LP' was C. B.'s summary of the
Gutiérrez/Tennstedt/LPO
version
of the
Grieg and Schumann concertos in October
(ASD 3521). But this concerned the music,
not the sound, Schumann being rated well
below Grieg in terms of performance. A
qualified star for sound referred to the
brilliant foreground piano in the Grieg, and
this is certainly very dramatic. Indeed, we
quite understand C. B.'s reaction; but while
the orchestral backing is also generally very
clear—if perhaps atrifle lacking in warmth or
roundness of tone—we do just wonder how
far a producer should go in departing from a
concert- hall balance when
recording a
concerto.
Some ' purists' might actually
prefer the slightly less prominent piano in
the Schumann, while ' enthusiasts' will no
doubt applaud the impressive immediacy of
Gutiérrez's instrument in the Grieg. So, all in
all, A/A* confirmed. Incidentally, we couldn't
detect the ' persistent slow creaking just left of
centre' mentioned in the review, but did note
a strikingly silent background for long
stretches on the QM sample.
Ravel/Prokofiev
piano
concertos from
Gavrilov/ Rattle ( ASD 3571)
were
highly
recommended by A. K. in September. EMI
did then seem to have entered a welcome
new phase for a while, with a relatively high
percentage of good pressings to support their
often exceptionally fine recordings. Here is
another instance where the pressing is good
enough not to ridicule the wide dynamic
range preserved: EMI's Dr. Jekyll may yet
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We SpeakTheTruth

The
£259
Sigma

Listen and you'll understand the pike
Think ofa good headphone. Now imagine one
four times as good and five times more expensive.
That's the panaramic sound Sigma from Stax.
At £259, these electrostatic earspeakers cost
more than many people's hi-fi. For this kind ofoutlay,
you would expect atotally new kind oflistening
experience.
Sigma will not disappoint you.
With conventional headphones, the music
seems to originate within your head. This results in a
psychedelic kind ofsounct that is certainly different,
but not necessarily pleasant.
The Sigma has been designed to extend the
parameters oft he human ear so that music takes on a
totally new dime nçion.
From outside your head.
We believe that the Sigma is the ultimate in
earspeakers.
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Listen.
You just have to listen.
The Stax range of earspeakers include the
SRX3 (£ 174), the SR5 (£ 112) and the SR44 (£76).*
Also available are the Stax UA7 pick-up arms.
For free leaflet and list of stockists, please write to:
mmi

•

mum

include supply ofappropriate energising unit and VAT@ 2>g.

mum

Imo ma.

Please send me the latest literature on the Stax range of

I earspeakers and the UA7 pick-up arms.
NAME
I ADDRESS

•

Wilmex Ltd., Stax Division, Compton House,
New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE Tel
:
01-949 2545
Ma 11

MIR

MIM

Mal BIM

master that nasty Mr. Hyde. The recording
fairly sparkles with a rare clarity and security
of image which often seems difficult to
capture in piano/orchestral works. Perhaps
the balance is marginally too much in favour
of the piano, since there are moments in the
quiet passages when it seems a little larger
than life. A. K. cited the final chord as an
example of the rightness of the balance, but
we feel the decay of the piano sound is
perhaps a little too discrete ( not discreet
enough!). This is more than offset, though,
by the sheer amount of detail captured and
the fine depth and ambience of the orchestral
sound. Star quality, certainly.
On now to full orchestra, Charles
Mackerras' splendid ballet suites Pineapple
Poll and The Lady and the Fool, collected from
the works of Sullivan and Verdi respectively
(CFP 40293), with Mackerras himself conducting the LPO, were given a qualified star in
October by L. T. He commented on the
recording not being exaggerated, just being
vividly realistic, but qualified the star because
of one or two 'patches in the Lady. We feel,
however, that a lower rating would be nearer
the mark. Although not disputing the impressiveness of the sound, there is very little
depth apparent, the instruments tending to be
very much in aline between the speakers, and
the overall dryness of the acoustic becomes
wearing after a while. The Sullivan side is
better in this respect, so afairer rating would
be Poll: A, and Lady: B. There is also a little
pre-echo apparent.
Starred by J. C. in September, Maazel's
recording of Berlioz's Symphony 2: Harold in
Italy is on Decca SXL 6873. The reviewer
spoke of the very clean reproduction of loud
climaxes assisted by a lowish cutting level,
and though we didn't find this greatly lower
than standard ( not much below Davis on
Philips, for example), it was by no means
helped on our copy by mild ' Decca Crackle'
throughout and a long ' heartbeat' at the start
of each side. Despite • these minor pressing
problems (from which, of course, the Philips
is likely to be free) we found the recording,
indeed, to be a splendid treat of rich and
mellow orchestral sound. The precision of
the Cleveland Orchestra (and the delicacy of
Robert Vernon's viola) is excellently captured
with acommendable absence of spotlighting;
a nice homogenous sound.
We've had
orchestral curtains and carpets already—how
about a ' detailed plush sofa'? A*, anyway.
Given A* by C. B. in August, Richard
Strauss' Also Sprach Zarathustra with
Salome's Dance' ( LPO/Del Mar, CFP 40289)
was praised for its spacious and fine recording. Yes indeed, with tangible drums at the
outset and sumptuous Straussian strings in
the next bit. Throughout, there is a richness
and depth that impresses not so much by
individual aspects as by an overall flow and
wholeness, making even Zarathustra almost
convincing as music. ' Salome's Dance' is
here a display piece of sharp detail and clear
balances. Star supported enthusiastically.
In October C. B. gave Klaus Tennstedt's
LPO Mahler Symphony 1 ( HMV ASD 3541)
an A rating for recording and commented on
the ' very near star rating' for its depth,
dynamic range and bass positiveness. His
reservation concerned a certain veiling of
ambience (although this may represent a
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realistic recording of Abbey Road Studio 1!),
and while we take the point, two members of
the QM team nevertheless feel that other very
impressive aspects of the sound do justify a
partial star. There is that deep- pile carpet of
orchestral detail to be found in EMI's best
productions, tremendous bass solidity and
and overall warmth and splendour that augurs
well for the future of Tennstedt's cycle.
A/A* then, and definitely recommended.
Karajan's Berlin Phil production of
Respighi's Fountains and Pines of Rome
(DG 2531 055) received a qualified star for
sound in October from C. B., who commented
on the wide dynamic range, aslightly narrowed
sound- stage, and suspected a somewhat
more ' close-miked' approach in the Pines
than seemed apparent in the less forceful
Fountains. That seems fair enough to us,
although we found the stage- width aspect
slightly speaker- dependent: it all seems to
open up beautifully when heard via the KEF
105s. It was disappointing not to hear an

organ underpinning the grand finale in ' Pines
of the Appian Way', but this is generally a
fine sonic production—with the nightingales
slotted in very convincingly despite the
accompanying ' delightful outdoor ambience'
which comes with them. Hafler adds some
pleasant extra space.
P. B. welcomed Philips' latest addition to
the growing stock of Haydn opera recordings
with a double star in September. The World
of the Moon (' Il mondo della luna', 4- disc set
6769 003) features Dorati leading a Swiss
orchestra and chorus and an admirable cast
of soloists, the production being recorded in
the Grande Salle, Epalinges. The acoustic
has amoderate ' middle-sized' feel about it, as
is appropriate for what is in effect a chamber
opera conceived for a small aristo cratic
audience. Voices are generally well forward,
but this suits the conception and imparts an
immediacy, clarity and freshness to the
singers which indeed justifies a star. A dose
of extra ambience to give afeeling of mystery
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and wonder as Buonafede awakes on what he
believes to be the moon (with a Respighi -like
touch of nightingales and cuckoo), and a
generally well- conceived overall balance—
these also deserve praise; but there is nothing
about the orchestral sound to take it beyond a
'very good' rating, so we suggest a slight
re-adjustment to A/A*.
Starred by J. F. in October, Puccini's ( to
English ears) strange operatic Wild Western
La Fanciulla del West features Neblett/
Domingo/ Milnes/ ROH & Chorus/ Mehta on
DG 2709 078 (3 records). From the opening
crash to—the final soft ' addio' we found a
recording of splendid power and impact,
excellent inner detail and balance between
performers. The orchestra is spaced out
vividly at about stage front, and singers range
all over a wide and deep stage behind.
Exceptionally clean sound, though surfaces
(well, it did say ' Made in England') gave
marginal trouble. A splendid set, A* indeed.
A fine recording of Lehar's Paganini from
Boskovsky ( HMV SLS5122) was welcomed by
P. G. in October.
The inevitable compromises between close-miked spoken
dialogue and the more remote perspectives
of the orchestral canvas are well managed
here on the whole, with the former quite
uncanny in its immediacy. But the balance
works less well in the vocal/orchestral
textures, where the close proximity of the
voices is out of proportion with the orchestral
sound. The benefits are, of course, extreme
clarity of diction and the ease of vocal projection. Very much a recorded performance
then, and an approach which can be argued
either way. Stereo imagery and definition is
very sharp and the ambience good if somewhat artificial.
P. G.'s qualified star is
probably an accurate assessment of these
commendations and reservations, but if you
object to an excess of ' vocal projection' then
it would be reasonable to opt for astraight A.
Bernstein's version of Beethoven's Fidelio,
with VPO, VSO Chorus and a star cast on
DG 2709 082 ( note the new number, not as
printed in our November review) was given a
surprisingly divided rating of A*/B. This
reflected a contrast between the dungeon
scene, which C. B. regarded as star- worthy in
places, and an otherwise simply ' good'
sound. We were not particularly struck by the
modestly reverberating dungeon, but we did
feel that many of the female soloists were
captured with an especially pure quality
almost in the star class. Otherwise we would
grant a ' good' for the recording as a whole,
which, like Paganini, tends to favour voices at
the expense of orchestra and spoken passages
at the expense of sung ones. On this last
point, the balance is sometimes tipped so
heavily forward for purposes of dialogue that
one is tempted to leap for the volume control
wherever the singers turn into actors. In real
life, singing is usually louder than speaking;
but here, after making every reasonable
allowance for the special ' sound only' situation of an opera recording, the emphasis is
so far the other way as to verge onto the
ridiculous—for Beethoven, anyway. In this
respect the recording actually fringes into the
'poor' area, which in rating terms would
produce a jumble ranging from D to A*, so
we suggest a simple overall B for sonic
aspects of this important issue.
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Randy Newman
Rob Mackie discusses his Music on Record

M home in Los Angeles watching TV and

OST of the time Randy Newman sits at

playing with his kids. He enjoys thinking
about the things he isn't doing: the recording
studios he isn't in; the hip show biz parties
where he has failed to show up. Once in a
while his contentment is interrupted by a
terrible thought. ' Shouldn't l', he thinks, ' be
doing something big and ambitious.
A
musical or something.'
But achieving this means sitting down and
writing songs— lots of songs. This means
work and Randy doesn't like to work, so he
lies down on the floor and props his head up
on a pillow and thinks about something else.
However, not every day can be this much fun—
Newman has awife and family to support and
feed. He has an arrangement with Warner
Brothers that they'll send him money as an aid
to his role as husband and father, but there's
a snag: in return he has to write songs and
record thee'.
So, every now and then, he has a deadline
looming over him and his standard of living
gets threatened. Then he sometimes gets up
and goes to his den where he sits down to
write a song. What happens then is strange.
Somewhere, festering quietly within the
relaxed Mr. Newman, lurks not just an alter
ego but an entire cast of characters. Many of
them are warped, cruel, sadistic and stupid.
Others are merely deluded, disillusioned,
impotent or perverted.
But they all are
possessed of a lot of insight and a strange
endearing honesty.
Newman would not be the first songwriter
to assemble some interesting imaginary
characters to write about, but that's not
what's happening at all.
First Newman
becomes one ( or more) of them and then
writes asong from their point of view. Eventually he produces asong which seems to come
from quite another source. Songs appear
which are apparently by a Southern working
man, aGerman child murderer, God or Albert
Einstein. No two songs seem to come from
the same character. And none of them are
sagas from the life of a humorous, inactive,
content family man of 35.
He is an occasional and brief writer.
He's avery occasional and concise performer.
He enjoys performing because he can earn
money without writing or having to appear in
recording studios. Newman is not shy— he
actually likes being recognised at airports—
but he doesn't feel that getting recognised
more often at airports is worth killing yourself
for. He is a man with a sense of priorities.
However, if work is low in his priorities, it
could be a blessing in disguise to those of us
who wait with continuing eagerness for the
next Newman record. Perhaps the scarcity of

it keeps music like ahobby or anovelty to him
or maybe he takes it more seriously than he
lets on and refuses to accept the lower
standard that comes with a more normal
working schedule. There's no doubt, though,
that when he does get aown to it, his talent is
honed, razor-sharp, Newman has written
some of the leanest, meanest lyrics ever set
to music.
In more than 10 years with the Brothers
Warner, he's come up with amere six albums,
and it has to be admitted that one of those was
a live record put out by the company in
desperation when his name had been crossed
off too many studio booking sheets. So
really, there's no more than five albums' worth
of songs. Ah, but try and find afiller track, a
humdrum sentiment, acliche that hasn't been
warped into something new, a flatulent
arrangement, a hack piece of singing or a
needless flourish, and you come up with
nothing at all. Comparing Newman with your
average singer/songwriter is like putting
a meticulous once- a- year Stanley Baxter
lampoon up against a run-of-the-mill hardworking TV comedian: unfair.
And the
comparison still does scant justice to the
relentless bleak visions of some of the stunted
people emanating from some polar region of
Newman's brain:
'They got grubby little fingers/And dirty little
minds/They're gonna get you every time/Well
ldon't want no short people round here'.
Short songs; short people. Long after
accepting that his work was not the sort of
stuff of which hit singles are made, Randy
Newman had a genuine certified American
number one smash hit record. And safe
American radio playlists had to make way for

a blatantly offensive diatribe against our
smaller brethren typically offset in the middle
with an ' All men are brothers' plea that could
have come straight from the Eurovision Song
Contest ( even short Newman songs can
consist of arguments between two characters
with opposite points of view). ' Here comes
the nice, friendly John Denver part', he
commented during the song in his most
recent London concert.
Finally, at the time of ' Short People',
Newman was making more money for Warner
Brothers than they were paying him. There
had been times when his appointment seemed
to fie somewhere between tax loss and apublic
service to the music critics and a small cult
following. The ad for his first album, never
even
released
in
Britain,
read: ' Once
you get used to it, his voice is really something'. No wonder sales were so depressing
that the record ended up being given away as
a gimmick. It was probably only his growing
reputation ( and royalties) as asongwriter that
kept him on the label. Alan Price, who
deserves credit for introducing his songs to
this country, had a big hit with ' Simon Smith
and his Amazing Dancing Bear' in 1967. And
regular US hitmakers Three Dog Night had
their only British success with his ' Mama Told
Me Not To Come' in 1970 as well as an
American number one.
If mild physical activity could be an enjoyable way to pass the time, he was in no doubt
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'Suzanne' is a good example of a small,
simple arrangement doing its job, but when a
song like ' Sail Away' required a grand scale
orchestral flourish, it got it. The song,
probably his most popular in terms of cover
versions, was written for afilm which never
happened. It would have made a marvellous
theme for TV's Roots.

what perils it could all lead to. ' Love Story',
from the first album, had past, present and
future, and no happy ending:
'When our kids are grown/With kids of their
own/They'll send us away to alittle home in
Florida/We'll play checkers all day/Till we
pass away'.
The pattern was already set; concise, visual,
deceptively simple writing with an inbuilt dry
sense of humour and an acceptance of the
way things are, and with human motives
pared to the bone.
One of Newman's best songs was on
that first album too: ' Davy The Fat Boy'.
Written from the viewpoint of a guardian
entrusted with the care of agrotesque fat boy,
it concerns his exploitation at carnivals.
Along with the better-known 'Simon Smith',
it combines man's inhumanity to man (and
beast) with pokes at America's taste for
utilising the bizarre and peculiar as entertainment. Both songs are bitterly funny, but
'Davy' scores additionally from Newman's
skills as an arranger. The fat boy is made
to dance ' his famous fat boy dance', accompanied by an exquisitely delicate waltz,
putting the subject of so much callousness a
class above his exploiters using strictly
musical means.
If the grotesqueries of entertainment as
subject matter came from hours lolling in
front of grimly funny game shows on TV, the
musical expertise came from both background
and training. Three uncles, Alfred, Lionel and
Emil, were involved in conducting and arranging, with particular emphasis on film scores.
Newman, in his own laconic way, also studied
music at UCLA. If it was a little difficult to
find a parking space, he was liable to go
somewhere with less parking problems for
the day. But he learned enough to get ajob as
a session arranger with Warner Brothers—
the start of along and fluctuating relationShip
with the company he refers to as the ' Corporate
Giant with asense of humour'.
More important, he came to recording as an
artist already able to arrange alarge orchestra
successfully, as on his first album, and quickly
learned how to include whole mini- orchestrations in his spare piano style. This was
essential because Newman, for mainly
economic reasons, has found himself on
stages with nothing but a Steinway for
company most of the time. This leaves
plenty of room for verbal asides which are as
polished as his songs, and for self- mockery:
'Take it!' he will demand sternly at his hands
as they set off up the keyboard, sounding to
all the world like an overblown pop star
trying to rouse his band to a tour de force.
It would be ashame to lose those asides, but
it's tempting to imagine what afull orchestra
could do with his material. He has used the

'In America you'll get foot to eat/Won't have
to run through the jungle and scuff up your
feet/You'll just sing about Jesus and drink
wine all day/It's great to be an American'.

New York Philharmonic, not only on the title
track of Sail Away, but also in concert. With
typical perversity, he first performed the
material from Good Old Boys, a rather
ambiguous view of the Southern working
man, in Atlanta, Georgia, with uncle Emil
conducting the NY Phil. He's also done a
special New York concert with the orchestra
but the chances of ever seeing him with an
orchestra in England seem defiantly slim.
His arranging skills have rarely been
heard outside of his own material, but a fine
example of the possibilities was his work for
Peggy Lee's 1969 comeback hit in America,
'Is That All There Is?'. The song wasn't one
of his own, but its air of gentle disillusion
was echoed in an orchestral arrangement
suggesting lush decay. One advantage is that
his overall knowledge of American musical
tradition has enabled him to mix blues,
ragtime, country, classical or Thirties film
music into his records. And like the best
film composers, it's the dramatic choice of
musical instruments and style for aparticular
song which often adds immeasurably to the
finished versions of his songs.
The music for the film Psycho was
written using only strings and the result,
far from being light, was probably the scariest
film score ever written. It's that kind of effect
from unlikely juxtaposition that Newman
(whose songs are often mini- movies) is adept
at providing. One of his most chilling songs,
'Suzanne', uses a low-key bluesy piano intro
and gentle country acoustic guitars. Newman
sings it with unusual softness. You could be
excused for thinking it was alove song. In a
way it is, but the singer has never met the
subject, only seen her name in a phone booth.
He promises with quiet determination that
when she least expects it he'll be there right
behind her in the shadows. As the lyrics
sink in, that steel guitar takes on asfy creepiness and menace that's there in the instrument's sound, but takes time to hear because
of automatic response: steel guitars mean
honest country songs. So it's his arranging
skills that enable Newman to create character
and background behind his invariably deadpan vocals, and, as often as not,' to pull
a carpet of expectations from under the
listener.

Here, Newman's Hollywoodish dreamland
arrangement fitted his view of the slave
trader as the archetypal American con man
selling the Never- Never land. It gives the
proceedings a curious stately grace and
wistfulness that suggests the trader may even
think that, like all good imperialists, he's doing
them afavour.
'Suzanne' must come into the 80% of
songs Newman describes as being ' love
songs really'. But generally he stays off
writing a straightforwardly recognisable love
song simply because it doesn't interest him
very much as subject matter. It's surprising
that for all the swagger and sexuality that
rock ' n' roll brought in to sweep away the old
'we'll moon and spoon in June ' neath a
tropical moon' approach of the crooners, love
songs have still tended towards restrictiveness in approach and subject matter. Insecurity, impotence and perversion had no
place in the songs of Jerry Lee, Chuck Berry
or Elvis. But to Newman, or the desperate
personalities behind his songs, they are
unavoidable parts of life. Another slightly
offbeam lover from the Newman repertory
company can be found in ' You Can Leave
Your Hat On'. The song is a series of
instructions not unlike the old Sixties dance
records. Only the instructions are not the
usual kind of dance. Newman is in the guise
of avoyeurand each instruction is accompanied
by relentless one- note piano. The song's
obsessiveness eventually spills over into
paronoia:
'Suspicious minds are talking/Trying to tear
us apart/They say that my love is wrong/They
don't •know what love isll know what love
is'.
That last line has all the certainty of a
hammer- blow. As usual, Newman's treatment of a sensationalist subject is totally
without sensationalism. If the ' You Can
Leave Your Hat On' lover sounds dangerously
determined, others are more plantive. ' Why
must everybody laugh at my Mighty Sword?'
asks the puzzled Bavarian lover in ' Wedding
In Cherokee County', a nightmarish wedding
day misadventure. Another, apparently a
victim of too many sex manuals, claims ' Just
don't move me the way that it should, maybe
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I'm doin' it wrong!:
Surprisingly, he has come up with two
fairly conventional love songs on the two most
recent albums, and ' Marie' and ' Kathleen' are
simple touching songs, but his best of all on
the theme is surely lover's Prayer':
'Don't send me no-one with glasses/Don't
want no-one to bug me/Don't send me no-one
taking night classes/Just give me somebody
to love me.'
Inside two minutes, ' Lover's Prayer' fits
together a catalogue of past sexual disappointments, a rather belligerent attitude to
religion, a possible war background, and
wraps the lot up with an irresistibly nagging
piano riff. It was one of the little gems that
only surfaced on his 1971 live album, all the
more refreshing at atime when rock was still
wallowing in its ' significant' phase which
came to mean lots of albums padded out with
eight minute epics full of hack symbolism.
Religion
reared
its
head
somewhat
obliquely in ' Lover's Prayer', but was the core
of two starkly contrasting songs on Sail
Away. '
God's Song' featured acruel perverse
Creator peering down on his Master Race and
explaining his relationship to it:
'I burn down your cities—how blind must you
bell take from you your children and you say
how blessed are we/You all must be crazy to
put your faith in me/That's why Ilove mankind'
By some strange Newmanic twist of fate, he
actually found himself singing this on the
British TV Sunday religious hour show See
You Sunday in 1974. On the album, the song
gains added impact from being placed after
'He Gives Us All His Love', a simple song
from a believer to a God smiling down from a
sunny Heaven: together they formed a
particularly strong reminder not to take any of
the views expressed in Newman songs as
being those otthe author. On the same album,
he became US Foreign Adviser for a swift
report on the world situation in ' Political
Science':
'We give them money, but are they grateful?!
No they're spiteful and they're hateful/They
don't respect so let's surprise them/We'll
drop the big one and pulverise them'.
All of this naturally set to ajaunty show tune.
He ventured further into political themes on
his next album, Good Old Boys, going as far
as to record his only non- original—' 30s
Louisiana Governor Huey P. Long's ' Every
Man A King'—aview of America very similar
to the distant paradise of his own ' Sail Away'.
This dewy-eyed optimism provided a backcloth against which to set a number of songs
set in that period and locality. Presumably
Newman had half amind to do an album on a
theme but gave up half way through, but no

matter—the album breaks new ground in a
number of songs in which Newman, born in
New Orleans but transplanted as ayoungster,
gets into the skin of apoor working Southerner
contrasting bitter working conditions in
'Mr. President' with the emotional fervour
aroused by the populist and enigmatic Long
in ` Kingfish'.
Best of all was a dignified account of the
great Louisiana flood of 1927:
'What has happened down here is the wind
have changed/Clouds roll in from the north
and it start to rain/Rained real hard and rained
for a real long time/ Six feet of water in the
streets of Evangeline'.
The power of doing this well and an added
plus to many Newman songs is that the
Southern working man is the kind of person
who doesn't get heard, doesn't write songs or
books that get read. But he does get lumped
into Nixon's Silent Majority and he has
assumptions made about him by smart
educated Northerners, which are rarely
questioned.
The song that got most attention is, even
for Newman, dangerously close to the edge.
The happy, singalong chorus of Rednecks
goes like this:
'We're rednecks, rednecks/And we don't
know our ass from ahole in the ground/We're
rednecks, we're rednecks/And we're keeping
the niggers down'.
On the face of it, this is not only adangerous
sentiment to put on record, but also sounds
like a smear to dumb southerners. But it's a
complicated song, in which the redneck is
gradually revealed to make a point about the
under the carpet bigotry found in the north:
'Now your northern nigger's a negro/You
see he's got his dignity/Down here we're too
ignorant to realise/That the north has set the
nigger freer
This section is followed by a long list of
black ghettos in the north, and Newman's
voice in reciting these has never sounded
so committed. It's a rare song, seeming to
come from genuine anger, transmitted from
a northern liberal through asouthern bigot.
'Rednecks' was balanced by a simple
Southern ode to ' Birmingham', which has a
sloppy Fats Domino rhyming scheme and a
rolling deep South rhythm, to complete fivé
specifically Southern songs written for the
album. It's a pity ' My Old Kentucky Home'
couldn't have been included for light relief,
too, with its cartoon Southern family:
'Sister Sue she's short and stout/She didn't
grow up she grew out/Mama says she's plain
but she's just bein' kind/Papa says she's
pretty but he's almost blind'.
Religion, sex and politics never seem to
provide the answer in Newman songs. If they
have any kind of message, it's learning not to
use props, to look at things the way they are,
to treat people's views with some respect.
But there's a desolation and sadness at the
root of some of his best songs that accept the
difficulty of achieving even that.
'Tin can at my feet/Think I'll kick it down the
street/That's the way to treat afriend'
is a justly well-known line from '
IThink It's
Going To Rain Today', but his coldest

bitterest song is ' Old Man', asong from ason
to his dying Father:
'Won't be no God to cOmfort you/You taught
me not to believe that lie/You don't need
anybody and nobody needs you/Don't cry old
man, don't cryl Everybody dies'.
The uselessness of old age is a theme that
always seems to haunt him. ' Old Man On The
Farm', from his most recent album, Little
Criminals, begins:
'Waitin' for some rain to falllWaitin' for some
mail to comelWaitin' for the dawn again/Old
man on the farm'.
As yet, Newman hasn't picked an easy
subject or a popular target to poke fun at and
never resorted to cute wordplay to get laughs
or melodrama reaching for a Kleenex. His
songs veer wildly from the tragic to the
comic and back, but they're always under
tight control. His voice is no fine musical
instrument and comes from a mouth so deadpan that it could be mistaken for a disappointed coin- slot. He won't put on any
funny accents to give you a clue which of
his travelling circus of characters is supposed
to be singing a song. Newman is 6ft 2in. and
claims to be big in Holland and Burma. You
would really be better off listening to his records than reading things about him.
Randy Newman cannot be used as background music. e
A necessarily short discography
Randy Newman ( Creates Something
Under the Sun) Reprise RS 6286
12 Songs Reprise RSLP 6373
Randy Newman/Live Reprise K44151
Sail Away Reprise K44185
Good Old Boys Reprise 1(54022
Little Criminals Warner Bros. K56404
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Things IHear
W

HEN Birmingham- born Edward Downes
conducted the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra recently in Mahler's Sixth
Symphony, speculation was irresistible. Was
this a try- out for a possible new musical
director, after the sudden departure of Louis
Frémaux? All the more remarkable if it happens, because so many British orchestras
still prefer foreigners—especially, of course,
if they have recording contracts in their pockets.
Anyway, I rather admired Birmingham's
cheek in sandwiching Mahler's Sixth between
the Philharmonia Orchestra's performances
of nos. 5and 7at the Festival Hall. The Philharmonia boasts of giving a complete cycle
of Mahler's symphonies under Lorin Maazel
—and even claims that this is the first such
event in London. But with five of the symphonies given in November, four more not
due until May and June, and one (the partly
completed Tenth) not included at all, it seems
to me not so much a cycle as a broken-down
tandem with the crossbar missing.
NEVER SHALL Iunderstand the lapses of
our record companies in packaging the product. The selection of Victorian and Edwarddian ballads sung by Felicity Palmer under the
cover-title of Love's Old Sweet Song (
Argo
ZK 45/KZKC 45) is redolent of the drawingroom, but the photo- montage on the sleeve
illustrates the music-hall. No words of songs

Looking Back
IT was our recent meeting with André Previn
I that reminded me that he had once said
in a discussion we had in the pages of Audio
Record Review some ten years ago that while
he was not too inclined to get excited about
a lot of the baroquery that was around then
(and still is) he would certainly be rushing off
to the record shops if ever Haydn's operas
were put onto disc. Well, Ihope he has received, as Ihave, the latest instalments in
the Dorati-Haydn saga and has had the same
refreshing pleasure from Il mondo della luna
(Philips 6769 003) and L'isola disabitata (
Philips
6700 119). Both are enjoyable works, but I
particularly liked the latter which is a comparatively light work with only four characters,
and lasting for some 90 minutes. It has afine
flow and continuous vivacity and charm. I
still hope that Schubert's dramatic works
will be as well served someday soon.
The opera buff gets a perpetual good service on record because, with the expense of
the productions, there is less likelihood of
incessant duplication and the companies are
more likely to look for worthwhile gaps to
Both Verdi's Nabucco and Strauss'
Salome are, as it happens, already represented, but Nabucco has not been recorded
since 1966. Muti's new version ( HMV SLS
5132) does not sweepingly supplant the old
Decca recording under Gardelli—I find the
famous chorus of Hebrew slaves more ferHI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Arthur Jacobs
are given, no dates of composers, no historical notes, no biography or even a photo
of the singer; and, while the names of composers are printed in extra- large type, Hermann Liihr has become Lér, and L. J. Molley
(who should feature as the composer of Love's
Old Sweet Song itself) has been suppressed
altogether!
STRANGE OF me, no doubt, to link Felicity
Palmer's drawing- room selection with the
new and prestigious recording of Mignon by
an international operatic cast ( CBS 79401).
But Marilyn Horne's singing of the title- role
in Ambroise Thomas's opera worries me in
two ways as Miss Palmer's occasionally does:
obtrusively audible breaths (cannot the engineers assist in their placing of the microphones?) and obtrusive portamento (
sliding
between notes). It seems to me that the
portamento inculcated by teachers in the
Italian method, and subject to abuse even in
Italian opera, should be kept almost always at
arm's length both in French opera and in
English ballads. Otherwise, a style already
prone to excessively sentimental interpretation gets pushed over the top.

POOR MOZART was not only a sexist but a
racist too, if you look at most stage productions of The Magic Flute—where the villain
Monostatos is not only a black man (as he

Peter Gammond
vent there—but on the whole it is a richer,
more thoroughly Italian performance with
better solo work, and even those possessing
the earlier version will probably like to indulge
in this fine new one after a ten-year gap.
With Solti and Bifihm to choose from, one
might feel less excited about the new Salome
(SLS 5139) but the performance under Karajan
is so superb that again the avid Strauss collector will surely be willing to do without one
average meal out and invest here instead.
Handel's Acis and Galatea certainly needed
a new recording as nothing was currently
available. Iwas at some of the sessions for
this new one under Neville Marriner ( Argo
ZRG 886/7) and hoped that the sense of
involvement and enjoyment experienced there
would come through the subsequent records.
With Tear, Luxon and Gomez in fine fettle
this is afelicitous effort to my non- specialist
ears, and Ithink that our reviewer was a little
ungenerous in not giving it an A for recording. Ihave already said my piece about the
new recording of The Zoo and Cox and Box
(Decca TXS 128) but Imust say again that
Iam still enraptured by its star quality both
as a recording and a performance.
Which leaves me not much space for some
excellent issues put aside for last month's
round- up of the year. Iam always ready for
a new recording of Schubert's neglected G
major Quartet, especially such a fine one as

JANUARY 1979

has to be, because of the words) but often
a sort of painted golliwog surrounded by
other painted golliwogs. But at Glyndebourne
last summer the effect was neatly counterbalanced because agenuine black singer was
also cast as the benevolent Orator of the
Temple. This was the Jamaican bass- baritone Willard White who, in the recent Glyndebourne Touring Company's season, was promoted to the loftier role of Sarastro himself.
He was, Ifelt, the best of a not very experienced and not very good touring cast.
It was as Porgy in Maazel's recording of
Porgy and Bess (
from Decca nearly three years
ago) that Willard White first introduced himself to most of us. How pleasant to hear him
now in Handel's Acis and Galatea (
the DG
recording under John Eliot Gardiner, which
Iprefer to Neville Marriner's version on Argo),
sharing vocal distinction with Norma Burrowes and Anthony Rolfe Johnson!
A COMPOSER currently unrepresented in
the British catalogue, and sparsely in the
American, Mauricio Kagel ( b. 1931) is an
Argentinian, sufficiently a cult-figure for the
London Sinfonietta to tour his Ludwig Van
under Arts Council auspices. Using 11 instruments, it presents distorted fragments of
Beethoven for about half an hour, allowing
people to laugh as they recognise bits of
such ' holy' pieces as the Moonlight Sonata.
As blasphemy Ifound this pretty feeble, and
Ilook forward to his writing Johann Seb, in
which he can mock at religious texts as well.
No doubt somebody will pay to have it put on.

the Quartetto Italiano gave us recently
(Philips 9600 409); while I find Smetana's
String Quartets unaccountably neglected,
especially No. 1 ' From my life' which is surely
one of the most enjoyable chamber works
around. While not an absolutely ideal recording, the Gabrieli Quartet's version ( Decca
SDD 529) is all that could be desired as a
performance. The John Field Nocturnes are
always special charmers and . 1 welcome
Daniel Adni's new selection ( HMV ASD 3599)
as the best currently available. Last time I
met Daniel Adni Itreated him.to an appalling
meal of fish and chips—for which I now
apologise.
Iimagine a lot of people have acosy affection retained from their youth for Coleridge
Taylor's Petite suite de Concert, so Iam glad
we can get a recording of it again, along
with other British light favourites from Weldon ( HMV SXLP 30243). And who with an
English leaning could be anything but grateful for asplendid selection of Peter Warlock's
Songs, Partsongs and Carols so superbly
done by Robert Tear and the Halsey Singers
(L'Oiseau -Lyre DSL 027). A welcome return
to many Vaughan Williams Choral Works
now collected together from various vintage
recordings ( Argo ZK34). Finally, a welcome
to soma new music in my experience and a
chance to hear more of the works of Malcolm
Arnold ( HMV ASD 3487). The Flute Concertos and two friendly Sinfoniettas are going
to crop up in various recitals in the New
Year. A very happy one to you all, with
plenty of rewarding listening!
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Lazar Berman
To watch Lazar Berman playing
the piano immediately before a
rehearsal is to marvel at the completeness of his concentration,
achieved always, it seems, at a
mere second's notice.
Unlike
most artists, Berman seems to
have no need of saving ' voice' in
the manner of a singer, and the
rehearsal proceeds with an uncanny impression that the concert
itself is under way.
Thus it was during a rehearsal
for his Festival Hall appearance
with the LSO last June: a mighty
Liszt no. 2 combining great
tenderness with torrential power,
and it was the following morning,
with several days left to him in
London as well as some EMI really ... that's life! Each person
sessions, that I talked with has to contribute what he can
Berman at his London hotel. Even when he's alive, and that's all he
to those who have become blasé can do. It's the same with me:
about such things, Berman's when I've done what Ihave to do,
musical childhood was a remark- I'm leaving!' All of which rather
able one indeed. ' My mother, who flies in the face of a critical
has
described
was a pianist herself, gave me my opinion that
first piano lessons when I was Berman, crudely, as a ' re- incarthree, and in fact she continued to nation of the great keyboard lions
teach me when, ayear later, Iwent of the past'.
Considering the popular view
into the Leningrad Conservatory;
then, for many years at the that Rachmaninov's own piano
Moscow Conservatory, Alexander records have withstood the test of
Goldenweiser was my teacher.' time better than the other names
Since it is the piano literature of I had mentioned, I wondered
the nineteenth century that forms whether my reference to him had
Apparently
the centre of Berman's repertoire, passed unnoticed.
I wondered how deeply this not, for Berman is familiar with
reflected Goldenweiser's sym- Rachmaninov's own recording of
pathies. The answer was em- the 3rd concerto ( savagely cut, but
phatic: ' Oh, there were certainly nevertheless a regrettable, recent
no restrictions ... he encouraged RCA deletion), and he feels
all sides of my repertoire: Romantic that his approach to it is very
music, of course, but also alot of different from the composer's;
Bach and Beethoven—a much Rachmaninov's choice of first
movement cadenza (the ' easier',
wider range than Iplay now!'
Ihad, Iconfessed, raised the shorter one) may or may not have
subject advisedly, as Berman's been dictated by 78 rpm sidefavoured
repertoire was also lengths, but Lazar Berman is in no
that of an illustrious, earlier doubt that the larger- scale alternageneration of virtuosi; how much tive is the one to use. ' I've been
affinity did he feel with the intui- playing this concerto for many
tive, red-blooded approaches of years now— since my graduating
Rosenthal, Levine, Godowsky or exams at the Moscow ConservaRachmaninov? ' When Ilisten to tory—and Ifeel that this cadenza,
these artists, Imust admit Ifeel a a huge mountain peak, meets the
dissatisfaction with their interpre- great spirit of the first movement
tations; technically they were better than the smaller one. Also
something quite formidable of I've noticed that the start of
course, but—in my opinion at any the bigger cadenza contains in
ratel— as interpreters they came essence the same music as the
from an era that's long past, and lead- up to the coda of the Finale.'
they sound a bit dated to us To hear Berman in this part of the
today. It's the same thing with Finale ( Fig. 69 et seq., CBS 76697)
string playing of the time and the is to acknowledge some of
devices they used.' Have we lost the most enthralling pianism on
anything with the death of these record; not only does he play the
artists, then? ' Ithink ... no, not propulsive left hand part with
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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because they can get around the
notes somehow, and it's true that
you have to grow towards it, but I
keep away from Mozart for a
different reason. For one thing,
my career started late in the West,
which makes it difficult to adjust
oneself to the sudden pressures
of travel, etc., so Ihaven't really
had time to develop my Mozart;
also, Ihave listened to pianists
who are supposed to be Mozart
specialists, whom, in my opinion,
are frightful. They are cold, there's
no colour...' and here, by way of
imitation, he assumed a ramrod
posture, staring emptily ahead,
moving only his fingers on the
table-top in front of us '... and at
the same time Ifeel that the way I
would play Mozart at the moment
incredible power and accuracy, would not be acceptable to the
but he also has time to point it critics; maybe to the public,
rhythmically. Relaxing after his though Idon't know. Probably my
EMI sessions the following even- Mozart would be more Romantic
ing, Berman asked me whether I than is now acceptable.'
From Mozart we turned to more
had heard Gieseking's interpretation of the concerto. Gieseking contemporary matters. Now that
in Rach. 3? ' Yes indeed! In Shostakovich is dead, Western
America you can get a record of musicians may well wonder at the
him playing it for a broadcast future of Soviet music—that of
some years ago now. Tremendous piano music even more so.
playing from the orchestra as 'Soviet composers are not writing
well—Mengelberg conducting.' for the piano much nowadays.
Which cadenza? ' Oh, the bigger There's a Shchedrin concerto,
one, of course!' London import but Ido feel that the best Russian
piano music is that of Shostakovich
dealers take note!
Talking of recordings reminded and Prokofiev. We're in an age
me that his debut in the studios now—in the Soviet Union, as in
occurred long before the first many other places—which is not
Western recording—a Saga disc conducive to producing music; t
of Liszt and Beethoven sonatas, haven't found it to be a battle ...
for which, apparently, we are after all, there is a great dividindebted to the pianist Leonard ing line between the era of
Cassini for instigating the sessions Rachmaninov and contemporary
after a small South Bank recital. music, which I'm afraid I have
In fact, Berman's very first record, little affinity with. However, a
made when he was seven, was of friend Istudied with, by the name
Mozart's D minor Fantasia, K.397. of Karetnikov, has written some
This was coupled with an early works which I'm tryipg to underMazurka by Berman himself- 1 stand; he's written for the Bolshoi,
don't compose nowadays; it isn't some film music, some religious
essential for a performer'—and and some piano music.'
After
the
following
day's
the record is available as asingle
in America along with some EMI sessions, Lazar Berman's
copies of Berman's CBS record of enthusiasm for the Gieseking/
encore pieces ( CBS 76612). ' But Mengelberg Rachmaninov 3 led
I don't listen to my records, him to ask me whether the Dutchexcept perhaps the Second Liszt man's Beethoven symphonies
concerto [ with Giulini, DG 2530 were available in Britain (— much
770]. Ilike recording, though; I throaty, Russian vocalising of
some of the more eccentric
don't miss the audience.'
Berman's nineteenth century passages in these performances).
sympathies were confirmed when This in turn prompted me to ask
I mentioned the relatively little whether he himself had any
Mozart in his repertoire. Was it interest in conducting. The reindeed true that Mozart was for the action was immediate: ' Oh no!!!'
very young or the aged, worldly- —hands shot to face in despair—
wise? ' Well, of course, it's true 'the same question in America,
that Mozart is given to children everywhere! That route is the
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route for a musician to lose touch
with his instrument. Too many
marvellous instrumentalists feel
they cannot say all they want to
through their instruments, and
they think they can say more with
an orchestra, and this is a mis-

Copland, Gershwin and Tchai- orchestra. Ithink that now the
kovsky, featuring the Wren Or- basic orchestras are, to some
chestra and Snell, on the new extent, being bypassed by a lot of
State Prima label, distributed by good musicians, particularly string
WEA. Thinking that it was high players, who perhaps go straight
time HFAIIRR had a word with the into the solo or chamber music
enterprising Mr. Snell, one-time world without having tothink about

because we had different ideas of
what the Wren should do. The
thing has grown to where we're
doing, Isuppose, 35-40 concerts a
year and we now also have the
three State records with six more
to come soon. We're gradually

take ...'—an appropriate senti- Principal Trumpet of the LSO, I doing five or ten years settling building it into afreelance orchesment from someone whose range went along to meet him at his down in an orchestra.'
tra, with, Iwould say, a better reof keyboard colour is so vast.
South London home.
Snell left the LSO two years ago; cord of consistency of personnel
The subject of orchestras did,
Snell started his musical career had he anything in mind when he than most London orchestras,
however, elicit some thoughts on at the age of four, playing the cor- left?
Well, I'd been Chairman run on old-fashioned lines, run by
the individual characteristics of net in brass and Salvation Army [the LSO is run by an elected one person on the musical side.
Western and Soviet ensembles. bands; was this a good start? I board of members— see To speak It's surprising how much easier
'In the West, the ensemble playing asked. ' Ifound that it gave the for ourselves, edited by Alan it is now to arrive at decisions!'
of orchestras is better than in the most tremendous background in Smyth; William Kimber 1970 for
Capital eves the Wren OrchesSoviet Union, where a conductor performing because you were four very interesting but tough tra an extremely large audience—
is needed even more to train playing in public all the time. It years and the last major event up to half amillion for each broadexcellent soloists to produce good was a background that no child while being Chairman was that bit cast—and this must include a lot
ensemble playing. And of course, coming up through the classical of aflurry with regard to Previn. I of people who are not initially
artists tend to play better when side can get. Isubsequently learnt retired from the Board some time ' serious' music fans. Does he
they're away from home—exactly the piano, however, and as Igot to after that and stayed in the orches- have to make any compromises
like afootball team! Though why know the piano repertoire, it be- tra another year, but well before when it comes to repertoire? ' Not
so few Soviet conductors appear came obvious to me that this was that particular crisis Ihad started at all. As far as choosing a proin the West—Rozhdestven sky " real" music.' On his 17th birth- to think about what Iwas doing gramme goes, Capital gives me
being an exception—when so day he started at the Academy with myself. It took acar accident complete carte blanche—their attimany soloists do, I. really don't with George Eskdale and after and three months off work to show tude is completely open. And in
know. . . . There's a possibility three years there, freelanced for a me that Iwas on the wrong track. fact on the " Collection" we have
that next March during my tour short while. He then spent three I'd got into the politics, the corn- broadcast quite a lot of contemof America CBS will record my years or so at Sadlers Wells. ' That mittee side of the orchestra almost porary music. The curious thing
Carnegie Hall recital.
Then almost turned me off opera be- accidentally—you're keen to see is, because it's Capital, people
there's Mussorgsky's Pictures and cause the conditions of playing in the organisation do well so you do will listen to it, whereas if it's, say,
Shostakovich's Ten Preludes for an opera orchestra can be very your best for it—but this increas- played in a concert, the audience
Deutsche Grammophon, as well frustrating, even though Ithink it ingly meant I was playing the tend to switch off or vote with
as a Brahms First Concerto with was a very well run opera house. trumpet almost as asideline. And their feet, they just don't go. ObLeinsdorf for CBS. That'll be with Then an opportunity came u13 even running the orchestra was viously Idon't programme Schoenthe Chicago Symphony.
Then during one of the LSO's periodic becoming like sprinting to stay berg or Webern for a whole evennext season Ihave two concerts at ructions to join their trumpet sec- on the same spot.
ing—obviously no orchestra can
the Helsinki Festival, a tour of tion as third trumpet, becoming ' At that time, the opportunity do that except for a state-subsiJapan at the end of October— my assistant First in the mid- sixties came up to conduct a very good dised orchestra such as the BBC:
second time there, and afterwards and principal around 1970. Ihad local amateur orchestra and over the only time London orchestras
the first of two tours of America. 16 marvellous years with the LSO a couple of years or so we per- perform very contemporary music
December brings concerts in in which I played under every formed alot of Haydn, Mozart and is as a sop to the Arts Council.
Russia and February a tour of great conductor, except Karajan,
Beethoven, the music that really We have got plans in our own
Germany. I relax totally in the and could hear most of the great interests me. Ireally enjoyea it, it small way to try to bring contemsummer, working on new reper- artists at length. The LSO itself re- awakened my performing in- porary music in from the cold but,
toire, or perhaps I set about was avery interesting body, avery stinct. So I looked around and as with any sensible business
finding new stamps ( especially lively body.
saw that no one was going to offer decision, you have to establish
World War Two ones) or antique ' In the ' 60s, of course, Ihad the me any conducting work—there the thing on a proper basis in the
coins for my collections. You benefit of working with some of the was no earthly reason why they public mind, otherwise you're just
could say I'm more of an indoor greatest names there were in should because I had no track an unknown group playing unperson than an outdoor one! After orchestral playing; people like record—and decided that, in the known pieces of music. Certainly
all, Iwant to be with my family: my Barry Tuckwell, Stuart Knussen grand old English tradition of modern music will be playing as
son, who's eight, is aviolinist, and ( who curiously enough played in creating one's own platform, I much of a part as we can make it
he made his debut not long ago; I my last concert at St. John's), and would start my own orchestra and, probably because of our
have a cassette of him here— his Roger Lord who was then in full which, of course, is comparatively initial audience acceptance, we
first recording!'
Andrew Keener flower as principal oboe— he's easy in London because of the may well do it as successfully as
probably the greatest orchestral pool of tremendous freelance anyone.'
musician I've ever heard. And musicians. It was then just a ' find it interesting that the Wren
with a conductor like Kertesz and question of talking the thing into
has got involved with a record
London readers of HFNIRR will be all the tremendous talent that existence.
label with no previous classical
well aware that one of London's Ernest Fleischmann had gathered ' Initially there were two of us repertoire. ' The thinking behind
IBA radio stations, Capital Radio, together in the middle ' 60s, one involved, one of the second fiddles that is that we didn't want to start
has been running a very success- never really dropped below con- in the LSO and myself, and we work for a company that already
ful classical music programme, ductors of the standard of people wanted to put on a series of con- had repertoire on its books bethe ' Collection', on Sunday even- like Rozhdestvensky and Maazel. certs at the Mermaid Theatre to cause that would have meant we
ings amidst the plethora of phone- Even though, on a basic level, the launch the orchestra. A friend of couldn't do Beethoven, we couldn't
ins, rock and easy listening. Sur- orchestra probably played less mine in music publishing, on the do Tchaikovsky, Mozart or Haydn,
prising enough, but even more well than it has in the ' 70s, there pop side, quite naturally had con- maybe just a couple of Sammarsurprising is that the programme was a certain excitement about it tact with Capital and he persuaded tini symphonies and that would
mainly features a new orchestra which is hard to reproduce. 1 them to broadcast the launch have been our lot. We wanted to
that Capital are helping to finance, wouldn't know what it is, but and then they seemed interested go in with acompany with aclean
the Wren Orchestra, both run and these days the very talented young enough to want to finance the slate, that was good on the marketconducted by Howard Snell. Re- players tend to go straight into the whole thing. After the first con- ing side with a fairly aggressive

Howard Snell

viewed this month are three
records of works by Mozart, Haydn,
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solo world-20 years ago, the only
real route was via a stint in an
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cerfs, the partnership between the
second fiddle and myself split up

way of selling records rather than
perhaps the slightly politer ap111
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CLUES ACROSS
1 Refugee, possibly, from an opera by 2 down. (6)
7 Three notes about the French king for Beethoven's inheritance from
Prometheus. ( 6)
8 Lusty somehow one way to get the point. (6)
11 Little Leonard and little Robert mingle in Spanish dance. (6)
12 She knit a cooling device, somehow or other. (8)
13 Dance form from youth you may recollect wistfully. ( 5)
15 Distant little commercial for a huge capacitance. (5)
20 ( See 3down.)
22 Deft coming back in tutti ordained by Toscanini. (6)
23 Heavenly pair from a waltz by Constant Lambert. (6)
25 RSVP, or second entry in afugal composition. (6)
26 Arrange nine before the leading note. (6)
CLUES DOWN
2 English poet and librettist making a comeback in Stravinsky ' Agon'
performance. (3)
3 ( and 14 down and 20 across) Goldmark's bid to oust Mendelssohn from the
rural bridal charts, perhaps? (6-7-8)
4 Otherwise rebuke a composer pupil of Liszt. (6)
5 Induction devices from limited company Ifollow before the little speaker. (5)
6 Primitive musical instrument, nothing in a car arrangement. ( 7)
9 Iam in the seventh degree on the musical score. (3)
10 End of the woodwind instruments in the early strings. ( 5)
14 ( See 3 down.)
16 Disagreeable noise produced by a sort of friend. ( 1-1-3)
17 Contemporary Yugoslav composer recalled by Stephen Foster composition.
(6)
18 Iam briefly gone somehow for Gustav's daughter. (6)
19 18th-19th century German composer, somewhat depressed, we hear. (5)
21 Spanish composer featured in Paganini nationalist revival. ( 3)
24 Charged atom coming and going in noise reduction system. (3)
A £3 record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by January 15th

LAST MONTH'S WINNERS: Mr. M. Davidson, 26 Glenrosa Street, London SW6; Mrs. G. E. Elkin, 77 Dulverton Road, Ruislip, Middlesex; Mr. J. K. Mark,
Wansheck% Bethesda Street, Upper Basildon, Reading RG8 8NT; Mr. L. N. Smith, 17 Netherfield Gardens, Birmingham 627 7XA; Mr. T. M. M. Whitehall, 52 Landcross
Drive, Northampton.

Gramophile Continued

and getting kicked if you don't
pull it off.'
John Atkinson

proach that might exist elsewhere.
It was also the situation which has
proved very valuable in that Iwas
able to choose my own producer,
Chris Hazell [ of Argo, see Aug.'78
p. 82] whom Iknow very well from
playing with and conducting the
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble.
Therefore, although we were going in with acompany that had no
experience of classical music on
the technical side, simply by using
Chris Hazell and Decca engineers
Iwas able to come up with tapes
which Ithink are as good on the
production side as any you'll hear.

Sir Alexander Gibson has been
awarded the Sibelius Medal by
the Sibelius Society of Finland for
his ' outstanding contribution to
the appreciation of Sibelius' music
throughout the world. Sir Alexander joins Colin Davis, Lorin
Maazel, Herbert von Karajan and
Sir John Barbirolli who are among
the list of previous recipients of
this rarely awarded distinction.

'The wholeWren situation means
that one can now get much closer
co-operation between the recording and concert sides of the orchestra than is really possible in
the normal London concert field.'
Again, it must all boil down to the
responsibility coming back to one
person, Ivolunteered. ' Yes. It's
a good thing in one way but it's
dangerous in another, because if
you start making the wrong decisions, you are also responsible.
However, as a performing musician over many years, especially
as a trumpet player where you
can't hide anything—one mistake
and three thousand people immediately know it—you get used
to taking responsible decisions

If numbers can be regarded as an
index of success, the attendance
at the Palace Hotel, Torquay,
where early last November musiclovers, record
collectors and
audiophiles foregather, reached
levels that put this notable event
into the top category. Some 220
people resident, with more than a
dozen having to be accommodated
as an overflow in a nearby hotel.
Additionally day or session visitors
ranged from 112 at the opening
programme to 175 for young Paul
Coker's brilliant piano recital that
closed the weekend.
Mozartians had a rare treat at
the start with Denis Matthews
(former concert recitalist, now
Professor of Music at Newcastle-
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upon-Tyne
University)
talking
about and illustrating Mozart's
Piano Concertos. Another musical personality whose friendliness
delighted his packed audience on
Saturday night was conductor
Dwain Arwel Hughes, widely
known to TV audiences for his
performance of Walton's Belshazzar's Feast. Interviewed by John
Amis, he defended the role of the
conductor as essential for an
overall balanced presentation of
music— because of his position
on the podium he was the one
person who could hear the total
sound.
Each of these weekends follows
apattern of interviews, discussion
panels, talks ( serious and lighthearted), all using records or
tapes to demonstrate the themes.
Over the years the personalities
participating have included Sir
Georg Solti, Tortelier, Benjamin
Luxon, James Blades, and Humphrey Burton. The major record
companies are always well represented, with contributions this
time from Ray Crick ( RCA), and
the ever- ebullient Ray Burford
(CBS). He commented that it was
not true that sales of ' pop' records
made possible the recording of
classical albums. The repertoire
existed in its own right. Peter
Gammond, with his entourage,
presented a late- night entertainment under the heading ' From

Rags to Riches', starting with the
music of Scott Joplin.
The technically interested had
their share of the programmes,
ranging from John Collinson and
Bill Escott ( Castle Audio), Bob
Auger retelling his many experiences in recording over 25 years,
and Malcolm Walker, with John
Borwick, illustrating 20 years of
stereo recording. John Borwick
filled in superbly on transcriptions
for the late Bert Webb, following
atribute to BW by Donald Aldous.
This list by no means completes
what was on offer during the two
and a half days. A panel discussion included Edward Greenfield
(who had earlier talked on Jessye
Norman), and John Denison.
Later John Amis discussed the
bizarre life and music of the Australian composer Percy Grainger.
Running aweekend of this magnitude demands alot of backstage
activity, and TGS's Mary and
Ronald Sinnett spent a year compiling the programme. Apart from
the Committee, two other names
must be mentioned, without whose
efforts the technical side would
come to a juddering halt! Len
Schofield ( Lentek Audio) and Jim
Hathway ( TGS) who kept the turntables revolving and the tapes
moving. The tenth anniversary
programme will be at the same
venue from 2nd-4th November
1979.
Donald Aldous
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•
•
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•
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£42.95
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£44-95

Fane Crescendo 15/100 • • . •

£54-95

Fane Crescendo 15/125 • . • •

£64.95

Fane Crescendo 18

£75.93

Fane 920 11 Horn ..

£45.95

Fane HPX1/HPX2
Fane 144 horn

..

Fane 1104 horn ..
Fane 173 horn

..

Goodmans SPA
Goodmans I2P

£2-5a
£6.50
£13-75
£9.75

£4 25
£ 19 75

Goodman, 12PD..

£22.50

Goodman, I2PG..

£21 25

Goodmans I8P
£45.50
Goodmans 50HX
£20.50
Motorola Piezo Horn ..
£8-50
Richard Allan HD8T • • £ 14.50
Richard Allan HDIOT • • £ 15 75
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£20.95
Richard Allan HDI5 . • £36.95
Richard Allan HDIST
£37.95
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PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
PRO9-TL ( Rogers) .. £ 118-00
Felt panels for PRO9-TL £5•50 +
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HI-FI
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MONITOR
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£129-00
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..
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Britten's Little Sweep: Ledger
Aureum's Handel Concerti
Seven Mozart syms : Karajan
Argerich: absorbing
Schumann
Stravinsky piano music
Latin-American guitar
Philip Jones, an Easy Winner
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J. S. BACH: Cantatas Vol. 20: ' Die Himmel
erzáhien die Ehre Gottes' BWV 76 E ' Du aollt
Gott' BWV 77 III `Jesu, der du meine Seele'
BWV 78 u '
Gott, der Herr, ¡st Sonn und Schild'
BWV 79
Boy soloists from the TdIzer Knabenchor and Knabenchor Hannover IEsswood Equiluz lKraus ( 77) 1 van
der Meer Ivan Egmond ( 77, 79) ITtilzer Knabenchor,
Concentus musicus, dir. Harnoncourt (76 & 78) IKnabenchor Hannover, LeonhardtConsort, dir. Leonardt
(77 & 79).
Telefunken EX6.35362 (
2 records) (£8•80) ( Selecta)
In an extended series of this kind—it already has
over eighty cantatas to its credit—we can all too
easily take its strengths for granted. One of the
foremost of these is the sheer beauty of the sound;
the acoustics for both the Amsterdam and Vienna
groups are quite perfect, giving a clear, warm fullness to the smallest and largest ensembles. Perspectives are realistic and constant, and the surfaces
are absolutely silent. When listening to these Telefunken recordings Iam almost totally unaware of
intervening amplifiers, pickups and loudspeakers.
A further excellence—if a comparatively minor one
—is the professionalism with which the sleeve notes
are presented: attached to the scores (the new Bach
edition where available) in the present box is an updated chronological list of the cantatas ( much recent
work has been done in this area) and an informed
essay on early Bach criticism, plus the usual textual
and performance notes on each cantata.
This latest volume brings three virtually unknown
works, together with a fourth ( BWV 78) that ought
to be much better known, containing as it does a
quite extraordinary range of styles and moods, and
some of Bach's very finest music: a gigantic choral
passacaglia, a wonderfully perky alto-treble duet,
and two other splendid solo arias. And, at the other
end of the spectrum is BWV 77, in which Bach indulges in exceptionally complex musical symbolism,
to illustrate the idea of the ten commandments.
Performance-wise, the gap between Amsterdam
and Vienna is growing. There is much exaggerated
and disjointed choral phrasing from Vienna particularly in the opening movement of BWV 78; from

Amsterdam the chorus work is more traditionally
(and more satisfactorily) legato, though the intonation is less secure. The solo movements, however,
are consistently a delight, wherever they come from
—apart, that is, from a very odd trumpet obbligato
aria at the end of BWV 77 (a case here, surely, for
using a modern instrument until someone has properly mastered the ' original'?). [
A*: 1/2]
Peter le Huray
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7 in A, Op. 92
RPO/Dorati
DG 2535 336 (£2•59)
Stark, efficient, this is Dorati's first recording of the
seventh symphony. All repeats are made, except
scherzo 441-82—omitted from most ' complete' versions. Crisp articulation of the ascending and descending lines of crotchets makes the scherzo the
most enjoyable movement, where a -meticulous
observance of Beethoven's sempre piano/pp markings is characteristic. The coda is taken very fast
—I prefer Karajan's weightier treatment here ( In his
latest Berlin recording). Ialso feel that Karajan's
reading of the last bars of the introduction, leading
to the first- movement vivace, is more effective:
Dorati makes the violins echo the flute, very softly,
where Karajan matches precisely the dynamic level
of each part.
The RPO are recorded in afairly resonant acoustic; violins tend to ' glare' in tuttis. Ifind Dorati's
objective, metronomic manner unsympathetic—
indeed, none of the three Privilege versions now
listed is as recommendable as Karajan's, or Kleiber's,
full- price DG recordings. (The latter with full repeats, and VP0 violins divided across the stage;
the former with an unforgettable tour-de-force finale.)
[A/B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: String Quintet in E17, Op. 4 ID
String Quintet In c, Op. 104
Suk Quartet
Supraphon 111 2128 (£2•99) ( Rediffusion)
These works are respectively recordings of the
Piano Trio Op, 1: 3, and the Wind Octet of 1792,
extended and revised by Beethoven a few years
after his arrival in Vienna. The playing of the augmented Suk Quartet—agroup named after the Czech
composer, but not involving the violinist Josef Suk—
is exemplary in style, but the engineers have produced a coarse quality, heavy in the bass and constricted in the upper range, making it suitable for
only modest home equipment. [ C: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BERNERS: A Portrait of Lord Bernera: Songs
and Piano Music
Merle! Dickinson (m-sop) IBernard Dickerson (ten) I
Peter Dickinson (pno) I Susan Bradshaw (pno) I
Richard Rodney Bennett (pno)
Unicorn RHS355 (£3•99)

RECORD FAULTS

INFORMATION

'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:
8 ( monophonic)

PRICES
We do our best to ensure that prices given are
correct, but we cannot always guarantee accuracy,
since price rises are too frequent and often arrive
just after we go to press.

(stereo transcription)
® (quadraphonic: stereo compatible)
S refers to a UK reissue
Compatible® records are reviewed as ' stereo'.
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.

Lord Berners (1883-1950) was considered one of the
leading avant garde English composers of the 1920s
and '30s, aconfrère of Lambert, Bliss, Goossens and
other musical lights of the period, and he was much
admired by Stravinsky who found him 'a unique
talent ... avery typical and representative character
of his race'. He eventually gave up a diplomatic
career to concentrate on music, but his output was
not large and he seems to have retained the reputation of a dilettante, partly because so much of his
work was rather tongue-in-cheek. How else does
one regard a song called ' Red roses and red noses'
with words by the composer which read ' Some•
people praise red roses: but Ibeg leave to say that
Iprefer red noses— Ithink they are so gay'? He Is
chiefly remembered for two ballets The Triumph of
Neptune written in 1926, one of two English ballets
that Diaghilev commissioned, and Wedding Bouquet
(1936) which is still in the repertoire of the Royal
Ballet.
His music reflects his eccentric life-style and reveals him as a sort of English Satie with piano
pieces entitled Funeral marches for a Statesman, a
Canary and a Rich Aunt and songs with titles like
'Come on Algernon'—words by T. E. B. Clarke.
Some of the works still sound retrospectiVely avantgarde, but he was not without the ability to write a
sprightly tune in aPoulenc vein,eg, Valse Bourgeoises.
He is better at writing songs than lieder, and best
of all when his satirical vein is called into action. •
Whether this record succeeds or not in convincing
us that he was an important artist, it Is certainly a
valuable attempt to display his drawing-room art
and it has one or two very enjoyable items to offer.
With no comparisons on offer, the performers here
obviously do a good job and present sincere and
revealing interpretations of his music. Unicorn are to
be congratulated on giving us an excellent and wellrecorded chance to reasses a high individual talent.
[A: 1]
Peter Gammond
BRAH MS : Symphony 1in c, Op. 68
Slovak PO IRafter
Opus 9110 0229 (
f..2•99) ( Rediffusion)
Stodgy sound, with some edgy and insecure stringtone, mars this 1974 Czech production. But in any
case, Rajter's performance has acumbersome slowness in both outer movements, and one or two disconcerting and unconvincing changes of pace in the
finale. Frankly, this issue offers no fresh illumination
whereas Furtwângler, 135hm, Klemperer, Horenstein,
Karajan, are all listed at this price- level. [
C: 3]
Christopher Breunlg
BRAHMS: Deutsche Volkslieder
Gâchinger Kantor' Stuttgart/Ri/ling
CBS 76638 (£4•39)
Fourteen varied folksongs which Brahms published
in 1864, with afurther nine published posthumously.
Apart from a short selection forming part of a 3- LP
set ( DG) the music is otherwise unobtainable. It is
a pity that no texts/translations sheet accompanies
this release, but the disc is nonetheless enjoyable.
Helmuth Billing's Stuttgart choir sings with discipline, and the performances are clearly well prepared; at the same time feelings of eagerness and
spontaneity are not excluded.

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A

H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
or 1, 2, 3, 4
H(
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B: 1*, A*: 2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. © HiFi News & Record Review.

The recorded sound is excellent; there is achurchlike acoustic which may or may not be a processing
of the master-tape--the fades at the ends and beginnings of these short items are noticeable. Sibilants
are well controlled, and the stereo image is very
stable—with agood pair of electrostatic headphones
Iwas able to savour the blend formed by tiny groups
of singers about the overall staging ( it would be uncomplimentary, and inaccurate, to say ' individual
voices'). [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig

BRITTEN: ' The Little Sweep'. Op, 45
Begg IBenson IWells ITear ILloyd Isoloists from
Finchley Children's Music Group I Choral scholars
from Cambridge IMedici String Quartet IJohn Constable, Francis Grier (pno) ITristan Fry (percussion) I
Ledger
HMV AS D 3608 (£4.40)
Now nearly 30 years old—it was first given at the
second Aldeburgh Festival— The Little Sweep is the
second part of Let's Make an Opera!, but is selfcontained and wholly satisfactory on its own. The
complete work does not seem to have been recorded,
and the only other extant version of The Little Sweep
(with Britten conducting) dates from the mid-1950s
and is relegated to Decca ' Eclipse'. As sheer sound,
this new version conducted by Philip Ledger is, of
course, in adifferent class, and the performance has
an engaging gusto and sense of enjoyment. If the
children's voices are a trifle precarious here and
there, then the naturalness of the performance is,
if anything, enhanced; but I do wish the ' prep
school' image were less pronounced. Some may
miss the audience participation that was a part of
the original conception. However, there is an irresistible vitality in this performance, which is more
than matched by the quality of sound. The vividness,
immediacy and overall presence, to say nothing of
the clarity, easily gain astar. [
A*: 1] Hugh Ottaway

BYRD: Complete Masses: Motets
Deller Consort: Honor Sheppard (sop) IAlfred Deller
(c-ten) INeil Jenkins, John Buttrey (tens) IMaurice
Bevan, Simon Deller (bar)
Harmonia Mundi HM 211/3 (
3 records) (£6.00)
(Rediffusion)
Since Byrd is arguably the greatest English composer before Purcell, and is a world figure by any
standard, this record offers riches beyond the
dreams of avarice: the Masses (for three, four and
five voices) and 21 motets. The last of these is not
strictly a motet: Christe qui lux es was used as the
hymn for Compline during Lent in place of the Te
lucis during the Middle Ages, and survived as part
of the Dominican rite until it perished in the postVatican holocaust. It, like the Te hicis, is aGregorian
masterpiece of hymnody.
Playing through these records one is struck by
the extraordinary inventiveness of Byrd: his ability
to enshrine the theological and emotional content
of the texts ( which are unfortunately not given) in
'music of wondrous appropriateness and of an
objectivity which does not fall far short of that of
the Gregorian versions. The well-judged selection
here gives examples of widely different ranges and
styles of writing: it is truly a compendium of the
work of this genius, and one for which to be profoundly grateful.
For the sake of authenticity it might have been
better to use a male soprano rather than a woman;
but Miss Sheppard's voice blends in splendidly
with those of the men, and no man could excel her
performances or grasp of the music. In general, the
interpretations are sensible and unexaggerated.
Here and there Ifelt that some over-dramatisation
had been attempted—which is quite unnecessary
with a composer who knew so exactly what he
wished to express; but overall the performances
are splendid, with precise but flexible singing and
almost impeccable technique. The Deller Consort,
in this admirable series, is giving us a treasury of
joy.
It would be nice to say that the recording fully
complements the achievements of the singers. It
does not, quite: there are shades of roughness here
and there, but never such as to distract from the
music, the nature of which demands intense concentration. There are notes in French and English on
the Masses, but none on the motets, where they
would have been most useful for those unfamiliar
with Latin. This set offers almost unalloyed pleasure, and deserves the most urgent commendatiod.
[B: 1]
Peter Turner
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CASELLA: Violin Concerto / SEIBER: Fantasia
Concertante
André Gertler ( yin) IPrague SO ISmetacek
Supraphon 110 1838 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
This record must be highly commended: the performances are very good indeed and the choice of
works shows courage and initiative. The eclectic
Alfredo Casella was an important figure in Italy's
transition from operatic exclusiveness into this
century's instrumental developments. The three
movements of this Concerto are continuous and
also marked by a recurrent motto theme. The solo
part has great lyrical distinction (and fearsome
technical difficulty). The slow movement is intense
and inward and the final Rondo is adriving, dramatic
virtuoso outburst.
Matyas Sieber was also an important transitional
figure and an influential teacher. Always open to
new ideas, he accepted the twelve- note technique of
Schoenberg, but not its attendant dogmas. His
mastery of this method is well evidenced by this
Fantasia. Its short, concentrated blend of thicktextured, driving ideas and delicately thinned solo
lyricism are reminiscent of Berg's Violin Concerto.
While it lacks the latter's scale and poignancy,
Seiber's Fantasia is avivid and highly individual work
which merits a much wider audience. André Gertler
delivers both works with great idiomatic feeling and
virtuosic panache backed securely by the Prague
Symphony Orchestra. The sound is sadly marred
by some pre-echo and occasional studio noise, but
otherwise the recording is good. [
B/C: 1*]
Benedict Sarnaker
CHOPIN : Etudes, Op. 10 & 25
Sequeira Costa (pno)
Supraphon 111 2188 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
If Supraphon and Its allied labels are going to take
the trouble to introduce such familiar repertoire into
some highly competitive company, they owe it to
their artists to present them with more care than this;
as it is this latest offering must sadly join the ranks
of non-starters. The pitch is a semitone sharp
throughout—hard luck on those with absolute pitch
and no variable speed adjustment —although bringing it down does little to correctthe thin, rather pinched piano sound. Then, as with the Supraphon Fauré
Sonatas this month, we are told nothing about the
artist; hardly the way to promote an unfamiliar name.
There is nothing seriously wrong with Sequeira
Costa's account of this formidable music, but
beside, say, Ashkenazy ( Decca) or Pollini ( DG),
with whom one is forced to compare him, the lack
of a strong musical personality is rather evident.
With Ashkenazy, there is a keen sense of the resources of the instrument itself ( never mind the
player) being taxed almost to breaking point—the
ferocity of Op. 25/10 ( B minor) is terrible indeed.
Beside him, Costa apparently even neglects to ask
the dark questions this study poses. The best performances tend to be of such reflective studies as
Op. 10/6 ( Eb minor), or Op. 25/7 ( Cii minor). Elsewhere what is missing is a sense of struggle; not
with the notes—Costa has little apparent trouble in
this department—but with the animal, tempestuous
spirit of much of this music. The surfaces on my
copy were of the hoe-in-gravel-pit variety. [
C: 2]
Andrew Keener
COATES: The Three Men nThe Selfish Giant
CI London Calling n The Enchanted Garden c3
Dancing Nights D The Seven Seas
Sydney SO ILanchbery
HMV ' Greensleeve' ESD 7062 0 (£2.85)
Those who like and admire the music of one of
our finest composers of light music will welcome
this new collection, for it does an excellent job in
providing recordings of several of Coates' works that
are not currently available. In fact, only the Three
Men suite is at present listed in an old recording
under the composer ( ECS 2088). By avoiding the
obvious, the disc naturally avoids some of his very
best and best-known music, but it is certainly good
to have works like the phantasy The Selfish Giant and
the ballet The Enchanted Garden. The performances
are in a light ' morning music' sort of vein. The
Sydney Symphony Orchestra does not sound like
the LSO, but more like a good-sized theatre orchestra on this record. Lanchbery takes ahighly romantic
view of most of the music. The recording is a
spacious one done in a rather ringing acoustic and
there is atendency for the top notes to come with a
rather edgy quality. Ideally, a little more general
clarity and not so much echo would have been
welcome. [
B: 1/2]
Peter Gammond

COPLAND: Fanfare for the Common Man u
Appalachian Spring / GERSHWIN: An American in Paris
Wren Orchestra ISnell
State PRIM 3 (£3.79) ( WEA)
This is an attractive concert of popular American
music attractively played. The Fanfare was first
heard in 1943, Appalachian Spring in its orchestral
version in 1945. The Gershwin, of course, belongs
to the Twenties and its jaunty jazzy style puts it
firmly in its period. The Wren Orchestra is comparatively new and is one of those orchestras whose
appearance is revitalising concert life in many
cities. This one, as its name implies, is associated
with the City of London, and, as these performances
reveal, has developed a high degree of competence.
The label too is new: the company is British, and
the pressings are done by Decca in whose studios
the recordings were made. At today's prices it
counts as a medium priced label and as such can
be confidently recommended. All the works are
available in other, higher priced collections, the
Copland pieces notably conducted by the composer
on CBS with alternative versions including the
Gershwin by the Los Angeles Orchestra under
Mehta on Decca. The present recording is good
and clear, a bit forceful perhaps, but acceptable.
[A/B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
DEBUSSY: La Mer o Nocturnes*
•Choeur de l'Orchestre de Paris ( CM: Arthur Oldham) I
Orchestre de Paris IBarenboim
DG 2531 056 (£4.35)
Londoners will remember the bold, vivid s6unds
that Daniel Barenboim's Festival Hall la Mer conjured from this orchestra last June, and the present
record preserves that sound to a remarkably impressive degree. There is certainly no lack of orchestral
primary colour (too much, some may protest) and,
with little discernible help from the mixing desk,
details glint out of the texture with all the precise
definition of a Pointilliste painting—a refreshing
change from the hazy, wash-of-sound approach that
sometimes passes for Debussy interpretation. Thus,
triangle and glockenspiel ring out clearly and lingeringly, those quiet rustles from the cymbal at the end
of Jeux de Vagues are crisply audible ( no doubt as
to what is happening here) and, played loudly, the
cymbals' upper partials are some of the liveliest on
disc. As all this is set within an orchestral image of
compensating depth, Ifound this account tremendously exciting, although Iam forced to admit that
other versions present a more symphonically
coherent, less sectionalised La Mer (eg, Toscanini).
The famous section for divided cellos is attacked
with a clipped, unexpected eagerness (triple semquavers very short) when the music should surely
lilt— rather a choppy morning at sea; however, I've
rarely heard it all so well in tune. The playing
throughout is first-class, in fact.
Perhaps, then, it is the formidable standard set
by Abbado's version of the Nocturnes (
also DG)
that makes the reverse of Barenboim's disc appear
less orchestrally inspired. Abbado's Boston engineers ( Symphony Hall) produced a refined, set- back
perspective, crystal clear, yet with a generous halo
of resonance—an ideal solution for the floating tranquility of Nuages: when the pianissimo strings take
over the opening motive it is with a remote purity
of line and intonation not quite equalled on the
new disc. As might be expected, Fêtes comes off
best for the reasons that make La Mer so exciting,
although Abbado's muted trumpets hail thrillingly
from a vast distance; this spectral procession is
not quite what it seems, and Barenboim's stress on
the modéré part of the tempo indication produces a
strangely earthbound effect. In fact, Icannot imagine
Abbado's Nocturnes being surpassed and this is
hard on the new disc—a case of the superlative
devaluing the very good. In view of the competition,
then, asplit rating: [
A: 1*/1 (
La Mer) /
1(
Nocturnes)].
Andrew Keener
DOWLAND: Lute Songs El Lute Solos CI Consort Music
Alfred Deller (c-ten) IRobert Spencer ( lee) IConsort
of Six
Harmonia Mundi HM 244/46 (
3 records) (£10.20)
(Rediffusion)
The genius of John Dowland emerges more clearly
as the years pass: he was the first English composer
(though it has been suggested that he was Irish) of
solo songs, and remained the greatest, being no
less accomplished than his French contemporaries.
But he was'also an instrumental composer, and itwas
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ahappy thought to include in this collection so many
instrumental works, particularly those for a Consort
of Six. This was an English introduction, and was in
effect the first orchestra, consisting of treble and'
bass viols, flute, late, cittern and bandora (the cittern
bearing a general'resemblance to the lute, with wire
strings which wer4t first played with aplectrum but
later with the fingers; the bandora being a bass
cittern), for which...separate parts were written out.
In ashort reviewlittle can be said about the pieces
individually. Dowiànd had studied in France as a
young man, and derived his musical ideas from what
he heard there. He was concerned primarily with the
words he set, and with that sense of the range and
beauty of the English language which was such a
feature of Tudor England. Hence his tendency is to
play down the music, in order to allow the sense of
his lyrics ( and they were lyrics!) the better to emerge.
It is precisely here that Alfred Deller provides such
sensitive interpretations: he is never the showy virtuoso, and remains the servant of the composer. All
his colleagues on these records are masters of their
instruments and deeply immersed in their period.
The result is joy unconfined—and, despite the reputation of Dowland as a melancholy dog, which he
certainly was, there is joy in the music.
-The vocal recording is ashade close for my liking,
and emphasises occasional infelicities. Otherwise
all is well. [
A/B: 1]
Peter Turner
FALLA: El Amor Brujo* D Fanfare pour une
Fete* / RAVEL: Sheherazade**
Marilyn Home (m-sop) I *NY PO I** Orchestre National
de France IBernstein
CBS 76707 (£4.39)
The tiny, vivid Fanfare which opens this record (the
score, resurrected from a British magazine of 1921,
plays for a mere thirty-six seconds) makes an apt
curtain- raiser for the blazing Introduction to El Amor
Brujo. And blaze it does in this new performance;
Marilyn Home's contribution is one of the most
sultry and impassioned on disc, reminding one forcibly of her proud, feline Carmen. Bernstein's account is
similarly pungent, with rich, lingering bass pizzicati
(not helped by a rather bass- light recording) and
ferociously observed marte/lato rhythms. Any suspicions that he cannot relax, however, are allayed
by his refined, evocative A Media Noche; some may
even find his treatment a little over-affectionate,
although the acute balancing of muted trumpets and
strings in harmonics displays a superfine ear for
orchestral sonority.
Marilyn Home's account of Sheherazade (
a fine
memento of her 1976 Edinburgh Festival performance
with the same artistS) is little short of stunning.
There will be those who—quite understandably—
continue to prefer Dame Janet Baker's purer, less
overtly sensual HMV account, with Barbirolli and
the New Philharmonie in glorious form, butthe sound
of Bernstein's French orchestra ( native reeds especially potent in Asie) is admirably suited to the exotic
other-worldliness of these songs and their texts.
Marilyn Home's subtle characterisation is a delight,
and her breathless, tantalisingly seductive way with
the final words of L'Indifferent, addressed to the
beautiful youth ('. . . Par ta démarche féminine et
lasse) deliciously sums up the poem's delicate
ambivalence. [ Ravel: A: 1./Falla: B: 1]
Andrew Keener
FAURE: Violin Sonata 1 in A, Op. 13 D Violin
Sonata 2 in e, Op. 108
Hiroshi Kuronuma ( yin) IJan Panenka (pno)
Supraphon 111 2323 (
e-99) ( Rediffusion)
The 'shot silk' harmony of these two diverse sonatas
is well caught here, especially in Op. 108, written in
1917 some forty years after the A major. The delicate
intimacy of this Sonata, its subtle enharmonic
shifts, its elusive tonality and the broad, gentle
sweep of its phrases are especially remarkable in
view of the unsettled times of its composition.
Hiroshi Kuronuma and Jan Panenka are especially
successful in the troubled shadows of the slow
movement, fining their tone down to awhisper at the
sempre piano at the end where the violin has little
more to add than two sustained, hushed pedal
notes.
The First Sonata, a more immediately attractive
work in conventional form ( and more richly chromatic), starts unpromisingly with some shaky
intonation and
undisciplined vibrato;
matters
improve the second time around (the exposition is
repeated), and the cheeky, fleet Scherzo—tricky
piano writing, this—is thrown off with great aplomb.
There is some true chamber music- making here; try
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Kuronuma's repeated leggierissimo quavers towards
the end of the first movement development—he
evidently knows how to accompany. Who is he?—in
true Supraphon house-tradition we are not told;
instead we are offered a sleevenote in which much
has become lost in translation. The recording is of
average good quality, well-balanced, although the
violin image tends to wander a little. There are no
alternative versions of either of these lovely works.
[B: 2]
Andrew Keener
GABRIELI / DI LASSO: Magnificat / Motets /
Sonata
Pro Cant/one Antigua, London ITOlzer Knabenchor I
Hamburger Blâserkreis jür alte Musik Turner
Harmonia Mundi 065-99684® (
f..4.35) ( Rediffusion)
For me, this record represents pure joy: a recital of
the classical polyphony of two of its greatest masters,
excellently recorded and performed. But one word
of warning: in some of the works, there is an accompaniment from a small orchestra in which
cornetts and trombones predominate. The result, to
quote the sleeve- note, ' has nothing to do with the
passionless ethereal singing that we usually find in
interpretations of ord music'. No, indeed; but even
if that declaration puts you off, do try the record: you
may well ' stay to pray'.
This music is all in honour of the Blessed Virgin
Mary—though the pieces are not performed in the
order given on the sleeve. It begins with Gabrieli's
Sonata pian e forte, for brass only; the rest are for
voices, either accompanied or on their own. Every
one is a masterpiece; but I commend to you in
particular di Lasso's Alma Redemptoris Mater and
Ave Maria: two unaccompanied motets of asustained
splendour, of polyphony which uplifts the soul and
fills the mind with admiration at such lapidary
craftsmanship. The cult of the Virgin Mary gave rise
to a wondrous outpouring in all the arts; but surely
these two short, perfect pieces can be taken as
exemplary of all that is meant by the ' Motherhood of
the Blessed Virgin'.
The recording is on the whole worthy of this
surpassing music. Ifelt that there could have been
better separation of the voices, to render the complex
polyphony easier to follow; but this is a fine point,
and by no means disqualifies this marvellous
record. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
GRIEG: Peer Gynt—Suites 1 & 2 D Sigurd
Jorsalfar—Suite, Op. 56
Prague SO ISmetacek
Supraphon 110 2277 (£2-99) ( Rediffusion)
Some readers may prefer both Smetacek's performances and this Supraphon production to Karajan's
de luxe Berlin Philharmonic alternative, in its somewhat overblown DG recording ( both have unpleasant
pre-echoes in ' The Abduction and Ingrid's Lament').
The Prague sound falls nicely behind the plane of
the speakers, having good depth as well as lateral
separation; perspectives are natural. Karajan's is a
difficult disc to reproduce well, especially if only
modest amplifier power is to hand.
The Czech performances are too unassuming to
provoke much comment. Unlike Karajan, Smetacek
makes a long accelerando of ' Hall of the Mountain
King', starting from an exceptionally slow tempo.
His Homage March is rather likeable, modest, and
withoutthe too-Elgarian maestoso that characterises
Weldon's Philharmonie version ( part of a good CFP
Grieg concert with the Holberg Suite a major item; in
excellent 1962 EMI sound). Brass timbres define this
as an East European version, and as recorded by
Supraphon the upper strings are a bit ' tight' or
'fizzy'. Some surface noise ran persistently through
both sides of my copy, a distraction all too common
with this imported label. [
A: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig
HANDEL: 12 Concerti Grossi Op. 6
Collegium Aureum
Harmonia Mundi K.153-99 645/47 C) (
3 records)
(£10.20) ( Rediffusion)
Almost exactly ayear ago, CBS released Malgoire's
recording of Handel's instrumental masterwork, the
first to appear to use instruments that would have
been familiar to Handel. Recorded in 1975 but
not previously released in the UK, the Collegium
Aureum's recording also makes use of original
instruments or good copies but is overall rather less
uncompromising in its approach. Soloists, for
instance, including Konzertmeister Franzjosef Maier,
play with what could be considered excessive vibrato
by some, but produce a rich sound with imaginative

use of ornaments and cadenzas. The overall
ensemble is excellent, apart from some occasional
raggedness between the oboes ( two on each part are
used in concertos 1, 2, 5 and 6) and the strings on
trills. Tempi seem more sensibly chosen than on
the Malgoire set, and although not quite approaching the standard set by ASM/Marriner on modern
instruments on Decca, the latter versions are sometimes made to sound rather over-indulgent by
comparison. Although the Collegium Aureum use
oboes (and a bassoon), they do follow Çhrysander
rather than Thurston Dart when it comes to continuo
as they use just the one harpsichord rather than
two instruments.
The recording ( in SQ quad) is detailed, rich and
warm with awell integrated ambience ( similar to the
CBS, with more reverberation than the Decca). The
harpsichord is rather quiet, though, but the whole is
characterised by that bloom present on German
Harmonia Mundi recordings ( pressed by EMIElectrola), which, as anyone who has compared a
BASF record with the H- M cut from the same
mastertape will know, can give a considerable improvement to both imagery and ambience reproduction. An excellent set. [
A*: 1]
John Atkinson
HANDEL: Duetti e Cantate da Camera
Concerto Vocale
Harmonia Mundi HM 1004 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
This is a welcome selection from among Handel's
numerous and seldom- heard vocal chamber works,
which are available in volumes 32 ( duets and trios)
and 50-51 ( Italian solo cantatas) of the old German
Handel Society edition. On this disc we are given
the duets ' Tanti strali', ' Beato vir' and ' Langue, geme'
and the cantatas ' Santo là che ristretto' and ' Parti,
Tidolo mio' (' Sento' being the version 56A in the
Chrysander edition, for alto voice). As ' Parti' is a
soprano cantata, each of the artists sings a solo
work and shares in the duets. The singers are
Judith Nelson (a pure, neat soprano of considerable
expressiveness) and René Jacobs ( a counter-tenor
whose artistry and musical insight greatly impressed
me in the recording of Charpentier's Leçons de
ténèbres last June). If Mr. Jacobs does not sing
quite as freely and evenly here as one could wish,
the duetting is very happy and musical, and the
accompaniments (for cello, harpsichord and theorbo)
are unfailingly neat, stylish and unobtrusive. The
music is vintage Handel, with simple yet expressive
passages contrasting with exacting divisions, and
recitative with aria and duet. Ornamentation is neat
and not overdone, and if the counter-tenor's line
occasionally has a slightly bumpy quality, that is
much to be preferred to drab security and uniformity.
Ihope the Concerto Vocale will give us some more
records selected from the riches of these often
overlooked volumes. The recorded quality is very
good and clear, with silent surfaces. [
A: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN : Symphony 92 in G 'Oxford' / MOZART
Symphony 40 in g
Wren Orchestra ISnell.
State PRIM 1(£3.79) ( WEA)
Howard Snell and the Wren Orchestra are to be
congratulated on this excellent issue. Until now I
knew them only by name and from their growing
reputation; Iam very impressed by this coupling of
two of the great masterpieces of the late 1780s—
Haydn's ' Oxford' has always been my favourite of
the pre- London symphonies, and Mozart's G minor
is of course one of the most compact, brilliant and
profound symphonies ever written. They make a
superb pair. The performances are fresh, clear and
unaffected. There is abundant swagger to the big
gestures in the outer movements of the Haydn, and
urgency to the first and last movements of the
Mozart ( marred in my copy by clicks and a badly
sticking groove—trouble that is elsewhere not in
evidence). The slow movements and minuets are
nicely judged, and throughout, detail is clearly
audible without undue prominence ( the point that
this is the later version of the G minor, with clarinets,
is made in the simplest and most natural way). It
would not be diffioult to search out more ' distinguished' accounts of these works—for which one
would not unnaturally turn to the great names among
conductors—but there is a pleasing directness and
lack of affectation here which augurs well for the
future of Howard Snell and his fine orchestra; and
quite as much to the point, which takes one straight
to the heart of these wonderful works. Apart from
the patch of trouble already mentioned, the disc
offers fine sound- quality, especially on the Haydn
side. [B: 1]
Peter Branscombe
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All things being equal . .. they aren
Whatever you may read about a reviewer's subjective impressions of a component's ability to reproduce music, or of
how hi-fi equipment measures in objective test procedures,
we believe there has to be a BEST!
Common sense tells us that if a turntable
can, by virtue of its sound quality, establish
for itself a position above the competition
then other components in the audio chain
also can claim superiority in their respective
areas.
Whether measured
or viewed
jectively all things aren't equal!

sub-

For instance our reference system has
stood unchallenged in providing the most
realistic sound stage we have ever heard
reproduced in a domestic environment.
The front end of the system includes the
remarkable hand crafted Grado Signature
Ill now mounted in a SME III. The signal
is then fed into the latest ( and lowest priced)
Rappaport pre-amplifier, the PRE-2, which
in turn controls the output from the built-in
power amplifiers of the mighty Acoustat full
range electrostatic loudspeakers.
In total this represents a very expensive
system with the only trade-off being perfection. But nothing is perfect and in its
absence this system is the best there is. If
the protagonists of subjective evaluation
think all equipment is equal and that alistener's choice is a matter of personal taste (?)
then let them hear this system—it is certainly
'more equal' than anything we've ever heard.
However, we are also very concerned about
offering equipment which could claim to be
best in terms of value for money. It's an
important criterion for many of our customers
as size, ergonomics or aesthetic appeal is to
others.
Here then we have selected just afew items
which reflect the standard of performance
our customers have come to expect from us.

Chrome or wood ... colour
them gone!
Ideally a loudspeaker should not be noticed,
at least its location should be difficult to perceive with one's aural faculties. There is of
course one speaker system which is attractive enough to provide visual pleasure as
well as sound quality of the highest standard.

Gale
Given a high quality signal Gale speakers
sound conspicuous by the absence of
cabinet effects.

It's almost as if they're not there!
But the ancillary components must be of an
exceptional standard to elicit the best performance from
these
highly
regarded
speakers. It's fairly well known that Gales
devour power, but it isn't that a small amplifier can't drive them, it's just that a bit more
electricity takes you out of the ' musicality'
syndrome and into realism.
The Gale
GS401A ( chrome and black) and the beautifully crafted, veneered GS401C have been
available for some years now, which may
account for the manufacturer's ability to
keep the price down. And at our price Gale
definitely represents our best buy loudspeaker.
Gale is probably unique in being able to
reproduce any kind of music without a bias
to either classical or pop. Classical music is
realised with accuracy and correct tonal balance, startling transient attack and a firm,
deep bass. They find as much detail as we
have heard from moving coil speakers, including depth, ambience and that elusive
'air' around instruments which goes a long
way to providing the ' no- speaker' sound.
Popular and rock music benefit from this performance in all ways with additional advantages including very high power handling and
acoustic output. And the Gales can play
loud for long periods without becoming tiring.
Could they be the utlimate compromise—
British accuracy with American sound
pressure levels?

Subjectively it's the same
difference!
Amplifiers have been the subject of much
controversy Fecently, there are those who
can hear differences and those who say you
can't. We were in the fortunate position of
being able to try the Quad '
test' even before
the magazines and were very impressed by
Mr. Walker's theories. However we maintain
that power amplifiers are instrumental in
affecting the end result and of course there
is little doubt that the amount of power available can change the ' presence' of a system
quite dramatically. The most stunning performance we have enjoyed from a power
amplifier was courtesy the bi-mono Trio LO7
system. Compared to the Lux valve combination and the TVA-1it was less romantic but
we (five of us) are undivided in our opinion
that it encouraged the most realistic results
through out regular battery of ' monitors'—
NS1000, Gale, Spendor and Harbeth speakers.

Approaching this performance ( on a subjective basis) was the much lower priced
Hitachi HMA 7500, and the Meridian 105.
Like the Trio system, the Meridian 100 watt
power amps come in two separate mono
sections, and of course their model 103 is
still our recommendation as the smallest
amplifier capable of driving the Gales.
Definitely one of our best buys.
We subscribe to the theory that most poweramplifiers are simply incapable of transmitting all the information hurled at them by the
pre- amp. Most power amps just aren't fast
enough!
Consequently the Japanese and coincidentally Mr. Rappaport, have devoted a lot
of research into high speed ' devices'.
V-FET, MOS FET, and Pulse Width Modulation are terms which reflect different.
approaches to the same goal.

Fast power amplifiers!
Ideally the matching pre- amp should be
slow, afurther theory which can be substantiated by the truly effortless sound quality
achieved by coupling the ' slow' Rappaports
with fast power amps like the Hitachi and
Trio.
The Trio combination is currently the fastest
device available although we expect Rappaport's own power section to be faster still!
Trouble is, it's a bit slow getting across the
Atlantic! I
Other pre- amps which merit serious consideration include the American dB Systems
and Hafler units, and from these shores
Meridian and Lecson.

Our cartridge tip
We've already mentioned the Grado Signature Ill which costs around four times the
price of the SME in which it is fixed, but at
the other end of the scale comes the Grado
Laboratory series F1 -I- at only £37.50. Already this pick-up has achieved rave reviews
in the hi-fl press and is unquestionably the
best cartridge value available.
We have a good stock situation in moving
coils too, including Entré, Signet and Coral.
But the only m/c head-amp we can wholeheartedly recommend is the Rappaport MC1.
There we have it then, afew interesting components from our very large range. There's
much more too—come and see us, you'll be
most welcome.

j1;11 CONSULTANTS (Peterborough)
13 Whitsed Street Peterborough Tel ( 0733) 51007
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HAYDN: Cello Concerto 1in CEICello Concerto
2 in D
Laszlo Yarga ( v/c) IBamberg SO IDore
Turnabout TV 34695 (£2.35)
Since its rediscovery in 1961, Haydn's C major Cello
Concerto has been recorded several times, though
without capturing the same attention as the familiar,
and much later, one in D major—and curiously,
without often being coupled with it on one LP. This
new version is considerably cheaper than, but
not otherwise anything like as attractive as, the
Rostropovich/ASM version which came out a
couple of years ago. Laszlo Varga is adistinguished
cellist, but Idid not think him wholly at home in these
comparatively severe, though delightful, Haydn
works. He is set uncomfortably far forward of the
orchestra, so that balance is hardly natural; he has a
generous tone, which sometimes threatens Haydn's
textures; and he is not helped by a cavernously
over- resonant acoustic in the C major work in
particular. The Bamberg Orchestra produces some
rather wiry string tone, and the distinguished Haydn
conductor at its head on this occasion seems to
encourage a rather relentless attack. The cadenza
in the D major first movement is gross—people have
run 1500 metres more quickly. But Varga does also
produce some dazzling passage-work, and these
certainly are invigorating performances. Despite its
greater cost, Iwould urge potential buyers of the
concertos to go for the Rostropovich version.
[13/C: 2]
Peter Branscombp
HAYDN : String Quartet in g, Op. 730 MOZART:
String Quartet in G, KV 387
Alban Berg Quartet
Telefunken AF6.42283 (£3.20) (Selecta)
These two quartets are so very well-known to all
lovers of the genre thatthe issuing of another version
requires some justification. There is, of course,
always the interest of hearing how a different set of
players views the familiar; but for that interest to be
sustained, there is need for some new insights into
the scores. Possibly through my own limitations, l
have not had that here: the Alban Berg Quartet is a
thoroughly sound, musicianly ensemble, with
beautiful tone and enjoyable unanimity. We are
given straightforward accounts of both pieces; and
heaven knows that with music at this level there is
joy enough in that. Icannot say more: you may find
riches which have eluded me. However, should you
be one of those enviable souls just embarking upon
the thrilling task of exploring the classical quartet
repertory, here is a splendid guide to these two
lovely works.
The recording is a very good one: the sound is
natural, the balance excellent apart from atendency
in the Mozart to the frequent fault of losing the ' cello
line somewhat ( it is never inaudible). For some
reason, the Haydn ' Horseman' seems better in this
respect, and also slightly more congenial to the
players. In sum, Ishould say that if you already have
a version of these two which you like, you may not
need this new one; if you haven't, it is well worth
hearing and adding to any collection. [
A/13: 2]
Peter Turner
JIRASEK: Symphony ( Mother Hope)
Czech po jKoster
Supraphon 110 2177 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
Ivo Jirasek's Symphony (Mother Hope) is a reworked
version of a piece which had its premieré in March
1975. At that time it contained a setting for baritone
solo of a poem by Vitezlav Nezval. Jirasek was
dissatisfied with this and revised it by eliding
the vocal setting and reworking the material on
the classical ground- plan of the four- movement
symphony. As the title implies, this is a work in
the great rhetorical symphonic tradition. Thus
ideas of great weight and intensity (vividly imaged by
strikingly coloured orchestration) heave and stress
against each other in a ' search for certainties'. This
stretching towards optimism is not easily achieved
and only the 25 bar trumpet unison in the last
movement has the effect of finding the certainties
towards which the work strives. On the way it
traverses terrain as diverse as that of Ma Via st, but
compresses it into the traditional dialectic of
symphonic exposition and development, conflict and
resolution, all of which ends peacefully. The
performance is strongly and passionately played and
the recording is good. [
B: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
ORLANDO DI LASSO: Meslanges: Chansons,
Vol. 2
Ensemble Polyphonique de France IRaeler
Telefunken AW6.42281 (£4.20) ( Selecta)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

This recording follows in the steps of volume 1
(AW6.41934), which we reviewed in July 1978. The
chansons are all taken from one volume which
appeared in Paris in 1576. The name Meslanges
indicates that the publication was not a collection
conceived by the composer himself, but was a
round- up of earlier publications neatly bundled into
a new package ( in gramophonic terms, a ' reissue').
It is hardly surprising that the publishers thought
this music worthy of reprinting. In Volume 2 there
are 24 individual items, some of them lasting two or
three minutes, but many considerably shorter, the
briefest being a mere 43 seconds! These are vocal
miniatures of the finest quality. Some of them are
gems, admittedly short, but complete in every way.
Although all the texts appear on the record sleeve,
there are no translations, which is a shame. Iwould
have thought that some guide to the text would be
more useful than a list of composition dates and a
potted biography
Lassus which take up much of
the space.
The last time I heard of this group, they were
called the Ensemble Polyphonique de Paris, but they
appear to have spread their wings. If Monsieur
Ravier hires a couple of Teutonic basses, they will
presumably be re- named Ensemble Polyphonique
d'Europe. With only five voices, their sound is ideally
suited to this intimate music, and their readings are
controlled and thoughtful.
The recording is a bit lifeless, and if you buy this
one, make sure you have agood pressing. Mine was
slightly noisy and suffered from a touch of the
'birdies'. [
B: 1*]
Colin Evans

a

LECLAIR ( l'aîné): Violin Concertos Op. VII
No. 3in C D Op. VII No. 5maD Op. X No. 8in g
Jaap Schroder ( On & dir) IConcerto Amsterdam
Telefunken AW6.42180 (£4•20) (Selecta)
Leclair's style represents a fusion of Italian and
French elements coupled with the demand for ahigh
degree of virtuosity from his soloist. It is not easy to
reconcile these two sharply contrasted elements and
the unaccustomed ear may take alittle time to adjust
to the curious juxtaposition of the two styles.
While on the whole these performances are very
good and there are undeniably many magic moments
Ifelt that just occasionally it was possible to sense a
silent sigh of relief after adifficult passage had been
executed without ablemish. In the G minor concerto
it seemed to me as though certain phrases or
orchestral chords were alittle overemphasised, thus
giving the impression that the performance had been
conceived in the manner of a number of successive
musical episodes rather than as an integrated
whole. However, string tone is generally very
pleasing and the interpretations are both lively and
idiomatic.
The recording is good but cannot be ranked with
the finest that is currently available ( one has only to
compare it with the Erato recording of Vivaldi's
Four Seasons—Piero Toso— on STU 70679 in order
to appreciate the difference between a good recording and an excellent one): it is fairly close-miked and
set in an environment appropriate to the music.
[B: 2]
Victor McAloon
LEHAR: ' The Merry Widow'—highlights
Masterson IBrecknock ISutherlandl Fryatt IEgerton I
Krenn IResnik IAmbrosian Singem INational Phil I
Bonynge
Decca SET629 (£4.50)
We had a record of Merry Widow highlights in
English in December from EMI. It is good to see
that the old favourite now merits another from
Decca. The above is as star-studded, a cast as one
could wish and the recording is of the good, fullblooded quality that we would expect from Decca.
There is good ensemble work and some of the minor
parts are well sung; Valerie Masterson is excellent.
But such a production depends very much on its
principals and in the most vital respect Joan Sutherland is not well cast as a merry widow— indeed, at
times, she sounds quite agloomy one. For instance,
one of her big songs, Villa, is done so slowly and
dolefully that it is almost a sad experience. The
complaint must be made here that a lot of the words,
even in English, are unintelligible.
Bonynge's
rhythms are slightly ponderous and he seems intent
on making the whole thing over- romantic. The
Danilo, too ( Iassume it to be Krenn), is without vivacity and Chez Maxime is lacking in its potential
verve and insousciance. The potential is enormous
but the whole production simply lacks sparkle. My
own preference is for Beverly Sills and the American
cast. [
A: 2/3]
Peter Gammond
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LISZT: Prometheus D Orpheus [I Tasso
Prague RSO IMacura
Supraphon 410 2080 C) (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
Ican't recommend this record very strongly; Prometheus and Tasso both receive far better performances
and recordings by Solti on Decca, and there are
alternative recordings of Orpheus by Haitink and
Mehta. The Supraphon recording was made in a
very resonant hall, and the string tone sounds
muffled—though the actual string playing is excellent
as usual in Czechoslovakia. The conductor, Stanislav Macura, is only 32, and in these performances
seems rather pedestrian: he puts in some unauthorised ritardandi and accelerandi, and he makes
acut, admittedly authorised by Liszt, in Prometheus;
even so the time taken by Solti, who does not make
the cut, is 24 seconds less than Macura's. Solti's
time for Tasso is also a minute less than Macura's,
and though such considerations are not all that
important, they do convey the difference between a
dynamic and a rather static approach. There are
some good things on this record, such as the neat
playing in the minuet section of Tasso, but on the
whole Ican only recommend it to those who want
these particular works at afairly low. price. [
B: 2]
Humphrey Searle
MAHLER: Symphony 10—Adagio /
SCHOENBERG: VerklArte Nacht, Op. 4
Czech PO INeumann
Supraphon 410 1955® (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
A clean, open sound and a well- sustained reading
make this an attractive quadraphonic production
of the Mahler adagio; the performance of the
Schoenberg (arr. for strings), too, is carefully
controlled, not without pathos, but it is not in the
supreme class of Boulez's NYPO version ( CBS),
and the sound is rather too spaced away from the
listener—climaxes bringing some compression—to
be wholly engrossing. Boulez's version, with Berg's
Lyric Suite, has an eloquence and commitment of
rare persuasiveness; there is also Karajan's Important Schoenberg coupling of Verklârte Nacht and
the Op. 31 Variations (
DG). The recommended
alternative for the Mahler, perhaps, is Bernstein's
(CBS): less well engineered sound than on this
bargain Supraphon, but with Janet Baker's
Kindertotenlieder remake, with the Israel PO, a
tempting backing. [
A/B: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig
MARAIS: Viola de gamba pieces from the
Second Book (1701)
Jordi Savall ( vde g) IAnne Gal/el (hpd) IHopkinson
Smith (theorbo)
Telefunken AW6.42121 (£4.20) (Selecta)
Marin Marais was one of the most significant gamba
players in France during the latter part of the seventeenth century. The second book of viola da gamba
pieces was published when Marais was at his peak,
both as a performer and a composer. The works
included in this recording are the Suite in B minor,
32 variations on a Spanish Sarabande entitled
Folies d'Espagne and a curious little piece called
Les voix humaines. This, the sleeve note writer adds,
'should really only be heard in the deep stillness of
midnight.' It is almost devoid of complete melodic
shapes, and has odd dissonances here and there,
giving the impression of an improvisation.
The Suite has much of interest among its dozen
movements, but the 32 variations are sometimes
rather dull rambling affairs musically. The only
thing which commends them is the interesting
performance from Jordi Savall which is a fine
example of French gamba style, in which the bowing
itself was of paramount importance. The gamba
used for the recording has a remarkable resonance,
especially in the lower register, but Ifind its boomy
sound a bit overbearing after a time.
The recording quality is very realistic in the best
Telefunken tradition, so much so that the performer's
breathing is very evident. [
A: 1]
Colin Evans
MUSIQUE A VERSAILLES: MARAIS: Sonnerie de Sainte Genevieve du Mont D Suites
pour violes
Alice and Nikolaus Harnoncourt ( yin, via) I Leopold
Stasny ( fit) / Herbert Tachez! ( hpd)
Harmonia Mundi HMU 414 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
Marin Marais was a contemporary of Couperin,
working in Paris, and in his own day much admired
both as a composer and virtuoso performer on the
viola da gamba. The current vogue for rediscovering
neglected masters of the Baroque has resulted in a
number of records, of which this is one, which are
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probably of interest to the specialist rather than the
general music lover.
Of the three pieces on this record, the suite no. 1
for viola da gamba, flute and harpsichord is the
earliest and the least interesting musically. It is also
the least well performed, with a tendency towards
sharpness on the part of the flute that becomes particularly disturbing on the unison cadence notes.
The viola da gamba suite, on the other hand, is
beautifully played by Nikolaus Harnoncourt, whose
tone is mellow and yet not without edge. The
recording is clear and well-balanced. [
A: 2]
lain Fenton
MONTEVERDI: II combattimento di Tancredi e
Clorinda D Lettera amorosa D lntrodutione al
bailo
Clemencic Consort
Harmonia Mundi HMU986 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
A further record from an early music consort that
has produced a great deal recently and seems to be
casting its repertorial net ever wider. This Monteverdi disc contains a refreshing mixture of familiar
and not- so-familiar music. The Combattimento is
given an exciting performance, with some fine singing from Kurt Spanier, butthere are occasional lapses
of intonation to mar enjoyment. The size of the ensemble here is in keeping with early seventeenth
century practice, but the approach to continuo
realisation is hopelessly over-elaborate, and the
same problem also bedevils vocal ornamentation.
On the other hand the two balli from the eightmadrigal book, the famous madrigals of love and
war, are given with one voice to a part whereas we
know from contemporary descriptions that this sort
of piece was usually produced with larger forces.
The Lettera amorosa is a curious and not entirely
satisfactory anachronism first published in 1619,
seven minutes of unrelieved recitative ' in genere
rappresentativo'. It requires extraordinary dramatic
skills to make the best of it, and Pedro Liendo's
rather heavy-footed bass- baritone account doesn't
really carry it off. Nor is there any justification for
using a male voice for the piece despite what is said
on the sleeve note—certainly the final product cannot
match the remarkable performance given by Cathy
Berberian and the Concentus Musicus Wien under
Nikolaus Harnoncourt ( Telefunken AW6.41930).
[B: 2]
lain Fenton
MOZART: Symphonies No. 32 in G, K318 D
No. 35 in D ' Haffner', K385 EI No. 36 in C ' Linz',
1(425 El No. 38 in D ' Prague', K504 D No. 39 in
E K543D No. 40 in g, K550D No. 41 in C 'Jupiter'
K551
BP0 IKarajan
DG 2740 189 (
3 records) (£10.50)
Karajan recorded the last six symphonies for HMV
with the same orchestra back in 1971 in performances
which prompted divided opinion. I found them
generally unsympathetic, hard driven and rather
unfelt. This new set to which has been added the
single movement Symphony No. 32 in G as afiller for
the Haffner is an entirely different affair. To be
honest these two particular works which occupy
side 1 do not appear to draw the same degree of
sympathy as does the rest of the set, and listening to
them first I began once again to fear the same
brusque, almost ruthless approach as if everyone
were anxious to get through the froth as quickly as
possible. Things get better with the Linz, though
there is still a touch of aloofness, and the slow
introduction is very crisply delivered. The Andante
too can be made to sound more relaxed though
nothing is rushed, even the fleet finale, where speed
is really called for. But with the Prague the playing
comes fully alive and continues on the highest level
of understanding through to the last movement of
the Jupiter. These are among the finest performances on record, full of magic, sonorous and of a
profound nobility that reaches its apogee in the
E flat and in the Andante of the C major, where
motion and expressiveness are wedded indissolubly.
The set is worth buying if only for these great
moments, but these are the peaks of performances
which are alive with magnificent and magisterial
conceptions. This is Karajan's month and DG are
celebrating his remarkable achievement, and with
this set he has deftly repaid the compliment by giving
us some unforgettable examples of his art. [
A/A*:
1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: ' Thamos, King of Egypt', K345
Lehmann IScheible IPfaff IAbel IHeilbronn Vocal
Ensemble IWürtlemberg CO IFaerber
Turnabout TV346793 (£2.38)
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Mozart's incidental music to Tobias von Gebler's
play, Thamos, King of Egypt, consists of three
choruses and five entr'actes, exciting and dramatic
music for the most part, and still comparatively
unknown. There have been at least three recordings
over the years, but as far as Ican see none has
survived. This lively performance therefore fills a
current gap in the Mozart lists that was worth
filling, and does it well. Faerber's recordings of
earlyish Mozart are well known and of generally
acceptable standard. A little brash, perhaps, but
full of vigour. This is no exception. Much the same
goes for the singing. The soloists are all new to me
and, except for the bass who features in the finale
chorus Ihr Kinder des Staubes, their parts grow out of
the choruses so that they may well be singers from
the Heilbronn Vocal Ensemble itself. The new
listener will quickly be struck by the anticipations of
The Magic Flute of some twelve years later, and those
who have access to the text of the play will see in its
extolling of the Masonic ideal afurther link with the
opera. Tradition has it that the Symphony in Eflat,
K184, was the overture, but that is not included in
this recording. Otherwise all Mozart's Thamos
music is here. The recording is reasonable, bright
but a shade coarse. [B: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
MANFRED DUMKOPF ZU KATZENJAMMER

first two movements of Lieutenant Kijé, is slightly
veiled. These are only two of the ways in which I
was distracted by recording technique. An excessive stereo separation—and, indeed, a sense of the
separateness of various components, the violins
especially— might also be mentioned. Some excellent instrumental colouring, though commendable
in itself, hardly compensates for what is repeatedly
an unnatural presence.
Some DG sleeve- notes are miserably short; a
quarter share of three columns is the ration here.
And Icannot let pass the assertion that ' glaring
dissonances and rhythmic dynamism' are ' characteristics of all Prokofiev's music written before 1920',
which is simply not so. [
B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
PROKOFIEV: Piano Sonata No. 8, Op. 84 D
Five Sarcasms, Op. 17 I: Legend, Op. 12/6 D
Prelude, Op. 12/7 o 'Suggestion Diabolique'
Mark Zeltsner (pno)
CBS 76677 (£4-59)
This first acquaintance with the Moldavian-born
Mark Zeltser is very rewarding. He is a pianist of
great sensitivity as well as commanding technique,
and his sense of involvement with the music is as
winning as his superb control. Particularly striking
in his interpretation of Prokofiev's Eighth Sonata
(1944) is the almost Richter- like strain of self-communing in the first two movements: an uncommon
quality, this, very appropriate to the work. The eight
short pieces (1908-14) on the second side— incidentally, the whole of the sonata is on the first side, not
as stated on the sleeve—reveal not only a deft and
forceful incisiveness, but also a supple cantabile.
The second side is excellently recorded with all
the more violent affrays very well accommodated;
tone, clarity and presence ensure a comfortable A.
In the sonata, the piano seems to be set further back
with its tone very slightly veiled. There is an appreciable, though not extreme, difference in presence,
and on this side Iwas also aware of some internal
pre-echo. Not that any prospective buyer should be
deterred, for this is still an important record.
[A/B: 1*]
Hugh Ottaway
RACHMANINOV: Symphony 2 in e, Op. 27
RPO ITemirkanov
HMV ASD3606 C) (£4.40)

'To some, agiant of classical music—and to others,
merely a cat-strangler'. We apologise to cat lovers
(and cats) who may have taken our LBC commercial
over-seriously. Katzenjammer never strangled acat
in his life.
Geoff Jeanes
MOZART: String Quartets 13 in d, K173 ci 3in G,
K156 D 8 in F, K168
Quartetto Esterhazy
Telefunken AW6.42181 (£4.20) (Selecta)
The three quartets recorded here are among the
more interesting of the thirteen which preceded the
first of the ' Haydn' quartets of 1782. K173 is of
special interest, being the first composition by
Mozart in a minor mode, but all three contain
passages of arresting harmony and have a genuine
independence in the four voices which make them
real string quartets. Jaap Schroder, who leads the
Esterhazy Quartet, is aleading light in the movement
to restore 18th century performing practice, and
these performances all attempt to recreate the kind
of playing Mozart himself might have been involved
in. This shows itself most obviously in the generally
slower speeds than are usual in other recorded
performances, and in phrasing. The tone of the gut
stringed instruments, all late 17th-early 18th century
originals, is warmer and more mellow than that
produced by the steel strings used nowadays for
greater carrying power. The effect is decidedly
attractive, uncommonly gracious and tender, even
poignant at times. The recording itself is exemplary,
anti excellent advocacy for the performances.
[A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
PROKOFIEV: Scythian Suite, Op. 20
'Lieutenant Kijé', Op. 60—symphonic suite
Chicago SO IAbbado
DG 2530 967 (£4.35)

E

By my standards this is a somewhat quirky, flashy
recording which does less than justice to two fine
performances. The Scythian Suite seems to begin
with the assumption that ' barbaric' music calls for a
barbarous assault on the ears of the listener: the
impact is close, searing and generalised. Elsewhere
the sound is sometimes set well back and, as in the

Despite the build-up for Yuri Temirkanov on the
sleeve, this account of Rachmaninov's Second Symphony is hardly more than very good workaday. The
scherzo and finale, with some brisk, incisive playing
from the RPO, are the two best movements, though
the difficult tempo changes in the scherzo are not
completely convincing. Neither the opening movement nor the Adagio has the rapture that this symphony demands. In the former, asomewhat cursory,
cavalier approach tends to emphasize the rhetorical
extravagance of the music, and the Adagio is both
slightly hurried and insufficiently caressed.
My own first choice would still be LSO/Previn
(ASO 2889, HFNIRR April ' 73) or LPO/Weller ( SXL
6623, HFNIRR December ' 73), both rated A: 1. (
All
three versions are without cuts.) In this overall view
of the work, Temirkanov is closer to Weller, but he
seldom equals Weller in the shaping of detail. These
earlier versions also offer better sound, the Previn
being almost starworthy. Temirkanov and the RPO
are comfortably distanced, though somewhat at the
expense of presence. There are times when the
violins are excessively prominent, eclipsing the
upper woodwind, and the bigger climaxes tend to be
generalized and overbearing. Otherwise satisfactory
and my white- label pressings have very good surfaces. [
A/B: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 3in d, Op. 30
Marka Pokorna (pno) IBrno State PO IPinkas
Supraphon 110 1950 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
Despite some technically impressive piano- playing,
there is too much eccentricity and extravagance for
this performance to be seriously considered. The
recording, too, is unsatisfactory, the orchestral
sound being somewhat generalised and the overall
quality rather shallow. Few of the standard concertos are open to so wide a range of interpretation
as Rachmaninov 3, and there are many temptations
for those seeking to ' make an effect'. Some of the
fluctuations of tempo and the associated exaggerations certainly suggest that sort of motivation—a
wilful, spirited flamboyance rather than anything
deeper. In fairness, there are also some touches of
magic, but my rating must be [C: 2]. Hugh Ottaway
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RAVEL: Complete Piano Music
Claude Heifer (pno)
Harmonia Mundi HM 922/4 (
3 records) (£10.20)
(Rediffusion)
Unfair as it is to compare a collection such as this
with individual accounts by other pianists (a single
artist is unlikely to achieve equal distinction with all
sides of a composer's imagination) it must be admitted that a more consistently successful set of
performances can be built up from a number of
different sources. Those of a coffee-table mentality
will not go too far wrong with Claude Heifer's set,
however. He is at his best in the simpler, affecting
pieces such as the Menuet from Le Tombeau de
Couperin, which he plays with great tenderness. His
Ondine, on the other hand (opening accompaniment
figuration sharply delineated), contrasts vividly with
Gavrilov's delicate shimmer of sound (HMV, reviewed October), although the young Russian's
phenomenal technique is adecided advantage in the
torrential outpourings and repeated notes of, say,
Scarbo.
Perhaps it is the wiry piano tone (set in fairly close
proximity) which lends pieces such as the Pavane an
inappropriate sparseness of texture, or which shows
up ruthlessly arather flustered Prelude from Le Tombeau. Helfer is certainly capable of lovely sounds—
try the central section of Alborada— and the terraced
sonorities of La Vallee des Cloches are richly characterised. If only the sound were alittle warmer and
less clinical, the set as a whole might have inspired
greater affection; the drab box cover design and
the typed, unstapled booklet of notes do little to
help, either. [B/C: 2/3]
Andrew Keener

le ROUX: Sonatas for two Harpsichords
William Christie and Arthur Hass (hpds)
Harmonia Mundi HM 399 (£.4.35) (Rediffusion)
Almost nothing is known about Gaspard le Roux,
except that towards the end of the seventeenth
century he was regarded as a 'famous master' in
Paris. He died about 1707. A fairly prolific composer,
his great contribution to the development of the art
arises from the fact that he virtually invented the
sonata for two harpsichords: almost nothing had
been written for such a duo prior to his time—
though later other composers caught on. In view of
the immense popularity of this lovely instrument,
such an 'invention' seems surprising.
Le Roux's method was to write out afully notated
score for one instrument, and to add at the bottom
of the page the melody and bass of the harpsichord,
somewhat altered, together with a contre partie,
thereby providing a version for an instrumental trio,
which could also be performed on two harpsichords.
Le Roux scored six pieces to demonstrate the
technique. He shows himself as an accomplished
craftsman; and though this recital has a somewhat
specialist appeal, there is much enjoyment for all
who love this very versatile and expressive keyboard.
The instruments used here appear to be copies of
contemporary ones, and have a most beautiful
sound. The two performers combine in masterly
fashion; and as the recording is a very good one,
which avoids the excessive closeness of some Ihave
heard, this disc was well worth issuing. (
A/B:1]
Peter Turner

SAMMARTINI: Trio Sonatas, Nos. 2 in F,
3 in G, 5 in F, Oin d, 10 in F
Quadro Hotteterre
Telefunken AW6.42191 (£.4.20) (Selecta)
With this record, young Dutch group Quadro
Hotteterre—Kees Boeke and Walter van Hauwe
(treble recorders), Wouter Müller (cello) and Bob
van Asperen (harpsichord)—continue with their so
far in-depth exploration of the repertoire for two
recorders and continuo. Giuseppe Sammartini,
a Milanese oboist who spent most of his life in
London, wrote 12 trio sonatas for 'german flutes or
violins' but they fit perfectly on recorders and they
foreshadow the classical period with their emphasis
on melody rather than contrapuntal complexity.
Presumably another disc with the remaining six will
follow later. Quadro Hotteterre play with their
customary vigour, the recorders blending very well
with the sympathetic backing and those who know
the Schott edition will be glad to know that they
haven't stuck with the ridiculously high continuo
realisation. The Telefunken recording is natural,
though dry, and, as with their previous recordings,
has rather a 'cold' feel about it. [
A: 1)
John Atkinson
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SCHOENBERG: A Survivor from Warsaw, Op.
46 D Variations for Orchestra, Op. 31
Five
Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 16 D Accompaniment
Music to a Film Scene, Op. 34
Reich IBBC SO IBoulez
CBS 76577 (£4.59)
This is a useful record which gives us four of
Schoenberg's most important orchestral works. The
Survivor and the Accompaniment Music are not available elsewhere at present: the Five Pieces for Orchestra are only available on a1966 record by Dorati and
the LSO, and there are rival versions of the Variations for Orchestra by Mehta, coupled with the first
Chamber Symphony (1969) and an excellent one by
Karajan, coupled with Verklârte Nacht (
1975). But
Boulez's record is well worth having for the extreme
clarity of his performances: every detail in these
complex scores stands out distinctly, there is delicacy and subtlety in the quieter passages, and excitement and power when needed. The speaker in A Survivor from Warsaw is Gunther Reich: the original
Survivor who told his story to Schoenberg was presumably a Polish Jew, so that Reich's Germanic
English, if not really suitable for the part, is at least
better than having an American or a haw-haw
English voice, and of course his German is impeccable. He follows Schoenberg's guides to intonation
faithfully, which sometimes give an artificial effect—
though here the fault is the composer's rather than
the speaker's. The final hymn is sung by an unnamed chorus—that of the BBC?—and the orchestral playing Is exciting. Boulez gives agood account
of the Variations for Orchestra, a score which he and
the orchestra both know well, and the Five Pieces
have plenty of atmosphere and power; the changing
colours of No. 3 come out very well. The Accompaniment Music works excitingly up to its climax and
then dies away in exhaustion. An excellent record.
(A: 1)
Humphrey Searle

SCHOENBERG: Chamber Symphony No. 1,
Op. 9 / WEBERN: Five pieces for Orchestra,
Op. 10 / G. BERG: Pour Piano et Orchestre*
*B. Berg (pno) IDanish RSO IHorenstein I "Caddis
Unicorn UNS 250 (£3•24)
The recordings of the Schoenberg and Webern
works under Horenstein were made in March 1972 in
the Danish Radio Concert Hall. The acoustics are
somewhat resonant, though the recording is well
forward; it seems to have been made in preparation
for a concert performance, and there are some uncertain passages, especially in the woodwind and
brass. However, Horenstein treats the Schoenberg
with a firm hand and brings out as much detail as
he can in this complex score: the orchestra plays
with fire and this performance has a good deal to
recommend it, even if the recording of the first violin
seems weak in comparison with that of the woodwind. Horenstein's 1958 recording of the work with
the South-West German Radio Orchestra was
reissued in 1973; here the sound is thinner, even if
the acoustic is less resonant. The Webern comes
off quite well, though the performance does not
achieve the complete clarity of Boulez's version on
the new CBS set. The Berg on this record is not
Alban but Gunnar, a Danish composer born in 1909
who appears to be largely self-taught, though he has
clearly absorbed the influences of Boulez and
Stockhausen. This work was written in 1959: the
recording, in mono, was made in September 1966 with
the same orchestra under Miltiades Caddis. The
soloist is the composer's late wife, Béatrice, so the
performance is presumably authentic— Ihave been
unable to find a score. The work is not a dialogue
between piano and orchestra; the orchestra serves
as 'an extension of the piano part',asJan Maegaard's
programme note puts it. It is not the kind of music I
like very much; it does not seem to have any shape
or any memorable thematic material, and mostly
consists of short piano figurations interrupted by
percussive noises in the orchestra. However, those
who like this sort of thing will find that the recording
is quite good for its period. (
A/B/C: 1/2)
Humphrey Searle

SCHUBERT: Symphony 9in C, D944 ' Great'
Cologne RSO IWand
Harmonia Mundi 065-99736 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
Is this the 9th we have been waiting for? Once
again, Iam afraid not. And Ideplore a sleeve-note
that tells us that &inter Wand has 'only just "dared",
at the age of 60, to conduct the work.' And that this
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Is characteristic of the independence and thoroughness of a conductor whose every performance is an
event of Intellectual intensity and inner feeling.
Further, that, in the present recording, the essence
of Schubert 'comes soaring through unhindered and
direct with the tension of inevitability ... decisive
modifications of tempi which are never too slow'
etc, etc. This is not the function of a sleeve- note in
my opinion; to turn into a publisher's blurb which
simply raises our critical hackles and forces us to
decide whether he really does all these things. In
my opinion he doesn't. It is a fairly ordinary performance with pleasant moments. It rarely soars,
though, and the orchestra itself has little magic to
offer. The recording is certainly not in the £4.35
bracket, often hard, congested and boxy. If somebody will let me have the Vienna Philharmonic for a
month and the services of my chosen conductor we
might, between us, produce the heavenly great C
major Ihave dreamed of—but Iwouldn't guarantee
It. In the meantime Isee no point in spending more
than the £1.99 that will bring us an exhilarating and
spontaneous performance by Krips ( Decca SPA467);
or, in modern recordings, afresh and lyrical performance by Haitink ( Philips 9500 097) or a masterly one
from Ettiehm (
DG SLPM138 877). Perhaps Günter
Wand will try again at 701 [
B/C: 2/3]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Die Nachtlgall D Mondenschein O
Die Nacht D Stândchen D Trinklied aus dem 16
Jahrhundert D Grab und mond
Im gegenwârtlgen Vergangenes D Lied im Freien
Nachthelle 0 Liebe LI Das Diirfchen
Nachtmuslk D Der Gondelfahrer
Wein und Liebe
The Bacchollan Singers of London
Pearl SHE549 (£3.59)
What adelightful record! We can only be immensely
grateful, in the first place, for any issue that brings
so much neglected Schubert to light in one go; a
rare treat in itself after the endless duplications of
his more popular music that we are subjected to.
Some of the music is light, even trivial—the sort of
thing that Schubert wrote for his drinking acquaintances and friends but, even in this category, it is
beautifully written and shows the mastery of vocal
writing that we find in the masses. But other pieces,
like the lovely Stândchen and the catchy Gondelfahrer
are in a class that puts them beside some of the
composer's most attractive songs. A comparable
disc was issued some years ago, and has since been
reissued ( Argo SOD 377), by the Louis Halsey
singers. That has long been a favourite of mine.
The great merit of this new disc is that only three
items on the earlier issue are duplicated. There is a
noticeable difference in style. Whereas Louis Halsey
went for a soft, ethereal quality and subtle touches
the Baccholian Singers, by comparison, take amuch
more straightforward approach, keeping a good
rhythm going, shaping a bold melodic line; something much nearer a first-class barber's-shop sort
of style. It is equally effective and gives the whole
record such a happy atmosphere that it proves
irresistible. The character is emphasised by a bold,
forward recording; the only disadvantage being a
strong shower of sibilants in texts where a lot of
'schlaffing' goes on. Texts are provided. As Isaid,
a most delightful issue, not to be missed! [
A : 1*/1]
Peter Gammond

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata 21 in BI', D960
Lazar Berman (
pno)
HMV ASD3622 (£4.40)
I still think one of the great performances, made
before this music came into fashion, was Clara
Haskill's—long deleted. The most successful performances lately, Kempff and Brendel, have made the
work one long lyrical rhapsody and kept it moving.
The most searching and perilous performance was
by Curzon.
Lazar Berman's reading strikes me as even more
perilous. Only by the time we reach the last two
movements does he allow the safety net of rhythmic
impulse to come into operation. Till then, especially
in the slow movement, he seems to feel his way
through the work, phrase by phrase, examining the
pieces rather than the whole—at least this is the
impression given, whether he was consciously doing
it or not. A perilous approach, yes, almost to the
point of potential disintegration; yet fascinating.
One is drawn into the work like a moth to the light;
fascinated if not always in agreement. In fact, Ifind
the slow movement almost too suspenseful for comfort. It could turn out to be avery great performance;
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but Iwould have to live with it to find out. Interesting
and compelling, even if Ifeel more at home with
someone of more impulsive nature like Brendel or
lyrical like Kempff. By the third playing Iwas finding
safer pleasure in Berman; the last two movements
are splendid. Iwill hedge my bet for the moment.
The piano sound is pleasant. [
A: 1*/1]
Peter Gammond

SCHUBERT: String Quartet in G, 0887 rj
String Quartet in BL,, 0112 [7 String Quartet in d,
D810 ' Death and the Maiden' D Fantasia in C,
D934* 17 Piano Trio in EL,, D929*
Busch Quartet: Adolf Busch I Gósta Andreasson I
Karl Doktor IHermann Busch I "Rudolf Serkin (pno)
World Records SHB53 8 (3 records) (£7.95)
from 78s, 1931/8
It is possibly partly imagination and the old nostalgic
impulse that makes us think that music- making of
the thirties was noticeably different from what we
hear today; and Iam not implying that it was necessarily better. The marginal difference, Ifeel, might
well come from ,a different attitude to recording
which has, to some extent, transferred itself to live
performances. An excess of critical notice and
highly analytical recording techniques has possibly
made our present-day performances over-concerned
with immaculate ensemble and balance. One feels
in these older performances that more risks were
taken and that each member of the quartet expressed
himself more as an individual than as acog in awelloiled machine. It is akind of chamber- music playing
where we are acutely aware of the elements that by
luck as well as innate judgement produced a lively
and balanced performance. One also thinks of the
Thibaud/Casals/Cortot-based ensembles in this
light. The old recordings have been excellently
refurbished here and one soon forgets the sound
limitations. As a ' hi-fi' oriented critic one would
naturally not offer these as a first choice, but they
must be recommended to all Schubert lovers as an
exciting musical experience. Old addicts to the
Busch quartet work will naturally acquire them without question; others will want them if only to make
their own comparisons. By far the highest accolade
goes to the three Quartet recordings where the
ensemble show their most magical understanding of
one another. By any standards this is superb
quartet playing and the works are given asuppleness
and strength that has rarely been matched. Ifind the
Piano Trio recording with Serkin somewhat less
satisfying simply because this magical togetherness
is not always predictably there and in the Fantasia
Adolf Busch, a superb ensemble leader, does not
stand out as asoloist. Certainly these two items are
of strong interest, but the real value lies in the
Quartets, which are outstanding and not to be
missed. [ II: 1/1*]
Peter Gammond

SCHUMANN: Complete music for Cello and
Piano: Fantasiestücke, Op. 73 D Adagio and
allegro in A[7, Op. 70 D Five Pieces in Folk-style,
Op. 102
Set/helm Duo
CBS 76683 (£4.39)
Ifeel about this Schumann collection just as Idid
about the Sellheims' CBS recording of the two
Brahms sonatas ( reviewed PT, Feb ' 78): that the
cellist, Friedrich-Jurgen, is a more perceptive and
expressive musician than Eckhart Sellheim, whose
piano playing 1find jarringly ordinary—extraverted
by comparison, often rushed. This mismatch is
emphasised, as before, by a dry studio recording
that separates the performers into distinct areas;
thus one hears two ' competing' sound-sources,
rather than a cohesive presentation. The cello
sounds properly rich, the piano relatively metallic
and thinned. Of duration only 37' le this is not a
disc that gave me pleasure—rather the pianism continually detracted from the playing of the cellist. And
Iwonder too how good the ensemble really was,
when listening to these oddly separated tapings.
[B: 2(?)]
Christopher Breunig

SCHUMANN: Fantasy in C, Op. 17 I=1 Fantasiestücke, Op. 12
Martha Argerich (pno)
CBS 76713 (£4.39)
Last year we had Perahia's marvellous coupling of
Schumann's complete Symphonic Studies and Pap//ions from CBS: now performances of comparable
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

thoughtfulness and superfine pianism. The disc
comes from Dischi Ricordi, Italy. Argerich brings a
wonderful sense of fantasy to Op. 12, a sense of
spontaneity and colour; everything here suggests
the longest takes possible.
In Op. 17 her feminism illuminates—notably in the
withdrawn and soft keyboard writing—but one might
miss the firmer, more incisive manner of, say, Pollini
especially in the second movement. The turbulent
sections of the opening movement come, predictably, in Martha Argerich's tigerish way; it is a pity
these are heralded with extensive pre-echoes. The
Beethovenian links, though, have rarely emerged so
suggestively. The Fantasietücke, Iwould say, have
not been more persuasively, more poetically rendered; Op. 17 is wholly individual, fluid, impulsive—
not quite the whole thing, arguably. The recording is
not aggressively ' hi-fi', indeed it sounds rather monophonic, and there is some background either to the
tape or disc itself. It reproduces easily, and so
absorbing is the playing that one hardly takes in
technical aspects whilst listening. [
A; 1*]
Christopher Breunig

STRAVINSKY: Music for two pianos 13 Piano
duets
Paul Jacobs, Ursula Oppens (pnos)
Nonesuch H-71347 (
f..2.49) ( WEA)
First recordings here of the tiny Zvietotchnoy Valse
written at Clarens in 1914, and the Etude for Pianola—
later to become Madrid in the 4Etudes for orchestra.
Similarly, the 3 Easy Pieces and 5 Easy Pieces were
regrouped and scored as the two Orchestral Suites.
The Concerto for two pianos (
1935) and the Sonata
(1943-4), recently done by the Kontarskys for DG,
complete this exhilarating programme, for which
notes are provided by Jacobs: invariably a hint of
commitment to be found in the playing too.
The music is witty, ingenious, athletic. In 1935
Stravinsky was interested in Beethoven's fugues: is
there not a sublimation too of the Op. 110 ariosos in
the prelude to the fugal finale to the Concerto? This
is suggested here, in the warmer approach of the
two New York pianists, rather than in the more
monumental, brittle, and dispassionate approach of
the Kontarsky brothers.
Silent surfaces and excellent recording make this
something of a winner—cheap, as well. The two
Baldwin pianos are allowed to merge, whereas DG
offer greater separation, and this is consistent with
Jacobs' argument that the writing is more in the
nature of a grand amplification of a solo piano
'twenty instead of ten fingers' than antiphonal.
Greater prominence is given to the left channel
instrument in the two- piano pieces, which can be
adjusted with the balance control if preferred.
(Nonesuch pressings are now protected by highdensity polythene liners.) 1A: 11
Christopher Breunig

SUK: Piano Works— Piano Pieces, Op. 7
Spring, Op. 22a D About Mother, Op. 28 D
Slumber Songs, Op. 33 CI Those Lived and
Dreamed, Op. 30
Pavel Stepan (pno)
Supraphon 111 2471-2 (
2 records) (£5.98) ( Rediffusion)
One's acquaintance with the music of Josef Suk is
usually limited to one or two pieces, the Serenade,
for instance, or the Meditation on aBohemian Chorale
and the Ballade for string quartet. These tend to
give a one-sided view of a composer who was capable of awider range of expression than these reflective, sometimes sugary pieces suggest. This collection of some of his more important piano music
at times supports that view, but equally gives It the
lie, for it is very varied in style, sometimes strongly
rhythmic, sometimes impressionistic, sometimes
sentimental and sometimes introverted. In short it
offers a good cross-section of Suk's manner and
helps to correct the balance in his favour. The titles,
especially those of the group called About Mother,
do not help.much, and these are particularly mawkish
(How Moth& Sang At Night To A Sick Child;
About Mother's Heart), which is a pity since in the
main the music is not mawkish at all. The last item
of this group, Remembering, is quite strong, and
includes neat reference to Liszt, while Op. 30, No. 5
clearly recalls Dvorak, who was Suk's father-in-law.
The pian(st, Pavel Stepan, is a pupil of the Vilem
Kurz who edited Dvorak's piano concerto. He is an
accomplished pianist as his playing demonstrates,
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and he is alive to the nuances of Suk's romantic
style. The recording is generally good though the
tone, as in so many piano recordings, is slightly
A/B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
veiled. [
TALLIS: Lamentations of Jeremiah D Hymns
Deller Consort IDeller
Harmonia Mundi Musique d'Abord HM208 (£1.99)
(Rediffusion)
In the former Roman Rite for Holy Week (
Triduo ante
Pascha) the Lessons for Matins consisted of passages from Jeremiah, sung to a special tone. Two
of these are here given in polyphony for five voices.
On the other side are settings of hymns from the
Office, where some verses are played on a chamber
organ only, while the hymns themselves are given in
alternate verses of the original plainchant and polyphonic settings.
Tallis was one of the great English masters of this
genre, and each of these pieces is a masterpiece in
its own way and its own right— not excepting the
plainchant, which has a heritage of superb hymntunes. Musically, therefore, this record is a delight
and atreasure.
The second side seems to me better recorded
than the first, which goes perilously close to overload on fortissimo passages. However, the restricted
forces used are very helpful in separating the strands
of the music, which are very clearly laid out. The
renderings are free from exaggerations, and the
standard of singing is such as one would expect
from such distinguished direction. The incredible
low price of the record is achieved by the sensible
method of doing away with an elaborately printed
sleeve. At any price this disc would be worth having:
at £1.99 it constitutes athundering bargain even for
those who imagine that they cannot take classical
polyphony. Those who love it should not hesitate.
[B: 1]
Peter Turner

TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture D Eugene
Onegin—Polonaise U Swan Lake—excerpts D
Sleeping Beauty—excerpts
Wren Orchestra ISnell
State PRIM2 (£3.79) (W EA)
The Wren Orchestra was founded two years ago by
Howard Snell (former LSO trumpet principal); its
concerts are sponsored and broadcast by London's
Capital Radio. Although recorded at Decca Studios,
their popular Tchaikovsky programme suggests the
acoustic of St John's Smith Square—where the
Wren often appear. The sound is highly reverberant,
and the players are set well back; left-right separation is sometimes extreme, and surely artificial? My
pressing, of substantial thickness, was marred by
scuffs and only a coarse paper inner was provided.
The performances are proficient, but the overall
effect is pedestrian. An uninspiring release. [
A: 3]
Christopher Breunig
VIVALDI: Concerti (some e)
Soloists I Concentus Musicus Wien I Concerto
Amsterdam
Telefunken GK6.35416 (
6records) (£26.40) (Selecta)
For this first month after Vivaldi's tercentenary year,
Telefunken have boxed up a selection of works from
their excellent catalogue of 'original instruments'
recordings featuring Nikolaus Harnoncourt's Concentus Musicus Wien and the Concerto Amsterdam.
The main item in the set is the Vienna group's excellent if idiosyncratic Op. 8 recording ( including the
Four Seasons) (
from EK6.35386, released March '78);
assorted wind concerti with soloists including Jürg
Schaeftlein (oboe) and Leopold Stastny (flute) (from
AW6.41961, released December ' 76); various recorder and wind concerti featuring Frans Brüggen
on treble recorder (from AW6.41239, released
February '70); and La Notte (
flute and bassoon version) and the great C Minor recorder concerto with
Stastny and Brüggen respectively (from AS6.41095,
released June '69). Brüggen also contributes the
recorder concerto in F and the II Pastor Fido sonata
in g, while his long term associate Anner Bylsma
plays the cello sonata in B ( all from AW6.41232, released February '70). The only new recordings in
the set are two sides of concerti with the Concerto
Amsterdam—the oboe concerto in a ( FVI15); cello
concerto in b(FI11/9); oboe and violin concerto in
c(FXII/53); the sonata in E ( FXV1/2) and sinfonia in
b(FXI/7), both ' Al Santo Sepolcro', and the violin
concerto in D Der Grosse mogul (
FI/138). These
were recorded in 1978 and feature the excellent
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violinist Jaap Schrdder, oboist Michel Piguet, and
cellist Wouter M011er ( more normally heard with
Quadro Hotteterre). They play with fire, precision
and taste, especially Schroder, and are supported
with a clean, detailed, star-worthy recording. It is a
shame, however, that this excellent set is accompanied by only minimal sleeve notes which don't use
the now widely accepted Peter Ryom ( RV) numbering.
It would be impossible to apply a single ' bfahket'
rating, but the later recordings are generally [
A*:
1*/1] and the earlier recordings [
A/B: 1*/1]
John Atkinson

VIVALDI: 12 trio sonatas, Op. 1 III 12 sonatas,
Op. 2
Salvatore Accardo, Franco Gulli ( vin) IBruno Canino
(hpd) IRohan de Saram ( v/c)
Philips 6768 007 (
5recs) (£12.50)
Paradoxically the last to be reviewed, this set of
sonatas for two violins and continuo and sonatas for
solo violin and continuo makes up Volume One of
Philips' Vivaldi Edition'. Both sets are sonatas da
camera, consisting of short dance movements following a slow introductory movement along the lines
set by Corelli: also like Corelli, Vivialdi sometimes
inserts or substitutes a slow abstract movement.
The one exception is Op. 1, No.12 which is set of 14
variations in the form of a chaconne on the theme
La Fo//la where the two violins interweave deliciously
above an inventive bass. The soloists play lyrically
with empathy and get asympathetic and imaginative
backing, Accardo particularly excelling in the solo
set, although his vibrato will be excessive for some
tastes. The recording is extremely clear but the use
of modern instruments means that the harpsichord
is a little too lightweight and doesn't blend with the
cello as well as is possible with ' authentic' instruments. The continuo is also forward compared to the
lead instruments, which occasionally gives rather a
strange perspective. [
A: 1]
John Atkinson

Collect's
Instrumental
ANCIENT DANCES OF HUNGARY
Clemencic Consort
Harmonia Mundi HM 1003 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
The music in this collection breaks new ground for
most students of old music since it is drawn from
two codices—the Kajoni and Vietoisz—compiled in
Transylvania and Upper Hungary in the 17th century.
These preserve in organ tablature much generallypopular secular music of the time as well as love
songs and sacred music. The selection recorded
here is varied and interesting and includes four of
the trumpet pieces Pro clarini which resemble German ' tower music' of a century earlier. The sleeve
is not particularly helpful in identifying which instruments play what, nor does it attempt to translate
the sometimes confusing Hungarian-Graeco titles,
for example ' Chorea Tancz' which merely means
'Dance' in both Greek and Hungarian. Those looking for a relationship between this music and, say,
Kodaly or Bartok, wilfjpe hard put to it to detect much
similarity, at least until one comes to the group at
the end of side two, the Olach dances in particular
which do echo the Bartokian manner. Among the
instruments listed are three not commonly met with
in ensembles of ancient instruments, the cornemuse
(bagpipes),the cornet àbouquin ( French for cornett)
and the qobuz ( a Turkish lute). The performances
are polished but not too sophisticated and the recording shows them up to advantage. A very pleasant and unusual collection. [A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

BAROQUE ARRANGEMENTS
'ALBINONI': Adagio / J. S. BACH: Jesu, Joy
of Man's desiring E Sheep may safely graze /
HANDEL: 'Arrival of the Queen of Sheba D
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Organ Concerto in F* D Overture Berenice' /
PACHELBEL: Kanon D Gigue
•Ulrich Bremsteller ( org) IStuttgart CO IMünchinger
Decca SXL 6862 (£4.50)
For those who like their Baroque disguised as
Brahms, this is the thing to buy. In the chorale from
Cantata 147 (' Jesu, Joy of Man's desiring') the music
has been rearranged giving the original oboe part
to the strings and omitting the chorus, while the
original treble line is played by the oboe. This is
perhaps the most extreme example of the wilful and
unnecessary surgery which much of the music on
this record undergoes at the hands of Karl Münchinger who, Iassume, is somehow discontented with
the composers' original meagre efforts. It is difficult
to imagine the result being bought by anyone who
actually likes Bach, though it might become popular
with muzak-seeking owners of eighteenth- century
style restaurants.
From the purely technical point of view it must be
admitted that despite its tastelessness the record
does contain some pleasant sounds. The overall
sound is, of course, far too rich for music of this
period, and the style of string playing inappropriate,
but there is a sort of attractiveness about it, and in
some pieces it matters less than in others. Handel's
best-known organ concerto is given a spirited and
lively rendition with clear and precise articulation
and phrasing throughout. The recording quality is
generally high and the balance good; in particular,
the bass is clear and prominent, which is useful in
the ' Albinoni' Adagio where it gives direction and
impetus to what might otherwise have been too
slow a tempo. [
A/B: 1]
lain Fen/on

LE MOYEN -AGE CATALAN
Ensemble Ars Mus/cae de Barcelone
Harmonia Mundi HMU 10/051 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
Not so much Moyen Age as glimpses of apanorama
stretching from the twelfth to the sixteenth centuries,
that is, from a composition from the Ripoli school
to two madrigals by Joan Brudieu by way of troubadour song, an excerpt from the Barcelona mass, a
basse danse, a pavane, a fantaisie, two ensaladas
by Mateu Fletxa el Veil, and so on. Little of this is
available on record, and one is naturally pleased to
have any opportunity to sample unfamiliar fare, but
It is doubtful that rapid chronological surveys of
this kind can ever be satisfactory. In arather curious
way the historical distance travelled is made to seem
slightly shorter than it actually is by a grim determination to use instrumental ensembles in all pieces,
sometimes not in conformity with what is known
about contemporary performance practice, and
sometimes to the detriment of musical texture. But
there are some good things on the record, thoughtfully and enthusiastically presented, and texts of all
the vocal compositions are given with French translations. Sensitively and warmly recorded. [
A: 2]
lain Fenton

CONCERTOS FOR BRASS INSTRUMENTS
AND ORCHESTRA
ALBRECHTSBERGER : Concerto in EL, for Alto
Trombone and Orchestra / M. HAYDN: Concerto no. 2 in C for Trumpet and Orchestra /
TELEMANN: Concerto in D for Trumpet and
Orchestra / WAGENSEIL: Concerto in E b. for
Tenor Trombone and Orchestra
Miroslav Keimar ( tpt) IZdenek Pulec (tromb) IPrague
CO / Vajnar
Supraphon 110 1879 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
Lovers of 18th-century wind music await with impatience new issues of unfamiliar works—and must
sometimes have the frustration of discovering that
'new' works they thought to add to their collection
¡n fact already sit on their shelves in alternative
versions. So it will be with some, at least, of the
pieces on this new Supraphon, welcome as it is in
other respects. The Telemann work is the one
familiar from no fewer than three versions currently
available from Maurice André, trumpeter extraordinary, and from three other players. The Albrechtsberger used to be available on a nice record
from Qualiton, devoted entirely to that distinguished
composer and teacher, thoughtfully played by
Gyárgy Zilcz; and the Wagenseil adorns one of
Harnoncourt's lovely old programmes on Telefunken. In time Ifeel Icould track down a record containing the Michael Haydn concerto too— it is not
the relatively familiar D major one, but a nice, solid
piece in just two movements ( Adagio and Allegro

molto); the sleeve is unhelpful about its provenance.
The performances are pretty good—the trumpeter
keen, lively and not over- ostentatious, the trombonist
not ideally smooth-toned but sensitive. The accompaniments are good, but touches of pre-echo were
annoying now and then. In other respects the recording is adequate to harsh. But it is a record that
can certainly be recommended to those looking for
out-of-the-way concertos. [B/C/D: 2]
Peter Branscombe

CONTEMPORARY CLARINET VOL. 1
STRAVINSKY: 3 Pieces for Clarinet Solo /
TATE: Sonata for Clarinet and Cello */ COOKE:
Suite for Three 1317 Clarinets / BENNETT: Crosstalk / NORTH: Salle d'Attente
Georgina Dobrée (cif) IJack Kirstein ( vice lLondon
Clarinet Consort
Discourses ABM 24 (£3.99)
This first volume of Contemporary Clarinet music
forms a pleasantly varied set of works to delight
lovers of the clarinet (and perhaps help students of
the instrument). It starts with Stravinsky's Three
Pieces (
1919) dedicated to Werner Reinhart, through
whose generosity L'Histoire du Soldat had been
staged during the First World War. The pieces
start in the chalumeau register and successively
move upwards. Phyllis Tate's Sonata (
1947) is a
substantial and imaginative work which skilfully
contrasts the liquid sound of the clarinet and the
cello's capacity to produce a biting, harsher sound.
Arnold Cooke's Suite (
1959) is lively and varied, but
here the use of three clarinets of the same range
generates a monotony of colour. Richard Rodney
Bennett's Crosstalk (
1966) uses the darker basset
horn and weaves a taut dialogue with great skill.
Finally Roger North's Salle d'Attente (
1955), which
began as film music and was reworked as a ballet.
Here pleasant pastiche and quotation make for a
cheerful, light-hearted ending. [B: 1/2]
Benedict Sarnaker

CONTEMPORARY CLARINET VOL. 2
LUTYENS: Valediction Op. 28 o This Green
Tide Op. 103* / MAYER: Raga Music for Solo
Clarinet / PERT: Eoastrion Op. 30 for El, Clarinet
and Tape
Georgina Dobrée (clts) I *Morris Pert (pno)
Discourses ABM 25 (£3•99)
Like the first volume reviewed above, this second
one is expertly and musically played. However, the
first side is very weighty stuff. It contains two works
by Elisabeth Lutyens. Valediction (
1954) is in two
parts, both of slow tempo. The first is a quasi fantasia of wide, expanding intervals and the second
tends towards variation and pulls itself inwards to
the centre. But the preceding descriptions cannot
even imply the power and concentration of this
extraordinary, fine piece which uses its material
sparsely, but with great power and emotional depth.
After this This Green Tide (
written to exploit the
basset horn's variety of colour and great range of
pitch) seems looser and less cogent in its diverse
musical and timbral ideas—afine work none the less.
By comparison the two works on the other side seem
shallower although they both display intelligent use
of imaginative sounds. John Mayer ( b. 1930) is
Indian by birth. His Raga Music (
1957) is a series of
nine miniatures—each a reflection upon various
Ragas and the moods and states of being they
represent. Morris Pert's Eoastrion is a long exploration of clarinet liquidity contrasted with electronically generated and transformed material: the organic
versus the inorganic. It has many attractive sounds
within its wide- spread musical span. [
A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker

THE VICTORIAN CLARINETTIST
HENRY LAZARUS: Fantasia on ' I Puritani' /
STANFORD: Three Intermezzi, Op. 13 / JAMES
WATERSON: Morceau de Concert / J. W.
KALLIWODA: Morceau de Salon, Op. 229 /
DONATO LOVEREGLIO: Fantasia on ' La
Traviata' / CHARLES OBERTHUR: le Désir
Colin Bradbury (clt) IOliver Davies (pno)
Discourses ABM29 (£3.99)
All those who have gratefully applauded the contributions which Colin Bradbury has made as first
clarinettist in the BBC SO will take it as perfectly
natural that he should also be avirtuoso soloist; but.
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they will be very glad of the opportunity to hear him
playing for the best part of an hour in the latter
capacity! From about the middle until towards the
end of the nineteenth century, the clarinet concerto
was out of favour. In its place, there was aflowering
of ' salon pieces', operatic fantasia and showpieces.
Brahms finally put an end to the eclipse of the
clarinet as a concerto instrument. Hence it was a
very sound idea for Colin Bradbury to collect a
selection of these shorter works, and to display just
how good the best of them were—and, incidentally,
how many fine instrumentalists there must have been
even to play the notes in some of them.
There is really very little of the Palm Court about
these pieces: not all can be taken too seriously as
musical structures, but none is bad and most are
very interesting and often beautiful. This may not be
Victorian music- making at its best; but it does show
that good taste was not lacking in aperiod not always
credited with very much of it.
Colin Bradbury's playing is always lovely and often
dazzling. When required to show off, he can do it
with panache: but he always prefers to interpret
music and demonstrate the inner qualities of his
superb instrument. This is a lovely recital. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
WORKS FOR GUITAR
VILLA- LOBOS: Etudes 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12 D
Suite Populaire Brasilienne / CHAVEZ:3 Pieces
Guanieri D Estudo 1
Manuel Barrueco (gtr)
Turnabout TV 346765 (£2.35)
The Cuban guitarist Manuel Barrueco has been
resident in the USA since 1967, and has apparently
made a successful impression there, but this record
struck me as a little disappointing. First, he sounds
a rather impatient performer. He seldom relaxes to
let the music sing or charm us, preferring to cut
rhythms short and hurry on, and as aresult, much of
the luxurious sadness of Villa-Lobos is lost, and
some of the excitement escapes us. Second, his
tone has been ill-accommodated by the engineers
(probably the microphones were too close), so that
the plucking action sounds hard, even at times distorted. Third, there is stronger competition in all of
the Villa-Lobos; there are good versions of the
Etudes on disc from Turibio Santos and Yepes, the
latter still obtainable; and a recent RCA with Julian
Bream carries all the Etudes and Suite Populaire.
As often with Turnabout records, however, the
programme includes awelcome curiosity. The three
pieces by Carlos Chavez are extremely attractive and
original, and the Mexican's strong urgency and
textural tautness play into Barrueco's hands. Devotees of guitar music might do well to buy the
record for these alone. [
B/C: 2]
Stephen flaw

LATIN-AMERICAN MUSIC FOR THE CLASSICAL GUITAR
Music by Barrios, Carlevaro, Ponce
Balthasar Benitez (gtr)
Nonesuch H-71349 (£2.49) (WEA)
How fortunate we are to have so many superb
guitarists to perform for us! Behind the whole
efflorescence of the art in our time, of course,
stands the massive genius of Andrés Segovia, of
whose teaching-assistant, José Tomas, Baltazar
Benitez was a pupil, as he was of Abel Carlevaro,
whose Preludios Americanos occupy the second side
of the record. Benitez has a prodigious talent: his
lightning runs and tremolo are distinguished by the
most perfectly-sustained rhythm and co-ordination
of both hands which Ihave ever heard; but he is far
more than atechnical master: he is afine musician.
The result is a feast of enjoyment which no lover of
the guitar (or anybody else for that matter) should
deny himself.
For the music is also most lovely and interesting:
Ponce and Barrios lived on well into our own century,
and Carlevaro is, happily, still with us. With the
exception of the Barrios waltzes, there is nothing
familiar, let alone hackneyed, in the recital; and the
Preludios of Carlevaro are here recorded for the first
(but, Iam sure, not the last) time. Ponce's Theme,
Variations and Fughetta on a Theme by Antonio de
Cabezon (
bearing a close resemblance to the carol
'Ye Sons and Daughters of the Lord') is delightful;
and there is so much original and well- made music
here which it would be folly to miss.
The recording is distinguished, too. Perhaps it
lacks that final gleam to the treble strings? You may
not think so; and it's a tiny point anyway. Ihave
enjoyed this record very much indeed. [
A: 1*]
Peter Turner
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

EASY WINNERS
Music by Debussy, HazeII, Joplin, Monti, Mozart,
Premru, etc.
The Philip Jones Brass Ensemble
Argo ZRG 895 (£4.50)
This was almost a candidate for the ' Light' column,
but it comes as a full- price offering and something
about the classical aura of the playing made me feel
that it still edged itself into these areas along with
the other eleven LPs that Argo have issued by this
worthy group of players. Certainly this is the
lightest, most frivolous of their offerings but no
less of a delight for the lover of good brass sounds
for that. As a ragtime addict, I pounced on the
Joplin items for first sampling. Nothing to snipe at
there, the spirit nicely captured and very much in
keeping with the sort of arrangements Joplin would
have sanctioned. Mozart played with panache, some
pleasant pieces by producer Chris HazeII—a lucky
composer to have such an outlet, an exhilarating
Csardas from Monti arranged by ' for James, some
supple pieces from bass-trombonist Raymond
Premru: the sort of repertoire that we often get today
from the leading brass bands. The professional
skills of the Philip Jones players add an impeccable
finish. The recording is a hi-fl addict's delight.
Without a definite category of music- making, Istill
think, in the name of good brass playing, it deserves
its stars. [
A*: 1*]
Peter Gammond

Vocal
IRINA ARKHIPOVA—RECITAL
Nineteen settings of poems by Pushkin
Irina Arkhipova (m-sop) INatalia Rassudova & Igor
Guselnikov (pno)
Cadenza UACL 10002 (£2.99) ( United Artists)
Arkhipova is well known here for her operatic work
but possibly less so for her song recitals. This
record makes it clear that she is very much at home
in the works of her native composers. Her singing
is powerful and essentially dramatic, but at the
same time she is capable of scaling down her
naturally powerful voice to suit the more intimate
demands of some of these songs. Pushkin is
generally considered to be the greatest of all Russian
poets and so it is not surprising that he inspired so
many composers to set his poems to music. Glinka
is the earliest composer represented and indeed
he was the father of the Russian National School,
and the most recent are Shaporin and Vlasov. Altogether this is a most unusual and interesting collection of songs which are not often heard in the concert hall, and Arkhipova and her excellent accompanists have compiled a most fascinating programme.
The recording is forward and well balanced and
the surfaces are commendably silent. Translations
of all the songs were not to hand at the time of this
review, but Iunderstand that they will be included
with the record. [
A: 1/2]
John Freestone

SLAVONIC LITURGICAL CHANTS
Choir of the Benedictine Monks of the Chevetogne
Union IBainbridge
ORTHODOX SLAVIC CHANTS
Nikola Ghiuzelev (bass) IMale Choir IMarev
GREAT LITURGY (SLAVONIC)
Svetoslav Obretenov Choir IRober
BULGARIAN SACRED MONODY (14th Century)
Ivan Koukouzel-Angheloglasni Ensemble IChristova
Harmonia Mundi HMU 567, HMU 133, HMU 101,
HMB 123 (£4.35 each) ( Rediffusion)
These issues presumably indicate the increasing
interest in the music of the Orthodox Churches.
Better presented, better recorded and in general
more professional than the series recently offered
by the Russian Orthodox Cathedral in London, they
nevertheless have not the authentic and ' primitive'
interest of some of the latter.
An exception to that rule is the recording by the
Benedictine Monks (there have for many centuries
been Roman Catholic churches in full communion
with Rome but practising Eastern rites). Here we
have athoroughly Benedictine and almost Gregorian
approach to the singing: it is lighter, quicker, more
rhythmic than is usual in Orthodox choirs, even
making use of the head- voice which is essential for
Gregorian chanting but rarely, I should imagine,
heard in Orthodox churches, where the singing is
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loud and full-voiced. The effect, to me, is vastly
appealing; but then iwas brought up on Gregorian
chant! The monks naturally lack something of the
perfection of ensemble and attack which is found
in the professional choirs; but the performances
are nevertheless very fine.
The other highly interesting disc is that devoted
to 14th-century chants ( HMB 123). These result
from the musicological researches of the director,
Tania Christova, and feature the work of Ivan Koukouzel, regarded as the most important of the medieval
Byzantine hymnodists, who introduced neumatic
notation into Eastern music, and makes use of
bourdon or drone bass accompaniment. The effect
is most impressive.
The Great Liturgy was recorded in the Alexander
Nevsky basilica in Sofia (whose vast echo is well
tamed by the engineers without being extinguished)
and consists of music by composers who lived in
our century—one is recently as 1956. This presents
a more contemporary, and musically 'advanced'
style: writing for the Church has been a feature of
most of the best-known composers who held the
Orthodox faith, including Rachmaninov and Tchalkovsky. The final record features—though not
exclusively—the bass voice of Nikola Ghiuzelev;
and avery fine one it is. The bass line has aspecial
importance in Orthodox singing, and many of the
soloists are also basses—as here. The recital includes the Eastern equivalents of the Credo, Nunc
dimittis and Pater noster, as well as that part of
Psalm 137 which features in Western liturgies: ' By
the waters of Babylon'. Comparisons throughout
are most interesting.
The recordings are all very good, verging on the
excellent, and the collection ( doubtless to be extended) provides a representative introduction to
Orthodox music. They are notes in French and
English with HMU 567 and HMB 123, but in French
only with the others: a great mistake which should
be rectified. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner

TENTH-CENTURY LITURGICAL CHANT
Masses for Easter and Christmas
Schola Antigua IBlackley
Nonesuch H-71348 (£2.49) (WEA)
The monumental musical and palaeological research
carried out at the Abbey of Solesmes under Abbots
Pothier and Mocquereau produced a system of
Gregorian chant of surpassing beauty. The conclusions of that research, however, have been
seriously challenged by subsequent work; and this
record is an example of what is known as ' proportional interpretation'. In the Solesmes system,
all notes have equal value, though they may be
doubled, trebled etc. The proportionalists, basing
their working texts on the researches of such formidable scholars as Murray, van Dijk, Wagner and
Vollaerts, have notes of unequal value, and adegree
of ornamentation quite alien to the spirit of Solesmes.
There is no space here to pursue the argument,
save to remark—as the director of the Schola
Antigua himself recognises—that proportional singing is extremely difficult to execute, and is atask for
professional cantors, not for congregations. There
are two scholae cantorum here, one male and the
other female. Wisely, the two are not mixed. Both
are excellent, with the women's schola quite outstandingly good. The effect is unfamiliar but often
extremely lovely and absorbingly interesting.
Since the recording is also commendable (with
small groups of singers, it should be) this record is a
treasure, and is essential for all lovers and students
of the chant: a disc to give thanks for. [
A: 1/1*]
Peter Turner

FRANK PATTERSON SINGS JOHN McCORMACK FAVOURITES
Songs by Crouch, Franck, Glover, Godard, Handel,
Marshall, Martini il Tedesco, Mozart, Wolf, etc.
Frank Patterson (ten) IOrchestra ISeaman
Philips 9500 218 (£4.50)
Almost a ghostly experience, as if McCormack had
reappeared in the stereophonic age, for Frank Patterson does sound remarkably like his model at
times, with the same light, nasal clarity of diction.
At the same time, he has not merely parodied but
provides us with his own interpretations of the kind
of song that McCormack recorded. He lays himself
open to critical comparisons, of course, and Ihave
no doubt that some people will make them. Ithink
it fairer to accept him for himself; and, on that basis,
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I believe most people will find this an enjoyable
recital. You must have the kind of taste that takes
'I hear you calling me' and ' Kathleen Mavourneen'
along with Handel and Mozart, but then avery large
number of people have. He will nevertheless come
in for the most scrutiny in items like ' Il mio tesoro'
which was a McCormack classic, and he comes out
of the comparison pretty well, although there is an
occasional wobble. Christopher Seaman provides a
sympathetic accompaniment. A pleasant record,
perhaps only lacking the ultimate vital spark that a
singer like McCormack had—but then, I said I
wouldn't indulge in comparisons. I'll leave that to
the McCormack admirers. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond

O QUAM GLORIOSUM. Music by Alain, Cabenilles, Duruflé, Evett, Saint-Saëns, Victoria di
Woollen
Robert Grogan (org) IChoir of the National Shrine of
the Immaculate Conception IShafer
Vista VPS 1074 (£2.99) ( Cambridge Music Shop)
The National Shrine in Washington is the seventh
largest church in the world and America's largest
Catholic church. Its famous Choir, apart from
regular Sunday appearances, has become wellknown for its fine concerts of Renaissance and
contemporary music under its celebrated conductor
Robert Shafer. Side One of this record leads us
from Cabanilles and Victoria, through Saint-Saëns
to Duruflé and Alain, to modern American composers like Robert Evett and Russell Woollen. We
are thus treated to a fine programme in various
periods and styles which nevertheless adds up to
a satisfying and balanced whole. Beautifully controlled singing with an admirably clear recording
achieved, allowing for the natural reverberation of
a large church like this. It is a most delightful and
lovely record which has atruly spiritual quality about
it. Michael Smythe has also caught the organ well
in his recording, apologising for any rumble from
the organ motors, and, as we expect in Vista recordings, an informative sleeve- note ( by Robert
Grogan) is complemented by all the necessary
information about the organ, together with a history
of the National Shrine and the instruments installed
there. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond

OjeVu
A reissue roundup conducted
by John Atkinson, Christopher
Breunig, Peter Gammond, Ivor
Humphreys, Geoff Jeanes, Leon
Thompson.

nG's

DG Master
Collection

fine bargain- box series includes,
this month, Dvorak/Smetana on
2736 007 (6recs, £14.50). Kubelik's 1971
Dvorak 7th, 1966 8th and 1973 New
World; Fournier/BPO/Szell Cello Concerto (1962); 1966 Peinemann/Czech
PO/Maag Violin Concerto accompany
Boston SO/Kubelik 1971 Smetana Ma
Vlast. The symphonies are all very
acceptable in fine performances, just a
shade dimmish and slightly brashsounding in the 7th/9th, rather smoother
8th, all around B; the Cello Concerto is
pleasantly forward and detailed, Violin
Concerto likewise, both excellent and
lovely performance with it; while Ma
Vlast remains one of the nicer recorded
versions—rich, sffloth, asplendid canvas of orchestral depth and mellowness,
a delicate and fine-grained performance. Overall [
A/B: 1*/1].
Next, Mozart on 2736 008 ( 7 recs,
£16-50) consists of Concertos for Violin
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Organ
TE DEUM LAUDAMUS
Music by Anon, Bësly, Couperin, Dandrieu, Dupré,
Guilmant, Messiaen, Raison, Saint-Saëns, Tourne mire, Vierne, Widor
Robert Grogan (org)
Vista VPS 1076 (£2.99) ( Cambridge Music Shop)
The French programme spans five centuries, only
loosely linked by the liturgical theme of the title.
The 100-stop ( including doubles and extensions)
organ is in the gallery of the National Shrine of the
Immaculate Conception, Washington DC, and is
by Moller ( 1964), as is a49- stop chancel instrument,
not used here.
Dr. Grogan's advocacy of French music does not
wholly persuade me. He does not always achieve
coherent phrasing, and sometimes overdoes legato
playing to the detriment of spontaneity and delineation of line. A commanding performance, without
doubt, but perhaps a bit over- relaxed.
If the registration also failed to carry complete
conviction, it certainly included some mighty acoustic
thrills, excellently and faithfully recorded at a good
general level without running into distortion at endof-side climaxes. An insert sheet gives much useful
details, plus statistical minutiae that Iwould gladly
have exchanged for some discussion of musical
rationale. As the sleeve note ( and the disc) reveal,
the blowers' boasted 21# horses should either have
been better bedded, or stabled where their rumblings
could not reach the Nave. With some artistic reservations, however, this can be recommended unhesitatingly to those who want the big organ sound.
[A: 2]
Trevor Attewell
MUSIC
FROM
RIVERSIDE
VOL. 1—THE
ORGANS 1978
Music by Franck, King, Reger, Sifler, Sowerby, Swann
Frederick Swann (org)
Vista VPS 1070 (£2.99) ( Cambridge Music Shop)
Riverside Church, New York, boasts an enormous
chancel organ plus a38-stop gallery instrument ( including a ' celestial' manual!), with interlinked consoles, detailed on an insert sheet. Recent restora-

(4 and 5, 1968, Schneiderhan/BP0);
Flute and Harp ( 1963, Zililler/Zabaleta/
BPO/Marzendorfer);
Clarinet (1968,
Leister/BPO/Kubelik);
Piano (21/24,
1961; 20, 1964; 26, 1966; 23, 1964: Anda!
Salzburg Mozarteum CA); Eine Kleine
(1976, VPO/Btihm); and Symphonies:
1960 Haffner end Prague; 1966 No. 39;
and 1962 40/41, all BPO/BEihm. With
such a wide-ranging programme and
cannot go into great detail, but suffice
it to say that all is well, or very well:
delightful performances in bright, clean
and crisp detail, some very lovely stuff
Indeed from both the technical and the
musical point of view, nothing wrong
anywhere. An average rating of [
A: 1],
although starworthy bits here and there
throughout. ' Nice one, Brian'.
Then there's Tchaikovsky on 2738
010 (6 recs, £14.50): 1962 BP0 Maazel
Symphony 4, nicely- balanced and dynamic; 1972 5th with LSO/Abbado, clear
and richly detailed; 1961 Leningrad/
Mravinsky Pathetique, all bit upfront but
powerful and nicely ambient; the
'choral' version of the 1812 (
BPO/
Karajan 1967) together with March Slay.
Romeo, somewhat routine note- perfection in a nice detailed sound; 1973
Milstein/VPO/Abbado Violin Concerto,
pleasantly spacious and clear; 1961
Rostropovich/Leningrad/Rozhdestvensky Rococo Variations, smooth and
richly spread; 1971
Argerich/RPO/
Dutoit Piano Concerto 1, performance
a little heavy-handed, recording a bit
forward—but pleasantly spacious, open,
bright and detailed; and 1967 BP°
¡Karajan Capriccio Italien, rhythmic
and fresh. Overall ,.[ A/B: 1/2]. Our
(German) pressings for the whole
series were very good indeed though
not quite Philips- perfect, and we
hope the subsequent British surfaces
will maintain this quality. Three very
nice boxes.

rBS

tions and extensions have been by Adams and
Bufano, formerly of Aeolian-Skinner, retaining some
Hook and Hastings ranks. Stops range from chimes
and harp to the en chamade Trompeta Majestatis,
while the intimidating list of gadgets and lights is
bigger than the stoplist—presumably the visiting
player gets afortnight's course in disaster avoidance.
One might expect an impressive aural impact
from this monster, and not in vain. Vista have
squeezed it all into the groove with remarkable
clarity, even at side ends, and with their usual fine
extension of frequency, particularly in the pedal.
The microphone position is wisely distant, since
the reverberation is less than would be expected if
the building is on the same scale as its organs.
Frederick Swann is well-known here, and his
recital of late 19th- and early 20th- century music
demonstrates the organ to good effect. Franck's
Fantaisie could have been a little more lyrical, and
its tonalities more French, but this is perhaps a
minor issue. [
A/A*: 1/2]
Trevor Attewell

LITANIES
Music by Alain, Bach ( arr. Dupré), Corrette, Daquin,
Duruflé, Franck, Paine
Eileen Morris Guenther (org)
Vista VPS 1076 (£2.99) ( Cambridge Music Shop)
The title refers to Alain's well-known work, the other
pieces forming a general recital, mainly of French
origin. The organ is that of the National Shrine of
the Immaculate Conception, Washington DC, referred to in the ' Te Deum Laudamus' review earlier.
Dr. Guenther's style is highly fluent, and she
shows undoubted feeling for musical structure,
though afew fast passages sound somewhat blurred, partly by the very reverberant building— lower
speeds would have improved this aspect greatly.
The instrument is well enough suited to the majority
of the items, except for acertain sugariness in some
ranks, and the over- heavy ( and non- French) bombardes.
The recording itself is impressive and detailed,
and certainly among Vista's best. The blower
rumble is buried for most of the time, and the company's followers will be well pleased with this
example. [
A: 1/2]
Trevor Attewell

CBS Embassy

have resurrected their popular
label, ' Embassy'. At £2.49 definitely
mid- priced, and compared with CFP at
£1.49 they cannot all be regarded as
good value for money. The records
here are so far a rather warhorse
repertory, and the majority of these
American type
recordings
cannot
compare favourably with the best CFPs,
particularly their brand new issues. We
hasten to add that the quality of the
pressings is very good, with admirably
silent surfaces. We comment briefly on
the eight that we have received. CBS
30095, Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade, with Ormandy and the Philadelphians, is well recorded, but the performance lacks the glow of many of its
competitors: [
A/B: 3]. 30096, Chopin's
14 Waltzes/Entremont, reveals the
mechanical precision of this artist and
little more. The recording is good if a
little bright: [B: 3]. 30097 is a selection
from the music of Johann Strauss/
Blue Danube/Vienna Woods/Voices of
Spring etc with Phil/Ormandy. The
performances are far too forthright and
devoid of Viennese charm: [B: 3].
30098 is Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsodies 1
and 2/Hungarian Fantasia etc with Phil/
Ormandy. The sound and performances are too unrelaxingly crude to be
recommended, but there is an excellent
pianist in the Fantasia: [
C: 3]. On
30099 is Tchaikovsky's 1812/Capriccio
Italien IMarche Slave etc, NYPO /
Bernstein. Characteristically resounding performances, the 1812 has guns
(pistols?). The recording is very good:
[A: 1]. 30100 is a programme of
Russian
music, Bare Mountain I
Polovtsian Dances but starring the
Sabre Dance (Khachaturian). Again
Phil/Ormandy. Throughout, the performance is devoid of any subtlety, most

extravert— Hollywood Bowling: [B/C:
3]. 30101 carries Beethoven's Symphony 5and three short fillers. Here at
last we recognise the magnificent
Philadelphians and their distinguished
conductor. Although this is not a
great performance, it is very good with
many impressive moments.
Mostly
[A: 1]. 30102 is a Wagner concert.
From Die Walküre—The Ride and
Magic
Fire, from
Tannhäuser the
Overture and Festmarsch etc. Magnificently performed and recorded, the
Philadelphians in their true sonic
glory: [
A : 1*].

Orchestral/Symphonies

S

TILL the only Beethoven Choral to
include Fischer-Dieskau, 1959 DG
with St. Hedwig's Choir/BPO/Fricsay,
transfers to one record (2535 203
£2.59).
Spacious sound, but some
dated string-tone, and an overpowering
vocal quartet balance. Fricsay's is a
subjective reading with wide contrasts,
a Furtwanglerish plasticity—though the
impulse sometimes flags. Interesting,
but we find Masur ( Festivo) and
Schmidt-lsserstedt ( Jubilee)
more
satisfying at this price- level [B/C: 1]
A
concert of
charming
music
is delightfully performed by Royal
Opera House Orchestra/Mackerras on
CFP 40298 (£1.49). It consists of the
ballet music: Delibes' contribution to
the ballet music of La Source; and The
Two Pigeons (Messager). The recording is of a quality that steadfastly
denies its age (1958), It is so fresh and
forward. [A/I3 : 1]
The five Honegger symphonies plus
Pacific 231, Pastoral d'Eté and Chant de
Joie from the Czech Phil/Baudo dating
variously from 1960, -63 and -73 reappear in an attractively boxed set
on Supraphon 110 1741/3 (£.8•97)
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(Rediffusion).
Performances are
generally very good, although some of
the tempi seem laboured compared to
other, more recent versions. The set is
marred, though, by the recordings
themselves, which sound vague, congested and oddly balanced. ( An odd
anomaly of mike placing—or mixing—
produces an almost deafening thud
with the final double bass pizzicato of
Pastoral d'Eté, for example). Curious,
too, that the quality remains poor even
with the more recent recordings.
Despite these reservations, however,
it is good to have the essential corpus
of Honegger's orchestral writing in a
collection. [C: 1]
A 1959 Janacek Sinfonietta by the
Pro Arte Orchestra/Mackerras reappears on Pye GSGC 15033 (£1.55).
Coupled with the preludes to Jenufa,
Katya Kabanova, The Makropoulos Case
and The House of the Dead, this is both
harshly recorded and, surprisingly,
somewhat over-intensely played. [C:
2/3]
Karajan's account of the Schubert
9th ( DG ' Privilege' 2535 290, £2.59), first
issued in 1969, is a rather heartless
affair. Generally on the fast side, the
conductor seems to find little lyricism
in the music, even the scherzo is done
without charm. It is usually apleasure,
at least, to hear the beautiful sound of
the Berlin Philharmonic, but even this is
denied us as the recording has a
rough, even rasping quality ( at louder
moments). For a cheap version of this
symphony Krips on Decca is still unassailable, in fact—as good as any fullpriced recording. [
C: 3]
Nine Sibelius tone poems— En Saga,
The Swan of Tuonela, Lemminkainen's
Return, Finlandia, Pohjola's Daughter,
The Bard, Nightride and Sunrise, The
Oceanides and Tapiola—and the prelude
to The Tempest are brought together on
Pye GGCD 305 111 (2 records, £2.75) in
performances by LPO/Boult. The 1958
recording,
now ' electronically
rechannelled for stereo', is thoroughly
acceptable and the interpretations have
a pleasing freshness and alertness.
Warmly recommended. [ C: 1]
1965 Stravinsky discs in the CBS
'Meet the Composer' series (£2.99 each)
contain Greeting Prelude, Dumbarton
Oaks, Eight Instrumental Miniatures,
Four Studies for Orchestra, Circus Polka
and the two Suites for Small Orchestra
(61839) and Jeu de Cartes, Scenes de
Ballet and the Tchaikovsky arrange-

Cassettes

ment Bluebird—pas de deux (
61840).
Stravinsky conducts variously the
Cleveland SO, CBC SO and the
Columbia SO. Marvellously alert and
dynamic performances which confirm
Stravinsky's unassailable status as an
interpreter of his own music. Many of
the essentials of his compositional
style are on display in these pieces—
stylistic parody, the sardonic, dry
humour, his unfailing temporal judgement. From the so-called neo-classical
charm of the two ballet scores to
the dry baroque- like figuration of
Dumbarton Oaks, the pseudo- serial
Greeting Prelude (
based on the wellknown tune) ' happy birthday to you'
and the ungainly, elephantine Schubert
parody in Circus Polka there is much
here to tempt the newcomer to
Stravinsky as well as the connoisseur.
Slight tape hiss is not annoying and
distracts little from recordings of clarity
and detail. The somewhat overbright
and upfront sound, typical of so many
CBSs of this vintage, can be tamed
by judicious use of tone controls
(remember them?). A most enjoyable
presentation of these obviously
authentic performances. [ B: 1]
Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake Highlights / Philharmonia / Kurtz
with
Menuhin, violin,
is on CFP 40296
(£1.49). Attractively played with great
verve and insight, this 1958 recording
has come up excellently, and one has to
listen consciously to detect its age.
Thoroughly enjoyable. [A/B: 2]
The 1958 Hallé/Barbirolli version
of Vaughan Williams' A London
Symphony comes from Pye ( GSGC
15035) at only £1.55. This is good value'
for the performance is individual but
not eccentric, and the . recording,
though dated, is acceptable. [
C: 1]

Chamber/Concertos
MONG the many recorded versions
A
of the Beethoven '
Emperor' Concerto, there are five that are outstanding
both as performances and as recordings
Eschenbach with Boston SO/Ozawa on
DG ' Privilege' 2535 296 (£2.59) is among.
that select company. No room to list its
many excellences, but we can welcome
this delightful record into the ranks of
the medium priced discs. [A/A*: 1*]
The 1958 Beethoven Violin Concerto,
RPO/Pritchard with Campoli as soloist,
is happily restored to the catalogue

as CFP 40299 (£1.49). Classics for
Pleasure do undoubtedly search out
outstanding early EMI recordings to
reissue, for this is indeed amagnificent
performance, steady, straightforward,
devoid of tricks or affectations. Needless to say the admirable Campoli's
faultless technique stands him in good
stead throughout, but it is the sincerity
of the performance that immediately
appeals, allowing nothing to come
between the listener and Beethoven.
John Pritchard is obviously in complete
sympathy, and with the RPO completes
one of the finest performances available
today.
The recording, a one-time
demonstration disc, is very fine, and
with a little top rolloff its rich, embracing sound can only give the greatest
satisfaction. [ A: 1*]
Unassailable offer of ' named'
Beethoven piano sonatas—Pathetique,
Moonlight, Tempest, Waldstein, Appassionata, Les Adieux—at £2.99 ( DG 2721
197). Only the Pastorale is missing, and
that comes on Privilege with a duplicated Waldstein, Op. 78 in F- sharp,
Op. 79 in G (2535 291, £2.59). All from
1965 Kempff cycle. If unusually smallscaled at times, Kempff's distinctive
readings still freshen and illuminate the
'warhorses'. Side-break in Op. 81e
only. Rather shallow tone, but clean
transients. [
A/B: 1/1*]
The technical discrepancy between
sides in HMV's 1969 coupling of cello
concertos, with du Pré/LSO/Barbirolli
(now SXLP30273, £2.85) is hard to
explain. In a leisurely Haydn Op. 101
in D the sound is modern and ' open',
with a realistic solo presence [
A: 1],
but in Monn's Concerto in gfrequency
range is cramped and cello and harpsichord ( Valda Aveling) project forward
in jumbo- sized images: [C: 1]. Otherwise, warm sympathetic accompaniments to this uniquely gifted cellist's
committed but restrained performances.
The Piano Sonata in b, the Polonaise
No. 2and the Fantasy on Mozart's Don
Giovanni, all by Liszt, are played by
Tamás Vásáry on DG Privilege 2535 270
(£2.59). All the performances are very
fine ones, the Sonata in particular
reveals this pianist's tremendous technique which he uses for the exclusive
furtherance of the musical content.
The recording, which dates from 1962,
is remarkably good. [
B: 1]
In the days before we were totally
swamped with versions of the Schubert

Trout Quintet, Ifound myself frequently
recommending the version by Ingrid
Haebler and the Grumiaux Quartet as
one of the best available. Other versions have come and some gone, some
superb, some trying to be different.
This 1966 version ( Philips ' Festivo' 6570
115, £2.45) still seems a very safe and
sound
recommendation;
polished,
amiable, lyrical and full of the Schubertian spirit. The sound is still good
if slightly inclined to congestion at the
louder moments. [
A/B: 1]

Miscellaneous

DEISSUED

from
1959,
Matinée
n Musicale is on HMV ' Greensleeve'
ESO 7066 (£2.85). It is in type a preworld War I ' Tea-time' orchestral
concert here played by Reginald Kilbey
and his Strings. Think of the most
nostalgic popular tune you know and
you will find it here: Melody in F,
Barcarolle (Hoff man n),
Tráumerei
(Schumann) and so on, all arranged for
strings— most of them come off very
well.
The
musically- minded
may
dismiss this as pure goo, but legitimately many casual listeners will
thoroughly enjoy it. [
B: ?]
Unequivocally we'd say the Prokofiev collection ( Decca DPA617-8, £4.35)
—vile cover—offers best value yet in
'Favourite Composers' series. With
superlative LSO/Abbado Romeo and
Juliet excerpts [
A*: 1*], first-choice
Katchen/LSO/Kertesz Piano Concerto
3 [
A*: 1*], LSO/Sargent Classical
Symphony and Peter and the Wolf
(narr. Ralph Richardson) [A/A*: 1];
Lieutenant Kijé and Love of three
Oranges, PCO/Boult, Suisse Romande/
Ansermet [B: 1] as fillers. Sound in
1967 Abbado is stunning, performance
exceptional! An exemplary basis for a
Prokofiev collection, before moving on
to the Violin Concertos, Syms. 5-7,,
Sonatas 7-8 etc.
Decca ' Favourite
Composers'
Schumann (DPA623-4, £4.35) draws
mainly on old material.
Katchen's
calculated 1960 Carnaval El is not a
happy reissue. Other items—Katchen/
Israel PO/Kertesz Piano Concerto
[A/B: 2], the classic
LSO/Krips
'Spring' Symphony [B/C: 1*], Ferrier
Newmark in Frauenliebe und Leben
[H:1*]—are available with different
couplings.

Leonora 3— Leipzig Gewandhaus I
Masur—Philips ' Festivo' 7310 060
D: 1975. R: Rich and warm. P: Unexaggerated. [
A: 1]
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto D
Romances 1 & 2—Grumiaux I New
Philharmonia IGalliera IConcertgebouw
IHaitink—Philips '
Festivo' 7310 051
ARNOLD: Concerto for Phyllis and
Although this section uses the same
D: 1967. R: Ambient, balanced. P:
Cyril / BLISS: Concerto for Two
Suavely enjoyable. [
A: 1]
technical rating system as our disc
Pianos / JACOB: Concerto for
BRAHMS:
Piano
Concerto 2—
record sections, readers should be
Three Hands on One Piano— Smith I
aware that mass production techniques
Richter I Chicago SO I Leinsdorf—
Sellick I City of Birmingham SO I
can degrade cassette sound quality
RCA GK11267
Arnold—HMV
'
Greensleeve'
TCbetween samples, and that the ' recordD: 1960. R: 18 years old. P: Majestic.
ES D7065
ing' ratings given here apply only to
[B/C: 1]
D: 1970. R: Reasonable quality. P:
BRAHMS: Four Serious Songs El
our review copies. KEY: P — PerVivacious. [B: 1]
and other songs—Baker I Previn—
formance; R — Recording; D — OriARNOLD: Guitar Concerto, Op. 67 /
H MV TC-ASD3605
ginal review of disc version, when
BROUWER:
Guitar Concerto—
D: Nov ' 78
R: Good balance
P:
discoverable.
Williams lLondon Sin fonietta IHowarth
SINGLE CASSETTES
Polished. [
A: 1]
—CBS 40-76715
Price codes :—
BRITTEN: The
Little Sweep—
D: Oct ' 78
R: Well-balanced.
P:
Argo—KZNC/KZRC---£3•99;
Lloyd I Tear I Begg I Ledger—HMV
Supple and sensitive [ A: 1]
Petèr Gammond
KZFC—£2.75
TC-ASD3608
BEETHOVEN:
Piano
Concerto
3
D
CBS-40-61000—£2.99; 40-72000—£4.49
D: Jan ' 79. R: Good, but slightly
Andante favori—Richter/Philharmonia
CRD—CRD—£3.99
muffled.
P: Zestful
and
moving.
I
Multi—HMV
TC-ASD3543
BOXED SETS
Decca—KSXC—£3.99; KJBC—£2.75;
[B: 1]
D: Oct ' 78, R: Good. P: Calm with
KPFC—£3.99; KECC—£2.35;
CHOPIN: 14 Waltzes— En tremont—
BELLINI:'I Puritani'—Callas I Di
flashes of brilliance. [ A: 1*/1]
KCSP—£2.35
CBS 40-30096
Stefano l Panerai I La Scala, Milan I
Symphony
5 D
EMI—TC-ASD—£4.25; TC-ESD—£.2.99 BEETHOVEN:
D: 1968. R: Clear but slightly wooden
Serafin—HMV Lîl TC-SLS5140 (
2)
Minuet in G D Für elise D etc—
TC-SXLP—£2.75
P: Bright and sensitive. [ B: 1]
(£9•95)
Philadelphia
I
Ormandy—
CBS
40-30101
COPLAND: Appalachian Spring E
D: 1953/DV Nov ' 78. R: Old-fashioned. Oiseau-Lyre—KDPC (2)—£4.25;
D: 1969/72. R: Pleasantly spacious
KDSLC—£3.99
P: For the sake of Callas. [
C/D: 2]
P: Likewise. [
A/B: 1]
ps-7300—£3.99; 7317—£2.45
RACHMANINOV: Liturgy of St. Ph ii
overleaf
BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
5 D
yd or-3300—£3.95 ; 3335—£2.75
John Chrysostom—Butgarian Radio Po I
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Chorus I Milkov—HMV TC-SLS5130
(2) (£8.50)
D: Oct'78. R: Resounding and echoing.
P: ' Rapt, radiant, ecstatic'. [
A: 1]
SIBELIUS:
Symphonies 1-7
D
Kullervo D En Saga—Bournemouth
SOI etc IBerglund—HMV TC-SLS5192
(5) (£16.95)
D: 1971/8. R: Good to excellent. P:
Generally first-rate. [ A: 1*/1]
VERDI: '
Nabucco'—Manuguerra I
Scotto IGhiaurov IAmbrosian Chorus I
Philharmonia IMuti—HMV TC-SLS5132 (
2) (£13.10)
D: Nov ' 78. R: Good ( but note review).
P: Good, especially Scotto. [A/B: 1]
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RCA—RK—£3.50; GK—£2.49
Saga—CA—£1.75
Vox—KTVC—£2.35
Rediffusion—KROY—£2.99; KLGD—
£1.99
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The Tender Land-Boston SO I
Copland-RCA GK42705
D: 1960. R: Reasonably good. P:
Composer- like. [ B: 1]
ELGAR: Symphony 1-Philharmonial
Barbirolli-HM V TC-SXLP30268
D: 1963. R: Adequate. P: Very personal,
slow, romantic. [
B: 1/2]
ELGAR: Violin Concerto- Haendel I
LPO IBouIt-HMV TC-ASD3598
D: Dec ' 78 R: Natural and unified P:
Deeply impressive. [A*: 1]
DEBUSSY: Iberia / IBERT: Escales
/RAVEL: Alborada del GraciosoFrench National Radio I StokowskiHMV TC-SXLP30263
D: 1959 R: Remarkable detail, slight
coloration. P: Meticulous. [
A: 1]
FAURE: Requiem El Cantique de
Jean Racine-Burrowes I Cook I
CBSO Chorus ICity of Birmingham SO
IFrémaux-HMV TC-ASD3501
D: Oct ' 78. R: Well-focused, warm.
P: Good soloists, light. [ A: 1]
GIULIANI: Guitar Concertos in a &
F-Romero I Academy I MarrinerPhilips 7300 598
D: Nov ' 78. R: Clean and wholesome.
P: Relaxed and enjoyable. [
A: 1]
GRIEG:
Piano
Concerto /
SCHUMANN:
Piano ConcertoGutierrez I LPO I Tennstedt-HMV
TC-ASD3521
D: Oct'78. R: Good quality. P: Dazzling
or flashy? ( see D review). [
A: 1]
KODALY:
Hary
Janos-suite
/
PROKOFIEV:
Lieutenant
Kijesuite-Boston SO I Leinsdorf-RCA
GK42698
D: 1965. R: Well-spread, slightly unnatural. P: Robust. [B/C: 1]
LALO: Symphonie Espagnole /
RAVEL: Tzigane- Perlman I LSO I
Previn-RCA GK11329
D: 1969. R: Poorish, boxy. P: Good.

[C: 1]

LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies 1 &
2 IA _ Liebestraum D Hungarian

Fantasia-Davis/Philadelphia/Ormandy
-CBS 40-30098
D: 1958. R: Impressive but slightly
boxy. P: Full-blooded. [B: 2]
MAHLER:
Symphony
1-LPO
I
Tennstedt-H M V TC-ASD3541
D: Oct ' 78.
R: Good quality.
P:
Brilliant and penetrating. [A: 11
MOZART: Oboe Concertos, K314 &
K.Anh294b-De Vries/Prague Chamber
IKersjes-HMV TC-ASD3553
D: Dec ' 78. R: Good but slightly hard.
P: Good. [
A/B: 1]
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an
Exhibition (
arr. Howarth)-Philip Jones
Brass Ensemble-Argo KZRC885
R: Impressive. P. Brilliant and unusual.
[A*: 11
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an
Exhibition (
arr. Ravel)-Chicago SO I
Ozawa-RCA GK42702
D: 1969. R: Good. P: Dramatic. [
A: 1]
PROKOFIEV:
Symphony
1
'Classical' D Symphony 7-LSO I
Previrt-H MV TC-A51:13556
D: 1978. R: Excellent. P: Zestful and
effective. [
A*: 11
RAVEL:
Daphnis
and
Chloesuite 2 / ROUSSEL: Bacchus and
Ariadne-suite 2-Chicago SO I
Martinon-RCA GK42701
R: 1965. R: Still sounds good. P:
Sensitive and clear. [
A: 1]
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Scheherazade-Cteveland I Maazel- Decca
KSXC6874
D: Nov '78. R: Gorgeous. P: Disciplined. [
A*: 1/2]
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Scheherazade o etc- LSO I Previn-RCA
G K42703
D: 1968.
R: Good.
P: Attractive.
[A: 1]
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Scheherazade-Philadelphia IOrmandy- CBS
40-30095
D:1962. R: Good. P: Robust. [
A/B: 1]
SCHUBERT:
Symphony
No. 9
_

'Great'-Halle IBarbirolli-HMV TCS XLP30267
D: 1966. R: Pleasant. P: Sincerely
romantic. [B: 1]
J. STRAUSS: The Blue Danube D
Voices of Spring CI Emperor El
Vienna Woods [A etc-Philadelphia I
Ormandy- CBS 40-30097
D: 1978. R: Bold. P: Lively. [A: 1]
R.
STRAUSS:
An
Alpine
Symphony-RPO
I Kempe-RCA
GK42697
D: 1966.
R: Thickish quality.
P:
Eloquent. [B/C: 1]
STRAVINSKY:
Pulcinella
E
Orchestral suites 1 & 2-Northern
Sin fonia IRattle-H MV TC-ASD3604
D: Oct ' 78. R: Clear and balanced. P:
Lyrical and lively. [
A: 1]
SULLIVAN: ' Iolanthe-Glyndebourne I Pro Arte I Sargent-HMV
TC2-SX DW3047 (
2)
D: 1959. R: Of musical vintage. P:
Satisfying. [B/C: 1]
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.4
-Boston SO IMonteux- RCA GK11328
D: 1959. R: Sounds oldish. P: Poetical
and searching. [
B/C: 1]
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto
Piano Concerto 1-Fujikawa /
Orozco I Rotterdam PO I De WaartPhilips ' Festivo' 7310 028
D: 1975. R: Warm but clear, heavy
bass. P: Well-controlled. [
A/B: 1]
TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture 17
Marche slave D Capriccio Italien
etc-New York PO I Bernstein-CBS
40-30099
D: 1966/69.
R: Slightly edgy.
P:
Showy. [
B/C: 1/2]
TCHAIKOVSKY: ' Swan Lake'
(abridged)-Suisse Romande IAnsermet
-Decca KDPC2 7058 (
2)
R: 1959. R: Clear but on the thin side.
P: Sensitive. [B: 1]
WAGNER: Excerpts from ' Tristan
und
Isolde', ' Loehengrin', ' Die
Walkure' and 'Tannhäuser'- Phila-

TOP TAPE

delphia IOrmandy- CBS 40-30102
D: 1965.
R: A bit over- resonant.
P: Cinematic. [B:
WALTON: Symphony No. 1-LSO I
Previn-RCA G K42707
D: 1967. R: Good. P: Dramatic and
impressive. [
A: 1*/1]
COLLECTIONS
BOSKOVSKY
CONDUCTS
VIENNESE
OVERTURES- by
Strauss, Suppé and Ziehrer-Strauss
Orchestra of Vienna IBoskovsky-HMV
'Greensleeve' TC-ESD7061
D: 1972/73 / DV- Dec ' 78. R: Good.
P: The right spirit. [
A: 1]
BRITISH
CONCERT
POPS-by
Coleridge-Taylor, Elgar, Delius, etcPhilharmonia I Weldon-HMV TCSXLP30243
D: 1963/64 / DV- Dec ' 78. R: Reasonably good. P: Amiable. [
A/B: 1]
THE JOHN WILLIAMS COLLECTION- music
by
Albeniz,
Bach,
Rodrigo, etc.- Williams-CBS 40-73784
D: DV- Dec ' 78. R: Variable, generally
good. P: Pleasing. [A/B: 1]
LATE FOURTEENTH CENTURY
AVANT
GARDE- Early
Music
Consort of London / Munrow-HMV
TC-ASD3621
D: 1973. R: Good. P: Full of life.
[A: 1*]
THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN
FLUTE-Galway /various- RCA GK.
25160
D: 1973/75. R: Good. P: The Galway
spirit. [
A: 1]
LOVE OF LIFE- music by Beethoven,
Chopin, Liszt, etc.-Rubinstein-RCA
GK42708
D: 1971. R: Slightly boxy. P: Good to
excellent. [B: 1"/1]
SABRE DANCE-Music by Borodin,
Khachaturian, Mussorgsky, etc.Philadelphia IOrmandy- CBS 40-30100
D: 1963/67. R: Good. P: Spirited.
[A: 1]

MAIL ORDER PRICE PLEDGE
If you can find any cassette shown below IN STOCK
elsewhere at a lower price we will match it.

EUROPE'S' TAPE SPECIALIST

KJ Leisuresound
53 Fleet Street
London EC4
01-3537935
Radford Hi -Fi
52 Gloucester Road
Bristol
Bristol 422709
KJ Leisuresound
278 High Street
Uxbridge Middx.
Uxbridge 33474
Hinckley Sound Centre
Unit 3 Castle Street
Hinckley
Leicestershire
Hinckley 611541
Hi- Fi Consultants
42 Cowgate
Peterborough
Peterborough 41755
Oxford Electrical
Rentals
256 Banbury Road
Oxford
Oxford 53072
Jeffries Hi -Fi
4 Albert Parade
Green Street
Eastbourne Sussex
Eastbourne 31336
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CASSETTES
Sony
LOW NOISE
C60
C90
CI20

Philips
£0-56
£0430
EI-12

HIGH FREQUENCY
C60
£0.79
C90
£0.96
C120
LI.20
FERRI CHROME
C60 .. £ 1-24
C90
£ 1-75

TDK
DYNAMIC
ACOUSTIC DYNAMIC
SUPER AVILYN
Manufacturer has recently increased prices. However, old
prices will continue whilst
stocks last.

Maxell

New
product-recommended
for most modern machines
particularly Japanese.
SUPER FERRO I
C60
£
0.79
C90
£0.99

Fuji
FX-I
FX-II

.
1"

Special In-Store
Offers

JANUARY
SPECIAL OFFERS
EMI HI- FIDELITY
C90
FUJI FX
C60
MEMOREX CHROME
C90 ..
SCOTCH HI- ENERGY
C90
.
TDK DYNAMIC
C90 ..

£0.99
£0.76
£1.20
£0.95
£0.72

MAIL ORDER- POST FREE ( UK) to:
TOP TAPE, Bridle Path, Watford, Herts.

Telephone: Watford 33011.

Prices include 8% VAT and correct at 30/11/78.

Speechley Hi -Fi
1Hawthorn Way
Chesterton Cambs.
Cambridge 312120

ULTRA DYNAMIC
£1.13
C60
£1-19
C90
£1.72
CI20
UDXL-1
C60
C90

.. £ 1.37
£1.72

UDXL-II
C60
C90

.. £ 1.37
.. £ 1.72

Hitachi
LOW NOISE
C60
C90

£0-57

ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
£0.94
C90
£1.1S
ODER ( XL- I)
C60
C90 Please check availability
UDEX ( XL- II)
C60
C90 Please check availability
Also wide range of Reel
to Reel and Video Tapes,
including AGFA, MAXELL, SONY and TDK.

KJ Leisuresound
101 St. Albans Road
Watford Herts.
Watford 45250
Eastern Audio
87 Norwich Road
Ipswich
Ipswich 217217
KJ Leisuresound
340 Station Road
Harrow Middx.
01-8639690
KJ Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street
London VV1
01-486 8262
Runnymede Hi -Fi
172 High Street
Egham Surrey
Egham 5036
Paul Green Hi Fi
At Harpers Furn.,
Kensington Showrooms
London Road, Bath
Bath 316197
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RUCK

Fred Dellar
I'LL commence by mentioning
I Elvis Presley's 40 Greatest Hits
(RCA PL 42691) merely because it
forms a convenient jumping-off
point. Not that there's much that
can be said about the album itself
— it's just acompilation formed by
such tracks as Heartbreak Hotel, In
The Ghetto, All Shook Up, King
Creole and all the others that once
either made you bop happily, or
maybe had you sometimes weeping because an artist who was supposedly an innovator was squandering his talent (
ie, Wooden
Heart, Rock A Hula Baby etc). You
probably know the album quite well
anyway, for 40 Greatest Hits was
originally TV marketed by Arcade
— but 1guess it's still worth mentioning because this latest rerelease ( which is adouble- album)
has been pressed in pink vinyl,
pink—or so I am told— having
been El's favourite colour [B: 1].
Musically, my favourite colour has
always been black. Ichewed my
R & B teething ring to the strains
of Piano Red, Julia Lee, Earl
Bostic, Louis Jordan and Wynonie
Harris- When Messrs. Presley and
Haley arrived, they seemed no
more Than paleface pretenders, Al
Jolson with knobs on. Later, I
came to terms with what they were
doing—working out that they were
really just country boys shaping
things their own way. But neither
invented rock—though many socalled buffs would have it that way.
Thankfully, a new breed of rock
historian has arisen—and, at last,
folk are beginning to realise that
the music Alan Freed dubbed
'rock ' n' roll' was nothing more
than black R & B. This realisation
has paid off, in that record companies, who have for years hidden
away a vast amount of superb,
early R & B, because of its ' uncommerciality' ( an odd fate for amusic
form that was often blatantly commercial), have been spending time
in their vaults, dusting off awealth
of classic material and re-releasing
it for the first time in many years.
All of which leads me to the subject of The Roots Of Rock ' n'
Roll (
Savoy SIL 2221), a marvellous collection of Black Music, recorded between 1947 and 1956. A
double- album, side one is virtually
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

given over to those tough, tear- The Greatest Group Of Them
Savoy SJL 2227), and then
'em- apart tenormen ( King Curtis, All (
Wild Bill Moore, Hal Singer etc.) move onto discuss the disappointwho influenced such rockers as ments inherent in Frank Zappa's
Haley's Rudy Pompelli. Side two Studio Tan (Discreet K59210).
features mainly male vocalists, For Zappa, it's been the long hard
while the remaining sides are slide on the mat since his brilliant
generally devoted to the exploits of Hot Rats in 1970. With each sucsoul-searching ladies and em- cessive release he's appeared to
bryonic do-wop groups. The de- edge nearer and nearer the abyss
lights are many— Big Maybelle's of the abysmal, Studio Tan findauthoritative rendition of Candy ing him in a position where even
should sear the minds of those an enthusiastic St Bernard might
who have only caught Manhattan be hard put to lend a paw. The
Transfer's neo -Pied Pipers ver- whole of the album's first side is
sion; while the performances of the devoted to Greggory Peccary, 20
barely teenaged Esther Phillips minutes of sheer wax- wasting
(who then sang with the Johnny bufoonery—and while some music
Otis Band) are utterly amazing in of consequence does emerge on
their maturity and depth of ex- the reverse, mainly on Redunzl, the
pression. Then too, there's the closing opus, the total amount of
swing of The Ravens, possibly the worthwhile material could easily
first of the famous ' bird' groups be accommodated on a lengthy

Bruce Foxton concurred, only
drummer Rick Buckley disagreeing—and he chose Tommy! So it's
really no surprise that All Mod
Cons (
Polydor POLD 5008), the
band's latest album, is full of Wholike flourishes, Weller punctuating
such numbers as To Be Someone
and In The Crowd with guitar stabs
and slashes that are right out of
the Townsend cookbook. And
even the roundels on the label
serve to remind one of those that
used to bedeck the ill-fated Moon's
kit way back in those Lambrettakicking days of Ready, Steady, Go.
In fact, the whole disc is so West
London, circa 1966, in direction
that it's quite surprising to find
The Jam utilising David Watts
(from The Kinks' 1967 Somethin'
Else LP) as the only non- original
on display—although Iguess it's
not if one does a double-take on
that ingenious album title. However, as Istated previously, The
Jam do have something of their
own to offer and they're not just
pretenders to the crown.
For
Weller can write, even if his lyrics
are atrifle ill-fitting at times—and
Buckler is nothing if not an efficient engine- room, while Foxton
chips in more than an adequate
number of licks and fills that serve
to remind listeners that there is a
bassist in the house and not just
someone making the number up.
All Mod Cons ( Ido like that title!)
is, then, The Jam's third and
tastiest album. Count me among
the ayes when the division bell
rings. [A: 1]

Billy Joe)

(such as The Flamingos, Crows,
Swallows, Robbins, Orioles and
Larks) and certainly one of the
initial black groups to quit the
guidelines laid down by the ultrasuccessful Ink Spots and head
back more in the direction of
gospel, plus the Fats Domino- like
appeal of New Orleans vocalist/
keyboardist Huey ' Piano' Smith.
In aW, there are 32 tracks to dissect
and devour, most of which you'll
find quite succulent, especially if
you happen to be the type who
reads Charlie Gillett's Sound Of
The City in the bath, or nods off to
sleep by counting lead singers
with The Drifters. Predictably, the
sound quality varies throughout,
but all in all, a rating of [B/C: 1*]
would appear to be afair one. All
that remains, then, is for me to
mention that this Savoy doublealbum series ( which is extremely
inexpensive) also contains a full
release by The Ravens, namely
JANUARY 1979

single. No personnel list provided
and, apart from the sound quality,
which is excellent, the whole disc
is redolent of a musician who has
become bored with his chosen
profession . . . or maybe that it's
just because he became bored
with Warner's, because the news
is that he's since signed with
Virgin. [
A*: 3]
Meanwhile, back in Woking, The
Jam have been brushing up their
Who impersonations, adding a
few tricks of their own and generally making good. I suppose if
they have to follow in the path of
another band, it might as well be
The Who—after all, Townsend,
Entwistle and Daltry have managed
to retain their credibility come rock
operas, mock operas and even
brushes with Ken Russell. Iremember that in oneMM Factfinder
column, Jam
main- man
Paul
Weller listed My Generation as his
favourite album, while bassist

Somewhere in a penthouse
overlooking Tin Pan Alley, Billy
Joel is probably, at this very
minute, dishing up a few choice
arpeggios on a gold-plated Steinway. For, album- wise, he's been
on a winning streak for quite a
while now and 52nd Street (
CBS
83181), his latest offering, would
appear unlikely to break the sequence. Phil Ramone is credited
as producer—which means that
there's little wrong in that department ( anyone who gets the nod
from Paul Simon is all right with
me!), while the back-up musicians
( uncredited on my copy of the disc)
provide a fair number of memorable moments, decorating Joel's
well- shaped
songs
effectively.
Stilletto is possibly the strongest
track this time around, possessing
a killer intro—a few bars
of
sophisticated sax give way first to
an unstoppable boogie piano and
then to a high-flyin' organ— but I
guess it'll be the McCartneyish My
Life that'll eventually provide the
cream for the CBS coffee. As a
commercial singer- songwriter,
Joel is hard to beat— he's tougher
than Stephen Bishop, Manilow
and that ilk and far more consistent
than many others.
And while
there's nothing as lyrically interesting on this album as Scenes
From An Italian Restaurant, the
highspot of The Stranger, Joel's
last LP, 52nd Street, has a lot
going for it and ultimately is the
kind of record that could fit into a
, lot of people's collections.
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IPLANET,11•111»
Special
display
of
PIONEER

equipment

ADC 551 Soundshaper
ADC SS2 Soundshaper
ADC SLM2 Meter ..
Armstrong 621 ..
Harman Kardon
Pioneer SA506
Pioneer SA606
Pioneer SA706 .
Pioneer SA8500 Mk Il
Pioneer SA9500 Ilk II
Quad 33/303/405 ..
Rotel RA214.. ..
Rotel RA314.. ..
Rotel RA4 I
4 ..
Rotel RA7I 4..
Rotel RA2020/2030/2 .
040
Sansui AU 117
Sansui AU2I7
Sansui AU317
Sansui AU5I7
Sansui AU7I7
Spendor DC40
Yamaha CA510/710/8 .
10/
1010/2010

..
..
..
..

£59-50
£ 134-75
£40-00
£ 104.50

£85 00
.. £ 114.00
f147.50
.. £230.75
.. £326.00
.. £59.50
.. £74.50
£94 50
.. £ 119.50
.. £84.50
.. £ 119.60
.. £ 164.10
.. £276.60
.. £324.90

Receivers
Aiwa AX7400
Aiwa AX7600
Aiwa AF3070 Casseiver
Aiwa AF3090 Casseiver
Aiwa AF5300 Music Centre
Aiwa AF5600 Music Centre
Akai AAI125
Akai AA 1135
Akai AC3500L Cass./Rec.
Armstrong 625 FM .
Armstrong 626 AM/FM ..
Goodmans Module 90 ..
Harman/Kardon
Pioneer SX590
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer LX690
Pioneer SX790
Pioneer SX890
Pioneer SX980
Pioneer SXI080
Pioneer SXI980
Rote RX203
Rote RX203C
Rote RX303
Rote RX403
Rote RX503
Rote RX603
Rote RX803
Sansui G2000
.. ..
Sansui G3000 .. ..
Sansui G5000 .. ..
Tandberg TR2030L/2045/
2060L/2080 .
Yamaha CR220/420/620/
820/1020/2020 ..
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£165.00
£219.00
£135 00
£369 00
£362 00
£450 00
£139 50
£159.50
£289 00
£164 SO
£189 50
£133.00
P.O.A.
£132 00
£167 00
£189.00
£211 00
£262 00
£354 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£89 50
£99 50
£109.50
£119 50
£139.75
£187 50
£229 00
£135.00
£169.50
£295.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

(Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950s. Expert
guidance from qualified staff. We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of charge for 12 months on any item.
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputable
manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by a cheque
card. Prices correct at time of preparation, subject to change without notice.
H1

order by phone 01-952 3238

All prices include VAT (d 14%.
Please add £. 75 per item towards
carriage and insurance ( cartridges
and styli post 75p).
Demonstrations, Expert Guidance
and after sales service.

S • akers
SPEAKERS Complete
Celestion UL6 ( pair)
Celestion UL8 ( pair)
Celestion Dicton II ( pair) ..
Celestion Dicton ISXR ( pair)
Celestion Dicton 22 ( pair) ..
Celestion Dicton 33 ( pair) ..
Celestion Dicton 442 ( pair)
Celestion Dicton 551 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 662 ( pair)
Goodmans RBI8 ( pair) .
Goodmans RB20 ( pair) ..
Goodmans Beta ( pair) ..
Goodmans Kappa ( pair) ..
Goodmans Sigma ( pair) ..
Goodmans Mini 2 ( pair) ..
Harbeth H. L. Monitor Mk 2
IMF Electronic all models ..
Jordan-Watts Janet ( pair) ..

£129.75
£165 75
£68-75
£99.75
£139.75
£189.75
£275.00
£325 00
£475 00
£58 00
£74 00
£138 00
£182 00
£255 00
£53 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£53.25

Jordan-Watts Juno ( pair) ..
£82.00
Jordan-Watts GT ( pair) .. £180.00
Jordan-Watts TLS ( pair) .. £ 182•00
KEF Celeste Ill
KEF Corelli ..
All
KEF Calinda ..
normally
KEF Concord Ill
in stock
KEF Cantata ..
Prices on
KEF Model 104AB
application
KEF Model 105
JRI49 ( pair) ..
£119.50
JR Super Woofer .. ..
P.O.A.
Spendor BC IMk Il BC3/SA I P.O.A.
Tannoy Oxford TI25 ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Ascot TI45. •
P.O.A.
Tannoy Chester TI65 ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Dorset TI85 ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Mayfair T225..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Berkeley ( pair) ..
P.O.A.

Turntables
ADC Accutrac 4000 .. £225.00
Aiwa AP2200 .. £ 105•00
Aiwa AP2500 .. .. £159.00
Garrard
SP25 Mk 6/Shure 1175-6 .
£41.75
GT35P sem/auto Strobe/Shure
M7SED-11 ..
£1450
DDI30 D/Drive M75ED/2 £ 39.50
Harman/Kardon
Linn Sondek LPI 2
Pioneer PL5 I
2
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL5I 4
£ 0.00
Pioneer PL5I6
£80.00
Pioneer PL5I8. • £ 109.00
Pioneer PL540• • £ 135 00
Pioneer PLC590 .. £297.00
Pioneer PL630• • £ 245•00
Rote! RPI300 .. ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RP3300 ... •
P.O.A.
Rotel RP5300 . ..
P.O.A.
Thorens TD160BC/Mk Il
(less arm) .. .. £75.00
Thorens TD 110 .. £ 109.50
Thorens TD I15
.
£ 126.00
Thorens TE)126BC/Mic 111
(less arm) .. .. .. £ 187.75

Harman/Kardon .. • •
P.O.A.
Nakamichi .. • .
P.O.A.
Pioneer 4040 Cass./Dol. .. £ 119.50
Pioneer 500 Cass./Dol. •. £ 100•00
Pioneer 700 Cass./Dol.. • £ 202-00
Pioneer 900 Cass./Dol. .. £299.50
Pioneer 1000 Cass./Dol./3H £399.00
Rotel RD I
5F Cass./Dol. £99-50
Sansui SC I110 .. £ 139S0
Tandberg TD 20A Reel ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD320 Cass./Dol. P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD340A Cass./
Dol./3H
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC520 Cass./Dol. . •
P.O.A.
Yamaha TCI000 Cass/Dol/3H P.O.A.

Tuners
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Harman/Kardon
Pioneer TX606 .
Pioneer TX8500 Mk Il
Pioneer TX9500 Mk Il
Quad FM3 ..
Rotel RT426
Rote' RT726
Sansui TU2I 7
Sansui TU7I7
Yamaha CTS10/710/810/
1010/7000 ..

.. £ 117.00
.. £82.50
£94.75
.. £ 186.50
.. £260.50
f84.50
£99.50
.. £ 109.00
.. £209.00

Video
After long and careful
evaluation of this medium we
now stock the latest Akai
home and portable equipment
Akai VHS 3hour ..
Akai VTS 300 ( Portable) ..

SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan- Watts Module ..
£19 00
Jordan-Watts HF Unit ..
£9.00
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit P.O.A.
KEF 727
..
£13-75
KEF B110
..
£ 11.25
KEF B200
..
£12.50
KEF B139 .. .. ..
£26-00
KEF DNI2 (727/B1 10/B139)
£7.50
KEF DN13 (T27/8200) ..
£5.25
Tannoy 295A 1-1PD ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy 3ISA HPD ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy 385A HPD ( pair) ..
P.O.A.

loie

Pick-Up Arms,
Cartridges & Styli

Tape Decks 8t Recorders
Aiwa ADI 250 Cass./Dol. •. £134.00
Aiwa AD6350 Cass./Dol. .. £145.00
Aiwa AD6550 Cass./Dol.
am«,
Aiwa AD6800 Cass./Dol./3H £299-95
Aiwa AD6900/Cass./Dol./3H £365 00
Akai 4000DS Mk II reel .. £ 199.90
Akai 4000 DB Reel/Dol. £249.75
Akai CS702D Mk Il Cass./Dol. £109.50
Akai GXC 706D Cass./Dol
P.O.A.
Akai GXC709D Cass./Dol... £ 179.00
Akai GXC725D Cass./Dol./3H £ 199.95
Akai GXC730D Cass/Rev/Dol £265.00
Akai GXC750D
P.O.A.
Akai GXC570D Mk Il Cass./Dol./3H
P.O.A.

Tannoy Arden (
pair)
Wharfedale Denton XP2 ( pr) £49.50
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 ( pr)
£63.50
Wharfedale Linton XP2 ( pr)
£78.50
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 ( pr) £102-00

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ADC LMGI Head Shell . • £ I•50
Formula 4Mk Ill .. • .
P.O.A.
SME 3009 Improved .. £ 51 • 00
SHE 3009 S2 .. • •
E55.75
SME 3009 Mk III .. £92.00
SME FD200 Damper .. £ 16.50
Cartridges
Price
Styli
ADC VLM Mk 3 .. £24-50 £ 18.50
ADC XLM Mk 3 .. £36.00 £22.50
ADC ZLM
£56-50 £32-75
ntre • • .. £92.00
Goldring D110 ( Styli for G800) £3.50
Lentek Pre-Amp .. £53.00 P.O.A.
Ortofon FF15XE .. £ 10.00 P.O.A.
Ortofon FF 15E2 .. £ 13.00 P.O.A.
Ortofon Fl 5E2 .. £ 19.00 P.O.A.
Ortofon VMS20E .. £29.00 P.O.A.
Shure M44/7 £8.00 £6.00
Shure M55/E.. .. £8.50 £7.75
Shure M75/E.I2 .. £ 13.25 £ 10.00
Shure M75/ED2 .. £ 15.75 £ 13.50
Shure M95/ED .. £ 19.75 £ 17.50
Shure VI5/3 (Styli) .. £20.50
Shure VIS/4 £65-00 £31.50
Shure N75/6 ( Styli) .. - £7.00
Shure N93/E (Styli) .. - £ 11.00

Headphones
Akai ASE7
Koss HVI
Koss HVI/LC..
Koss KI25
Koss KI35
Koss KI45 . •
Pioneer 5E205 ..
Pioneer 5E305 ..
Pioneer Monitor 10
Yamaha HP 1 / HPZ/HP3

£10.00
L26.50
£29.75
t15.50
£18-75
£23-50
£12.50
E19.50
£7.00

88 High St., Edgware,
Middlesex, HA8 7HE
Telephone: 01-952 3238
Close to the MI Motorway
OPEN:
9.30 to 6
Mon. to Sat. A. ,
Except
OGWARE
Thursday.
Closed all day
Easy parking
(at rear).
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folk

Grows the Laurel is better known.
It is sung here by Robert Cinnamond, also from Belfast. Joe
Heaney of Galway performs a
quite splendid version of the
lugubrious ballad The Nobleman's
Wedding. Irish singers are well to
the fore in this collection but The
Seeds of Love, with its narrative of
the language of flowers from the
girl's point of view, is sung in good
Sussex burr by George Maynard.
[H: 1/2]
The songs of ' false love and
true' on this set are appropriately
sad in many instances but Blackbirds and Thrushes (FSB-60-017)
is a rumbustious anthology of
country
songs
of
seduction.
Paul Oliver
When Iwas in my teens Ilived in
Dorset where I came to know
Charlie Wills, an anarchic hill
farmer who lived in self- built
shacks on Quarr Down near
Y FEATURE on pre-recorded Bridport. It's good to hear the
tapes of Folk Music some old rascal performing the gutsy
months ago proved unexpectedly songs he liked best, like The Game
popular, even though the theme of of Cards or Up to the Rigs. Harry
Sea Shanties was a rather spe- Cox from Norfolk too, was in his
cialised one. Ihave received many element with this kind of song,
requests for details of more enjoying himself hugely with The
general collections of folk music Knife in the Window and singing
on tape. To the tape collector with some identification with the
there is no better cross-section of suspect tinker of Remember the
British traditions than the Folk- Barley Straw. '
Rolling in the dew
tracks FSB Series of Folksongs makes the milkmaid fair' is the
of Britain and Ireland. There message of another Sussex song,
are eighteen of them, correspond- this one by Leslie Johnson, while
ing to the chapter titles of Peter Chris Willett of the same county
Kennedy's ' bible' of the same told of his ' coachman's whip' with
title ( Cassell, £15.00). Full tran- which, his French maid assured
scripts appear in the book and him, they could ' ride in the oldthis is valuable, for some of the fashioned style.' As one might
dialects are hard to follow. In- expect, men predominate here, but
deed, the first five, sung in Scots there's an unusual version of The
Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Welsh, Manx Little Ball of Yarn strongly sung by
and Cornish must be incompre- Winnie Ryan, and Lucy Stuart's
hensible to most English readers! The Lady of the Dainty Doon by.
Iwill concentrate in this feature on For the full character of these
the miscellanies that are grouped songs of the public bar and the
under thematic headings.
harvest frolic there's nothing to
As IRoved Out (FSB-60-013)— match The Nutting Girl belted out
which has the title of Kennedy's by Cyril Poacher of Suffolk, to the
long- remembered radio series in shouts, chorus and concertina of
the ' fifties— is a collection of love his companions. [
H: 1]
Unfaithfulness, cuckoldry,
songs performed generally at a
leisurely pace. It includes many husband- cheating and wife- beatfine items, among them Ca' The ing are perennial themes in folk
Yowes sung by Togo Crawford at song, and ' uneasy wedlock' is the
Kirkcudbright, in classic folk style. subject of The Bald- Headed
Jeannie Robertson's two songs End of the Broom (FSB-60-019).
are given her beautiful, orna- Bargain with Me has engaging
mented treatment: Iespecially like Devon intonation by Dicky LashThe Queen among the Heather. In brook while a rather surreal The
contrast Harry the Tailor is sung Crab Fish is sung to his comby Bill Westaway in unadorned panions by Charlie Chettleburgh
Devon accents.
Many of the of Norfolk, who also sings The
singers were in advanced years Game- Cock with similar delight in
when they were recorded and the words. Many of these songs
though their voices are for the use simple double-entendre demost part still strong, one feels vices, like Harry Cox's The German
that the joys of love are recalled Musician or that old favourite, The
wistfully in these songs. [H: 2]
Molecatcher, sung here by Suffolk
A melancholy mood prevails in man Alec Bloomfield. Nonsense
Green Grows the Laurel (FSB- word refrains are also popular in
60-015) evident from the outset in this idiom, representing what the
Phoebe Smith's long, slow lament singer or his audience cares to
A Blacksmith Courted Me with its project into them. Frank Hillier's
soaring verses. Winnie Ryan from Dorset song, The Old Woman of
Town
and
Michael
Belfast contributes a couple of Blighter
undulating, confidently sung items, Gallagher's version of The One
Going to Mass Last Sunday being Thing or the Other are examples.
unfamiliar to most collectors, I [H: 1/2]
suspect. A fragment of Green
Leaving the rompings of these

M
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country love- bouts we come to
rural occupations with Of All The
Trades (FSB-60-021). The Buchan
Miller by John McDonald to
accordian accompaniment, illustrates the popular theme of the
miller, who was often suspected of
overcharging and was held in
some contempt in many villages:
The Jolly Miller and The Miller's
Last Will, from Aberdeen and
Somerset respectively, indicate
the ambivalent attitude to his
trade.
That favourite of Bob
Roberts, The Candlelight Fisherman gets good treatment from
Norfolk singer Phil Hammond
while The Oyster Girl from Gower
sustains the seashore theme.
Songs
of
chimney
sweep,
wagoner, carter and broom- seller
are included in this interesting set,
which has a marvellously boozy
Frag the Cobbler by Albert Richardson
and
companions.
The
Machiner's Song by Ron and Bob
Copper and the spirited The Hot
Asphalt by John McLaverty of
Belfast are among the songs
which
indicate advancing
industrialisation. This is a particularly good set, with a slow, and
very fine version of The Factory
Girl by Sarah Makem for good
measure. [
H: 1]
It is by no means certain how
many songs actually accompanied
work. Perhaps the majority were
sung in pubs and Here's Health
to the Grog (
FSB-60-025) opens
with a lively tongue- twisting The
Barley Mow recorded ' on location'.
Drink Old England Dry has asomewhat less inebriated chorus for its
fine tune led by Haxey Boggins of
Lincoln—the names of some of
the singers are as rustic as their
songs. No anthology of drinking
songs could be without a version
of John Barleycorn; this one is a
little under wraps but pleasantly
sung by Shropshire singer Bert
Edwards. When Jones' Ale Was
New is another old favourite, sung
by the dependable Coppers. The
Jug of Punch, popularised by the
McPeake Family, is sung here by
Edward Quinn of County Tyrone
in a voice so gritty that it makes
the McPeakes sound positively
effete. But quite the lustiest item
is Rothsay, forcefully performed
by Davie Stewart of Angus to
some basic squeeze- box pumping.
These ' songs of good company'
are infectious. [
H: 1]
Collectors who are interested
in folk imagery will find The Frog
and the Mouse (
FSB-60-027) an
absorbing collection. On this set
birds and animals talk, have
human attributes and sometimes
point morals. Liam O'Connor's
The Hawk and the Crow is a good
example; other songs of ' the
crocodile', ' the mallard', ' old daddy
fox' or George Blackman's farmyard recitative IBought Myself a
Cock
are
among
the
other
examples. Several of them, like
Harry Holland's The Mallard, have
chanted tongue-tangling refrains.
As such they are appealing to
children and many of the songs

can be heard in the playground.
But two versions of Widdecombe
Fair, though very different, and
others of The Derby Ram and Ilka
Moor mean that there are fewer
surprises. [H: 2]
So we come to ' Songs of Newsworthy Sensation' on The Black
Velvet Band (
FSB-60-029) in
which dark deeds and summary
punishment are recorded in old
and
popular
ballads.
These
colourful stories are sung with
relish by some, and dispassionately by others, but the stories
that have moved into the realm of
legend are kept alive in the narrative verses.
Charlie Wills reappears with that tough old song
with which he must have associated with himself, Brennan's on
the Moor.
Patriotism coloured
with humour and cheerful bragging are evident in Eri-Go-Bragh
by John Strachan of Aberdeen,
and the ballad of Donnelly and
Cooper from Armagh also takes a
partisan position.
Songs like
John Hall and Derry Gaol take a
fearless view of the ' gallows tree'.
which was the destiny of Switzerland John who murdered the two
sweet girl victims in The Folkstone
Murder. It's a bloodthirsty collection, from the shooting of Polly
Vaughn to Poison in aGlass of Wine
the latter sung incisively by Mary
Doran. I'll have to resist the
temptation to retell these stories,
but the transcriptions and such
documentary detail as can be
traced appears in Peter Kennedy's
book. [H: 1/2]
The final chapter in that work is
about the songs of the ' travelling
people', agood selection of which
appears in The Roving Journeyman (
FSB-60-031). A charming
description of the world of the
transient workers and their temporary settlements is sung by
Belle Stewart on The Berryfields of
Blair, though it smacks of literary
origins. Casual entertainment is
the theme of Jimmy McBeath's
The Moss o' Burreldale with its
description of 'fiddlin' in the
gloamin".
Davie
Stewart's
Tramps and Hawkers is hard to
follow without the book beside
the tape machine, but Row-DowDow, describing the brief incarceration of a couple of travellers
turned poachers is clearly, if
gently sung by George Maynard.
Women singers are more evident
on this set including Louisa
Holmes' slightly wavery but engaging Little Gipsy Girl, and two
versions of Sweet Blooming Lavender in the accents of Piccadilly
Circus. [
H: 1/2]
The
two
hundred- odd
recordings of veteran traditional
singers on these cassettes comprise a remarkable documentation
of the variety of British folk song.
Individually the tapes are £2.130
each, but the full series of eighteen
cassettes can be obtained at the
special price of £35.00 ( plus £ 1.50
postage) from Folktracks Cassettes, The Centre for Oral Traditions, Harberton, Totnes, Devon.
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I T'S a pity there are so many jazz
heads whose listening stops—
or starts—at bebop. There's a
well-defined and logical line from
say King Oliver's band to the
music of Albert Ayler, yet few
followers of one camp extend their
listening to the other. That kind of
restricted listening means that
they are missing out on a lot . . .
especially at the moment when
there's a lot of excellent reissue
material which should be essential
listening for all jazz fans. Top of
the list is a double album Joe
Williams— Count Basie, on
Vogue VJD 553 [
C: 1*]. This is
music from the core of the jazz
tradition ... a blues singer and a
tight band whose fundamental
principle is swing. There's no
pretension here at all, just straight
ahead swing immaculately played
with good taste and gusto. Joe
Williams is one of my favourite
blues
singers—Jimmy
Witherspoon is the other—and on these
late ' fifties cuts he comes across
with the utmost clarity and confidence. The music as a whole is
unbelievably relaxed. Just beautiful. And so is Refreshing Tracks
Vol. 2, by Sidney Bechet, another
Vogue double album VJD 552
[C/H: 1*].
Here's a soprano
player with an old-style vibrato as
wide as the Mississippi itself
whose lack of prejudice allows
him to play with one of the pioneers of bebop drumming, Kenny
Clarke. Maybe Klook's own open
attitude helped. As a soloist—
and most of the music is built
round his soloing — Bechet was,
at the same time, out front and
flamboyant, and also at times,
deeply moving. His control of
that wide vibrato was subtly
supreme. Other players adopting
this style have foundered, ending
up sounding embarrassing. His
sound on soprano was unique.
He makes it all sound so easy—
and the soprano is the most difficult member of the saxophone
family. Just compare his playing
with that of some modern players.
Tin Roof Blues is a live double
featuring a cooking band which
includes
Earl
Hines,
Muggsy
Spanier, and the absolutely amazing bassist Pops Foster. It's got
all the atmosphere of a club date
where the musicians on the stand
are enjoying themselves as much
as the punters. The raw energy
captured on plastic makes this yet
another desirable item for your
collection: Vogue VJD 549. [C:1]
To leap from those albums to
New Directions with Jack DeJohnette's band is an instructive
experience. The drummer's album
has the sound going for it—it's
superbly and cleanly recorded ...
and the musicians are fully accredited members of the accomplishment club. But leaving the
style of playing out of it—there's a
major gulf between this album and
the three reviewed above. And
that's energy and committment.
Energy in jazz isn't about playing
fast, or playing aggressively. It's
about converting spiritual and
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GREAT variety of interesting
voices to start off the column
A
this month. It is surprising that

Ginger Rogers has recorded so
little since the early 78s of the
1930s and the soundtrack reissues of the films she made with
Fred Astaire. This is now remedied in an LP called Miss Ginger
Rogers (
EMI ODN1002, £3.60),
which she recorded in London in
April, featuring some of her most
memorable hits—Night and Day;
Did you ever see a dream walking;
They all laughed; A fine romance;
But not for me, etc—all established
classics. The star may not be a
great singer, but she has a great
sense of style and away with these
fine songs that beautifully recapKen 1
.
1yder
tures the right sort of 1930s atmoPeter Ganunond
sphere. We're in the money might
emotional intensity into music.
become ahit all over again. MoreA
reviewer's
life is full of surNew Directions has a lot of pretty
over Ginger Rogers sounds re- prises. The next in this month's
facility, but is almost devoid of
markably young in voice and pile is called Almost a Gentlespirituality. It's chocablock with
spirit. The LP is rather over- man (
Topic ® 12T387), which,
unfulfilled promise— rather like a
bearingly recorded, but it's great to anyone around in the 1930s,
steak and kidney pie with the meat
entertainment. [ A/B: 1]
will be recognised as the billing
taken out of it. It's on ECM 1128
There couldn't possibly be a of one Billy Bennett, a radio
[A: 4], if you're interested.
Another disappointment is the greater contrast than between comedian in the true old musicnew Weather Report album, Mr Ginger Rogers and Cleo Laine; hall tradition. Good, basic maGone, CBS 82775 [A: 3]. There the former ingenuous, the latter terial like She was poor but she
are certain synthesiser sounds all art, craft and artifice, Cleo was honest with that unmistakable
RCA period flavour of the pit orchestra
which are easier to tire of than Laine Sings Word Songs (
acoustic sounds, and Joe Zawinul, RL25176, 2records) is an extremely behind; wonderful timing, nosone of the most imaginative syn- sophisticated offering. The in- talgic atmosphere; a splendid
thesiser players, is running out of credible voice, the wonderful con- surprise to have these EMI rethe new and novel. With this trol and sense of pitch, is put to cordings of Bennett's songs and
album you may be fooled into good and interesting use in song recitations restored to us [H]. A
thinking that there's a lot happen- settings mainly by her husband no less distinctive voice is to be
ing .. . a lot going on. But when John Dankworth ( with some by heard in Pam Ayres' latest offeryou listen closely there's nothing Arthur Young, Tony Hymas and ing Thoughts of a Late- Night
Knitter
(
Columbia
SCX6595,
there. It's not a patch on Black Duke Ellington) using many poems
Market or Mysterious Traveller. by Shakespeare ( one whole LP), £4.40). However she may rank as
the rest by such varied writers as a poet, you can't help liking the
They've lost direction.
Steve Reich's Music For 18 T. S. Eliot, John Donne, W. H. girl with her delightfully zany
Musicians has a direction all Auden, Thomas Hardy, John approach to everything. Recorded
right. It's similar to the music of Betjeman and Spike Milligan. The live at the Everyman Theatre in
Terry Riley and Philip Glass in its idiom is, of course, a modern jazz Cheltenham in July, the audience
use of slowly changing repetitive one with accompaniments by adequately express the potential
phrases, but he's enriched the Dankworth and a group of well- enjoyment this LP has to offer.
form by incorporating ethnic music known musicians. It is superbly [A: 1]
It is not possible, in a field of
influences. The listener's interest done, settings and performances
is held more closely by the in- equally interesting and skilful; the music as wide-ranging as that
A: 1*/1]
which comes under the heading of
creased complexity in the music, sound clear. [
The next lady who claims our 'Light' to find yourself always in
and the fact that the subtle
changes keep happening at a attention is Beti Mary Owen with sympathy with what comes along.
brisker rate. The extensive use of whom we move into a more Imight well be accused of a lack
percussion leads to a clean, crisp classical and traditional folksong of appreciation of the finer points
sound, but voices, clarinets and a vein. The Welsh- born soprano of some music- making but Imust
couple of bowed instruments add has four records, all strongly confess that a whole LP of handMy favourite bell ringing leaves my nerves in a
a mellowing influence. I would Welsh flavoured.
Seren greater state of jangle than the
have liked to have heard some bass was Welsh Folk- songs (
at the bottom of it all, but that's SCLP649). The style is classical, music. Handbells In Harmony
just a tiny quibble in what's a a lieder singer's folksong, the (Saydisc SDL289, £3.69) is a
remarkable piece of absorbing voice expressive and clear in afine euphemistic title as handbells,
collection of nineteen delightful however expertly played, as on this
music— ECM 1129 [ A: 1/2].
Uptown Dance CBS 82959 items. Two earlier albums—Good disc by the Sound in Brass HandSeren SCLP628) and bells ensemble, are most of the
[A: 2] is not at all what you'd Tidings (
Seren SCLP621) time not in harmony at all because
expect from that great Frog lesu biaurr gân (
Fiddler, Stephane Grappelli. At have a religious slant, being of their notes linger on to where they
70 he's engaged here in making a hymns and sacred songs which are no longer wanted. Certain
jazz album with commercial over- she sings again with clear sin- pieces like Silent Night sound
tones, and hip sessioneers like cerity and a pleasing timbre of reasonably effective but when they
Anthony Jackson, Steve Gadd— voice. The fourth album Songs attempt something like Black and
Seren SCLP650) is a white rag the results are hideous.
and Ron Carter even. There's We Love (
sweeping strings thrown in too— selection of popular Welsh songs It may be great fun for the ringers
but it all hangs together. Grappelli of the late 1800s and the 20th cen- but not for the listener. Isuppose
stays true to his own playing, with tury. Aimed at Welsh- speaking
it is as well recorded as possible
but Iwouldn't know how to rate
a singing tone, elegant lines and listeners, Ifeel sure these records
fanciful flurries. In fact if it wasn't will give pleasure to a much wider what sounds like a stampede of
for his playing, the whole music audience. She is excellently ac- Swiss cows.
would be nowhere. It's by no companied by Charles Dobson
means a heavy album, but there's and all four are clearly recorded.
[A: 1]
a pleasant appealing quality to it.
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12 Headphones
James Moir & William Stevens

W

HEN we last reviewed headphones, we
noted that their popularity was such
that half a million pairs were sold in England
each year. Their appeal does not appear to
have waned in the intervening years, but there
seems to have been some changes in the
reasons for their popularity.
Headphones allow the hi-fi enthusiast to
enjoy his hobby without involving those members of the family with no interest in the
program; they can enhance the stereo effect
by eliminating acoustic crosstalk between
channels; and they can reproduce a concert
hall or pop performance at real life levels
without the aid of amplifiers of such power
that they could double as electric fires. The
best headphones available can have an
excellent frequency response and distortion
levels that are lower than loudspeakers, while
a given percentage of wow and flutter in the
program is that much less obvious than
when loudspeakers are used to reproduce the
same signal. Headphones find favour because
they do not occupy any of the floor space, or
present problems in matching the rest of the
furniture. The acoustics of the room do not
colour the program and many types of headphones reduce significantly the level of background noise, often a serious problem for
people living on, or near, a traffic artery.
Indeed, the advantages are so great that we
are left wondering why people buy loudspeakers. These aspects were discussed at
greater length in HFNIRR September 1976,
and it is probably of interest to refer to that
contribution for details and to compare the
performance of the older designs with those
to be described in this contribution.
Discussions with some users have showed
that the emphasis is now on their advantages
in allowing realistic sound levels to be
achieved while avoiding criticism from the
neighbours. It may be significant that a
parallel investigation has shown that the
acoustic insulation between adjacent houses,
or adjacent flats, built in recent years, now
fails to reach the requirements of the Building
Regulations much more frequently than in
the immediate post-war years. Headphones
are now looked upon as an advantageous
substitute for loudspeakers when used in
the Englishman's castle. Interestingly there
has been an increase In the number of headphone designs that provide little protection
against interfering noise local to the user.
Thus while headphones can be designed to
reduce room noise by 30-40 dB, the majority
of the designs reviewed this month provide
only some 3-4 dB reduction in room noise.
The present review deals with 12 pairs of

phones ranging in price from £25 to £250, so
it is to be expected that the performance will
also cover a wide range, but it should be
remembered that, as with all other products,
every step in the improvement process becomes increasingly costly. Doubling the
price is unlikely to result in a doubling of the
sound quality, however that aspect of the
performance is interpreted.
We noted in earlier reviews that an assessment of the performance of headphones presents difficulties that are not encountered in
assessing the performance of loudspeakers.
Assessing the sound quality of any product
Is difficult because of the wide variation in
skill, experience and taste between individuals and this applies to headphones perhaps in greater measure than in any other
products, but there are additional problems
specially applicable to headphones. They
must be comfortable to wear, for if they fail
in this respect they are unlikely to be used,
even if purchased. Comfort is hard to define
and more difficult to measure and as aglance
around the home will confirm, heads vary
enormously in size and shape. An acceptably comfortable fit on a wide variety of
heads requires some sophistication in the
design of the headband to ensure that the
pressure on the ears does vary widely with
the size of the head, and this degree of sophistication costs money.
In addition there is an acoustic interaction
between the closeness of fit on the head and
the frequency response of the earpieces, a
complication that is not encountered with
any other product. In many designs the response at the low frequency end of the spectrum is greatly affected by the presence of
small air leaks between the head and the
earcap and this again is affected by the
design of the headband and the sophistication of the seal.
Many products can be objectively assessed
with considerable confidence, but any objective assessment of electro -mechanical transducers such as pickups, loudspeakers and
headphones must be supported by subjective
opinion, for we do not as yet understand all
the criteria that the brain applies in assessing
the sound quality of these products. The frequency response and transient performance
of the headphones were assessed with the
headphones mounted in a Bruèl & Kjaer artificial ear Type 4153 to BS 4669, if they were
of the super- aural type fitting on the ears;
but an artificial ear meeting the suggestions
in a recent IEC TC29 document was used for
the objective testing of the circumaural headphones, the type that fit over and around,

rather than ' on', the ear. However, as there
was only one pair of the circumaural type,
the review of that model also includes the
curves taken on the B & K Type 4153 artificial
ear designed to meet the requirements of
IEC 318 and BS 4669. The B & K ear employed was modified to include two felt rings to
simulate the absorption provided by the
fleshy parts of the ear. The reasons for this
variation are more fully explained in aseparate
contribution ( p. 63), but, in brief, the investigation provided evidence that some of the
peakiness displayed by phones tested on
the artificial ear to BS 4669 is due to the
design of the ear. This was confirmed by
measurements of the performance of the
headphones on real human ears and on the
modified artificial ear. The measured frequency responses were in closer agreement
if the sound absorption of the human ear is
simulated by adding some absorption to the
artificial ear. However, it must be emphasised that this does not invalidate any earlier
data, for it was confirmed that all the peaks
found in the response using the standard
B & K artificial ear were present when the
frequency response of the headphone was
measured on a real human ear, but the amplitude of the peaks was generally rather less
than when tested on the artificial ear.
The rest of the test techniques were conventional. The headphones were mounted
on the B & K Type 4153 ear, the headband
pressure being adjusted to the user value by
a wooden block between the earpieces to
separate them by 16 cm, the average spacing
of human ears. This ensures that the tension
provided by the headband is that intended
by the designer, an important aspect for the
low frequency response is greatly affected
by the presence of leaks around the earcap,
and the leakage is determined to a considerable extent by the pressure applied by the
headband.
The second and third harmonic distortion
components were graphically plotted using
a B & K tracking filter Type 1623. This allows
any specified harmonic to be measured
though the harmonic distortions were sufficiently low to make it necessary to increase
the system gain by 20 dB when plotting the
distortion curves. Thus the distortions are
all 20 dB lower than the values read directly
from the distortion curves.
Oscillograms of the transient performance
were taken on every unit by applying a square
signal pulse 40 [Is long. This is one of the
conventional methods of illustrating the
transient response of a system but it is not
without its pitfalls. Interpreting the transient

performance plots really requires considerable experience. If the conventional view is
taken and it is thought that the headphones
should provide a faithful reproduction of the
waveform of the applied electrical pulse, then
none of the headphones would be thought
even remotely acceptable, for none of them
produce an acoustic waveform that bears any
resemblance to the waveform of the electrical
signal. However, ranking on the basis of the
pulse tests by an experienced observer gave
the same ranking as that derived from the
frequency response curves, a result that is
to be expected. The pulse oscillogram taken
from a double beam oscilloscope show the
waveform of the applied electrical pulse and
below it the waveform of the resultant acoustic
pulse.
The listening tests were carried out by the
group that assessed the units in the earlier
tests using the same technique. Master
tapes running at 15 in/sec, carrying record-

AKG K141
A comfortable headset weighing 227 gm
which incorporates asingle moving- coil drive
unit in each earpiece. A double headband is
fitted with the inner band lightly tensioned to
minimise the need for re- adjustment to suit
each user. The frequency response was
found to be reasonably smooth up to about
3.5 kHz but there is avalley about 10 dB deep
between 4kHz and 7kHz, with a rapid fall- off
above 11 kHz. The pulse response indicates
a tendency to ring at around 8kHz and also
shows that the phones reverse the phase of
the signal, a positive- going electrical pulse
being reproduced as anegative- going sound
pressure wave. This is not a problem when
symmetrical waves are being monitored,
though it should be noted that speech is one

ings of six different types of program, were
replayed by a Philips Pro 20 professional tape
recorder, the signal being used to drive a
Quad 405 amplifier. Each listener compared
pairs of headphones until he was satisfied
that he could give them a ranking number
with fair confidence, each listener spending
as much time on the comparisons as he felt
necessary. A third listener then ran through
the same program material, comparing the
written comments of the previous two critics
and paying special attention to any differences
in their opinion of the performance before
providing a consensus opinion. Comfort is
avery difficult aspect to quantify but this was
done by three different engineers and our
two secretaries, and the rankings averaged.
Though headphones can be designed to
exclude room noise, the design trend since
the last review appears to disregard this
aspect. In partthis is the result of the increase
in the number of designs in which asound-

porous cap is used under the earpiece to
minimise the effect of leakage on the frequency response. The noise exclusion aspect
of the performance was measured by exposing the test ear to apink noise field generated
by aremote loudspeaker, measuring the noise
output from the microphone in the ear and
then adding the headphone on the ear. The
reduction in the noise output from the microphone is then an indication of the degree to
which the phones reduce the level of the
general room noise. Typically it was only
around 3-4 dBA, with the Leak and Koss
headphones having the best performance,
a reduction of around 7dBA.
The comments that follow on the various
models include the results of both the objective and subjective tests but the parallel
contribution discussing the objective test
technique in more detail should be borne in
mind.

example of a signal that is substantially
asymmetrical in waveshape. There is then
jusi a chance that reversing the phase of the
signal to both earpieces will result in an improvement in sound quality.

The subjective impressions were of a lack
of both extreme bass and high frequency response, but the sound was not tiring even
after long listening periods.
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BANG t% OLUFSEN 010
An unusual design inasmuch as the two
earpieces may be adjusted in angle and then
locked in place within the moulded plastic
headband. This has a simple slide adjustment of length allowing many head sizes and
shapes to be comfortably accommodated.
The headphones were found to be reasonably
comfortable, though it was considered that
the pressure exerted by the padded earpieces was rather high. The measured frequency response was found to be acceptably
smooth up to 4kHz, but there was a 12 dB
dip around 9kHz. The pulse performance
was considered to be good. It is interesting
to note that this was another headphone set

5K
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20K

)

that had both earpieces wired in reverse
phase. Thus a positive- going electrical pulse
produced a negative- going acoustic pulse.
Distortion performance was rated as good,
whilst the absolute sensitivity was around
5dB lower than average. Listening tests
confirmed the limited high frequency response
resulting in a somewhat muffled sound that
was, however, clean and free from distortion.
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BEYER ET1000
These electrostatic headphones are supplied with a small HT supply unit that requires a mains supply. The front panel is
fitted with a switch allowing either headphone or loudspeaker operation and DIN
sockets are provided for connecting two pairs
of headphones.
The measured frequency response curves
were easily the best of all the headphones
tested, the high frequency response extend-
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pulse response was generally clean, though
a slight ringing was evident at the 6kHz
resonance frequency. Listening tests showed
the headphones to have a nicely balanced
sound. The harmonic distortions were remarkably low, even with the headphones
driven hard, the resulting sound quality being
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20K

considered the ideal compromise between
'enclosed' and ' open' sounding headphones.
There was some criticism of the comfort
aspect by all the panel. Though high in price
these headphones still represent reasonable
value for money and can be strongly recommended.
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HOWLAND WEST CIS 1750

in ç
2 reasonably smoothly to 18 kHz with only
one slightly prominent peak at 6kHz. The
low frequency response was also outstanding, being only some 6dB down at 40 Hz.
Harmonic distortion was very low and the

An unusual design which includes two
drive- units in each of the earpieces. The
headphones are light (210 gm) and reasonably
comfortable, though the pressure exerted on
the ears was thought to be alittle on the high
side. The measured frequency response
showed a restricted low frequency output
and a peaky high frequency output that fell
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Dealer

Your HiFi Dealer

LONDON AREA

DEVON

CROYDON'S

GULLIFORD HOUSE LTD
(formerly Jeffries Hi -Fi ( S- W) Ltd)

TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE
Allleading makes in stock, Hi Fi equipment,
cabinets, etc.

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO TAF

H. L. SMITH
& CO. LTD.
Comprehensive stock of equipment
at competitive prices
National Panasonic and Technics
287-9 Edgware Road
London W2 1BE Tel: 01-723 5891

Harbeth - Linn - Meridian Naim - Nightingale - Nytech Tangent - TVA and many
others. Various arms,
cartridges and direct discs.

We demonstrate the above
equipment on a restored Devonshire farm. We are therefore free
from distractions and are able to
give you plenty of time.
TO ENABLE US TO DO THIS
WE OPERATE BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Tel.: Dawlish (0626) 863604
Gulliford House, Kenton,
Exeter, Devon.

ALL THE BEST
BRITISH HI-FI
2 COMPARATORS—EXCHANGES
FOTOSONIC HOUSE
BRADFORD 22972
Give you a good deal

SCOTLAND

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity
34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

031 557 1672

EAST SUSSEX

CHESHIRE

Lost in the
e

YORKSHIRE

A & R - Celef - Dahlquist -

Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

Established 1910

Your Mi-Fi Dealer

Jungle?

Phone WILMSLOW 28213
for an expert guide to
the territories of:
A & R, AIWA, ARISTON, AUDIOMASTER,
B & W, CASTLE, CONNOISSEUR, DUAL,
DALESFORD, HITACHI, IMF, JR, JVC, KEF,
LINN, MICRO SEIKI, MICHELL,
MONITOR AUDIO, NEAL, OPTONICA,
PIONEER, RAM, ROTEL, RADFORD,
SUGDEN, STD, TANGENT, TAN NOY,
TRIO, VIDEOTONE, WHARFEDALE,
YAMAHA.

SWIFT5 Swan Street.
)». OF WILMSLOW Wilmslow,
Cheshire

OXFORDSHIRE

FOR SOUND SERVICE
Linn, Nairn, Meridian, TVA, Revox, Nytech,
ECC, Nightingale, Dahlqulst, A & R, Neal,
Ferrograph, Pioneer, Sansui, Entré, Coral,
Dual, Thorens, MA, Celef, Chartwell, Ram,
Audiomaster, Sigma, Harbeth, Lentek, HK,
Micro, Rega and Castle, Etc.
1. 3 Years parts
and labour
guaranteed.
2. Late
night
demos. 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m.

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.

Tel. 4163

Appointed Agent for
Bang & Olufsen, Revox,Tand berg, Sony,Teac.
Garrard, K.E.F., Leak, Lowther, Quad, Shure, Spendor,
Thorens, Wharfedale etc.
Closed Ip.m. Saturdays.

WEST SUSSEX

JEFFRIES HI-FI

4 Albert Parade, Green Street,
Eastbourne.
Tel: 0323 31336
A quality and service centre of the South-East

HAMPSHIRE
YORKSHIRE

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here
(BOWERS

e

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road • Teleoi thing 64141

• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm

g Direct cut discs

• Approved agents: Aiwa, AKG, AR, 8 & W, Beyer, Celef,
Celestion, DBX, FR, Fons, Gale, Grace, Harbeth, H- K.
IMF, JR I
49, KEF, Linn-Sondek, Micro-Seiki, Mission,
Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon, Pioneer, QED, QUAD,
RAM, Revox 13', Rogers, Setton, SMC, SME, Spendor,
Sony, Stanton, Stax, Sugden, Supex, Tandberg, Tangent,
Tannoy, Teat, Technics, Trio, TVA, Yamaha and others,

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel: 2827 or 65232

THE HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI
CENTRE
8 Byram Street, HUDDERSFIELD.
Telephone: 44668

THE BRIGHOUSE HI-FI
CENTRE
24 Commercial Street, BRIGHOUSE.

KENT

CONFUSED?
For qualified advice and guidance, and
professional after- sales service consult
the specialists:

WA

ra.

138

D. E. HADAWAY & SON LIMITED

95 & 97 WATLING st GILLINGHAM
MEDWAY 50058

JOHN HADAWAY. T. ENGTUD, FSERT, MAES

Telephone: Brighouse 79606
Personal attention, home demonstrations,
competitive prices, 2 demonstration studios,
headphone bar. We stock:
Aiwa, Armstrong, AR, B & W, Cambridge, Connoisseur, JVC, KEF, Koss,
LNB, Monitor Audio, N.E.A.L., Pioneer,
Quad, Revox, Richard Allan, Sennheiser,
Sansui,
Sony,
Stanton,
Strathearn,
Shure, A. R. Sugden, J. E. Sugden,
Tandberg, Technics,
Toshiba,
Trio,
,KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

Dear Dalesford,
I'm told the ' in'
sound is D shaped.
Please tell me more
about your Dalesford D
speakers.
Name
Address

To: Dalesford Loudspeakers Ltd.,
Calverley, Pudsey,
Yorkshire.

off rapidly above 5kHz. Distortion was generally good though the Doppler distortion sidebands were only some 40 dB down. The
sensitivity was some 10 dB higher than
average so a stepdown attenuator may be
necessary if noise from the output stages of
the power amplifier proves to be a problem.

e

Listening tests confirmed the attenuated high
frequency response resulting in a rather
muffled sound quality. The lack of bass was
also aproblem though in many ways it helped
balance the limited high frequency performance. These headphones are not in the top
quality group but are good value for money
when the price is taken into account.
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KOSS ESP 10
The Koss electrostatic headphones, top
of their range, are supplied complete with a
separate HT supply unit fitted with two quasipeak- reading signal level indicators. This unit
has to be fitted between amplifier and loudspeakers and requires a mains supply. Two
headphone sockets are provided and a front
panel switch allows aselection of either headphones or loudspeakers. The circuitry does
include overload protection though it is
doubtful whether even the most fanatical
rock enthusiast could endure the high sound
levels possible. The frequency response on
the IEC TC29 jig was found to be reasonably
smooth, though falling away above 2kHz, and
being some 10 dB down at 10 kHz. The pulse
response was generally acceptable but, again,
this was a headset with both earpieces
producing a negative- going acoustic signal
from a positive- going electrical signal. It is
doubtful whether this has any significant
effect on the audio quality but purists may
object nonetheless. The headphones themselves were the heaviest of the group (414 gm)
and opinion on the comfort rating was divided.
Listening tests revealed a smooth pleasant
intimate sound, the overall quality being rather
restricted by the falling HF response. If an
'enclosed' sound is preferred, the Koss headphones can certainly be considered to be
among the best of the group, though it must
be said that at £190 they may not be the best
value for money.
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Your

Dealer

WEST MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY
A.R., Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LNB,
Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg, Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales
service.
Finance available.
Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM IS.
BIRMINGHAM 021.455 0667

MILLWARDS

The Sound
of
Expetience
The first headphones introduced by
Howland-West many years ago broke
new ground by offering the highest
quality at extremely competitive
prices.
The most recent additions to our
range, illustrated below, offer the
latest in technology whilst retaining a
competitive price level.

Telephone: 23980
SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR SOUND ADVICE
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI-FI

HOWLANDWEST
CIS 1750.
Twin
Speaker
Headphone.
Around £47
inc. VAT.

WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG, SONAR, BR 0,
SONY,QUAD,MARANTZ,TANDBERG,LEAK,
etc.

WEST SUSSEX

SOUNDS SUPREME )
f

Agents

for:

JVC, KEF,

Yamaha,
Monitor

Lux,

Strathearn,

Audio, Videotone,

Snsui,
a
Trio, Nightingale and many others
136 PORTLAND ROAD,
HOVE, SUSSEX
Telephone: Brighton 723399

FOR FULL
INFORMATION
ON
ADVERTISING IN
HI-FI NEWS &
RECORD REVIEW
Telephone
ROGER DENNY
Advertisement
Manager on
01 - 686 2599

HOWLANDWEST
CIS 850.
Lightweight
Headphone.
Around £ 19
inc. VAT.

HOWLANDWEST
CIS 950.
Lightweight
with Volume
Control.
Around f20
inc. VAT.
For full details of the complete range
of Howland-West Headphones write
to:

UVID
VID
T 1TD

LEAK 3000
The units consist of an unusual driver
system, viz a light circular diaphragm supported between anisotropic ferrite magnets,
the ' voice coil' being etched into a pattern

over the whole area of the diaphragm. Uniform drive over the whole diaphragm is thus
achieved, much as with an electrostatic drive
system. The frequency response remains
substantially flat up to 7kHz and is then followed by a dip around 9kHz and a peak at
11 kHz. A slight imbalance was noted between the units below 1kHz, the left earpiece
being some 2dB up on the right-hand earpiece. The pulse response was unusual in
having a low amplitude oscillation that

continued for a rather long time following the
application of the test pulse. Distortion was
very low and external noise was attenuated
by about 8dBA, the best of the group. Subjectively the units were considered to be
reasonably comfortable, but lacking in the
extreme high frequencies, although the overall
sound quality was thought to be alittle ' hard'.
Certainly thought to be worth trying, though.
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PWB Electrostatics
Permanently polarised electrostatic capsules within the headphones remove the
need for a separate HT supply unit though a
transformer adaptor still has to be connected
to the output of the power amplifier. A
selector switch is not supplied with the basic

e
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model transformer but various other models
incorporating various switching arrangements ( not tested) are available. All measured forms of distortion were commendably
low, whilst the sensitivity was found to be
some 6dB lower than average. The pressure
applied by the headband was thought to be
rather on the high side for extended periods
of listening though they were fairly comfort-
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able and not excessively heavy at 276 gm.
Subjective tests suggested an enclosed
'intimate' sound with a well extended bass
performance. The headphones were thought
to be lacking somewhat in high frequency

output and this, if anything, added to the
intimate nature of the sound. Some sensitivity imbalance between earpieces was evident
as can be seen on the frequency response
curves, though this was not considered to be

a serious problem. In many ways the headphones sounded similar to the Revox RH310.
They can be recommended, especially in
view of their low price.

REVOX RH310
Initial inspection showed that these headphones were similar in many ways to the
excellent Beyer DI 440 reviewed in HFNIRR
September ' 76 and March ' 77. They are
somewhat unusual in design in that there is
a foam pad between the diaphragm and the
ear lobe, constituting a permanent leak into
the cavity that minimises the effect of any
incidental air leak under the earpiece. The
backs of the drive units are open to the air,
thus avoiding the within the head' kind of
sound quality characteristics of some circumaural headphones. The measured frequency
response was excellent, though a peak in
output appeared around 3 kHz. The pulse
response was good though it shows some
ringing on the tail of the pulse. Distortion
was low, but the frequency intermodulation
(Doppler)
sidebands
were
higher than
average. Pulse performance was generally
excellent, with a slight tendency to ring at
3 kHz being noted. The listeners considered
that these headphones had a neutral sound
and a marked spatial quality. They were
classed as comfortable. The headphones
can be firmly recommended.

REVOX RH 310
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HD 420

SENNHEISER HD 420
RH

90d8
Following the success of their earlier HD
414 headphones, Sennheiser are now offering this updated design. Each of the two
moving- coil drive units is held slightly away
from the ear using porous foam cushions
covered with an acoustically transparent feltlike material to provide a controlled leak into
the cavity above the diaphragm. The Sennheisers are extremely light ( 139 gm) and met
with unanimous approval in respect of comfort.
The measured frequency response
curves show a relatively smooth response
up to 14 kHz though there is a slight hump
at 4 kHz. Measured Doppler distortion was
relatively high at — 36 dB though there were
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no audible signs of this during the listening
tests. Subjectively, the headphones were
considered to provide a clear open sound
with perhaps just a little too much high frequency output. However, they deserve a
strong recommendation.

STANTON DYNAPHASE 35
In view of Stanton's excellent reputation
in respect of their magnetic cartridges, the
performance of these headsets was something of a surprise to us. The frequency
response curves show a response that is
severely limited at both ends of the audio
spectrum, and very peaky in the range above
1kHz. Harmonic distortions and amplitude
intermodulation distortion were both classed
as good, though the Doppler distortion was
higher than average. The sensitivity of the
units was remarkably high at 109 dB for
0.33 V pink noise input, thus some simple
attenuator will almost certainly be needed
if electrical noise generated in the output
stage of the power amplifier is to remain
inaudible. The pulse performance oscillogram shows severe ringing following the
pulse. Listening tests only served to confirm the objective findings, ie a highly coloured, bandwidth- limited ' hollow' sound which
becameverytiring after shortlistening periods.

STANTON DYNAPHASE 35
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The Stax electrostatic headphones, like
the Koss and Beyer headphones in this group,
come complete with an adaptor that has to
be fitted between amplifier and loudspeakers,
but this does not require a mains supply. A
'switch on the front panel allows selection of
either headphones or loudspeakers whilst a
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single socket is provided for connection to
the headphones. This, however, is of a nonstandard form to ensure that normal headphones are not inadvertently connected to
the special adaptor.
The Stax electrostatics were measured on
the new IEC TC 29 jig and show a smooth
response which is down some 10 dB between
2kHz and 20 kHz. While this may seem
initially quite alarming, listening tests suggest that this step in the response was not
as serious as expected. The pulse response
oscillogram exhibits a rather large low frequency oscillation that looks alarming at
first sight but does not appear to be too
serious subjectively. The harmonic distortions were generally low but the sensitivity
was the lowest of the group, measuring only
74 dB for 0.33 V across the terminals; however, a 20 watt amplifier provided more than
adequate power. Opinions about the comfort of the headphones were divided, comments ranging from ' extremely comfortable'
to ' very uncomfortable' being typical. Certainly the headsets are unusual in layout, the
two electrostatic drive units being mounted
on a place perpendicular to the side of the

head and forward of the ears. The forward
positioning of the drive units had an interesting effect on the stereo imaging, though
again, opinions were divided as to whether
the change was advantageous or not. The
resulting sound was akin to listening to an
amplifier with aloudness control operational,
STAX

a well extended high frequency response
being evident with aslightly over- emphasised
low frequency response. These headphones
can be recommended and are definitely worth
listening to, though at £250 a pair with energiser, they may not be thought to offer good
value for money •
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TOSHIBA HR-811
These are electret headphones of robust
construction with a function switch fitted in
the jackplug to provide alternative impedance.
The headphones were judged to be reasonably comfortable and were fitted with unusual
earpads which were rotatable and padded in
such a way that part of the pad was thicker
than the rest. The outer rim could thus be
turned until the most comfortable position
was attained. The measured frequency response was reasonable, though a marked
lack of both low and high frequency output
was evident and the response was rather
peaky above 4kHz. The pulse oscillogram
shows an appreciable amount of ringing at
lower frequencies than usual. Sensitivity was
high whilst distortion was generally low.
Subjectively the headphones sound slightly
'bright' but with apositive presence, the ' overbright' sound being attributed to the peak
in output around 2.5 kHz. Extreme high frequency performance was only fair and this,
coupled with the earlier criticism, results in
arather coloured sound that was found rather
tiring if the headphones were worn for extended periods. Certainly, however, the headphones are worth hearing.
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TABLE 1
(2)

(1)
Measurement
Freq. Response ± 5dB
Harmonic Dist.
Amp. Intermod. Dist.
Freq. Intermod. Dist.

B & 0
U-70

AKG
K141

(3)
Beyer
ET1000

38 Hz
11 kHz

20 Hz
17 kHz

35 Hz
18 kHz

-57 dB
-49 dB

-55 dB
-49 dB

Leak
3000

PWB
Elect

60 Hz
25 Hz
7kHz
7kHz
see curves
-53 dB - 52 dB
-40 dB - 48 dB
4f254
160

40 Hz
14 kHz

20 Hz
19 kHz

-56 dB
-55 dB

- 48 dB
- 51 dB
140 O4-5 Ica
102 dB

odBA
268

1dBA
139

0dBA
221

4dBA
411

1dBA
272

290

2.93

2.99

2.90

2.41

2.53

2.96

£190.00

-59 dB
-39 dB

5dBA
276

3.32

£47.25

65 Hz
7kHz

18 c/

1.98

£135.00

30 Hz
2.2 kHz

109 dB

2.87

£29.00

100 Hz
8kHz

560

8dBA
357

2.87

36 Hz
58 Hz
15 kHz
19 kHz
see curves-60 dB
-55 dB
-36 dB
-40 dB

(12)
Toshiba
HR-811

89 dB

7dBA
414

2.99

Sennheiser Stanton
HD 420
35

(11)
Stax
Sigma

580

1dBA
210

4dBA
329

Revox
RH310

(10)

89 dB

2dBA
363

2dBA
227

70

(8)

-52 dB
-52 dB
6.5 024 0
74 dB

93 dB

166 s
2
85 dB

£34.00

Koss
ESP10

81 dB

630
93 dB

(8)

(7)

100 dB

Impedance
Efficiency
(0.33 V pink noise)
Sound Insulation ( dBA)
Weight (gm)
(excluding lead)
Length of lead ( m)

£31.00

(6)

(5)

-54 dB
-52 dB
50280
84 dB

-54 dB
-57 dB
5s
/28
83 dB

Price (typical inc. VAT)

(4)
Howland
West
CIS 1750

£40.00

£27.00

£25.00

£39.90

£259.00 £37.50

Note: All headphones were satisfactory in respect of electrical safety
Distributor/Manufacturer: (
1) AKG Acoustics Ltd., 19 The Vale, London W3 7QS. 01-749 2042. (2) B & 0 UK Ltd., Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE.
0452 21591. (3) Beyer Dynamic ( GB) Ltd., 1 Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DP. 0444 51003. (4) Howland West Ltd.,
3/5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. 01-609 0293. ( 5) Tape Music Distributors Ltd., 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts. AL1 5JR.
0727 64337. (6) Rank Hi -Fi, PO Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middx. TW8 9HR. 01-568 9222. (7) PWB Electronic Distributors,
1Norfolk Gardens, Leeds 7. 0532 682550. ( 8) F. W. O. Bauch Ltd., 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts, WD6 4RZ. 01-953 0091.
(9) Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter, SL9 9EW. 02813 88447. (10) Wilmex Ltd.,
Compton House, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 4DE. 01-949 2545. (11) Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 4DE.
01-949 2545. ( 12) Toshiba ( UK) Ltd., Toshiba House, Frimley Road, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey, GU16 5JJ. 0276 6222.

Readers' Problems
Examined by Crossover
Curing Feedback
Dear Sir, Ihave a ' noise' problem with my
hi-fi record/radio system, which I cannot
seem to cure. The equipment comprises JVC
tuner-amp type 4VR5456, Toshiba SR370,
Series III SME arm, and JVC XI cartridge,
with Shibata stylus.
Ithink Ihave earthed the system correctly,
and I have no hum, but Isuffer a kind of
rumble when Iturn up the volume. If Ikeep
the volume level low, it disappears, but when
Itap the deck Ihear a boomy sound. Ionly
experience this trouble when Iplay records,
as my cassette unit and radio are excellent.
C. P., Muswell Hill, London
We don't think this problem has anything to
do with earthing. It is probably a form of
feedback. The noise from the speakers produced when the deck is tapped is due to the fact
that at a given volume control setting, which
varies from one set-up to another, the whole
deck becomes microphonic.
The cure for acoustic feedback is tedious. It
involves de-coupling deck and speakers as
completely as possible.
Among possibly
effective methods may be mentioned:
(a) Wall mounting the playing deck.
(b) Altering the position of the speakers and
standing them on thick (3-4 in.) pads of
rubber ( not plastic) foam or rubberised hair,
used for packing fragile articles.
(c) Standing the deck on anti- vibration feet,

available from Howland- West or AudioTechn ica ( Shriro).
(d) Standing the deck with a concrete or slate
slab under the feet.
(e) Supporting it on a very heavy solid table
sited against a wall where the floor is most
solid.
It is impossible to say how far one has to go
in any particular case. One step at a time is
recommended, the simplest first, with a trial
after each one. Some decks offer much higher
resistance than others to feedback or external
vibration of any kind, due to differences in
design and suspension.

Moribund CD4?
Dear Sir, Ihave been trying numerous stores
to get a good quadraphonic amplifier/tuner,
especially to play CD4 records. No hi-fi shop
I have found has such equipment on sale
now, although afew CD4 LPs are still in some
record shops.
A. P., Tooting, London, SW.17
Your difficulty is easily explicable, because
quadraphony, and especially CD4, is dying (or at
least in hibernation), if it can ever be said to have
been alive. Hence those manufacturers who
provided suitable decoders, amplifiers and
receivers have ceased to produce these models.
You appreciate, of course, that playing CD4
discs requires aspecial cartridge and adeck with
special low-capacitance leads, in addition to

other equipment. The leading record companies
now produce stereo discs 'quad compatible', but
these are SQ not CD4.
The only model we know about which is
currently available here which would fulfil your
needs is the expensive Sansui CRX 9001
Receiver. This is of fine quality, and fully
comprehensive.
We hope this information may be of some
help, but we are, quite frankly, very doubtful
whether the necessary outlay to replay CD4
discs is justifiable, in view of the restricted
supply of discs and current market trends.

'Ideal' Room Dimensions
Dear Sir, Iam seeking information for optimum
room dimensions, that is, ratio of height/
width/length, and what factors to pay attention
to when planning the design of a house to
avoid serious room resonances, standing
waves.
J. A., West Germany.
We have published several articles on the construction of rather special listening rooms, but
our advice, if you intend to build ahouse or a
music room with optimum acoustics, is to find
an architect with aparticular interest in the subject, as much advice on this area in books or
magazines can only be of ageneral nature.
Nevertheless, there is a useful section in the
book ' HiFi in the Home' by John Crabbe
(Blandford Press), while H. F. Olson's text
'Modern Sound Reproduction' ( Van Nostrand
Reinhold) includes some more detailed and
technical data. But in essence, the dimensional
question is easily answered: taking the room
height as unity, ideal ratios for small, medium
and large rooms respectively are: 111.2511.6,
111.612.5 and 111.2513.2.
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TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Amstrad IC2000 Mk III £40.95
Rogers 775 Series 11
P.O.A.
Goldring ou Kit inc.
• Denton XP2 (T).. £50.95
PICKUP ARMS
(C & I £2.75)
Amstrad IC8000 Mk III £29•95
Rote RT425 (
s/o) ..
£7415
Arm ( / ) £ 19.95
Glendale XP2 (T) £ 102-95
(C & 1 £ 1.75)
Aiwa AF3070 £317-95
Armstrong 621 (T) £ 109.95
Rote RT724 (s/o)
£69 95
Goldring G103 (s/o) £29.95
Linton XP2 (T) £77.95
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 15-00
Aiwa AX7400 £ 16915
Harman Kardon A401
Rote RT725 (s/o)
£94 95
JVCJLA20, QLA2,
Shelton XP2 (T).. £63.95
SME 3009 ( FH), 3009
Aiwa AX7600 £12415
(s/o)
£79.95
Rote RT226
£58 50
QLF4, QL5, QL7,
Dovedale
SP2 (T) £ 172.95
(DH), 3009/111 ..
P.O.A.
Akai AA 010 ( 5/0) £89•95
Harman Kardon
Rote RT226LW
£68 95
QL70
P.O.A.
Teesdale SP2 (T) £ 127•95
Akai AA 125 .. £ 139•95
HKA402 ( s/o) £ 179.95
Rote RT426
SPEAKERS
£82-95
Lenco L65 (s/o)
£34.95
850
£243.95
Akai AA I35L £236.95
Harman Kardon 503,
Rote RT426LW .. £92 95
& IBookshelf £3.50)
Lenco L84 (s/o)
E70
£301•50
Akai AA 150 .. £279•95
505 ..
P.O.A.
Rote RT726
(C & IConsole £5.00)
£97 95
Lenco L90 so)
£69 95
Denton 2XP Kit.. £26.95
Akai AA 175 .. £402•95
JVC JA- S10, S22, 544,
Rote RT2000 .. £22495
L
Aima 5C25.(s/o) • • £54 •
50
Glendale 3XP Kit £61.95
Akai AA 200 .. £558•95
S55, 577 .
P.O.A.- Rote RT2I00
£321.
'
Amstrad EX300 £61.95
Linton 3XP Kit .. £41.95
Amstrad EX222 £68.95
Amstrad 1000 .. £ 18•95
Lecson
I
, API,
541.5skiiiT
rm
Ors A
Yamaha N5500, 615,
Amstrad EX333
£94-95
API X, AP3g1 .
a' eau, P34latIntz
Amstrad Acousta 1500 £37 95
635, 655, I
DOM
P.O.A.
Amstrad 5050
eat
9-95,„ Lu )p
stral,Acoysta 2500 £41 95
Sian),
450
Micro-Seiki*q
CASSETTE/
Armstrong 62&
•
ony
sio) £54•95
41BM, IDD24k
P 0 A.
REEL TO REEL
Armstrong 626 £
'LAB* / .
£379 95
a , tie 45e4;072,
Sony ST2950F (s/o)
e in•ses# P44egAPL550 .
i69•95:
RECORDERS
Beomaster 90 1 '(a/e, £
. .
ony ST5055L (s/o) ,,/(1 4.90
7
art. ifi74.95 -a92, -ARI4, ARIS.
(C & 1 £2.75)
Beomaster 1100 fe 01 £ 129•95
Pioneer SA506 .. £81-95
-.AR17, AR18 ..
P.O.A.
IIIST212L, 3,6314.•
e
4 .. '£59-95
Aiwa ADI600B (s/o) £ 179.95
Pioneer SA6
Beomaster 3400 (sit)) £ 189•95
Pie1DeerT'L516 .. £80.95
Armstrong 602 (T) £ 165.95
'•••' SISeA3L, 950....
Aiwa AD1250 .. £ 140.95
Pioneer
SA.7
efgliAST7300.0080
Harman Kardo
40, e
Pioneer PL5I8 .. £ 108.95
B & W DM2/11+Stand,
Aiwa AD6350 £ 14&95
Pfànr
8
450, 560 .. .. • .
0mA.
Pioneer PL550 . £ 181.95
DM2/1I+ Plinth,
Aiwa AD6400 £ 184.95
iPeneei
9
Iï/(. b1
Mk II..
£88.95
Harman Kardon
Reference ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
DM4, DM5, DM6, ,
Aiwa AD6550 £215•95
Qtbscl 33 Cent. Unit,
Trio KT5500 .. £88.95
(s/o) .
Revox B790 inc. Orto
DM7 .. ..
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD6800 £31415
303,
405
P.O.A.
Trio
KT6500
..
£
151.95
Harman Kardon
0
VMS20E .. ..
P.O.A.
Celer Monitor 1mAkai
CS702D (s/o).. £9495
Revox B750
P.O.A.
Uher EG750
P.O.A.
(s/o) .. .. £ 149•95
Rotel RPI300-Cart.
proved, Mini ProAkai C57070 (s/o).. £ 124.95
Harman Kardon 730
fessional
SM.
PEI
Rogers A75 Series II
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT5I0, 710,
(5/0) • • .. £49.95
Akai
GXC740D (s/o) £219.95
(s/o) .. .. £209.95
Rote RA4I3 (s/o) £92.95
810, 1010,7000 ..
P.O.A.
Studio Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RP2300 - Cart.
Akai GX2I5D £321-95
JVC JRS50 (s/o) .. £89•95
Rote RA713 (s/o) £ 114.95
TURNTABLES
Celestion UL6, UL8, ULIO,
(5/o) • • .. £57.50
Akai
GXC570D/Il
.. £616.95
JVC JR-S61L, S8I,
Rote RA214 £58•95 ( C & I £2.75)
Hadleigh Mk 11(T),
Rotel RP5300-Cart.
Akai C57020 Mk 11 £ 118.95
S20IL, S301 ..
P.O.A.
Rote RA314 .. £73.95
Accutrac
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Ditton 11 (7), Dit(5/0) • .. £89.95
Akai
GXC7060
£ 161•95
Lux R1030, 1040,
Rote RA4I4• • £ 92-95
ton 15SR (T), Ditton
Akai GXC709D .. £ 193.95
Rote RA7I4.. £ 116.95
1050, 1120 ..
P.O.A.
22 (T), Ditton 25
Akai
GXC725D
£246.95
Marantz 2216B, 2226B,
Rote RA2020 .. £224•95
(T), "Ditton 33 (T),
Akai GXC730D £284•95
2226BL, 2238BL,
Rote RA2030 . • £292•95
Ditton 44 (T), DitAkai GXC750D £428.95
Rote RA2040 • • £389.95
225213 ..
P.O.A.
tos 66 (T), Ditton
Akai 1722 Mk II .. £289.95
Pioneer SX450 £95•95
Rote RB2000 • • £282•95
442, Ditton 551,
Akai
4000DB £268.95
Pioneer SX590 £ 130-95
Rote RC2000 . • £243•95
Ditton 662 ..
P.O.A.
Akai 4000DS Mk II.. £214.95
Pioneer SX690 £ 163•95
Rote RE2000 . . £ 175.95
Good mans Achromat 100
Beocord 1100 (s/o) £ 129.95
Sansui AU 117
Pioneer SX980 £353•95
£87.95
(s/o)
£76•95
from our specialist Beocentres
Harman Kardon 1500 P.O,A.
Pioneer SX1080 £414.95
Sansui AU2I 7
£ 130.95
Goodmans RBI8 £57.50
Harman Kardon 2500 P.O.A.
Pioneer SXI980 £718.95
£ 174.95
At our two specialist B & 0 Centres we have on display
Sansui AU3I7
Good mans RB20 .. £7295
Hitachi D2360 (
s/o)
£79.95
Rote RX203 £87•95
£322.95
ready for immediate comparative demonstration, by our
Sansui AU517
Goodmans RB35 £ 104-50
JVC
KD2, 105, 21, 25,
expert sales staff, the full range of superb Bang & Olufsen
Rote RX203LW £97-95
Sansui AU7 I
7
£38495
Good mans RB65 .. £ 129.95
55, 65, 5201, 720,
Rote RX303 £ 107.95
£ 170.95
Hi -Fi equipment. For full details of prices, special offers,
Sansui AX7..
111F Super Compact
CD 1635
P.O.A.
Rote RX403 £ 116.95
Sony TA73 (s/o) £55.50
and credit terms etc. please telephone, write or best of all
II, Studio ALS4011,
Leak 3007 (s/o) .. £99.95
Rote RX403LW £ 126.95
call into either of our specialist B & 0 centres.
Sony TA212, 515, F
.
3A,
Studio TLS50 11,
Nakamichi
F.R.A./P.O.A
Rote RX503 £ 146-95
F4A, ESA, 313, 5650 P.O.A.
TLS80 II, Monitor
Neal
F.R.A./P.O.A.
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Rote RX603 £243.95 Technics SU8600 (s/o) £244.95
Mk IV
P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF500 £96.50
Rote RX803 .. £292.95 Technics SU7I00,
Jim Rogers JRI49
P.O.A.
Open: Mon.-Fri., 9a.m.-6 p.m. Sunday, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Pioneer CTF700 • . £ 193.95
Rote RXI203 .. £487.95
SU7300, SU7700,
JR Super Woofer &
Closed Sat.
Pioneer CTFI000 • • £391.95
Rote RX I
603 .. £584.95
SU8080, SU9011,
LPA Unit
P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF4040 • • £ 111.95
Sansui G2000 (s/o) £ 12915
5E9021, SH9090,
E
y
d
a
g
rw
da
sr
f
e
ro
Rm
oaddg
Keesonic KUB F.R.A/P.O.A.
Pioneer RT707 £400.95
E w2"arTeell:o0a1c1-7T2u4ble583
Sansui G3000 (s/o) £ 159.95
5E9600, SU9600
P.O.A.
KEF Calinda, Cantata,
Revox
1377 .. . •
P.O.A.
(lOO
Station).
Sansui G5000 .. £281.95
Trio KAI500 Mk II.. £79•95
Celeste Ill, Corelli,
Rotel RDISF • • £97-95
Sony HST89 (s/o) £ 199.95
£79.95
Open: Mon.-Sat., 9a.m.-6 p.m.
Trio KA3700
104AB, 105 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel
RD2200
£
£
2
12
03
4: 9
95
5
Sony STR2800L (s/o) £94.95
£ 131•95
Trio KA5700
Leak 3020, 3030, 3050, 3080,
Sansui 1100
Sony STR7015 (s/o) £89.95
£ 181.95
Trio KA6 I
00 ..
3090
Sansui
SC1100/10
..
£
115•95
Sony STR2 I2L, STR313L,
Trio KA7 100 ..£235•95
Aiwa 2200+ Cart. .. £ 103.95
Rotel RP1300 + Cart £77.95
Marantz 5G (s/o) . £89.95
Sansui 5C2100/10 £205.95
STRV3L, STRV4L
P.O.A.
Uher VG850
Aiwa AP2500 - Cart. £ 158.95
Rotel RP2300+ Cart £87.95
Marantz 4G, 4 Ilk II,
Sony TC I1850 (s/o) £74.95
HST49, HST89A
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA4I0 (s/o)£89.95
Akai AP100 - Cart. £7495
Rotel RP3300 + Cart £82.95
5 Ilk 11, 6 tIk II, 7
Sony TCU2, U5, KIA,
Tandberg TR2025FM
Yamaha CA510, 710,
Akai AP206
£96•95
Rotel RP3300 £77.95
K4A, K5, K60, K96R,
.
Monitor
Mk II .
Audio I1A4
(s/o) .. .. £ 199.95
P.O.A.
810, 1010, 2010 ..
Akai AP306 £ 128-95
Rotel RP5300 £92-95
138SD, 399, 158SD,
Tandberg TR2055
Amstrad TPI 2D .. £4593
Son PSTI X4 T20
(s/o) • , £171-95
TUNERS
6
(
s
4
/5
0)
aP. 1
0
4:9
A5.
(s/o) . .. £309.95
(C & 1 £2.75)
Ariston RD I1E (s/o)
%..102
P,O.A.
Morektuni4.
1;ort
Tandberg TCD3I0/11
Tandberg TR.
2075
Carnival 11, Festival
Akai AT2200 (s/o) .. £79.95 B !iPg rar,q 34510 '
Lg.40'95 ge.eh rare SU 600 („44)) £424.95
Mk 11 (s/o) .. £429.95
uJ301/BD2
ItéchniceSLI50 Ilk II,
11 Pageant II
P.O.A.
Akai AT2600 (5/9) .
07415
Tand berg TCD330
Technics SA507.0 (s/o) £94-95
,
,CCi.yer
220 230 1300 Mk 11
Quad Electrostatic
P.O.A.
Amscra4 X2Ç2in
£
SJ,-95
£449.95
Technics SAS 170 (ski) £ 12415\
„,
£18-00
131orik II, 1400 Mk
Revo*P080
Teat A100 .. £10445
Technics SA5270 (s/o) £ 155,St,
BD2
Assembly
..
£49.95
II, 1410 Ma.,11, 1500
Rogeraeompaca
3
,
TeaèAir50(Xfo).''
£
109•95
Technics SA IDOL ..
e .. •
BD2/A Assembly
Morilior, Export '
£56.95,, e Mk II, el EF1tIk He
«airs
reae A103, 106, 107
200L, 300L, 400L,
BD103 Assembly
Mordbori153/5A
P.O.A.
Armstrong 623 (T)
£122•95
£85 lei ...i. 3200, 3300, 4.•• `•
300,
2300SD,
2300
500, 600, 700 ..
P.O.A.
Dual C5501-1, 604,
,tes..
thorens r.01 .
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Armstrong 624 (T)
SX, 3300SX4T,
1A0 <.-Trio KR2600 ( s/o)
£79•95 -Harman Kardon 500
6 7
Spender
F.R.A./P.O.A.
P.
- (s/0) 1
£.
1•5
4
3300SX2T, 3340S,
Trio KR4600 ( sio)
£12995
horens TDI60 Mk IIC
Tan noy HPD295A (s/o) £7415
Hitachi FT300 ( s,
4300SX
P.O.A.
Trio KR2090L .. £129.95
Tannoy HPD315A
r ; • ek- e
(
s/o) . . . . £82•95
JVC JTVIOL.JTVI IG,
Technics
RS615 (s/o) £ 10415
Trio KR2090
£161•95
STShure
Thorens TD104, 105,
Chassis, HPD385A
JTV22
Technics RS676 (s/o) 344-95
£
Trio KR4070L .. £237 95
M7SED/11 ( Exp)
110, 115, 126 Mk
Chassis, Arden,
Lecson SFM2
Technics RS616, 630
Yamaha CR200E (s/o) £98 95
(s/o) • • .. £69.95
III/C, 126 Mk III/BC,
Berkeley, Cheviot,
Lecson SDFM2
P.O.A.
USO, 631, 640, 646,
Yamaha CR420, 620,
GT20+75ED/II .
£66.95
160 Ilk II/BC ..
P.O.A.
Devon, Eaton .
P.O.A.
Lux T34, T813, TI 10
P.O.A.
67 I
USD, 673, 676,
820, 1020. 2020 ..
P.O.A.
GT25+ M75ED/II
Technics
F.R.A./P.O.A,
£74.95
Trio KD500 .. £216.95
Marantz 2050L, 2100,
686, 1500,7500 ..
P.O.A.
SP25 Mk V+ M75/
Trio KA550 .. £237.95
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Videotone
F.R.A./P.O.A.
2100L
P.O.A.
Trio KX520 .. £ 138.95
6SM
mils
Trio KAI033B .. £56•95
Videotone Saphir 1
(C & 1£2•75)
Pioneer TX606 £90•95
Trio KX620 £ 161•95
SP25
Mk
VI
W/C
£42.95
Trio KD2055 .. £ 105.95
(s/o) . £39•95
Akai AM2200 (s/o).. £79.95
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 11 £ 182.95
Trio KX1030 £281.95
GT35+ M75ED/II
£80.95
Trio KA2070 .. £ 109.95
Wharfedale Denton
Aka' A112600 ( s/o).. £ 192-25
Pioneer TX9500/II.. £253-95
Yamaha TC51 IS (s/o) £ 119.95
DD75 Mod + Cart.
Amstrad EX220 £52.95
£86-95
Trio KA3070 . . £ 145.95
2XP (T)(s/o) £45.95
Quad FM3
P.O.A
Yamaha TC8000,
£91•95
Yamaha YP2 II, TP511 P.O.A.
Revox B760
Amstrad EX330 .. £59.95
Chevin 5(12 Cr)
WOG L
P0 A

)8

9rr KT5300

/*• Better- buy
Ís )Bang&Olufsen

CITY

WEST END: 378

£
33.93

a

TERMS
ARE AVAILABLE
ON ALL GOODS
OVER £ 50

USOUND
HI—FI CENTRES

HOLBORN

82 High Holborn, WC1.

T•I:

. • • y,

01-242 7401

EDGWARE RD.

376/8 Edgware Road, W2.

01-724

1583

KINGS CROSS

242/244 Pentonville Road, N1,

01 -837

8200

LEWISHAM

36 Lewisham High Street, SE1 3.

01-852 2399

ILFORD

Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford,

WALTHAMSTOW 252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow E17.
OPINING HOURS:- HOLBORN. (0G WARE ROAD. Mon- 5.1.1 6
IL FORO. LEWISHAM, KINGS CROSS. Mon- Sal S•6. % Is I IWAIIMAYSrDw. Moo- Sit II

01-478 2291
01-520 1906
Wit Sip..

KINGS CROSS
BRANCH FOR
ALL MAIL
ORDERS

1
mA.

Amid the wealth of accomplishment
of audio technology throughout the world,
the design of loudspeaker systems conferring accurate,
natural, truly musical sound reproduction remains
uniquely asphere of British eminence.
In idyllic rural surroundings in Southern England,
in premises dating from 1756, the year of the birth of
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, the small private Company of
music-lovers and craftsmen that created the outstanding
CARNIVAL, FESTIVAL and PAGEANT has perfected afurther
model of surpassing excellence,
aptly to be named
SIGNIFER (Latin: ` Standard-Bearer').
The product of all that is best
in Britain, the SIGNIFER
represents the best of British
products amongst products of
which British are still
acknowledged best.
Wherever sound reproduction
SIGNIFER
STAND
must attain the highest
£480.00 £35.00
standard, SIGNIFER...
...the Standard-Bearer.
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Recommended Retail Price ( U.K.) per pair (excl.V.A.T.)

ee

e

Mordaunt-Short Ltd
High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems

Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ
Telephone: Rogate ( S.T.D. 073 080) 721/2
e
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI
//
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e
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If you get sold ti
cadt adjust
Ifyou're thinking of buying
hi-fi, you'll find the same
piece of advice cropping up
again and again in advertisements and brochures:
'Listen before you leap:
Certainly if you buy
hi-fi without listening
to it first, you're asking to
be disappointed, regardless of what your best
friend says or what you've
read in abook.

wrong hi-ftyou
your ears.
Yet how many of the big
hi-fi manufacturers allow their
goods to be sold in places where
it isn't easy and often impossible,
to get ademonstration before
you buy?
Too many.
Thafs why it makes sense to
visit your Toshiba dealer.
The important thing to
remember about him is that he
usually runs his own business,
so your satisfaction is vital
to him.
That means he'll listen to you.
He'll let you listen to hi-fi equipment He'll explain
He might even help with the
little things like delivery and
installation
In the end you get the hi-fi
that suits you, and afriend you
can always call on
Your Toshiba dealer has a
range of hi-fi racked systems
and separates, music centres and
audio products, so you've got
plenty of choice.
We think the quality is
excellent, as it should be when a
company spends £35 million

every year on research and many
more millions on quality control.
But you're the only judge
that counts.
See your Toshiba dealer.
Ask him to put on ashow for you.
TOSHIBA 230 RACK SYSTEM SR - A230 SEMI-AUTO BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE
SB-230 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER ST-230 STEREO TUNER
PC-230 DOLBY STEREO CASSETTE DECK, RACK & SPEAKERS. R.R_P. £405.00 ( INC VAT).

TOSHIBA
1600 DEALERS

We'll put on ashowfor you.
WRITE FOR YOUR NEAREST TO TOSHIBA ( UK) LTD.,
TOSHIBA HOUSE, FRIMLEY ROAD, FRIMLEY, CAMBERLEY, SURREY GU16 533.
OR TELEPHONE CAMBERLEY (0276) 62222.

WHOLESALE and EXPORT Phone 01-607 6059

5 YEAR GUARANTEE CASSETTES
Nat
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BROCKLEY 17> Lewisham Wey. S E 4169228231
BROMLEY- .7 Payne 25 Station App Hayes ir162 12931

loil E.P.S.

SW.- Vibes 3Princess Pare.. Bury Precinct . 061 7. 30 ,3,
CAMDEN - Play Be. Records. 313. Sbeet..1 1.5 188.
CAT.. - Marne. Records. 128 Rush. Green m.25,
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BARKING - Photomarkets 89E. Slreel I. 36261
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CHINGFORD - Chinglord Cameras. 16 S.. Road IS. 10341
CITY Asmen. 63 Cannon Siree11236 9274,
CRANTIAM - East London Electrical. 73 Mont Lane 1Upminster 261311
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CROYDON - Bonaparte Records. 101 George Streel
3082,
EAST HAM - Pea/ Came.. a.5 High Street North. ES .72.,
FINCHLEY - Arcade Muso. Grand Arcade. Tolley Ho Corner (44563691
FOREST KILL - Collectors Record Shout. Stan.. 0.11.3 17121
GREENWICH - Ilene A 12/ Greenwich Sin SI 169235601

ip

.21, 6.20p

HENDON - Music Machine. 8Pm.. Street. London 11.1 1203 53791
HOLBORN - 56 Theo./cis Rd W.0 I1405 15351
HOR.HORCH - Wevernill Ltd 26 Ronep Cor•.01149 481521
ISLEWORTH - Altronic.. London .1.1560 5755,
ISLINGTON - Derek Smith Stud... 124 Es.. 12280.11.359
KENTISH TOWN - Stereo Electronics...Ken. Town R0.1485.11
LEWISHAM - Chem...co. 6 Tapes, 35 Lee High Rd 652 39001
LEYTON - Shenstones. 226 High Road. London. / 534 13621
LOUGHTON - Photpmeraels. 152 2810140 RO 15.48381

The great name in Cassettes
ACOUSTIC

DYNAMIC

C45

D 72p

C45

All 1.04

C60

0 83p

C60

AD 1.20

C90

0 1.14

C90

A0 1.56

020 0 1.51

C120 AD 2.45

C180 0 3.70

C60

SA 1.56
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W. ORA,. - Rainbow 0.50,06.15 High . 4marsley14.761
WALTMAN, CROSS - A' Electric, 55/57 High SI. (
Lee Valley 7.5.1
WEMBLEY - Green e. B•rns.. Ealing Road (ON 40241
WEST HAM - A B S Sounds 1.10.23 Masher Grove. E6155203771
WHETSTONE - D 6 5 Leggett. 1279 High Rd . N20 (44631.1

ANERSHAD - Radio House. 64 Sy...Rd. (33111
AYLESBURY - Record House. 34 H. Streel ( 20770)

BEXHILL...SEA - Drays.. Western R.d 12126521
BIGGLESWAOE - 14 00 Oornestic. 57 High St 131212801
SIRMINGHAS1- Ten. TV 11 Radio, 176 High Gate Rd 1021-440 4913)
BIRMINGHAM S_000RIRTL 3119 W.. Rd 1327 05821
BIRMINGHAM II - Watts TV . 169 A.D.. ( 77254291
ITIRMINGRANI 17 - WM. 7 V..177 14,0 SI. Hart/erne (427 15471
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LOWESTOFT - John Wells
MAIORTORR
London Road North. (0502 37421
58 Union 51reet 15.58/
MANCHESTER SI. Records".
13 Gateway House. Piccadilly Stn. App 1.236 6314,
MANCHESTER a 10 Kong 6awara lauaaings. CheeMarn 11.11 Road ( 740 08941
NORTHAMPTON Spin.Disc. 19 Abington So 1311.1

0. 84
£1.92

III

SAL1SSURY - Higgins 6 Son. 47 Markel Place ( 27.51
SCARIDNIOUGH- . rwent. 26 Hil Imes, Avenue 165.61
SHEPTON MALLET - Simons Horne Elec... blarlret Place 121531

113 SedleScOMbe Rd. Noah inaslono, 080.)

▪
-Disc inferno. 20. Marys SII.O.511150y1401190520151
BURNHAM-ON-S(A- Simons Horne EleMracs.23 ViCtorie St (2423)
BURNLEY - Record Exchange.... St (35594)
COURONNE - Western.... 70 Trelowarren SI ( 7120551
CA611.10GE - H. Gee.941,
oad (0223 R.S.S1

cg 0

1061 624 .851
POOLE 21/25 High Street 13303/
PRESTON - George Seymour. 266 New 1.111.1.2491
RAYLE1011- Discosystent 43 Vioalsi. Change ( Rayleigh 7/28221
REORUIN - John Oliver. 33 Pore SI ( Rey/n.2164.1
Bossy - H. whemy. 7Sheep St ( 28.1

SOUTHEND - Record World. 85 SOLdhchurch Rd (0702 61.1.21
SOUTHPORT - AtAio Corner. 117 Portla. St 1373321
S. SHIELDS - Northern TV 230 51110,0.• TO 142711

BLAMON - Music 0.. 34 The Precinct ( 425 26121
BOGNOR REGIS - S E Sm. 47 Aldwma Rd 1231.1
SOURNES1011711- Seta... Old Christchurch Rd ( 202251
BRIGHTON - 0 C Gunn. MS Western Rd ( 7.2271
BRISTOL 3-7 V Centre. 135 West SI 044367,01 15656.1,

£1.62

1\

STOCKTON-Le.. Fowler. 7High .. Norton ( 5539701
swam., - Peter Gil.n Cameras.. Havelocle
(
swim
WAKEFIELD - Richards.. Marygate. Westgate 1731151
WELLINGIIOR01.1- Visual Sour.. 47 Midland Rd.122.11
WEST.TE
El.. 5Stetion
1Thanet 32253,
WESTON S' MARE - G Stanton 7V . 67 Orchard SI. 1236721
WESTON S MARE - Simons HP. 61.5110V l2JI5TltR Cenlre 12.1
Wella01.1114- Dorset Radio. 23 Walpole SI (572.
annar0110-ReconlWor10.17 Broadway
MM.Music Service...M.1 Place 133631
YORK - R. S. CuCtston. 412 Murdergdon Rd ( 23.3)

ALL TRADE ENOUIRIES TO ,
A/HF 75 HOLLOWAY ROAD. LONDON N7 f1JY. Tel- 01-6076059.

AUDIO KITS OF DISTINCTION FROM
International

LANCASTER Records. 14 Martel Ent 1814331
LEICESTER - D Earl. 40 Hinckley Rd 154/30021

SITTI.SOURNE - Cameral
C.Ire. 2West St 172753)
SOUTHAMPTON Electronms. 52 Bedford P1.1237.1

BIRDINGHAN - Top Ten.. Bris. Rd (472.831
BIRMINGHAM 21- Stringer. 1328 Stralt ord Rd ( 77726.)
BISHOPS STORTFORO - Photos...13 Devoits Lane ( 557101
BLACKBURN - Transonic. M. victor,. Street 163731,
BLACKPOOL - Chenbrungs. 107 Cent. 01.1283.
BLACKPOOL - SM.. Red.o. Caunce St (211631

"
85°3' 11
master
m

ea, 64521

GR.. - Grimsby Hi F. Centre. 71 Cartergate 01472 435391
MARLOW - Pholorner. 2annApta, T.61.0 ( 60165)
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD - Old Town Recar. 63 High Slreel issie61
HEREFORD - Bun Alum. 65 Yoder.. SI 155.811
IPSWICH - Gr...35 Outlenbarket 153181,

NORTHAMPTON Mean, . 174 Nellerong Rd ( 335781
-Eddy's. 116 A.m. RO 1.15)

AROUND 111•TAIN
•ARROVAIN-TURNESS - Furness Electrmce. Furness Hou.126169)
BATH - 4.1.4. 63a West Avenue. Oldlield Pk 12771.

HIEner9V
siEnergV
'
r
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GILLINGHAM - Srnith's. 320 Canterbmy St 141.51452,
GL.GOW - Angel Ta.s. Gra.lare. » Cambridge St (041
GLASGOW - Music • 41 .Light. 686 Calh.rt Rd (041.4235717,

OLITHAIS - Pea. Chen.. 57 Manchester Rd..11inwoOd

SA 2.09

THE SNIALLER OXIDE
PARTICLES OF A SCOTCH
CASSETTE cts INIPROVISOUR IIEARING
i aL

C60
c90

ELY - Ely E1.1.1 Services. 19 High 51.126811
FOR13.011111136E The Music Bay. 53 High Stmel MOM
FORM. - Ounk Elec... 6nyegraIrld Lane 172.81
FORM. - Ouirk
Cha. Lane 17.461

LEICESTER- W. L. Wild.re. 43 Blaby Rd South Vogs1on 1.52 1 11
LEIGHT.11.2.110 - O J. HoIlands. 1N011fl 51reet 166E681

PLAISTOW - George 6.ter. 774 Barking R0.1472 24721
PONDERS ENO - Pounds. 266 High St 1804.01
THORNTON IISATII- Tracks. 46 Brig.. Rd. 1. 4.)
VICTORIA - Records.* 86 Wilton Rd. 1828 48251

WILLESDEN - 5.•11-Records. 13 Mph Rom, (459 07611
WOODP.0 . EEN - Broadway Music, Breedwoyl. 7.1

SUPER ARUN,

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT ré,

CUSH.. - Record House 0Market Square er45431
CLACTON - A1moy s 130 Old Road i2.31,
COLCKESTER - R
13... 174 Butt. iT3.2351
COIHAVI-Paui A Rober1s. 12 Cas. SIfPOSO)
COVENTRY - K W
de 14502521
CRAWLEY - Loughran s. 12/14 Broadlreld . 0.135000.
OARW. - Slime A 287 51.111.5 Rd 1110401
DAVENTRY-Sp.kman 6 McKenoe. 58 High St IN./
DOWNHAST MARI. - Lowbs Music Lid . 3Wales Court. ( 37621
EOINSUR.11- A.., 36 B.O., Avenue 1667 .41

PSI 4002 £247. 50
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200 + 200W Dual Channel Amplifier
This highly original design, published in Electronics Today International,
capable of producing over 200W rnies continuously from each of two
totally independent channels, has such high linearity that distortion at
full power is only 0.03% despite the use of only 14dB overall feedback.
•Thu together with a sopor high dewing rate snakes the amplifier fit for
the most demanding SuperFi and professional aPPlicalionk
This easy to build version of our worldwide acclaimed 75W amplifier
kit based upon circuit boards interconnected with gold plated contacts
resulting in minimal wiring and construction is delightfully straight.
forward. The design was published in HiiFi News and Record Review
and features include rumble filter, variable scratch filter, versatile tone
controls and tape monitoring whilst distortion is less than 0.01%.

AMPLIFIERS(20-200W),

ETC.,
FULL DETAILS IN OUR FREE CATALOGUE - WRITE OR 'PHONE NOW!

Wireless World FM Tuner £78. 97
A prealigned front-end module makes this Wireless World published
design wry simple to construct and adjust without instruments.
Features include excellent ELM rejection, pushbutton station selection
as well as infinitely varieble tuning and a phase locked loop stereo
decoder incorporating active filters for ibirdy' suppression.

CASSETTE DECK,

Linsley - Hood
De- Luxe 75 + 75W Amplifier £111.71

TUNERS

Linsley- Hood Cassette Deck £89.55
This design, published in Wireless World, although straightforward and
'relatively low cost provides avery high standard of performance. There
are separate record and replay amplifiers and switchable equalisation
together with a choice of bias levels ore also provided. The mechanism
is the GoldringLenco CRV with electronic speed control.

T20+20

ETC,

20W Amplifier £ 37. 24

This kit, based upon a design published in PaCtiCRI
Wireless, uses asingle printed circuit board and offers at
wry low cost ease of construction and all the normal
facilities found on quality amplifiers A 30 Watt version of this kit is Also available for £43.20.

lam interested in constructing my own audio system from your range of high Quality kits. Please send me
your FREE CATALOGUE.

PRICES: all prices above include V.A.T. and carriage.

NAME

ORDERING: By mail or call at Sales Counter fat rear of factory) - open 9a.m. - 4.30 p.m.
Monday - Thursday.

ADDRESS

SECURICOR DELIVERY: For this optional service ( U.K. Mainlancronly) add £
2.50 per hie.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: if you are not completely satisfied with your kit than retum it
to us within 10 days in its original condition and your money will be refunded.

POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS, PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS. SP10 3MN.

150

(ANDOVER) 0264 64450

ad 6oet(
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AMPLIFIERS
HITACHI
HA330
TOSHIBA
SB420
TRIO
600

£83.00
£115.00
£350.00

TECHNICS
SE9600
SU9600
SU8600

£380.00
£275.00
£199.00

LUX
L8OV

£168.00

NAKAMICHI
410
420
610

£166.00
£166.00
£266.00

TUNERS
TRIO
K78300

£190.00

RECEIVERS
AIWA
AX7500
LUX
1030
1040
1050
SONY
STR4800

£ 149.00
£ 173.00
£245.00
£285.00
£ 159.00

TECHNICS
SA5070
SA5170
TOSHIBA
SA420
SA520
SA620

TAN BERG
TR1000 S/H

£ 105.00
£ 130.00
£ 132.00
£ 160.00
£225.00
£ 112.50

SPEAKERS per pair
BOSE
501 II SIFI
CELESTION
UL6
UL10

£ 150.00
£ 102.50
£ 180.00

GRIFFIN
27 s/soiled £ 200.00
IMF
Mk.I Super
Compact

£ 125.00

KLH
6sls
£ 140.00
28 new
£ 362.00
317 s/s
£ 110.00
38 s/s
f65.00
Keesonic KRF £ 160.00
Kefikit 1
£50.00
JBL
Decade 26 s/s £ 166.50
Decade 36 s/s £210.00
TAN NOV
Devon s/s

TECHNICS
SB6000 s/s

£310.00

OMAR
Ambisonic imit

£20.00

TAPE DECKS
SONY
TC204SD

£ 109.00

TEAC
A150
PC10

£ 109.00
£268.00

TECHNICS
RS630 new
135671
RS676
RS686

£ 119.50
£ 182.00
£234.00
£279.00

UHER
SG561 Royal £359.00
SG631
£469.00
CG360
£249.00
NAKAMICHI
550 s/hand

£225.00

RECORD DECKS
AIWA
AP2500

£159.00

LUX
PD272
PD131

£159.00
£229.00

LENCO
GL85

JVC
JL A15

DECCA
International
Mk Islh

£48.50

SANSUI
FR1080

£59.00

DUAL
1229 & soiled
1216 s/hand

£49.00
£29.00

MAY WARE
Formula 4
Mk Is/s

TRANSCRIPTORS
f49.00
Round
£99.00
Skeletal
TECHNICS
SL20
SL22
SL23
SL110

£ 40.00

NAKAMICHI
CM300
Microphone £59.00

f47.20
£56.20
£ 67.46
£ 162.68

ORTOKON
MISE Super
Cartridge
MC20 Super
Cartridge

TONE ARMS
ADC
LMF2

£30.00

GRACE
G704 lone/ £ 136.50
G660P lone) £40.00
G960 lone) £ 52.50

£67.50

£ 30.00
£48.00

JVC
3060 TV Cassette
Radio
£ 160.00

ogle'

4'116
11Ir

f39.00

£225.00

ger
CASH ONLY ON ABOVE ITEMS

Delivery £ 4.00 on most items.

THE RADFORD CHOICE
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH.
ADC
AGFA
AKG
ALLEN & HEALTH
AUDIOMASTER
AUDIO TECHNICA
AIWA
BE VER
BGW
BOSE
BOWERS & WILKINS
CALREC
CELESTION
CHARTWELL
DBX
DECCA
DUAL
EMPIRE
FERROGRAPH
FIDELITY RESEARCH
FOSS
FUJI
GALE
GOLDRING CARTRIDGES
GRACE
HADCOCK
HARMON KARDON
HITACHI
HOWLAND WEST
IMF
JBL

JR PRODUCTS
JVC
KEF
KEITH MONKS
KLH
LEAK
LECSON
LENTEK
LINS PRODUCTS
LUX
MARANTZ
MAXELL
MAYWARE
MICHELL
MICRO SEIKI
MICRO ACOUSTICS
MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL PANASONIC
NEAL
NIGHTINGALE
OMAR
ORTOFON
PIONEER
QED
QUAD
RADFORD
RAM
RE VOX
ROGERS
SANSUI

SENNHEISER
SHEFFIELD LABS
SIGNET
SME
SONY
SPENDOR
STANTON
STAX
STD
STUDIOCRAFT
SHURE
SUGDEN
SUP EX
TDK
TANDBERG
TANGENT
TANNOY
TASCAM
TEAC
TECHNICS
TOSHIBA
TRANSCRIPTORS
TRIO
TVA
ULTIMO
UHER
VIDEOTONE
WAR
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
ZEROSTAT

In addition to our already extensive demonstration facilities we are pleased
to announce the addition of adomestic size listening studio for the audition
of the finest hifidelity components, demonstrations evening and day by
appointment. Video cassette recorders and ' In Car Stereo' now available.
Fully equipped workshop on the premises, provides after sales care second to
none. We can arrange part exchange and credit facilities. Access and Barclay
cards are welcome. Mail order service anywhere in the UK and exports
throughout the world.

for Latest Price
+ Expert Ádvice

Radford HiFi Limited
52/54 Gloucester Road, Bristol BS7 8BH
Tel: ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315

keep on the right
track with your
record cleaning.
Use the latest Parallel Tracking
Bib GROOV-KLEEN.
Give your discs professional- standard care
with this latest addition to the world-renowned
Bib GROOV-KLEEN range.
Engineered in chromed steel and occupying
minimal space, this model has alternative bases
ensuring suitability for all types of deck.
Fitted in seconds. As your records spin, it gently
removes harmful dust and grit from grooves, maintaining sound quality and reducing record and
stylus wear.
For all kinds of record and tape care,
simply look for akit called Bib.

Bib

helps the music go round
Qib Hi Fi Accessories Limited,
Kelsey House, Wood Lane End,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 4RQ

Ref. 101A RRP £ 3.97 inc. VAT
Pat. Pending. Brit. Reg. Des. No. 982790
USA Reg. Des. No. 247622

WALL MOUNTING
KIT FOR HI-FI
SPEAKERS
1

SOUND THINKING!
AT
35
MOSCOW
ROAD,
where
thoroughgoing
knowledge
and
unequalled experience of Audio merges
with a deep understanding of music, you
will invariably encounter sound thinking
about every aspect of Hi Fi. After 35
years as specialists in this field ("The
doyen of hi-fi music"—Penguin's London
Shopping Guide), we are not overly impressed by technical jargon or statistics:
what we care about are musical results,
reliability, domestic convenience and, by
no means least, value for money. Musical performance must be paramount, and
we aim for sound of the utmost naturalness, not 'technicolor' thrills. Reliability,
too, rates a high priority, since it is our
policy, wherever geographically possible, to install and to maintain all equipment purchased from us, and we no less
than our clients would suffer if insufficient attention were paid to this factor.
Domestic convenience means not only
helping you choose the right equipment
for the surroundings, but providing any
necessary fitments—ready-made or custom-built—to blend whatever you require into your home (and, where necessary, arranging extensions into other
rooms), while our advice is invariably
directed at making the very mostof whatever sum you are prepared to lay out.
Although, in general, we favour
'separates' for a variety of reasons, we
also stock some selected Music Centres,
provided the latter do not include
speakers as part of the 'package'
Speakers are, without question, the

dominant audio components, and our
hand-picked range—from the Videotone
D100 at around £45 per pair to the new
Rogers ' state of the art' system costing
over £800—may well surprise you since
it contains few of the most widely advertised names. Come and hear the magnificent Harbeth HL Monitors (today's
outstanding domestic loudspeakers), the
astonishing BBC-designed LS3/5A Monitors (marvellous sound from tiny enclosures) and the new Audiomaster
MLS-1, in our view the finest speaker
yet produced for those not prepared to
spend over £ 100 per pair. Other recent
arrivals which we warmly recommend
include the JVC K0720 and KDIO
Dolby cassette decks, the splendid JVCQLF4 direct-drive auto-turntable (especially if fitted with the top AKG cartridge) and, for budget systems, the beltdriven Garrard SP25 Mk VI module plus
the JVC JASIO amplifier.

LIVE RECORD REVIEW
Every Saturday afternoon for over 20
years music-lovers have been flocking to
our studio for LIVE RECORD REVIEW,
our weekly record recital devoted to the
latest classical releases ( 2o'clock to 4.30).
Why not join this happy throng when next
you have some time to spare? You can
come and go as you please and, while
there, listen at ease to the finest new
recordings on a range of superb equipment. Afterwards there is plenty of time
to discuss musical and audio topics.

Thomas Ileinitz Ltd.
MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENS WAY LONDON W2

TEL: 01-229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30;
Thurs. 9.30-1;

152

Fri. 9.30-7

Fidelity Fastenings FFI is a
*Holds up to
precision made, vibration
50Ibs weight
per speaker.
damped wall fastening for
HiFi and Stereo Speakers of
*Precision
cast
up to 50Ibs weight each.
mounting
Almost undetectable when
brackets.
fitted, the FF Iallows easy
adjustment of speaker angle,
*Rubber friction
and the rubber mounting
mounting for
ensures that they do not move
complete
stability.
accidentally. Speakers can also
be quickly and easily lifted off
for dusting, cleaning and * Easy adjustment
redecorating,
of angle for
Available from all good Audio,
HiFi and electrical shops at

£6.49

(
9
,

image.stereo
precise

in case of difficulty,
direct from the
manufacturer at £ 6.89
inc P & P
-¡THE
NUMBER
BEHIND
MOST
LEADING
MAKES OF

PRECISION AUDIO PRODUCTS
FROM

st

lit

SPEAKER
SYSTEMS.
The Ridgeviay. her. Buckinghamshire
Tel: 07531 654222

THE NEW
•
ULTRA DYNAMIC
CMSETTES
•

NORMAL POSITION

CHROME POSITION

0

OEM
HITACHI

11,

VW*
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Can your system
handle them?
Rubbish tapes can make even the best system sound like... yes, rubbish. Hitachi— the
biggest tape manufacturer in the world— row introduces the Ultra- Dynamic EX and ER
range of tapes, incorporating an the enormous strides we have made in hi-fi tape
technology. The result is a truly amazing improvement in performance for you to enjoy,
whatever system you use.
Check these advantages and see what you could be missing.

S0u

• Up to 6 decibels extra at

LEVEL!

maximum level; over 2 decibels
extra over the whole frequency
range.

• Improved sensitivity; more
faithful recording of low level
sound.

BETTER

"LEANER
mAPES
g..ONGER
LIFE

•Each tape can be wiped and

re-recorded many more times
without loss of quality.

• Head- cleani ng leader tape for

clean, high quality sound every
time.

• Greater output uniformity.
• Each cassette shell is microengineered for trouble- free
long life. No jamming. No
distortion.

The Hitachi Ultra- Dynamic EX and ER cassettes are being introduced now to Hitachi
dealers and other selected outlets. Because they are still in short supply you may have to
shop around, but once you go Ultra- Dynamic, no other tape will be good enough and if
you think it is, we probably made it anyway!
o

HITACHI
in aword reliabir
Hitachi Sales

(
UK) Limited, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex. Tel: 01-848 8787
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news

ilk record! review

Equipment tests from the past year, 66 in
all, by the Hi -Fi News and Record Review
expert technical team * Basic Audio
bata - the editor clarifies four areas of
ignorance: decibels, time constants,
sound wavelengths and mechanical
resonance * Recommended classical
record library brought up to date *
Audio Index - a guide to hi-fi brand
names, manufacturers and importers.
Wonderful value at £ 1.20.
On sale at leading newsagents or direct
(please send £1.40, incl p&p) from:
Subscription Department, Link House,
25 West Street, Poole, Dorset.

A
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Tailor made
for audio
equipment

man
—

The Maja'Perfect'Stereo Tower—
beautiful laminated finish in
wood effect or block/white.
Drawer unit, tray for 70 cassettes,
pull out intermediate shelf, record
storage. Comes flat packed for
easy home assembly.

1

CE Hammond & Co Ltd
105-109 Oyster Lane Byfleet Surrey KT14 7JI-1
Telephone Byfleet 51051

A LINK HOUSE ANNUAL

LI
Telex 262525

The specialist Hi Fi Dealers
in Scotland choose and sell
the specialist cartridge.

orrofon

distributed by
Aberdeen
Holburn Hi- Fi,
445 Holburn St.
Tel: Aberdeen 25713

Ayr/Kilmarnock

Edinburgh

Vennal Audio Visual,
115 High St., Ayr.
Tel: Ayr 64124

Audio Aids,
52 George St.
Tel: 031-226 3979

12 New Bridge St.
Tel: Ayr 81506

43 South clerk St.
Tel: 031-667 2877

49 The Foregate,
Kilmamock.
Tel: Kilmarnock 34826

harman UK

Edinburgh
The Gramophone,
Television Et Wireless Co,
Pedestrian Precinct,
Rose St.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Hi Fi Comer,
1Haddington Place,
Leith Walk.
Tel: 031-556 7901

Falkirk

Glasgow

Russell Hi Fi,
44 Cow Wynd.
Tel: Falkirk 29011

Victor Morris,
Audio Visual,
340 Argyle St.
Tel: 041-221 8958

Glasgow

8-10 Glassford St.
Tel: 041-552 2483

McCormack's of Glasgow,
33 Bath St
Tel: 041-332 6644

Northern Ireland
The Hi Fi Shop,
21 Railway Rd,
Coleraine, Co.
Londonderry.
Tel: Coleraine 52843
11 Lisburn Rd.,
Belfast
Tel Belfast 40844
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Saves va luabl e

space
clutter
'floating' appearance • Adju stable
v;eWing/listening angle•Complete With all
necessary fixings • Engineered in solid, high grade stee I.
Beautifully finished in matt black or gloss White durable nylon
floor

O

1
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As it is the aim
of Broadaker to provide
arange of models to support any
piece of equipment in a variety of ways,
LI
the number of permutations is large. Please check
NI'
details carefully before ordering and use appropriate code.

.

<

This is the basic Pivotelli bracket which can be used
for mounting Speakers, TV's, Music Centres and VCR's.
Incorporating a swivelling lockable baseplate with
screw- in mounting available in the following sizes:6" arm, 6"x 3" baseplate, Code P, £ 13.32 per pair
9" arm, 6"x 3" baseplate, Code P9, £ 13.76 per pair
12" arm, 8"x 4" baseplate, Code M, £ 10.86 each
18" arm, 12"x 4" baseplate, Code S, £ 11.31 each

r
-

THE
PROFESSIONALS
USE

Cerwin-Vega!
The Receiver Savers do just what their name says.
Cerwin-Vega speakers are at least 10 to 15dB more efficient
than ordinary speakers. This means that your receiver will
seem to be 10 to 50 times more powerful with Cerwin-Vega
speakers. This difference isn't just for playing loud. It's for
playing your music clean and giving your music arealism
you've never heard before.

This is the Double Pivotelli with a
24" elbow-action arm and 12" x 4"
baseplate. Allows you to " tuck" your TV or Music
Centre against a wall, into an alcove or wall unit.
Supports up to 250Ibs.
Code D. £28.91 each.

4

Code
Code
Code
Code

LP
LM
LS
LL

fits
fits
fits
fits

This illustration shows our
alternative mounting system
.---- —The Limpet.
It is available to
fit all the above models. The telescopic action of the Limpet actually grips
the sides of the cabinet with rubber
lined clamps. Holds equipment securely but
gently with no marking of your cabinetry.
Por P9,
adjusts to fit 7Y2"- 11" add £7.44 per pair.
M. Sor D, adjusts to fit 11" - 17%" add £4,83 each.
M, Sor D, adjusts to fit 1TA"- 30" add £6.05 each.
M, S or D, adjusts to fit 27" - 47%" add £ 7.52 each.

For even greater listening comfort and pleasure, you may wish to tilt your stereo
speakers. This universal joint is asimple attachment which fits between the bracket
and baseplate, allowing your speakers to be swivelled in two extra directions. It also
gives you amuch wider choice of mounting methods. Using this device the brackets
can be completely concealed behind the speakers.
Code UP fits Por P9; £6.40 per pair.
Code UL fits M, S or D; £4.81 each.

Now don't get us wrong. The Receiver Savers aren't
cheap. Excellence is never cheap. But they don't cost any
more than they have to, and often you will save enough
pounds in expensive electronics to pay for them, and
then some.
Come in and experience Cerwin-Vega. We're the
people who put the quake in Earthquake. See, Hear, and
Feel the Difference.

mail or ring now
with your enquiry to

Finally, our triple Pivotelli range gives you
the ultimate luxury of watching TV in bed
without eyestrain or a crick in the neck.
Also ideal for people who are bedridden.
This wall swivel allows your set to be
tucked away when not in use and the
suspension device lets your set be tilted to any angle in absolute safety.
Code TM fits cabinet heights 11" - 17 3A" + widths 11" - 17%" £44.91 each.
Code TS fits cabinet heights 11" - 17 3/
4" + widths 17 3
/
4" - 33%" £45.86 each.
Code TL fits cabinet heights 17 3
/
4" - 30" + widths 17%" - 33'/2" £48.42 each.
MI
Please send me Free brochure/
Model(s) Ref./colour:Ienclose Cheque/P.O. value
NAME

MI Mal ffll

POST TO DEPT.
Sig

ADDRESS

Guernsey, Channel Islands.
ne:
e
y•
1111•311

CE HAMMOND & CO LTD
105 -109 Oyster Lane
Byfleet Surrey KTI4 7JH
Byfleet 51051

,e
,e
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Loud is Beautifut.if its dean
please send me details on

The Receiver Savers

cro2 -
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Slippage

Stretch

Flap

Snap

Waver

Wear

Why you wont hear
any of these sounds
on our new TC52o.
The .wrong cassette deck
will play your tapés to death.
Just afractional misalignment of all those pulleys,
belts and wheels, and you wind
up with tapes that are more of a
pain than apleasure to listen to.
That's why we took such
care with the tape transport in
our new TC520.
The only directly power-

driven part,for instance, is the
capstan. So there's less chance
your tapes will feel stretched.
We've made sure that this
crucial capstan is rounded to
within 0.1 microns of perfection.
So everything turns the smoothest
possible circle.
There's double belt drive
for even more stable rotation.

While the DC motor is designed
to give high torque and low
vibration.
Very smooth.
Just as smooth as all the
other features.
Yamaha's superhard
Perrnalloy head means clean sound
with less wear.,You have the
choice of low noise, chrome and
ferrichrome positions. A bias
adjust selector means you can
choose the perfect setting for each
individual tape. While two
illuminated VUs flash red for
+8dB, yellow for + 3dB.
Yamaha high performance
means you can always expect pure
natural sound with low distortion.
So you'll never hear anything except what you want to
hear on our new TC520.

amaha.Yes

•

OU WOULD LIKE FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE FULL RANGE OF YAMAHA PRODUCTS, SEND FOR OUR FREE 32 PACE COLOUR BOOK TO:
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD. 10 BYRON ROAD, WEALDSTONE. HARROW. MIDDX. HA3 TM. 01-863 8622.

"The original A77 had set astandard
by which Ihave judged other domestic and
semi-professional recorders for many years.
It is now clear that the new B77 sets anew
standard not easily surpassed at its price"
Angus McKenzie ( March 1978)

EVOX
For the full story contact F.W.O. Bauch Ltd., 49 Theobald St., Boreham Wood, Herts. WD6 4RZ

AI HAVE BEEN MAKING
SUPERB LOUDSPEAKERS
1011 ALONG, LONG TIME.
For 25 long years, AR have led the way with innovative
design and development, satisfying agrowing demand
all over the world for the best speakers that current
technology can provide.
Our range extends from the bookshelf AR18
to the mighty AR9
Every step of the way there is an AR speaker offering
truly accurate reproduction and real value for money.
Every single speaker produced is
painstaking:ly tested to the same stringent
standards— both acoustic and aesthetic.
Every speaker carries afull 5-year
warranty for parts and labour. A warranty
which promises that the speaker
will maintain its published
performance from the day it is
bought for five full years.
Truth In Listening

Ri

A Warranty like that is ameasure of our
confidence in AR products— confidence
born out of years of experience,
years of development, years of
investment in supreme quality.
Don't take our word for it ...
... believe your own ears ...
. . . take time out to listen to AR
LEARN MORE. READ OUR FULL COLOUR BOOKLETS WHICH DESCRIBE
THE AR SPEAKER I. '
NE. PICK THEM LIP FROM YOUR AR DEALER OR
WRITE TO US. ALL AR SPEAKERS ARE COVERED BY A 5YEAR WARRANTY
WHICH YOUR AR DEALER WILL SHOW YOU

irTELEDYNE Acous-nc RESEARCH
HIC:,1-1 STREET. HOUGHTON REGIS. DUNSTABLE, BEDS LUS SOI
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ENIPIFE CARTRIDGES ,
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...bring the music alive ,
,
o

OUR BROCHURE TELLS YOU HOW,
OUR DEALERS WILL DEM THEM TO YOU

/

Hayden Laboratories Ltd
HAYDEN

HAYDEN HOUSE CHURCHFIELD ROAD
CHALFONT ST PETER BUCKS SL9 9EW
Telephone Gerrards Cross 88447
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Oaudiomaste r
CI o o llgeeág

r Send today for full detals and
I

NAME

I

ADDRESS

Audiomaster Limited

ahst cf appoIntecfresa.lers

Bridle Path

Watford

WD2 4BZ

_J

Most music stands
don't improve the sound
but ours
Bass colouration from resonances in your building structure
can rob you of the sound quality you've paid for.
Harman speaker stands isolate the enclosure, keep your
speakers safe and make cleaning easier.
Standard, Telescopic and Tilting Models let you choose the
right stands for your system.
"No one knows more about speakers than Harman International".
HS1 STANDARD

Base trwide a 10.5 - deep
Speaker Platform 12
-wide e 10.5" deep
Overall Height ( including castors) 9.175 -

HS3 TILTING

HS2 TELESCOPIC
Base 10.75" expanding to 16.5 n 10.25 - deep

Base 14.4"wide et2"deep.

Speaker Platform 10.75" expanding to 16 5e 10.25" deep
Overall Height ( including castors) 9.25

Overall Height ( including castors) 7.5 -tilting to over 101'

Speaker Platform 9"wide a9-deep.

•

harman u.k. St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR Telephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5331

keep aclear
head.

Use aBib Tape Head Maintenance Kit.
For top sound quality, your tape heads need
regular attention and you need aBib maintenance kit. The unique multi-angle tool is adaptable for all types of cassette and reel to reel
tape recorders and makes thorough cleaning
of pinch rollers and tape travel mechanisms
quick and simple.
Brit. Pat. No. 1485069
Kits also contain cleaning and polishing
pads, cleaning liquid, brush, inspection mirror
.everything you need for professional-standard tape head care.
For all kinds of tape and record care, simply
look for akit called Bib.

Standard pack Ref. 25
RAP £1.99 inc. VAT
In permanent storage box with
cleaning cloth Ref. 99
RRP £9AR inc. VAT

Bib helps the

music go round
Bib Hi Fi Accessories Limited,
Kelsey House, Wood Lane End,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 4RQ

Mal AFTER SALES SERVICE

CREDIT FACILITIES III

HIGH FIDELITTeete;00 111118C0111Nrrs
ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD

e HEADPHONES
Koss ..
Micro Seiki
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer 5E505 ..

eTAPE

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
net»
£ 36.00

(
P & P90p)
Sansui
P.O.R.
Stax SR5 .. £85.00
Sennheiser HD4I4 £ 15-95

RECORDERS (
P & P 1.95) 0

Aiwa AD6500 .. £ 145.00
Aiwa AD 1250 .. £ 135.00
Aiwa AD6550 .. £215.00
Aiwa AD6400 .. £ 185.00
Akai 725D .. £254.00
Akai 1722 .. £299.00
Akai 709D .. £ 199-00
Akai 4000DS .. £ 199.00
Mai 4000DB £249-00
Akai CS702D .. £ 115.00
B 0 ..
Dual ..
P.O.R.
Ferrograph
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC KD2 .. £ 169.00
JVC 1635/2 .. £ 199-00
Nakamichi 600 .. P.O.R.
Pioneer STF500 £99 00

eTURNTABLES
AR 77X13 .. £79 00
Aiwa AP2200 £ 108-00
BSR
P.O.R.
Connoisseur
BD101 .. £52-00
BD IKit .. £ 16.50
BD2 Chassis .. £36.50
BD101/SAU4 £87.00
BD2P/C £48.50
13D2/A .. £54.95
Dual ..
P.O.R.
Garrard
GT20 ( M75ED) £60 00
GT25 ( M75ED) £72 00
GT35 ( M75ED) £84.00
5P25 1175/6 £42.00
DD75..
ceoo
JVC JLA20 £55-00
Marantz..
P.O.R.
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL5 14 .. £67.00
Pioneer PL5 I
8 .. £85.00
Pioneer PLI I
7D £89.00

Pioneer CTF4040 £ 119.00
Rotel RD I5F £99.00
Revox
P.O.R.
Sansul SC2110 .. £223-00
Sansui SCI I10 .. £ 149.00
Sony TC144CS.. £ 149.00
Sony TCK IA .. £87.00
Sony TCK4A £ 122.00
Sony TCK5 .. £ 164.00
Sony TC399 .. £237.00
Sony EL5 .. £274.00
Tandberg 10X .. P.O.R.
Tandberg 310/2
P.O.R.
Teac
P.O.R.
Technics
Trio .. .
P.O.R.
Yamaha TC51 I .. £ 122.00

(
P & P) £ 1.95)
Rotel RPI300 .. £79.00
Rotel RP2300 £89.00
Rotel RP5300 £94.00
Sansui SR222 £59.00
Sansui SR232 £69.00
Sansui SR333 £ 141.00
Strathearn STD
P.O.R.
Sony PST I .. £75.00
Sony PST20 £87.00
Sony STD .. P.O.R.
Technics
Thorens TD I15 £ 135-00
Thorens TD 110 £ 119.00
Thorens TD104 £85.00
Thorens TD I
05 £99.00
Thorens TDI26B/C £ 199
Thorens TD I
60BC £79.00
Transcriptors
P.O.R.
Trio KDI 033 .. P.O.R.
Trio KD2055
P.O.R.
Trio KD2070
P.O.R.
Yamaha YP51 I .. £ 105 00
Yamaha YP2 II .. £89.00

eCLEARANCE BARGAINS
Akai AA1125 £ 119-00
Akai CS34D £80-00
Beocentre 1600 ( new)
£221-00
Marantz 21 00 .. £99-00
Marantz 2226 .. £ 147-00
Marantz 2238 .. £ 185.00
Marantz 5010 .. £ 129.00
Marantz 1030 .. £62.00
Nakamichi 410/420 ( new)
£384-00
Quad ELS ( S/H) £290-00
Radford SC22/
STA15 (S/H)
Offers
Ror.el RX202 ( new)
£98-00

Limited Quantities 0

Rotel RA312 (s/s) £59.00
Sony TA73 £49.00
Sony STR2800L £99.00
Sansui G3000 .. £ 135.00
Sansui SR232 £59.00
Sansui SR333 £ 116-00
Tandberg TCD330
£399.00
Tandberg TR203S£305.00
Toshiba SA420 ( new)£135
Toshiba SM3600 £299.00
Trio KR2090L .. £ 126.00
Trio KR2090 £ 115.00
Trio KD2070 .. £ 105.00
Trio KD3090 £ 155-00
Trio KX620 ( new) £ 134

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

ePICK-UP

Akai AA 1125 .. £ 14300
Akai AA 1135 .. £ 176-00
Akai AA I150 .. £289-00
Aiwa AX7600 £210.00
Armstrong 625.. £ 160.00
Armstrong .i26.. £ 185.00
Armstrong 623.. £ 115.00
Goodmans
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVCJTV II .. £77.00
Marantz 2215 .. £89.00
Marantz 2226 .. £ 169.00
Marantz 2238 .. £215.00
Pioneer SX450 £95.00
Pioneer SX590 .. £ 133.00
Pioneer SX690 .. £ 168.00
Pioneer TX606.. £93.00
Pioneer TX656.. £ 185.00
Pioneer TX5500 £75.00
Revox A76 .. P.O.R.
Rogers stockists

eCARTRIDGES
AKG P8ES
AKG P7E .
Audio Technica ÁTI4SA
Audio Technica ATI5SA
Audio Technica AT66
Audio Technica AT2I
ADC XLM Mk 3
ADC VLM Mk 3 ..
ADC Q36 Mk 3 ..
Decca
Empire 2000E/Ill
Goldring 0800 ..
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800E..
Goldring G900SE/2
JVC XI
Ortofon M20E Super
Ortofon FF15E/2
Ortofon VMS20E/2
Ortofon FFI 5XE
Ortofon Fl5E/2
Pickering VI5/AME3
Pickering P/Ki E
Pickering P/AC
Shure M55E
Shure M75/13/2 ..
Shure M75G
Shure 1175 ED ..
Shure M95ED
Shure 1175E1/2 ..
Shure V15 Mk 3 ..
Shure V15/IV
Stanton 681 / EEE
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
Ultimo 20A ..
Ultimo 20B ..
Ultimo 10A/10X

M.0111:11111\
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

Ortofon
£63.00
SME 3009/52 .. £52.00
SME 3009/ND .. £48.50
SME Series Ill .. £99.00
SME FD200
£20.00
Transcriptors 9" £32-00

eTUNERS/TUNER

TANDBERG TCD310 CASSETTE-P.O.R.

e UNIT

ARMS (
P & P70p)

Acos Lustre .. P.O.R.
A/Technica 1005
£37.00
Connoisseur
SAU2
£ 16.95
SAU4
£41-00
Hadcock

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £1-95)

1

Rotel RX303 £99.00
Rotel RX503 £ 149.00
Rotel RX603 £ 195.00
Rotel RX403 £ 118.00
Rotel RT226 £59.00
Sansui G3000 .. £ 180.00
Sansui TU217 .. £ 117-00
Sony ST5 I
5L £ 129.50
Sony STA3L £95-00
Sony STRVL £ 159.00
Sugden .
Tandberg 2055 .. P.O.R.
Technics, Toshiba P.O.R.
Trio 2600 .. £ 104.00
Trio KR4070 £ 179.00
Trio KT5300 . . £85-00
Yamaha CR200.. £ 110.00
Yamaha CR420.. £ 160.00
Yamaha CR620.. £249.00
Yamaha CT410.. £89-00
Yamaha CT610.. £ 124.00

(
P & P70p) STYLI
.. £59.00
.. £26.00
.. £35.00
.. £47.00
.. £5.00
.. £9.45
.. £38.00
.. £27.00
.. £ 18.00
.. £ 17.00
..
£4.73
.. £ 10-50
.. £39.99
. . £54.00
.. £48.00
.. £ 13.90
.. £30.90
.. £ 10.00
.. £ 19.50
.. £ 19.00
.. £ 12.00
.. £13.00
.. £9.50
.. £ 14-95
.. £ 15-85
.. £ 15-25
.. £ 19-95
.. £ 13-75

..

£
6.75

0

£35.00
£14-00
£4-0
- 0
£5-63

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£3.95
£2.95
£7.87
£11-71
P.O.R.
£23.00

£48-so
.. £68.00
.. £47-00

£16.0
- 0
£6.75
£5.86
£8.60
£7.85
£9.75
£13.95
£16.95
£10-10
£20-95
£3400
£27.50

..
..
..
..

£20.9
- 5
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

£22-00
£30-00
£73-00
£9100
£53-00

AUDIO (
P & P £ 2.75)

Akai AC3800L
Akai AC3500L
Aiwa AF3060
Aiwa AF5090
B & 0
Garrard GAI50
Garrard GA200..
Garrard GAI55
JVC 45 Dolby ..
Toshiba Systems
Rotel RM5010
Sanyo ..
Sony HMK80
Goodmans
National 503060 Dolby
Tandberg TR220GC/1520

eSPEAKERS

£333.00
£319 90
£205 00
£355 00
P.O.R.
£197 00
£320-00
£249.00
£209.00
P.O.R.
£294 00
P.O.R.
£409.00
P.O.R.

£296.00

£366 00

& KITS (
P & P £ I . 95 ea.) 0

Armstrong 602.. £ 167.00
Altec
P.O.R.
Acoustic Research P.O.R.
B & W
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Celestion
UL6
£ 129.00
UL8
£ 159.90
Ditton 33 .. £ 189.90
Ditton 44 .. £230.00
Ditton 15XR £99.90
Ditton 25 .. £250.00
Ditton 11 .. £69.90
Ditton 22 .. £ 138.90
Goodmans
P.O.R.
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts .. P.O.R.
Module .. £ 17-50
KEF Corelli .. £ 134.00
KEF Calinda £205.00
KEF 104AB .. £249.00
Leak 3020 .. £90-00

Monitor Audio stockists
Rogers BBC
Monitor .. P.O.R.
Peerless ..
P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 .. £52.00
Twin .. .. £3400
Triple .. £64.00
S/Triple £75.00
Tannoy stockists
10" HPD
£89-00
12" HPD £ 102.00
15" HPD £ 120.00
Wharfedale
Denton XP2 £52.00
Linton XP2 £84.00
Glendale 3XP £ 105.00
Teesdale .. £ 129-50
Wharfedale Kits
Linton 3XP ( pr) £45.00
Glendale 3XP £59.00
Denton 2XP £32.00

• AMPLIFIERS (
P & P £ 1.95 each)
Akai
P.O.R.
Armstrong 621.. £ 105-00
Cambridge P80.. P.O.R.
JVC JAS I1G
.. £83-00
Lux ..
P.O.R.
Marantz 1030 .. £65-00
Marantz 1060 .. £89.00
Pioneer SA5500/2 £65.00
Pioneer SA606 .. £ 115.00
Pioneer SA706 .. £ 154.00
Pioneer SA506 .. £85.00
Quad ..
P.O.R.
Radford HD250
P.O.R.
Revox A78 .. P.O.R.
Rogers A75/2 .. P.O.R.
Rotel RA2 I
4 .. £59.00

PLEASE INCLUDE POST AND PACKING (
send
large S.A.E. for brochures and enquiries).
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 12% and are subject to alteration due to Manufacturer's increases.
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED
CREDIT FACILITIES ( SAME DAY POSSIBLE)
QUAD EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE etc
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

REFERENCE TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

111

01 946

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.I9
93 Bus route.Open 9.00a m. - 6.00p m.TuesdayiSaturday.
Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to variation

•
e

0

Rote IRA4 I
4 .. £95-00
Rotel RA3 I
4 .. £75.00
Rotel RA714 .. £ 199.00
Sony TAF3A £99-50
Sony TAF5A .. £ 159.50
Sanyo ..
Sugden A48/2
Sansui 117 .. £90.00
Sansui 217 .. £ 133.00
Sansui 317 .. £ 179.00
Technics
Trio KA3700 . . .
Yamaha CA410.. £89.00
Yamaha CA6I0.. £ 129-00
Yamaha CA5I0.. £ 142.00

1598

MD RE urA (HOUNSLOW] UM
Huge stocks. Huge discounts
LARGEST SHOWROOM IN LONDON

MAIL ORDER INFORMATION
AND PRICES

COLOUR
TELEVISIONS

RECEIVERS
Aiwa AX7500£ 169.00

B & 0 4002 26"

£419.00

Beomaster 3400..

Sony 13"

£228.00

Pioneer SX450

£94.00

Pioneer SX550

£129.00

Pioneer SX650

£159-00

..

MONO TELEVISIONS
Sanyo 12'

£71.00

Sony 12"

£77.00

Vega 5" ..

£49.00

MUSIC CENTRES
Beacon Tree 1800

£215.00

Hitachi 7765

£269.00

Hitachi 7785

£357.00

JVC MG 33L

£257.00

National SG 3060L £249.00
Sony HM270 ..

£229-00

Toshiba SM2900

E189.00

Toshiba SM2700

£159.00

E199.00

Sony STRI800

£95.00

Sony STR4800

£189-00

Sony HST89 ..

£179.00

Tandberg 1055 ..

£199.00

Tandberg 2025FM

£209.00

Tandberg 2025MB

£255.00

Tandberg 2055 ..

£315.00

Tandberg 2075 ..

£419-00

Technics SA5070

£95.00

Technics SAS 170

£127.00

ALSO
MAIN
AGENTS
AND
STOCKISTS
OF

B& 0

FERROGRAPH
HARMAN KARDON

£75.00

Toshiba SA420L £ 129.00

HITACHI
IMF

JBL

JVC

NAKAMICHI
NEAL
QUAD

TURNTABLES

JVC JASIO

£61.00

JVC JAS 11G

£79.00

Dual 601

Marantz 1030

£69.00

Dual 701

Marantz 1040

£83.00

Pioneer 506

£83.00

JVC JLF50 Direct
Drive ..

£119.00

Sony TA73

£81.00

Pioneer PL5I4 ..

£57.00

Trio KA5500

£149.00

TUNERS

JVC JTVIO

£53.00

Rogers 75 series II

£119-00

Sansui TU5500 ..

£85-00

Sony Sil I

..

£71.00

Sony ST3980 ..

£119-00

Sony ST5980 ..

£203.00

Yamaha CT800

£165.00

..

Technics SLI 10 ..

NATIONAL

ORTOPHON
RICHARD ALLAN

REVOX

ROGERS

ROTEL

SANSUI

£129.00

SANYO

£149.00

SONEX BLUE
SHURE

Toshiba 370 .. £ 109.00
£169.00

LECSON

MARANTZ
MONITOR AUDIO

Yamaha CR2006£ 107.00

AMPLIFIERS

£79.00

Celestion Ditton
I5XR . . •

£97.00

B & 0 522 • •

£65-00

B & 0 P30 • •

£110.00

B & 0 S45 . •

£159.00

B & 0 525 ..

£69.00

Wharfedale
Linton XP2

£71.00

Videotone
Minimax 2

£44.00

STUDIOCRAFT
TANDBERG
TDK

TEAK
TOSHIBA

VIDEOTONE

CASSETTE DECKS

BOSE

DUAL

Technics SA5370£ 1994)0
Toshiba SA220L

SPEAKER SYSTEMS ( PAIR)

AR 18 ..

ACCUPHASE AKAI
ARMSTRONG AR
CELESTION CELEF

B & 0 1100/1102
JVC KD720

£139.00
£79.00

JVC KD2I

£107.00

Pioneer CTF4040

LI0500

Sanyo RD5050

£89.00

Sony TCI35 • •

£85.00

Sony TCI77 •.

£349.00

Teac 360 .. . • £ 149.00
Teac 420 .. •.
Teac 440 ..

195-00
£219.00

SONY

TAPE DECKS

SHARP
SME
SUPPEX

TANNOY
TECHNICS
TRIO
YAMAHA

Revox A77 4track
Dolby ..
£475.00
Sony TC399

£209.00

Sony TC765

£413.00

Tandberg 1041 ..

£525.00

ALSO
Video; Colour and Monochrome Televisions; Noise
Reduction

Units;

Head-

RING FOR BEST PRICES ON MAKES
AND MODELS NOT GIVEN HERE

Cartridges; Radio-cassettes;

EXPORT WELCOME

change without any notice

phones;

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Pick-up

Radios/cassettes;
are

1n-car

subject

to

and subject to availability.
All prices correct 22/9/78.
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Fantastic Savings on:
NEW KEF
CONCORD III
Soft Dome tweeter + 2 8" Bass/Mid
units. High efficiency 100 watt rating
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(with appropriate reference to manufacturers instruction).
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PER PAIR
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with selected cassette recorders
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Marantz, Tandberg,
Sansui, Akai, Hitachi,
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Converts twice as
much of your amplifier's power into
Soun d as do co nventional
speakers
The secret is a new
compression driver
that allows you to

IFabulous Super System
I
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featuring brand new
rannoy T125 Oxford
Speakers
Har man

Kardon 330C
Aicro Se iki MI310 T

leiantjeonyinag level fro m
/oat asingle watt of
amplifier power — but
is so robust that the

Receiver

Purn table inc.
Magnetic
Cartridge
Two Tannoy T125
Oxford Speaker
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Sale Price of Complete Sytem

£299.90
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131 The Parade, High Street, Watford, WD1 1NA.
166 St. Albans Road, Watford, WD2 4AS.
Tel: Watford ( ST.) Code 0923, or London Area 92) 34644
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IOC 111'•
'Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut:
IWed. Cheques with £50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O.A.-Price on application
Sp. off.-Special offer price for cash
P.P.T.B.A.-P & P to be advised
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 121%
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE
MAIL ORDER SERVICE
• TAPE RECORDERS (
PP' £330)
Akai 4000DB
.. £276.90
Akai 4000DS Mk 2 .. .
£219.90
Tandberg 1521, 102IX, I04lX,
P.O.A.
Revox A77 range from ..
£447.00
• CASSETTE RECORDERS (
P/P £2.50)
Aiwa ADI250
.. £135.00
Aiwa AD6300
.. £135.00
Aiwa AD6350
.. £145.00
Aiwa AD6400
£177•00
Aiwa AD6550 .
£20&00
Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp. off.) ..
£269.00
Aiwa AD6900
£240.00
Akai CS702D Mk 2.. ..
£119•90
Akai CS707D ( Sp. off.) ..
£135•00
Akai GXC3100 ( Sp. off.) ..
£134.00
Akai GXC325D ( Sp. off.) ..
£210.00
Akai GXC39D ( Sp. off.) ..
£125.00
Akai GXC570D/2...
£637-90
Akai GXC7250. .. £254.90
Akai GXC7300*
£292.90
Akai GXC7090.
£199.90
Garrard GC350 ( Sp. off.) ..
£117.00
Goodmans SCD 110 .
£124.90
Harman Kardon HK2000 (Sp. off.)
£169.00
.. £92.90
Hitachi 0220
.. £ 126.50
Hitachi 0550
£160-00
Hitachi 0555 Auto Reverse
.. £220.00
Hitachi 0850
.. £271.00
Hitachi 0900
.. £55.00
Hitachi 02310 ( Sp. off.) ..
Hitachi 02360 ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £85.00
Hitachi 03500 3/head ( Sp. off.) .. £ 180.00
JVC KDIO
JVC KD21
:
.
.. £115.00
JVC K07208
..
£85.00
Leak 3007 ( Sp. off.) ..
£99.95
Marantz 5010
.. £139.90
Philips N25Il ( Sp. off.) .. ..
£99.90
Pioneer CTF4040(Sp. off.) ..
£110.00
Pioneer CTF500
£99.50
Pioneer CTF700
£207.00
Pioneer CTI000
.. £399.00
Pioneer CTF9 191 .. .. £220.00
Pye 9154 DNL ( Sp. off.) ..
£51-50
Pye 9I48A DNL (Sp. off.) ..
£94.50
Rote? RD I
5F
..
£99.90
Sansui SCI100 ( Silver) .. £126.90
Sansui SCI100 ( Black) .. £119.90
Sansui SC2000 .. .. £145.00
Sharp RT I155H
£105.00
Tandberg TC0330/TCD310 Mk 2..
P.O.A.
Toshiba PC3I10 ( Sp. off.) ..
£59.50
Toshiba PC3030 . • ..
£76.00
Toshiba PC3060
£ 111.00
Toshiba PC4020 (Sp. off.) ..
£95•00
Toshiba PC4030 ( Sp. off.) ..
£103.00
Toshiba PC4360 .. .. £125.50
Toshiba PC5060 ..
£135•00
Toshiba PC6030 .. .. £299.00
• MICS., ACCESSORIES
ADC SLM2
£40.50
ADC SSI
..
£60-00
ADC SS2 Sound shaper ( P/P £2.50) £ 135-00
Aiwa CM2000A
£23.00
Akai ADM20 ( Sp. off.) ..
£6.50
Akai ADM40
Akai ADM80
£10.25
Akai ACM 100 Electret Cardioid
£24.50
Akai ACM50 Electret Cardioid
£9.75
Beyer M8I8LM
£62.00
Ferrograph Demagnetiser D2 ..
£10•00
Garrard MRM 101 M k2 .. ..
£80.00
Monitor Audio Stylift
£5•50
Monitor Audio Sound Cable 5m ..
£7•70
Monitor Audio Sound Cable lOm'..
£14•00
Neal 101 Resolver Mk 2 .. :
£17-50
Sennheiser MD722LM and MZAI2
£9.90
Zerostat Pistol ( add £ 1.00 P/P) ..
£6.50
• KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS (
P/P on application)
Celestion HFI300 8- and I5-ohm
£& 00
Celestion HF2000
£9.20
Coles 4001G
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter ..
£40.00
KEF KK3 ( PR' £5) : .
£120.00
KEF B139, DNI2, B110, T27 P/P Free* £99•50
KEF B110 SPI003
£10.75
KEF B139 SP1044
£24.75
KEF B200 SPI014
£11.75
KEF DNI2 SPI004 .•
£7.00

KEF DNI3 SPI 106 ..
£4.75
KEF DNI3 SPI017
£5.00
KEF DN22 pair ( 104AB Crossover)
£34-00
KEF T27 SPI032
£8.40
Micro Seiki Shock Absorbers MSBI
£9.50
Tannoy HPD3 I
5A ( Pair) ..
£200-00
Tannoy HPD385A ( Pair) ( Sp. off.)
£220.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP Kit pair
£27.75
Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit pair
£56.00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP Kit pair..
£41.00

• TUNERS (P/P £150)
£240.00
Aiwa AT9700
£101.00
Akai AT2200
£117-90
Armstrong 623 ( Sp. off.) ..
£89.90
Armstrong 624 ( Sp. off.) ..
P.O.A.
Harrison ST2I0 Remote Control
£65.00
Hitachi FT300 ( Sp. off.) ..
P.O.A.
JVC ITVL JTV II
G, JTV22..
£99.00
Marantz 2100
£59.00
National Panasonic ST2300 ( Sp. off.)
£93.50
Pioneer TX606 .
£74.00
Pioneer TX5500 Mk
£260.00
Pioneer TX9500 Mk 2
.. £ 109.00
Quad FM3 .
From stock
Rogers T75 (Series 2.
)
£84.90
Rote RT425
£104-90
Rote RT725
£169.90
Rote RT925
£84.90
Rote RT426
£99.90
Rote RT726
£59.90
Rote
£108.00
Sansui TU7900 (Sp. off.)
£109.00
Sansui TU2I7
£68.00
Toshiba ST220 ( Sp. off.)
£111 00
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp. off.)
e STEREO AMPLIFIERS (P/P £2.50)
Akai AM2600
£240.50
Aiwa AA8700 : :
£267.00
Armstrong 621 Teak (Sp. off.) .. £103.00
Harman Kardon A401 ( Sp. off.) ..
£69.90
Harman Kardon A402 (Sp. off.) .. £159.90
Harrison S200
P.O.A.
Hitachi HA6I0 ( Sp. off.) ..
£160.00
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet
£356•00
JVC JASIO, IASI IG, JAS22, JAS8I
P.O.A.
Marantz 1030 ( Sp. off.) ..
£68.50
Maranta 1040 ( Sp. off.) ..
£76.00
National Panasonic SU2300 ( Sp. off.) £59.00
Pioneer SA5300 (Sp. off.) ..
£59.00
Pioneer SA7500 Mk 2 ..
£142.00
Pioneer SA8500 Mk 2 ..
£234.00
Pioneer SA506 .. ..
£85.50
Pioneer SA606 .. .. £115.50
Pioneer SA706 ..
£149.90
Quad 33/303, 33/405
From stock
Rogers A75 ( Series 2)
P.O.A.
Rote RA2I4•
•
£59.90
Rote RA3I2
..
£64.50
Rote RA4I 2
•
•
£83.50
Rote RA3I4
•
•
£74.90
Rote RA4I 4
.
•
£94.90
Rote RA714•
• £119.90
Rote RABIO ( Sp. off.) • • £100.00
Rote RA4I3
•
•
£94.00
Rote RA7I3•
• £114.00
Rote RA9I3
•
. £169.90
Sansui AU 117
.
•
£73.90
Sansui AU217
£113.90
Sansui AU3I7
.. £164.00
Sansui AU5I7 .. • • £265.00
Sansui AU4900 ( Sp. off.) .. . • £109.00
Sansui AU 11000 ( Sp. off.) .. • • £355.00
Toshiba 513220 ( Sp. off.) .. • .
£79.00
Toshiba 513620 .. .. £215.50
Toshiba SB820
.. £305.50
• TUNER-AMPLIFIERS (P/P £3.50)
Aiwa AX7400
£163.00
Aiwa AX7500 ( Sp. off.) .. .• £149-50
Aiwa AX7600 : .
£225.00
Akai AA1010 (Sp. off.)
£95.00
Akai AA 1020 (Sp. off.) ..
£127.50
Akai AA I125
£143.90
Akai AA I135 ( Sp. off) Limited stock £176.90
Akai AAII50 ( Sp. off) Limited stock £289.90
Armstrong 625
.
.. £167.90
Armstrong 626 Long wave (Sp. off.) £188.00
Goodmans Module 1-30 ..
£165.00
Goodmans Module 90 ( Sp. off.) .. £135.00
Harman Kardon HK430 ( Sp. off.)
£145.00
Harman Kardon HK730 (Sp. off.)
£199.00
Hitachi SR302 ( Sp. off.) ..
£95.00
Hitachi SR303L Long wave .. £127.50
Hitachi SR502 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 119.00
JVC JRS61L, 81, 201, 301, 401, 501
P.O.A.
Leak 3400 ( Sp. off.) .. £142.00
Marantz 2215BL Long wave (Sp. off.) £97.00
Marantz 22268
£ 169.90
Marantz 2216 ( Sp. off.) ..
£111.00
Marantz 2238B (Sp. off.) ..
£197.00
Marantz Superscope RI220 ..
£56.75
Marantz Superscope RI262 £ 114.00
Marantz Superscope 1270 .. £105.00
Pioneer SX590 .. £135 .90
%
Pioneer SX690
•••••
£169.90

l e Pioneer SX980
Pioneer SX450 (Sp. off.) ..
Pioneer SX550 (Sp. off.) ..
Pioneer SX650 (Sp. off.) ..
Pioneer SX750 ( Sp. off.) ..
Pioneer SX850 (P.P.T.B.A.) ( Sp. off.)
Pioneer SX950 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.)
Rote RX 152 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) ..
Rote RX102 Mk 2 (Sp. off.) ..
Rote RX7707 (Sp. off.) Long wave
Rote RX203
Rote RX303

£369.9›

new)

£120.00

£188-oo

£229.00
£310.00
£350.00
£89.90
£75.00
£162.50

£89.90
£109-90
Rote RX403
£119.90
Rote RX503
£148.90
Rote RX603 (Sp. off.)
£249.90
Rote
£299-90
Sansui 5050 (Sp. off.) ..
£135.00
£190.00
Sansui 6060 (Sp. off.) ..
Sansui 7070 ( Sp. off.) ..
£270.00
Sansui 8080 (P.P.T.B.A.) (Sp. off.) .. £311.00
Sansui 9090 (P.P.T.B.A.) ( Sp. off.) .. £365.00
Sansui 33IL ( Long wave) ..
£95.00
Tandberg TR220, TR2055, TR2040,
TR2030L, TR2045, TR2080,T R2075,
TR2025FM, L & MB ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA220L ( Sp. off.) Long wave £86.00
Toshiba SA320L ( Sp. off.) Long wave £111.00
Toshiba SA520
SA420 (Sp. off.) ..
Toshiba SA620 (Sp. off.) ..

£ 15400

£215.50
£259.00

• STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P 0.A.) ( Some exclude Speakers)
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Recdiver
£359.00
Aiwa AF5050 with Spkrs
£289.00
Aiwa AF5080 ( Sp. off.) ..
£299.00
Aiwa AF5090 • .
£360.00
Akai AC3500 ( Sp. off.) Limited stock £289.90
Akai AC3800L Grey ( Dolby) (Sp.
off.)
£299.00
Ekco ZU440, ZU4L, ZU5.1, ZU5K,
ZU7 ( Sp. off.) ..
£135.00
Ekco ZU540 ( Sp. off.) ..
£160.00
Ekco SRG607 ( Sp. off.) .. • •
£60.00
Garrard GAI50 ( Sp. off.) ..199.00• . £
Goodmans MCD100 ( Sp. off.) •. £287.50
Hacker GAR600 .. • • £160.00
Hacker MC6OODS . • £338.00
Hitachi SDT7820 . • £245.50
Hitachi 5017840 .. • . £279.50
Hitachi SDT7620 (Sp. off.) • . £165.00
Hitachi SDT7640 ( Sp. off.). • £199.00
Hitachi SD17765 ( Sp. off.). • £27&00
Hitachi SDT7675 ( Sp. off.) • • £319.00
Hitachi SDT768OR ( Sp. off.) • . £386.50
Hitachi SDT7785
£390.00
Hitachi SDT7710 ( Sp. of.) • • £187.00
JVC 1845 excl. Spkrs ( Sp. off.) • • £199.00
JVC MF45FL Dolby B
P.O.A.
JVC MF47 Dolby B . • •
P.O.A.
National Panasonic SG 1090L .. £240.00
National Panasonic SG208OLD • . £360.00
National Panasonic SG2080L . • £333•00
National Panasonic SG3060L • • £285.00
National Panasonic SG3090 • . £378.00
Sharp 5G220 and LS220 .. • • £186.50
Sharp SG400 excl. Spkrs . • £242.00
Sharp SG450 excl. Spkrs
£279.00
Tandberg TR220GC+ Pr TL I
500
(Dolby B) ( Sp. off.) ..
£340.00
Toshiba SM2700
£175.00
Toshiba SM2900 (Sp. off.) .. . • £183.00
Toshiba SM3I00 (Sp. off.) .. • • £223.00
Toshiba SM3150 ( Sp. off.) .. . • £255.00
Toshiba SM3600 ( Sp. off.) ..
£299.00
Toshiba SM3700 ( Sp. off.) ..
£340.00
Toshiba SM3750
Toshiba 5M3350
L39
95
60
00
0

• LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
Armstrong 602 (12 stand extra) .. £ 159.50
B & W DM2A, DM4, DM5, DM6,
DM7, DM2 Mk 2
Castle Richmond Teak Mk 2 ..
£74.00
Castle Kendal Mk 2
£108.00
Celestion 442, 551, 662
Celestion Ditton 11
..
£66.95
Celestion Ditton I5XR ..
£97.95
Celestion Ditton 22
.. £135-95
Celestion Ditton 25
.. £241.95
Celestion Ditton 33
.. £174.95
Celestion Ditton 44
.. £
208.95
Celestion Ditton 66
.. £309.95
Celestion Hadleigh 2
..
£37.95
Celestion UL6
.. £123.90
Celestion UL8
£150.95
Chartwell PM100, PII200, PM400,
PM450, LS3/5A
P.O.A.
Dalesford D (Sp. off.) ..
£99.90
Goodmans RB18
£59.90
Goodmans RB20
£74-90
JRI49 (various finishes to order).. £124.50
KEF Cantata. .. .. £390.00
KEF Galindo.. .. £21400
KEF Corelli•
..
£14.00
KEF Reference 104 ( Sp. off.) .. £215-00
KEF Reference 104AB.
£261.00
KEF Reference 105*
.. £645.00

F

KEF Celeste Ill .. ..
£89.00
KEF Concord 3 ..
Leak 3020.
£92.90
Leak 3030*
..
£ 125.90
Leak 3050.
£179-90
Leak 3080.
£267.90
Marantz 4G ( Sp. off..)
£61.00
Marantz 5G ( Sp. off.) ..
£98.90
Monitor Audio MA3 Mk 2. .. £350.00
Monitor Audio MA4*
£175-00
Monitor Audio MAS Mk 2* (Sp. off.) £ 125-00
Monitor Audio IIA6*
£130.00
Mordaunt Short Carnival Festival,
Pageant Series 2Teak/Walnut
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic
From stock
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut
P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Spendor BCI Mk 2, BC2, BC3 and
Mini Monitors SAI, various finishes P.O.A.
Tannin Arden ( Sp. off.) ..
£375.50
Tannoy Berkeley .. .. £299.50
Tannoy Cheviot P/P Free. (Sp. off.) £250.00
Tannoy Devon ( Sp. off.) ..
£240.00
Tannoy Eaton ( Sp. off.)
£210.00
Tannoy Bolivar 125 ( Sp. off.) .. £125.00
Tannoy Oxford, Chester, Ascot, Dorset,
Mayfair ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax 2 (add P/P £3.50) £46.00
Videotone D100 (add P/P £150) ..
£37.50
Wharfedale EMI
£269.90
Wharfedale E70.
£331.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP
£140.00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP (Sp. off.)
£63.00
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
£ 127.95
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 .. £175.00
Wharfedale Denton XP2
£49.50
Wharfedale Shelton XP2
£63.50
Wharfedale Linton XP2
£76.95
Wharfedale Glendale XP2
£103-95
* Post and package free, UK mainland
only.

• STEREO HEADPHONES (
P/P £ 1.25)
Akai ASE7
£& 50
Akai ASEI I
£12.50
Akai ASE22+Volume control ..
£14.00
AKG K240 ( Sp. off.)
£35.00
Aiwa HR30 ( Sp. off.) ..
£14-75
Beyer DT202/K100-7
£35.00
Beyer DT204
..
£
66.00
Beyer DT220
..
£24.00
Beyer DT440
..
£24.00
Beyer DT441
£
30.25
Goodmans OHPIO ( Sp. off.) ..
£1&90
Koss ESPIO ( Sp. off.) ..
£155-00
Koss HVIA ( Sp. off.)
£22.00
Koss HV1LC ( Sp. off.) .. ..
£2450
Koss HV2 ( Sp. off.)..
£15-00
Koss K6A
£1490
Koss K6ALC
Koss ESP6A ( Ionly)
£4&00
Koss K6LC (Sp. off.)
£14.50
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone
£24.50
Koss K7
..
£9.80
Koss KI25
..
£15.90
Koss KI35
..
£ 1490
Koss KI45 ..
......
£
2650
Koss Phase 2
..
£37.50
Koss Phase 2+2 excl. record for
Mail Orders .. ..
£78.50
Koss Pro 4AA
..
£25.00
Koss Pro 4 Triple A
..
£36.50
Koss PRO5LC
..
£3425
Koss Technician 2 .. ..
£35.00
Koss Technician VFR
..
£36.00
Leak 3000 .. . ..
£35.30
Marantz HD5 ( Sp. off.)
£19.00
Micro Seiki MXI Electret ..
£56.00
Pioneer Monitor 10
..
£3425
Pioneer SE205
£11.25
Pioneer SE300
£18.50
Pioneer 5E305
£17.50
Pioneer SE500
£36.26
Pioneer SE700 . •
£37.50
Pioneer SEQ404 Quadraphonic ..
£23-50
Rote? RH930 Electret ..
£41.75
Sansui SS I
0
£16.75
Sansui SS30
..
£16.00
Sansui SS60
..
£27.50
Sennheiser HD224X ..
£32.50
Sennheiser HD400
..
£ 1450
Sennheiser HD4 I
4X
..
£17-00
Sennheiser HD424X
£23.50
Stax SR5/SRD6SB Electrostatic ..
£88.75
Stax 5R44 Electret
£68.50
Stax SRX3/SRD6SB £ 140.00

• TURNTABLE (
P/P £3.00) AND
ARMS (
P/P £ 115)
ADC LMF1
£6400
£66.00
ADC LMF2
£5.00
ADC LMG-I Headshell
Audio Technica AT1005 1.1k 2 (SP:
off.)
£25.00
‘6.

rame

ACCESS CARD

BARCLAYCARD

NORTH

Garston

You may telephone
your order quoting
Access or
Barclaycard No

HERT
HI-FI

SAVE EVEn 11110111k J
Town

'
9
0
SideRoad
Parking

!

By Putchosing oComplete igitem
BSR BDS80 chassis .. £25-00
BSR BOS95 chassis .. £27.50
BSR MP60 chassis
£ 18.50
Decca International arm .. £54.00
Garrard SB25 Mk 6 chassis .. £27-50
Garrard 125SB chassis .. £26-50
Hadcock GH228 and Unilift ( P/P free) £66-00
Lustre arm GST1
nee)
Reference. Fluid Arm ..
P.O.A.
SME S2 Headshell
£5.75
SME 3009 5/2 Det. Head .. £56.00
SME 3009 Fixed Head .. £51-00
SME Series 3
SME Damper ED200 ( P/P £ 1-00 extra) £ 16.75
SME CAI Series 3Spare Arm/Shell £ 15.00
Sugden BD IChassis Kit .. £ 16.00
Sugden BD! Chassis .. £ 19.00
Sugden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis (Sp.
off.)
£31.00
Sugden BO2A and SAU2 Chassis .. £39-90
Sugden SAU2
£ 15.50
Sugden SAU4
£37.50

•

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
ADC Accutrac 4000 (Sp. off.) £225-00
ADC 1500FG & OLM34/3 . • £66.00
ADC 1600DD & QLM36/3. • £ 84.00
ADC 1700D Quartz & XLM/3 • • £ 105.00
Aiwa AP2200 and Cartridge . • £99.90
Aiwa AP2500..
£ 158.50
Akai AP100
.
•
£74-013
Akai APIO!
.
•
£76.90
Akai AP206.
•
£ 99-90
Akai AP306 .. • • £ 127.90
Akai AP003 and AT I1 (Sp. off.) . • £75.00
Aka' AP006 (Sp. off.) .. £ 105.00
BSR BDSBO Mod. ex. Cart. (So. off.) £29.90
BSR BDS95 Module excl. Cart. .. £35-00
BSR MP60 Mod. ex. Cart. (Sp. off.) £23.00
Garrard B6SB Mk 1 (So. off.) .. £20.00
Garrard DD75 M75EDT2 (Sp. off.) £69.90
Garrard ODI30
.
.
£ 39.50
Garrard SP25 M6
£40.40
Garrard GT20 and M7SEDT2 .. £59.00
Garrard GT25 and M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £67.00
Garrard GT35 and M75EDT2 (Sp. off.) £79.90
Harman Kardon ST7 ( So. off.) .. £255.00
Hitachi PS8 Cart. VES620 (Sp. off.) £ 55.00
Hitachi PSIO and Cart. ( So. off.) .. £55.00
Hitachi PSI7 and Cart. VES260 ( Sp.
off.)
£69.90
Hitachi PS38 Direct Drive (So. off.) £79.90
Hitachi PS48 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £99.90
Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive (Sp. off.) £ 125.00
Hitachi HT350 Direct Drive .. £95.50
JVC JLA20 (So. off.) .. £61.50
JVC OLA2, QLF4
P.O.A.
Leak 3001 (Sp. off.)
£82.50
Maranta 6100W ( Sp. off.) .. £65.00
Maranta 6150 Direct Drive .. £85.00
Micro Seiki MB 10 and FF15E Mk 2 £85.00
Micro Seiki MBIO (Sp. off.) .. £71.00
Micro Seiki DD20
£88.50
Monitor Audio ET500 excl. arm .. £ 125.00
Philips GA3I2 (Sp. off.) .. £76.50
Pioneer PL5I4
£59.50
Pioneer PL5I6
£79.90
Pioneer PL5I8
£ 109.00
Pioneer PL520
£ 148.50
Pioneer PL530 (Sp. off.) .. £ 155.00
Pioneer PL550 ( So. off.) • • • • £ 18100
Pioneer PL570 Quartz .. £255.00
Pioneer PL5I0A
£85-00
Pioneer PLI I5R (Sp. off.) .. £54.00
Pioneer PLI I7D (Sp. off.) .. £79.90
Pioneer PL55X D'ct Drive (Sp. off.) £ 120.00
Rotel RP900 ( Sp. off.) .. £49.90
Rotel RP2300
£54.50
Rotel RP3000 with Arm ( Sp. off.) £ 110.00
Rotel RP3300
£79.90
Rotel RP5300 Direct Drive .. £92.95
Sansui SR222P (Sp. off.) .. £47-50
Sansui SR232E
£64.00
Sansui 512929 Quartz (Sp. off.) .. £250.00
Sansui SR525 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.)
Sense ER1080P (Sp. off.) £59.00
Sansui- SR333E Direct Drive .. £ 133.00
Sansui SR838E
£218.50
Sugden BD101 & SAU2
£58.50

£
94.50

Sugden BD101 BSAU4 £75-00
Sugden BD101 excl. arm £43.50
Sugden BD2 & arm, black
Sugden BD2 P & C & SAU2
(Sp. off.).. £49-50
Sugden BD103 and Arm.. £85-00
Sugden BD103 excl. Arm £73.50
Sugden BD2A P & C & SAU2
(Sp. off.)
£55.00
Thorens TD105
P.O.A.
Thorens TD I10 ( Manual). . £ 110.00
Thorens TD I15 (Automatic) £ 127-00
Thorens TDI26 Mk 3/BC £ 188.00
Thorens TDI26 Mk 3/C .. £229.00
Thorens TDI25/2AB £ 146.00
Thorens TD 126C Mk 2 (Sp.
off). .. .. £ 169.00
Thorens TD I45C Mk 2 (Sp.
off.)
..
£97-50
Thorens TD160C Mk 2 .. £87.50
Thorens TD160BC Mk 2 .. £75.00
Thorens TD I
60BC/SME 3009
Fixed (Sp. off.) ....£ 12400
Toshiba SR220, SR225, SR335,
SR370, SRA230, 59.330,
SR430
P.O.A.

£
37.00

eCARTRIDGES

( P/P £ 1.00)
ADC XLM Mk 3 .. £16.00
ADC XLM Super, Case and
Headshell
£33.00
ADC VLM Mk 3
£24.50
ADC ZLM
£59•50
AKG P6E
£17.00
AKG P7E
£25.50
£45.50
AKG P8E
AKG P8ES
Decca Deram Con. L. Blue £6-00
Decca London Mk 5 Export £36.00
Decca London Export Gold £54.00
Decca London Maroon .. £41.00
Decca London Blue .. £32.50
Empire 999REX
£5.50
Empire 2000E
£8.50
Empire 2000E/2 .. £ 13.90
Empire 2000E/3 £ 14.75
Empire 2000T
£18.50
Empire 2000Z
£ 48.50
Goldring G800
£4.75
Goldring 0800E
£7.75
Goldring G900SE Mk 2 .. £36.50
Goldring D110 Stylus .. £3.00
Goldring DI 10E Stylus .. £5.75
Lentek Pre-amp Din or
Phono
..
£56.00
Lentek Entre
..
£98.00
Ortofon FF I
OE
..
£9.50
Ortofon MCIO
£33.50
Ortofon F15 Mk 2..
£ 15.25
Ortofon FI5E Mk 2
119.90
Ortofon FFI5E Mk 2
£ 13-50
Ortofon M20E Super £42.00
Ortofon M20FL Super .. £47.50
Ortofon VMS20E/2 CAP2 I
0 £29.90
Ortofon MC20 and STM72 £78.00
Ortofon SL20E
£53.00
Ortofon MC20
£61.50
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.) .. £7.60
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) .. £8.55
Shure M75-6S (Sp. off.) .. £7.60
Shure M75B Type 2 ( Sp off.) £ 10.70
Shure M75ED Type 2 ( Sp off.) £ 15.75
Shure M75E1 Type 2 ( Sp off.) £ 13.30
Shure M95ED (Sp. off.) • . £ 19.95
Shure M95E1 ( Sp. off.) • . £ 13.80
Shure V15 Type 3• . £ 52.00
Shure VIS Type 4• . £ 65.00
Stanton 500A .. • • £ 13.90
Stanton 500EE .. • . £ 19.90
Stanton 680EE
£29.90
Stanton 681EEE . , £45.00
Stanton 88IS • • £78.00
Ultimo 20A
£7400
Ultimo 10X
£48.50
UAD Pre-amp • . £36.50

e PORTABLE

RADIOS AND
RADIO CASSETTES
(P/P Free)
Aiwa TPR903
£ 109.00
Aiwa TPR9I0
£ 121-50
Aiwa TPR940
£ 143.00
Aiwa TPR950
£ 189-00
Hacker RP70 Ranger (Sp.
£21.00
Hacker RP78 Aviemore
(Sp. off.)
£39.00
Hacker SP80 Stereo .. £ 114.00
Roberts R505
£39-00
Roberts R606MB
£49-00
'
Roberts RM20
£26.50
Roberts RM30
£42.00
Roberts R1`450
£61.00
Roberts Rambler £22-50
VIDEO TAPE FOR PHILIPS
VCR, -WC & AKAI VHS
MACHINES ( P/P 65p)
Akai VHST60 ( Ihour) ..
£7.90
Akai VHSTI20 (2 hours)..
£11.10
Akai VHST180 ( 3 hours)..
£13.50
Philips LVC60
£11.00
Philips LVC90
£13-00
Philips LVC120
£1475
Philips LVC150
£16.75

e

SANSUI 5050
SYSTEM
Sansui 5050 Receiver
Sansui SR222P Turntable
Ortofon FFI5E/2 Cartidge
Pair KEF Celeste Speakers

Special offer £267
ROTEL RX503
SYSTEM
Rotel RX503 Receiver
Rotel RP5300 Direct Drive
Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Dittos I5XR
Speakers

SANSUI 33IL
SYSTEM
Sansui 331 L Receiver with L.W.
Sansui SR222B Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Shelton XP2
Speakers

Aiwa AX7500 Receiver
Aiwa AP2200 Turntable
Pair Monitor Audio MA6
Speakers

Special offer £375

Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Deck for £129 extra

AIWA AX7600
SYSTEM
Aiwa AX7600 Receiver
Aiwa AP2500 Turntable
Stanton 680EE Cartridge
Pair Mordaunt Short Pageant 2
Speakers

Special offer £499

Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Deck for £129 extra

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT

in%

Pioneer SX450 Receiver
Pioneer PL5I4 Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

Special offer £210 Special offer £233
HARMAN
KARDON 330C
SYSTEM
Harman Kardon 330C Receiver
Micro Seiki MBIO Turntable &
Cartridge
Pair Mordaunt Short Carnival
Speakers

PIONEER SX550
SYSTEM
Pioneer SX550 Receiver
Pioneer PL5I4 Turntable
Ortofon FFI5E/2 Cartridge
Pair KEF Celeste Speakers

Special offer £239 Special offer £264
TOSHIBA SA220
SYSTEM
SA220L Receiver; SRA230
Turntable + Cartridge;
SS2200 Speakers; PC3100
Cassette Deck; HR71 0 Stereo
Headphones; SMA2 Stand,
2 Microphonesl 3 C60
Cassettes; 1Record
SPECIAL
275 50
OFFER
k.

r

.

LEAK 3200
SYSTEM
Leak 3200 Receiver
Leak 3001 Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Leak 3020 Speakers

Special offer £285

PIONEER SA706 PIONEER SX650
SYSTEM
SYSTEM
Pioneer SX650 Receiver
Pioneer PL5I4 Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Ditton I5XR
Speakers

Pioneer SA706 Amplifier
Pioneer PL5 I
4 Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Dicton 22
Speakers

Special offer £335 Special offer £355
AIWA AX7500
SYSTEM

PIONEER SX450
SYSTEM

ARMSTRONG
626 SYSTEM
Armstrong 626 Receiver
Garrard DD75 Module Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Armstrong 602 Speakers

Special offer £408
DIRECT CUT
DISCS
Sheffield LABI, 2, £8.95
Sheffield LAB3, 4, 5, 6, £9.95
Umbrella DDI, 2, £9.00
Umbrella DD3, 5, 6, 7, 9, £ 10.00
Umbrella DD4, £ 13-00
The Great American Gram
GADDI010, 1020, 1030,
Eastwind EW1000I, 10002,
10003, Philips PD I
000 I, 10002,
10003. All £ 10.00 eachsend for list.

EFFICIENT

Special offer £355

or with Pioneer CTF4040
Cassette Deck for £107 extra

AIWA AF3090
SYSTEM
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Receiver
Pair Celestion Dittos 22
Speakers

Special offer £459

Or with Aiwa AP2200
Turntable+Cartridge for
£95 extra

END OF LINE SALE
(Special Offers)
Akai CS30D, £65-00
Akai CS33D, £70.00
Akai GXC38, £ 110.00
Akai GXC38D, £99.00
Akai GX46D, £ 115.00
Harman Kardon ST7, £255.00
Hitachi SR3400, £72.00
Hitachi ST2650, £ 15400
Hitachi SD2520, £81.00

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

T.1íí1

M

i

Y 'lama*

1111111
PHILIPS N4504
4 track Stereo Tape Deck
with DNL
Ifill.+I(111/•Wel M111
• :4e
• /

EVERYTHING
AT SALE
PRICES!

SOLAVOX SR2220
AM/FM Tuner/Amplifier.
2 x 20 watts

STRATHEARN
srma
Usual Price £ 167 90
SALE ic
44190
PRICEKIr

Direct drive Turntable with
top quality magnetic Cartridge

*
WHARFEDALE
Linton XP2 loudspeakers
(pair) 35 we Is handling

111

WALTHAM
Rec. Ret. Price £ 82.99
Usual Price £ 69.90
SALE
PRICE

W133
Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby

Rec. Ret. Price f114.17
Usual Price £77 90
SALE
PRICE

£68.90

£63.90

WHARFEDALE

AMSTRAD

EX202
AM/FM Tuner

Shelton XP2 loudspeakers
(pair) 28 watts handling

Rec. Ret. Price £ 93.96
Usual Price £62.90
SALE _er
PRICE ZroJU.90

AKAI AA1115
AM/FM Tuner/Amplifier,
2 X 15 watts

_
• • .. 0 069

* e•

Usual Price £ 50.90

Usual Price £44.90

SALE
PRICE £1 44.90

SALE
PRICE

£34.90

JUST A
FEW EXAMPLES
FROM THE HUGE RANGE
AT THE COMET
SALE!

Rec. Ret. Price £ 68.18
Usual Price £48.90
SALE
PRICE £4190

CROWN

CTD 1170D
Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby

+r,

CELESTION

MARANTZ

MR215
AM/FM Tuner/Amplifier,
2 X 15 watts

Usual Price £89.90

Usual Price £ 59.90

SALE 17
PRICE
War
9.90

PRICE

DECCA DC1100
Stereo Cassette Deck
Rec. Ret. Price £ 143.00
Usual Price £ 99.90
SALE
PRICE £89.90

TENSAI

TS900U
loudspeakers ( pair)
30 watts handling

DECCA DC2000
Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby

Rec Ret. Price £ 67.82
Usual Price £ 38.90
SALE
PRICE £33.90

GAR RA RD GT35
Servo belt drive Turntable
with Shure M75ED Cartridge

Usual Price £ 59.90
SALE is c A
PRICE X.0 1,090

Rec. Ret. Price £ 130.44
Usual Price £ 82.90
SALE ism/ A
PRICE Orel nie 90

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. tvl.c

168

SCD310 ( by Marantz)
Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby

Rec. Ret. Price £ 136.00
Usual Price £ 81.90
SALE
PRICE

£28.90

(

£5/90

SUPERSCOPE

Usual Price £ 34.90
SALE
PRICE

******

Hadleigh loudspeakers
(pair) 25 watts handling

• 90

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE
VAT

Cha,fman
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BRANCHES OPEN DAILY
TO THE PUBLIC
SCOTLAND
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
GLASGOW

West Hendersons Wynel. Dundee
1Newhaven Road, Edinburgh. ENS 505
Weer Lodge Road, Glenwood Trading Sane. Renew
Kiln., Rose, Birkennew 1142.10.1E601e, TanneChelde, UddingelOn

Tel:
Tel.
Tel:
Tel

DISCOUNT SHOPS .
ABERDEEN
AYR
DUMFRIES
DUNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH
FALKIRK
GLASGOW
GREENOCK
KILMARNOCK
KIRKCALDY
PERTH

Constitution Sheet Aberdeen
4143 Delblalr Arcade, Ayr
66 Glanow Street Dumfries
12111 Chet moos Sheet Dunfermline
18 Dairy Road, meet Haymarket. Edinburgh
HOwgete.FalkIrk
ES Byrn Road, Glaegow
4 ...tin Street. Greenock
30 Grange Street Kilmernock
27/297116h Street Korkeeln
35-39 George Street Perth

Tell 0224 29434
Tel: 0202 62.4
Tel. 0387 8395I1
Tel: 038335136/7
Te1.031-348 0191/2
Te1:0324 34247
Tel: 041-334 4887
Tel:0475 20261
Tel: 0563 20128
Tel: 0510 68405/6
Tel:0738 36318

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
10-22 Hamilton Sheet Birkenhead
GRIMSBY
380 Victoria Sent. Grinteby, 0701 1ER
HULL
Resereolr Road. Clough Road, Hull. 006 701)
JARROW
56434 Ellison Street. Jarrow. NE32 3MT
LEEDS
70 Arrnley Road. L0.18.1012 2EF
LIVERPOOL
$enn Works, Field Lene. Ldnennd. Liverpool ..
}MANCHESTER
Marlborough Mill, Poplar Street Faélnorth
NEWCASTLE
Saville Row toff Northumberland Street) .........
ROCHDALE
Corner of Well i• th• Lane an Oueensway
SHEFFIELD
The Mill, 1Leney Road. Men Bridge
STOCKPORT
Lower Hillgate. Stockport
STOCKTON
Teesway. P.m. Lane, Stockton. Cleveland
WIGAN
WIWI Milt Prince» Street WIgen, WN3 4E2
DISCOUNT SNOPII
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
BARNSLEY
BARROW-IN-FURNESS
BIRKENHEAD
BLACKBURN
BOLTON
BRADFORD
BRIDLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTEfl
DRIFFIELD
GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST. HELENS
SUNDERLAND
WAKEFIELD
701,11(

Clarence Arcade. Stamford Street Ashton under Lyn
Peel Sheet Barnsley
Rendson Street. Barrow- In-Furness
220 New Chester Road, Lower Tranmere, NI. Rock Ferry. Bi
49-51 Danven Sewer. Bleckhurn
63-79 BlaCkburn Road Bolton
105.107 Menningham Lane. Bradford
65 The Promenede. Bridlington
38-40 Mancheeter Road. Burnley

Tel: . 1. 779139
Tel:0472 59623
Tel 0482 46441
Tel 0632 892211
Tel. 0532 40551
Tel 051-928 6688
let . 1-682 6016
Tel. 0632 29896
Tel 0706 50606
Tel. 0742 341721
Tel 061-4772000
Tel : 0642 612311
Tat 094234741

ennead

S946 St. James Snot, off Black Diamond Street
40 St Marys Gate, Chesterfield
2%7251 Edleston Road. Crewe
57 Russell Street. Darlington
71 Daley Hill. Den.,
17 Merkel Place, Doncaster
3013. kleMet Place. OrlIfleld
02/04 Facture Road. Goole
70 Horton Street, ',elites
10 Parliament Street Harrogate
101 New Road Side, Moreton, 1.445, 1018 400
12 Zetlend Street, Hoddendlek1
96.104 George Sheet, Hull
65 Low Sheet, KeIghley
9 Cnorge Street Lenin.
90 Brednewgete. Lelgh
52 Bold Street Liseront LI 4EA
17A Chestergete, Maccleefleld
Donegan House, 274 Dominate, Manchester
Ken Save Centre. Peet Tema Hyper- Merkel, Eakins Road, Weis
Mancheeler
320-328 Palatine Road, Northenden. mancheeler
Gillygete, Pontefract
37 Church Street. Preston
Canklow Road, Rotherham
8 • 9York Place. Scarborough
1567114th Street Scunthorpe. OMIS RES
147 Lord «heat Southport
OHIO Save Centre. Boundary Road, St Helens
4-7 St Thom» Street Sunderland, SRI 1HR
14-18 Marys., Wakefield
55 Piccadilly, York. TOI 1PL

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
Hnley Road, Sally Oak. eirminohem. 1929 6EY
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
TévollShopplog Cone. 15704572 Canny Ron. Yardley
Syston Street Latinate
LEICESTER
Roundbee Way, Norwich. NR7 OSO
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
121 Town Sheet, Sandi... Nottingham
WILLENHALL
Mang Rand, WIllennell
1101end ell an M.O./

0382 28101
031-5544454
0418136 5731
Uddingslon 615134

Tel 061-3084225
Tel: 0226 83358
Tel:0229 31520/31595
Tel:051-647 4427
Tel. 0254 57813
Tel: 02043117153/5
Tat 0274 35353
TeX 0262 72050
Tat 0282 35214
Tel: 022E38441/2
Te1:0244 313724
Tel. 028871382
Tel: 0270 4328
Tel .0325 57361
Tel: 0924 461 203
Tel. 0302 6.20
Tel .037743277
Tel:04003449
Tel. 0422 59434
Tel: 0423 67312
Tel .0532 588879
Tel: 0484 40261
Tel:0482 2.61
Tel: 0535 67021
Tel: 0524 ST204
Tel: 0942 670711
Tel: 051-708 7170
Tel: 0625 610030
Tel:061-834 1681
Tel: 081-775 68813
Tet.061-998 1183
Tel: 0977 704249
TM: 0772 21909
Tel: 0709 61901
TM: 0723 75537
Tel: 072469615/6
Tel: 070431813
Tel: 074435116
Tel .07133 599%
Tel: 0024 71499
Tel:0904 21854/5

Tel: 021-473 6181
Tel :021-70806M
Tel:0533 52338
Tel: 0803 411831
Tel: 0602 3110116
Tel:0902 60411

Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Scottish Branches also open Sunday 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON- ON TREN,
Berge. shopping Centre, Burton-on- Trent
DUDLEY
119 Wellington Road. Dudley
GREAT YARMOUTH
137/138 King Sheet Great Tarrnouth
HANLEY
52 Town Road, Hanley, SMke-on-Teent, ST1 2JP
KETTERING.
93.97 Montego Sheet Kettering
KINGS LYNN
18.020 Penny Road, Km. Lynn • .
LEAMINGTON SPA
39 Belli Street Leamington 500
LINCOLN
0 .
MANSFIELD .
57 Westgate. Manstield
•
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME . London Road/Brnk Lane. Henn,. under Lyme
NORTHAMPTON . . .. 31.3014 Street Northampton
NUNEATON
- 96/100 Queen's Road. Nonatos
SHREWSBURY
7Clarke Street Shrewsbury
TELFORD . — . . 0-10 Ten Bank. Wellingtn. Telford
WEST BROMICH ..
121 High Street Weer Broome,'
WOLVERHAMPTON
41 Exclunge Sheet Otte.** Square
WORCESTER
4Weds Lane, Weenier
LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM . . ....
Reinam Road So...Dagenham. R14108ST
RAC KSIUDGE Ph Croydon). 190 Lndon Road, Hannan. Wellington.Surte7
HATES ( Middleses)
Silverdale Road. Pump Lane, Hayes
NEASDEN
.
. The Old Book Cann Building, North Cheerer Road, Nenden
POTTERS BAR . . Station Clore, Parke. Lane. Senn Bar
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLETHEATH
.. 201-200 Broadway, Besileneeth
BROMLEY
High Street Bromley
CATFORD
80/82 Roney Green. Calton"
CHELSEA
413/415 KM,* Road, Chet....
KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES 35-37 London Road, KIngen -uPert-Thenne
PUTNEY
. 278 upper Roohmond Road. Putney . .
TOTTENHAM
422 High Reed. Tonnhern

ne272

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
OXFORD ..
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON

MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:

LEEDS 78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF

Postage and Packing (
per item): Cartridges 30p; Headphones £1; Pick-up
Arms £1; Headshells 30p; Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity;
Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p; Microphones 75p.

01-595 5111
014494321
01.573 1841
01-4696877
0707 43491

Tel:01.301 1881
Tel. 01464.30
TeX 01-890 881112
Tel: 01.352 4846
Te1 .01-549 8799
Tel 01-785 9891/2
. Tel. 01-801 8777

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0E73 692421/6
0703 614722
0.5 46232
0734 599911
06340171
.0703 36944

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BASILDON . . .
High Road, Vange, Pilsen, Basile.
. Te1:0268 558299/556349
BEDFORD .. ... . 18/20 St. Pelee. Street Bedford
....
.
. T41:0234 46625/6
BOURNEMOUTH
210014 Chrietnurch Road. Bournemouth
.
. Tel: 0202 293334/5
CAMBRIDGE .
72/74 Newmarket Road, Cambridge.
Tel: 0223 312248
FOLKESTONE .. .. .
26-30 Tontine Sheet Folkestone
Tel: 0303 5916817
GUILDFORD
94 Woodbridge Reed, Guildford
... Tel:040338003/4
IPSWICH . .
St. Margaret's Green. Ipswich ..
Tel: 0473 215596/703/9
LUTON
.
. 52.52A Wellmeon Skeet. Luton
.
.
.
.. Tel 0582414965/4198138
PORTSMOUTH
$4/110Palmenton Ron, Soulnea. P.n..
.
.
. Tel : 0705 24666/7/8
SALISBURY ..
33 Catherine Street. Sal iebury
Tel: 0122 24562/3
SLOUGH ----- 2040196 Sheet Slough. ...
.
Tel 0753 70535
SOUTHEND
817-821 London Road. WesNlift.orNSea . . . . . Tel: 0702 715151
STEVENAGE . .
14 Onenewsy, Stevenan
Tel: 04.3866545/8
SWINDON .
73-75 Cricklade Ron, Swindon .
TM'S.] 41605/7
WATFORD ...
78 Queens Road, Watford .
TeL 01.3 2131112
WEYMOUTH
. 54 St. Thom» Sheet, Weymouth
Tel: 03057 74711
WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
..
Barton 11111 '
raiding Eetate. Bristol
.
.
.
.
. TeX 0272 559841
NEWPORT .. . Mangles Meanie Seats Newport NPT EXE
.
. Tel. 0633 50431
PLYMOUTH ..
119 Mayllower Street Plymouth .......... ...
Tel:0752 29501
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH ... ... ... . Unit 2, Hem Garden Bath.. .
Tel: 022584302/3
BRISTOL .
I
% St Thom.. Street, Brietol
Tel: 0272 293395/6
CARDIFF . . . . 550 Cnbridge Ron East. Cardin . . .
Tel: 0222 566138/9
CIIELTENHAM .
1622 St. James Street Cheltenham. . .
Tel 0242 25786
EXETER
Surnmentind Street Exeter
Tel' 0002 7.35
GLOUCESTER.. . .. 51orroway Hone. Salton Road. GloucesMr ... .
Tel:0452 411233
HEREFORD
.. 65 St. Owen Street Hereford . . _ .
Tel 0432 59259
SWANSEA
.. 218 Me Street, Swells«
.
.. Tel: 0792 41094
TAUNTON
45 St James Street. Taunton.
...
.. Tel: 0823 66116/7
TOROUAT .
164 Higher Union Street Torquay
.
. Te1,0803 211581/2
WREXHAM . . ..
20-26 Brook Sheet Wrenn ........... ... . Tel:097657115
CHANNEL ISLANDS
Prices are nethan operating in the U.K. Ism V.A.T.
but with • email. Wend transportation charge InClude6
GUERNSEY ..... ... .
Charroterie Mills, St Peter Port Guernsey .
JERSEY .
Connect.' Buildings, St. Helier, Jersey

EC RIC08cE

sp ameDEL1_
E

Tel 048127141
Tel: 0534 72501

—

Securicor Delivery All in stock items will be delivered by Securicor within
72 hours from receipt of order ( Add £4.00 for Securicor delivery). All
goods are fully insured against toss or damage whilst in transit.

ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD holders. Simply ' phone Leeds 0532 40551, ask for Credit
Mail Order, stating your card number with your order. You can leave the
rest to us!
CREDIT FACILITIES

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

15 Station Street, Brighton.
CMckennell Lane. Eaneton. Soulnannon
ferry N.M., Road.Oemley Men. Ostord
.
Monarch House, 75 ,81 Cavershern Roed, Reading
Menton Road. Rochester
East Street Centre, Emit Street Southampton

ORDERING BY MAIL
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable
to " COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card
number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD".

Tel 028345751/2
• Tel 0384 214511
Tel 0493 58828/9
Tel 0702 264495
Tel .36 875191/2
Tel 0553 62043/4
Tel 09263.17
Tel 0522 37437/8
Tel 0623 35 , 12
. Tel 0702 626435
. Tel 0604 22151/2
Tel 0682 347023
Tel 074367629
Tel 0952 4726112
Tel 021.553 1157/9
Tel 0902 21113/4
Tel 0905 356805

on Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £60 can now be
purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 8, 12, 24 and 30
months. Send your requirements to the Mail Order Department ( address at
right) marked"Credit Mail Order" and we will send you by return of post
an application form and details of our repayment terms - all entirely
without obligation.

Order by Mail or Telephone
Leeds 0532 40551
using ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD.
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to
press.
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches: no deposit
credit terms over 9 months, goods delivered on first month's payment in
advance.
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Britains
leading Hi Fi and Cassette Centre ,
.8> 7Ceg

Major stockists of Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodmans, Hitachi, JVC, Leak, Nakaunichi,
National, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac, Tandberg, Toshiba Trio,Wharfoclale, & Yamaha

AMPLIFIERS

e
• ;

4
1.4)

if:

OS

e

Amstrad EX 220
Quality H,.Pi at alow once art h
this 25W output stereo ampldier
lb.ammo alull range of filters and
I bars, treble and balance controls
have click position potentiometers

AMPLIFIERS
Amstrad EX220
47.95
Eagle A7600
109.95
Hitachi HA330/250/5300 POA
Pioneer SA606
113.95
Rotel RA314/414/714
POA
Sansui AU217
109.95
Sanyo OCA 1001
103.95
Sony TA73
49.95
Teac
AS30
94.94
Pioneer SA-506
Toshiba sumisten
POA
Latest stereo
Technics SU7300/7700/
integrated amplifier with power
7100
POA
outwit of 25W per channel,
Trio KA5700
119.95
min. RMS at 8ohms, from
Yamaha CA410/710/510 POA
20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more New range from JVC JAS 116
than 0.08% THU and IMO.
JAS 22 & JAS 44 JAS 55/JAS 77
Out pier p

£83.95

MUSIC CENTRES

ourprke
£349.95

Rotel RX403

Goodmans MODULE
130 Top performance
AM/FM stereo receiver

Highperfonnance AM/FM

65W per channel into 4
ohms, five presets on FM,
five two•octave slider tone

Loudness SwitchHighFlter,

controls, full range
of inputs.

of speakers.

StereoReceiver25W per ichannel

20-2g000Hz.Tuning Meter.

Tape Monitor, connects 2pairs

Our price

£36.95

e

Wharfedale Linton XP2
Successor to the tamous heron
3XP, this unit has an improved
Hi Frequency unit, apower rating
>of 35W and sortable for ampli) lets
ol between 4 8ohms

Mr 46
2w ystereo speakeo system onccipuoanoo

Ma

a20cm emote. and AScon tweeter Panai

ham

loot 40Woolegoated poogramme

material Fonmency i.e...
18 ittiz

Our

00

0, to

Price

Our Price

£57.95
arish
Pioneer

JVC JL - A20
Handsome auto-return
beltdriven turntable with
statically balanced tonearm
4pole synchro motor,
and W&F of

only

0.08%.

PL-514

SPEAKERS
Amstrad EX330
AR 18/17/15
Castle Richmond If
Celestine U16/8/10
Celestion Dillon 22
Celestion Dittos 15XR
Goodman: R8 20
JVC SK 500
.113L 19/40/50
KEF Complete range
Monitor Audio MAI
Mordaces Shon Range
Tannoy/KLH Complete range
Technics SX1/2/3
Videotone Minimax
Wharf ES50/ES70
Wharf Oovedale SP2

151.95
POA
179.95

New Model.

2 speed belt- drive turn
table with W&F of only
0.055%. static- balance
S shaped tonearm.

STEREO TUNERS
JVC JTV 10/JTV 1161
Marantz 2100
EREO TUNERS
Amstrad EX303
51.95
Pioneer TX606
Amstrad 0X202
45.95
Rotel R426
POA
Rotel 51226
Hitachi E
1340
JVCJTV22/77
POA
Soon ST212

POA
126.95
93.95
POA
56.95
POA

worth
os
Hitachi 7680 R
New Hi.F, Music Centre with
LW/MW/SW/FM Stereo/tuner amplifier
Belt drive record player
Hi•Fi DIN standard 45500
Dolby noise reduction
40 watts per channel ( ANS)
6FM preset buttons.

Firtachi 0785
True Hi. Fi
Music Centre
with SW!MW/LW/FM stereo
receiver with 6pre.iuned controls Hitachi SOT 300
IHitachi SOT/400
and AFC. Turntable with
JVC MF47
auto return and stroboscope.
JVC MF33
Dolby cassette deck with ferric/
National 1090
chrome/normal tape Wait

CASSETTE CENTRE

uales
_

A AAAAAAAA AAA AA
170

Features LW/MW/SW/FM/FM MPx
stereo reserve ,.Dolby Cassette Deck
oath APSS, precision turntable with
rues disc detecbon systern
RMS output ik 45W
Rnrr,orp

Per

channel

ront,Oi Optional en

, r.

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Sony HMK 77/778
Toshiba 3350/3650
Toshiba SM3600/3750

POA
POA
POA

£59.95

£99.95
I WI

POA
46.95
POA
174.95

loading Dolby Cassette Deck from

full autostop.
damped loading
door. permalloy play head and ferrite
erase head. W&F of only 0.17'..
Pioneer with

pneumatically

Sharp 87.31516
Sanyo 4250G
Too value•for.money
DOLBY Cassette Deck with
twin VU meters. tape counter, fast
forward, pause, record level control.
W&F of only 0.13%.
83.95
99.95
POA
POA
POA
265.95
92.95

Amstrad 7060
Amstrad 7070

'

•
^
• • &
,.,à668

Our Price

£144.95

Aiwa AD-6350K

New front
loading Dolby cassette
deck with bias fine control.
2point peak indicators,
rec. mute switch,
cue/review, auto stop,
aW&F of only 0.08%.

POA
POA
POA
POA

79 95
POA

HI- Fl CENTRE
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD.

Aiwa 1250/6880/6400
Aiwa 6550
Aiwa A06900
Akai 7300
Hitachi 0220
Hitachi 0550/0555
J
mNv
aak
c
n:i K
mti
o
.ch
i
5oi2
,01600
50
/55/65

POA
POA
139.95
POA
399.95
79.95

Pioneer CTF 1000
Sanyo 4028
New Sony Decks
- CKIA

PO A

TCU5

PUA

See and hear the
NEW SONY Hi Fi range
in stock NOV
Z
o7oZoon,nicer
Rine HOT Tip«

LONDON El

CASSETTE CENThE
Right next door to Whitechapel Underground
Tel: 01-247 3453

The ultimate in music centres

Our price

01-247

317 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El

Care/eel

SHARP SG500

We are DOLBY Mu-sic Centre Specialists • call and see our range
POA
National 5070
Akai AC3800L
PO A
POA
National 5090/3060
Aiwa 5600
449.95
POA
National 5070
Ferguson 3971
164.95
POA
Sanyo
4580
Ferguson 3920
199.95
329.95
Sharp 450
Ferguson 3922
299.95
539.95
Sharp SG500
Goodmans MCO 100
359.95
PUA
Sony HMK 55/8
Hitachi ST 7675
POA
Sanyo 4001
259.95
Hitachi ST 76808
339.95
Sony HMK 80
POA
Hitachi 7765
POA

59.95
POA DOLBY ° gee"
74.95
POA
137.95
99.95
72.95
I
POA
POA
•••
POA
Free Cassette Care Kit
87.95
PIONEER CTiF 500
POA
Just released latest front

Aiwa AP2200
POA
Garrard SP25 VI
38.95
G dGT35
82.95
Garrard 00130
87.95
Hitachi HT 550 C1L353 01
POA
JVC OLA2/0L5/OLF4
POA
Marantz 6170
96.95
Pioneer 516
81.95
Sansui SR636
169.95
Sony PS22
96.95
Sony 1020
69.96
Sony PST 212/20
PGA
Technics S1220/230/3200/3300 Technics 5200/5300
Toshiba 330
POA
Toshiba 511255
79.95
Trio KO 1033
54.95

Sony ST515
Technics ST8080.5500
Toshiba ST420
Toshiba ST220
Trio 5500
Yamaha CT 310/710.510

.£ 479.95

atok000cSoand

AIWA AF -5300K
New model high quality 4band Music
Centre with facility for 6FM stations
obe preset. Also Dolby cassette
deck with normal/Cr02/FeCr tape
facility and belt drive auto, turntable
Complete with speakers.

TURNTABLES

£71.95

1=0121332=2

POA

1111.11M

de,e„

•
" Our price

209.95

119.95
98.95

4.'1;

Fgt.%

POA
85.95
67.95
86.95
POA
PDA
179.95
133.95

tauge
..1..ee
.
wer --

fv•

RECEIVERS
Aiwa AX7400/7600
Amstrad 5050
Amstrad 222
Eagle 7200
Hitachi 58303
JVC JRS 61/81/201
Marante 2226 8L
Maranta 2238
Pioneer SX590
Rotel RX303/403/503/203
Sansui 62000
Sanyo 2100
Technics Complete Range
Toshiba SA735
Toshiba SA320/SA520
Trio 4070
Yamaha CR820/420/620

Our Price

£339.95

Station

24 Hour Answering Service

Open 9am -6pm Mon Sat

AA AA

ige

»cur: 4
The prises on

these advertisements

were finalised on 24/11/78
Please check pr ces and
availability ar rimant purchase

DA ( LA CARO ,
WZM

Hear the sounds of the
%30's with this NEW Microprocessor
Dolby Cassette Deck featuring
auto programme locating device,
'LCD quartz clock/timer, memory
counter, second display counter,
lull auto stop & many other features
POA

Technics 631/641
Sharp 115 7
Technics 646
Technics R5630/615

104.95
POA

Teat A103
Teac A106
Toshiba PC 2300

115.95
139.95
144.95

Hitachi 0900/850
Pioneer 700
Sansui SC2100
Sansui SC1100
Yamaha 520

199.95
195.95
129.95
POA

TCK5
fCK782

POA

POA
POA

How to order
ORDERING BY MAIL. To Order by mail state

goods required and enclose cheque, postal
or give your ACCESS or BARCLAY CAR 0
sending cash please use aregistered
envelope). Please see P & Pcharges below.

the

orders

number

Mail order to:
219/283 WH1TECHAPEL RD., LONDON E.1
If paying by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD you
may phone in your order for prompt delivery.
SECURICOR DELIVERY Guaranteed prompt
delivery. Add £.1to order.
POST & PACKING Add the following tor P & P
Amps, Tuner Amps. Stereo Tuners Turntables.
Cassette Players, Dolby Decks In Car add £1.50
Music Centres & spealr ers add £4Securicor £4
Cartridge add 50p.

* OVER 1000 MODELS IN STOCK
* BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
* TEST ON OUR COMPARATORS

* ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
RADIO CASSETTES

O64
ur Pr.
ic9
e
5

£
Our
69.95
Price

OurPrice

IN

tit

Our Price

Sharp GF 3700E
Superb performance
Hitachi
5320
Quality
LW/MW/ FM/SW Cassette Qom.
way speaker system. cue 8 remew lacihm

variable monitor, auto stop 8tape

counter.

radio/cassette recorder
with APSS. LW/MW/FM.
Built-in mike, sleep
counter and timer.
Battery condition indicator.

Sony TC-525
HiFi performance stereo cassette
recorder Maturing stereo playback
through arnpljier or mono through
ns own speaker, plus cue 8i review,
Sony Variable Monitor. System,
pause & tape counter.

Harry Mess 330

Philips AC I160
3
WIt0111/FM

Sharp 9191E
Magnificent Battery/mains Stereo
cassette recorder with FM/FM
stereo/SW/MW/LW,
Auto Programme
Search System. twin VU meters,
cue/review. FW/5W aerial.

sensitivity MW LW SW VHF SItea
'edit [ Merle . ttelider with LCO qua tr
deal clock. aulo ' wording 10 awe t
two Way Speeke1 system. cue R
review &auto shut all
110

swum.PtO %drown WWI
...gem. 7et bee mope,

elluvuor contonumes Dia,. Plat

Cassel. Sow.

JVC RC
717 L,LB
Terrific SIM°

lost lAwaol A Awfuel. huh,

Sanyo
Sanyo
Sharp
Sharp

54.95

Stereo Recorders/
Battery Mains
ITT 720
JVC KO2
JVC 1635
Sony TC 525
Sony TC 158
Technics 646

Stereo Radio
Crown CSC626
Cassette
Ferguson 3704
Hitachi 8080
Battery Mains JVC
727/828
Aiwa 903
Akai AJ480

VIDEO

36.95
62.95
36.95

2560
2441
1754
28 00

59.95
POA
POA
69.95
156.95
POA

go.%
156.95
112.95
7g
.
gg

JVC 717
109.95
JVC 626/838
POA
National.4150/4350 POA
Philips AR774 117.95
POA
Sanyo 4515
198.95
PUA _Sanyo 9970
125.95

Sharp 9191

wars or _
Eau t ****
Our rice

1Complete with 2tan
Philips -191700 T.V. Recorder
'Records any programme,
in colour or black & white
continuously for 2hours.
Also can view one channel while
recording another.

POA
30.95
26.95
19.95
POA
POA
27.95
30.95
POA
59.95
29.95
38.95
29.95

Snarg gogo
Stony CF 570
Stany-CF 580
Suorscope 4003
Toshiba 8600

PEE Mee., and
wstallthon Merit Z

179.95
159.95
159.95
179.95
154.95
POA

£749.95
JVC 3300 E6
Full 3hour record colour
ompact, lightweight video.
Records programmes while
viewing, or while viewino dit f.
eon. or when absent by using

CARTRIDGES

...

HEADPH

Philips L
V
P OST

t

Alfa SupeCoito,80O
Aeie Aia,
o
r

RE

gM

" INC120
" UL M()
'44

,

10

995
5'495

1496

o9 45

Nodes L
VC90
11 95
WC VHS»
596
VHS/i. / 95

JVC VHS1AU
•WiS180
coo SOF root

WAY

VIM, W1111

swim ASA ' Jr. 5. our...homer

Auto

rd less Man 03 5W iiiirum w, channel

01.11111.11. wen..

MM MI:11

.
ISM 111.

and wit ti ...doe Ice ulgusussen

plus FREE sneerer
Sanyo 4020
worth £ 7.95
Versatile ' under dash'
meter, casseole player nature
iirbulluns hir Way, Ilronewird
mid e
l
ect and orrery r
imoruls tor
ult.rne, balance end Alun
top mod pooduces4w per 0,1..0

t

vv1PW7Vvvvvvv

Stereo& Radi

Stereo 8eStereoRadio

34.95
51.95
POA
POA
39.95
45.96
36.95
POA
4195
POA
27.95

Hitachi CS320
Hitacho C5370

330
Javelin 4103
National 1131
Mahood CX5000
Philips ACOSO
Pioneer KP212
PYt 2271
Harry Moss

Roadster FIS1550

96.95

Roadster 1151400
40.95
Roadster RS1500FP 59.95
Sanyo 4020
34.95
Sang. 406
49.95
Sony TC 17
57.95

'Aikree
2040
•Audroline 415

•Audiolise 416
'Audiohne 417
'Audioliue 418
•81arop urre tMarburg
'Noon PE685A
Eagle MC 7700
'Eagle MC 7560
• Hitach.

'H item

CSK501

CS 2240

86.95 ' National CO 7300
84 .05
Pioneer 109300
109.95
103.95 'Philips AC 860
109.95 •• P
:a n
ey
20
34
03
5 20
174.95
•Sanyo 6967
124 35
u
ony TC 28
86.95
surly Tr 34
7995 'Sharp 5750
KM • sh ar p5801
PPUA'Sharp 5800

Amstrad 9820
41.95
Sluesont homburg 99 9u

POA
PUA

Harry Moss333

95

149.95 Hitachi CSW227
6
66.95 Jared. 2930
96
8
9..9
95
9

96
8
9..9
95
5

POA
POA

[Ordinal 440
%lips AC260
Radiornobile 310
Sony TC 24 FL

43 95
Po u
95.95
POA
5995
99.95 41111
59.95

Car Radio
22.95
POA
Pop

Harry Mnm 331

POA Hdachi WM865
'Shar p 50
laionee
rK
5
P
06300 POA
Poem 5X3300
'Javelin RS 2750
99 95 ' Radiomutule 316
109.95 Philips 364
Philms 783
I * Fitted with interference suppressi 0nCircuit. 1
• H i t a c tiC
'HitacIhi
2 S3 8
329

111-1

AIR

P
PUA

27.95
48.95
Rediomotrile 1160 27.95
Raddimohile 1170 33.95
Snap 947
27.95
Selma, CRS3
12.95

ef 21.411/M 2

Cavendish introduce you to four Hi Fi Systems All complete with Matching Racks

CAVENDISH SYSTEM RS1 CAVENDISH SYSTEM RS 26
I

- (1,, 7,
.„,..----- 'Le

G dSP25
7
17'Cartridge)
Iwrote.
Turntable(
with
ZIS
JVCJAS 11G stereo amplifier
Amstrad E0330
Amplifier,JVC JTV 11G stereo tuner
' Amstrad EX303
JVC KO 10 stereo cassette deck
Stne
•Ams
e trad
T4
79
0.
60
Gnodenans RB 20
Dolby Cassette
speakers

Iiiir £309.95
UD.

£09.95

Ferguson Videnstar
Superb video cassette recomer which
records 8i pins back up to 3hours. I4
can record, while you watch: record one
programme while watching another er
record when you are not at home.
'Cometo I.ondon's TOP VIDEO Centre: also in stock Akai, National & San
Betamax.
rtofon M2OE
Ortolan F15E 18.45
ONES
Ortofon FF15E 12.95
ADC XLMIll
3..'5
Akai AS 620
13.95
Audio Technica POA
ADC V1.51111
24.50
Akai
AS
622
15.95
AT 10
5.95
AOC 21M
56.95
Amstrad
FiP
56A
12.95
AOC OLM3611
16.95
AT II
7.45
Pioneer SE 505
36.95
AT 12
18.75
Shure 75E0
13.50
Pioneer SE 205
12.95
AT 14
26.95
Shure 75EJ
12.50
Pioneer
SE
300
18.95
AT
lf
38.95
Shure 95E0
18.95
Sennheiser HD 414X
15.95
AT 20
43.95
Shure VI5 IV 64.95
22.95
Sennheisto HO 424X
Stanton 500A 14.95
Shure M55E
8.50
Sennbeiser
H
224
31.95
Stanton
500EE
20.75
Shure V15
46.95
Sony OR 9A
13.95
Stanton 680EE 32.95
Ortolan M20FL POA
Yamaha HPI/HP2/HP3 POA
Stanton 681EE 47.95
Ortoton VMS20E 2745

(90 Superbuy
Pedro 80e

hullo. now hueort mecum,

Our Price

£629.95

1
110,

New Su yer:, or ILA,
woo ',emote Luse/wee,

elm», l,r,i Iwweril @ emu&

£i' Ple5

Aiwa 2040

g
velne stet. cal ceeSelle
hee ulawn 'soh M/l /FM ureu

Aivoa 1850
Audioline 420

Aiwa 772
Crown.CT11 375
Ferguson 3T08
Ferguson 3T07
Hitachi 247/295
Hitachi 36 'Mini'
ITT SL 58
ITT ST 65
National 309
Philips 2415
Philips N2002
Philips 2213
Sony TC 63

fir LAMM

Our Price

Stereo

Battery Mains

eleetyush

S.., 3w
and
unerterency Aswan. crovnir
Also Ausund 9030
052 95
and Amstrad 9070
COI 95

£86.95

Playback

POA
Akai 370
46.95
Ferguson 3T11
42.95
Ferguson 3283
36.95
Hitachi 5300
64.95
Hitachi 5320
55.95
ITT RC2500
39.95
1
';
Tiny'
F
45.95
JVC
POA
JVC 324
36.95
Marantz 1053
POA
National 554/553
POA
National 533/301
National 539
Nordmende Globecorder 145.95
Philips AR554
79.95

Merral

REVi ese

EX900

Eeetut ve
aue tuai e, win, carrent
Fass Iowanl and whorl, woo oemse

',replete with RadeonlebIle 03E door speakers
Radroreolule 043 r,.rcrr.lr terri worth E

Radlemobole 408

radio cassette
records, with 2.5 w per
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London now boasts Europe's
Michell Engineering

Just arrived, the new turntable from
J. A. Michell, the Focus One. Featuring a
new flat platter and very modest price,
this is surely aturntable to consider when
upgrading. Of course the classic Hydraulic
Referepce is still available.

SAE

Moving Coil Ms

Leeson

The world's finest audio equipment,
combining elegance with excellence. A
wide range of SAE amplifiers, preamplifiers, equalisers and the incredible
Mark 5000 impulse noise reduction
system can be seen and heard at REW's
VIP showroom.

Moving coil pickups offer advantages in
terms of transient response and overall
quality. We stock models by Denton,
Satin, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Ultimo and
Fidelity Research.

Disproving the growing belief that the
British cannot compete with the Japanese
in terms of styling and performance,
Lecson produce some of the worlds best
amplifiers. On demonstration at REW.

Technics

Quad

Gale

Quad have been making quality equipment
for over 20 years, and as one of their
original stockists, we have been recommending it for as long. British
audiophiles will however appreciate the
news that we can now supply all models
for immediate delivery.

The speaker that must be heard. Used
in conjunction with high quality ancillary
equipment, the Gale GS401 is capable of
phenomenal performance with remarkable dynamic range.

Definite
Improvements
Most people are sceptical when we tell
them that we can give their system a
£200—£300
upgrade
for
under £ 50
expenditure. They are, however, pleasantly surprised when we demonstrate
this to be true by giving an A— B comparison of the Monitor Audio Sound Cable
against normal speaker leads. The sound
cable gives a convincing improvement in
all areas.
Used in conjunction with
Gold—Ens High Definition Phono Leads,
another veil is removed between the
listener and the sound stage. We also now
carry a full range of accessories from
Discwasher
and
QED,
designed
to
extract mare pleasure from your existing
equipment.

An entire floor covering
2000 sq. ft. where all the
latest video recorders, cameras, CCTV systems, projection TC systems, etc., are on
display. Come and compare
the Sony 3- hour Betamax,
National Panasonic 3 hour
VHS, Philips 2+ hour VCR.
Discuss your requirements
with our experienced staff
who will be pleased to give
you expert, unbiased advice.

To hear what a difference a turntable can
make, come and listen to the Linn Sondek
LP12 at REW's new showroom at 114-116
Charing Cross Road.

Main Agents for: AR, Akai, Altec Lansing, Amcron, B & W, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Dokorder, Dual, Fidelity Research, Gale, Grace, Harman Kardon, Harrison,
HH, JBL, JVC, KEF, Kensonic, Lecson, Linn Products, Marantz, Michell
Engineering, Monitor Audio, NAD, Nakamichi, Pioneer, Quad,
Radford, Revox, SAE, SME, Sony, Soundcraftsmen, Spendor,
Stanton, Strathearn, Supex, Tannoy, Tandberg, Teac,
Technics, Transcriptors, Ultimo, Videotone,
Yamaha.

loolge"

LONDON
VCR
CENTRE

The name of Technics means excellent
value for money and outstanding quality.
We now have the new range of Technics
turntables including the SL 1400 Mk 11
quartz lock on full demonstration.

Linn

----- -- 7:‘

1
Ill

inest tiFfi and video centre

REW is one of the few firms in the audio and video fields that can truly claim to have years and years of experience
behind them. Established in 1948, REW is still afamily business yet is numbered amongst the leading hi-fi and video
retailers in the land. And it is with great pride that we introduce our new Hi Fi 8/ Video Showrooms, covering
4000 sq, ft. in the heart of London's West End at 114-1 16 Charing Cross Road. No detail has been overlooked nor any
expense spared in our efforts to make this the finest hi-fi store in Europe. The widest range of exclusive equipment
is on display with superb demonstration facilities. You'll receive VIP treatment from our expert staff and our own
van delivery and installation service is available throughout Greater London. If you want to choose the very best
equipment under the very best conditions come along to REW now.

RE

Also at:

e
e

Audio Visual CI
Established 1948

114-116 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7

230 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. Tel: 01-637 2624/5.

Mail Orders to: REW House, ( Dept. HFN), 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood,
London SWI9. Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

WE ARE PERSONAL
EXPORT SPECIALISTS
EXPRESS EXPORT SERVICE
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
WELCOME TO REW
best equipment
best prices
BENVENUTO a REW
aparacchio ottimi,
prezzi ottimi
VELKOMMAN REW
beste hanlagget,
beste prisan
BIENVENU au REW
le meilleurs equipment,
le meilleurs prix
WILLKOMMEN au REW
beste gerate,
beste preise
DOBRO DOSLI U REW
Najbolja oprema,
Najbolje cene

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 13p per word ( private), minimum £2.60. Box Nos.
45p extra. Trade rates 16p per word, minimum £3.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in FEBRUARY
issue must reach these offices by 1st January addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly
printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after
Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to " The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From the above

date, consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

FOR SALE-private
Why buy used equipment? Our new prices are often as
low. All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported world-wide at unbelievable savings. The Sound
Affair, 364 Mission Court, St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
M.
Linn Sondek LPI2 turntable with plinth, unused, £95;
also Empire 2000 and 2000E cartridges, both unused, £ 10
each. Tel.: 01-789 8313.
A.
Acoustic Research AR/12 speakers pair, walnut, boxed,
unused, brand new with stands, plus guarantee, £258
o.n.o. Details, tel.: Stevenage 50806.
A.
Garrard 401, £45 or swop for Thorens TD124/II; Quad
FM2, £20; Quad QC11 preamplifier, £ 17. Tel.: Luton
591 566.
A.

Technics 5360 receiver 40 W p/c, immaculate. £95.
Tel.: Basildon 554816 after 5p.m.
A.
Tandberg 3041 reel to reel stero deck, c/w cover/case/
tapes, teak case. Leslie 061-480 6695 (day) 061-224 4785,
evenings, weekends. £95.
A.

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES
CR/Ut FABRICS MOREL!
TOP OlielLITY PMDDITICS
PORE WOOL HUES
ACOOSTICALLY-TRANSPAREITT
BLACK FOAM PAM«
Fabric Samples,

12p

(Stamps)

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS

BUBWITH, SELBY, N.YORKS.
Telephone 0757 85-206
Loudspeakers-KEF 104 ab white wood as new with
stands: £ 179 pair, changing to Cantata. Brayshaw,
Welwyn Garden 20541 evenings, weekends.
A.
Nakamichi 410 preamp, Nakamichi 620 power amp
combined, £460. Sonus Blue Cartridge, £40. SME III
arm, £70. Genuine reason for sale. Tel.: Esher 63911.
A.

Quad model 11/22 valve amplifiers and stereo control
unit, only moderately used and in fine condition and good
working order. Instruction manuals. Best offer over £90.
Box No. 2618 c/o HiFi News.
A.

50 + 50 watts Mullard stereo amplifiers super sound and
specifications, three only-£70 each. Alfa stereo amplifier, 200 + 200 W amazing sound; £ 165. Leak 30 amplifier, £39; Leak 70 amplifier, £59; Thorens 150 turntable,
£40; Celestion Dittons, £60 pair; Celestion specials £60
pair ( take 50 W). Tel.: Ross 01-286 7799 evenings.
A.

IMF professional monitors Mk III (improved) transmission line speakers, £400 o.v.n.o. Accuphase E202
integrated amp 100 W p.c., £ 350.
Tel.: Castleford
(W. Yorks) 0977 552900.
A.

Tandberg 6041X, recently overhauled, new heads, £ 165;
BASF 8200 cassette deck, £95; Agfa PE36 ( 104" reels),
£6.50. J. Wilson, 23 Plains Farm Close, Nottingham
NG3 5RE.
A.

Quad 22 valve control unit with amplifiers, barely used
since Quad overhaul, £ 100. Bowker, 28 Crawford Close,
Leamington Spa CV32 7HA.
A.

Turntable, Linn-Sondek LP12, Hadcock G228 arm,
Decca London Export cartridge, as new, under guarantee
£285 (new £ 370). Tel.: Amersham 22296.
A.

Dual 601 turntable complete, mint condition, £75.
Tel.: Disley 3521 (Stockport).
A.
Pair domestic monitor loudspeakers, Bailey transmission line containing KEF B139, KEF BI 10 IB loaded
and KEF T27. S.a.e. for details. £ 135 o.n.o. 6 Grove
Rad, Lenton, Nottingham.
A.
Dual CV1600 amplifier, £275. Dual CT1641 tuner,
£275; Dual CL470 speakers, £200 pr-one only of each,
carriage extra. RAC Hi Fi, 19 Freemantle Road, Rugby,
Tel.: 0788 810877.
A.
Tandberg 64X quarter track stereo tape deck, excellent
condition, £75. Pair of rebuilt EL34 valve amps, 25
watts, 8/15 ohms parmeko transformers £50. Also valve
amp components. Tel.: Elland 76522.
A.

Technics ST9600 AM/FM tuner with service manual,
£200 (£320 new). Parker, Macclesfield (Cheshire); Tel.:
25301 evenings and weekends.
A.
Figured burr walnut cabinets of exceptional individual
veneered design, housing Garrard 301 table, SME Mk II
arm, Leak variscope tuner/amplifiers, twin speaker enclosures housing 12" bass, middax, trebax units etc., £625.
Tel.: Lytham 0253-737688 evenings.
A.
Pair Bowers & Wilkins Model 70 (walnut-continental),
£400; TEAC cassette decks A360, £70; A450, £ 110; Akai
GXC4OT cassette/radio ( MW/FM) recorder with pair
Metrosound 10 w 80 ohms speakers, £ 110. Buyer collects. Tel.: Glossop. 3115
A.

Revox A700, less than 10 hours' use, including approx.
£100 reels and tapes. Bargain £850. Tel.: Menai Bridge
(0248) 712829.
A.

Trio KR-4070 receiver, Trio KD-I033B turntable and
cartridge, two Tangent TM I speakers and stands, purchased May, mint condition, guaranteed, sell as one lot,
£325 o.n.o. Tel.: 01-359 1770 (Islington) evenings.
A.

Shure V15/111 plus new replacement stylus, both in
original caskets. £25 o.n.o. L. George, Frog Meadow,
Dedham, Colchester. Tel.: 323327.
A.

Tannoy G.R.F. corner horn with 15" drive unit £60. reg.
Willianson twin eventy valve amplifier and quad pre-amp.
£50. Tel.: 0632 842030.
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FOR SALE-trade
Sugden, Ortofon, Quad, Monitor Audio, A,R., etc.
Demonstrations/service. Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF. Tel.: 59595/6 (0254).
X.
All American, German and many Japaneses brands
exported worldwide. Very competitive prices. Specific
enquiries, write please. The Sound Affair, 364 Mission
Court, St Louis, MO 63130, USA.
X.
Linsley- Hood 75 watt amplifiers constructed and repaired. I. G. Bowman, (Dept. HFN/RR), 59 Fowey
Avenue, Torquay, S. Devon.
A.

rAttach
CARTRIDGES 8STYLI J
At
with you
this
to advertisement
claimmom
these ULTRA
to your
SPECIAL
orderDISCOUNTS
or fetch it

Cut out this discount coupon Ad to buy all
these " Ultra Special" prices.
CARTRIDGES
Shure M3D £5.70
Shure M44-7
£6.40
Shure M44E
£6.80
Shure M55E
£7-45
Shure M75-65
£6-75
Sh ure M7513/11
£9.35
Shure M75ED/II £12•90
Shure M75E1/11 £11.65
Shure M75G/II £15-75
Shure M95ED
£17•95
Shure M95E1 £ 12.35
Shure M24H £26.35
Shure V15111
£43.50
Shure VI5 IV
£61-25
Shure M9I E
£13•95
Shure M9I ED
£13.50
Shure M93E
£11.35
Stanton 500A £ 11-85
Stanton 500E
£15.45
Stanton 500EE £17.85
Stanton 680EE £25-75
Stanton 681EEE 05.75
ADC
•• ZLM
£56•90
"XLM Mk. Ill
£34.50
"VLM Mk. III £24.45
QLM36 Mk.III mess
QLM34 Mk. III £ 10.45
QLM32 Mk.111 £8.45
•• QLM30 Mk. III £8.45

STYLI
ADC RXL
ADC RVL
ADC RSZ
ADC RSX
ADC RSV
ADC RSQ36
ADC RSQ34
ADC RSQ32
ADC RSQ30
ADC Headshell
Shure N3D
Shure N44-3
Shure N44-7

£15-75
El2-95
£24.25
£1186•.5750
£
£11•45
£9-75
5.45
£
£7-15
£4•25
£3.90
£5.45
£5.15

Shure N44E
f5.35
Shure N55E
£6.50
Shure N75-6
£510
Shure N75-3
E.5-55
"N7513 Mk II
£6.15
••N75ED Mk II
£11•60
•• N75E1 Mk II
f8.15
"1•17.5G Mk II
ofso
Shure N95-3
£6.10
Shure N95ED
£14•95
Shure N95E1
cers
Shure VN35E
£15-95
Shure VNISE
£15-75
Shure VN78E
£15-75
Stanton D5107A nix)
Stanton D5100E £ 10.75
D5100EE £ 13.90

I

I
I

I

I

(Errors and price changes excepted) Add P & P25p
ALL MAIL TO ,ESTUARY AUDIO, DEPT.ACAK3 HICHBURY STATION,
HIGH BURY CORNER, LONDON N5 ( 6070644) CALLERS WELCOME
MASONS AVE. 30 COLEMAN ST. LONDON EC2 (606 4102)
LEICESTER SQUARE STN

Io

oo,n

SI .Ex i
l(
439 9210)

LEEDS 1. 62 WELLINGTON ST. (off City Square) (444 692)
MANCHESTER 3,VICTORIA STATION APPROACH.

18324592)

THE TAPE BRISTOL ,29 DENMARK STREET HJerome ( 290900)
SPECIALISTS BIRMINGHAM, BULL RING SUBWAY' 1°.°4 rijne.:.`e (6431766)
LEIGH - ON - SEA: 113 RECTORY GROVE (0702 712861)
NM MOB MOO
BUZ

CARTRIDGE
DISCOUNT

VIDEO
MUSIC

"Our name is your guarantee to best products at best
prices"
North Downs House, Grays Road, Westerham, Kent.
Telephone: Knockholt (STD 095 95) 3333

.J>
VI DEOG

ZA-4
Videograph II links to the aerial socket of
your tv and provides a full colour GIANT
oscilloscope display. A must for hi-fi, home
entertainment, discos, organs etc.
New - signal invert control, integral square wave
generator. Plus - full details for testing your audio
system for transient distortion, crosstalk etc.
NOW AVAILABLE FOR n u nc
LIMITED PERIOD AT
DUU.Oil

WILLIAM
STUART
I h SYSTEMS Ltd

Dower
H

Inclusive of VAT
and postage.

House, Billericay Road.

Essreo.hgcamtei,3B3resnDtwood,
Telephone: Brentwood 102771810244*

A.D. period hi-fi cabinets are individually made to your
requirements. Send rough sketch of cabinet you have in
mind, with your phone number. We will quote a price if
we are able to help, or visit our workshop. Village Workshop, 14A Vickers Road, London NW5 4NL. Tel.: 01-267
8504.
X.
Don't buy a cartridge until you have got our price
cartridges by: ADC, AKG, Coral, Decca, Empire,
Grado, Shure and Sonus, SME Series 2 and 3 pickup
arms. Tel.: (0262) 78802, 9am-9pm Monday to Saturday •
or write to Aljes Cartridges, 12 Market Place, Bridlington
Y016 4QJ. Mail order only. Export enquiries welcome.
X.
Build your own P.A., Group and Disco Speakers,
by R. F. C. Stephens. Save money with this practical
guide. Plans for 17 different designs. Line source, IB.,
Horn and Reflex types, for 8"-I 8" drive units. £3•95
post free ($ 8 overseas).
The Dalesford Speaker Book, by R. F. C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen home constructor.
Latest technology DIY designs. Plans for IB., and
Reflex designs for 10-100 watts. Also unusual centrebass system. £2-20 post free ($ 5 overseas).

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

SERVICING
HiFi cassette tape recorders. Repairs by expert engineers. NuSound. See advertisement, page 146.
Audio repairs by electronics engineer, 30 years experience, extensive facilities enabling equipment restoration
etc. Quality valved equipment included. Personal service.
Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel.: 01-504 5467.
X.
Audio and radio servicing, design, modification, installation, etc, will travel. Tel.: R. Lucus, Tadworth (Surrey)
2703.
X.

HOLIDAY WEEKENDS
A holiday with music in glorious Devon? Moors
Hotel, Bishopsteighton, Nr. Teignmouth, Tel.: 925/5465,
owners Ron and Mary Sinnett (Torbay G.S.). Open all
year, send for brochure and details of Peter Gammond%
Musical Weekend, 23rd-25th February, 1979.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS (e )
For the best prices and largest stocks in
the country see our advertisement on
p. 114.

CARTRIDGES
Decca
Goldring
G800
G800H
G800SE
G850
G820
G820E
G820SE
G900SE

STYLI
Blue
Manufacturers
Exchange
Manufacturers
Exchange
DI 10
Dl 10H
D1 IOSE
DI20
DI30
D130E
DI
30SE
DI4OSE

£4.65

£4-65

£13.50
£4.25
£5.99
£9.00
£13.00
£29-95

Fidelity Research
FRI II
£54.90
FRI Ill
£78-90
Satin
MI8E
11 G

FRT Ill Transf £62.00
FRT IV Trans( ICI 18.00

£ 120.00
£65 00

Shure
M3D
£569
M44-7
£6.68
M44-C
£668
M44-G
£6.68
M44- E
£7 10
M55- E
£781
M75-65 £709
M75- B
£9.82
M75-G
£ 11 13
M75EJ £ 12•20
M75ED £ 13-90
M9I GD
£ 13 80
M91 ED
£ 14 50 ta.
M93E
35
¿j3.
M95G
M9SEJ
£13.07 =
£1307
M95ED
£19-00 to,
SC-35C
£13.10
V15/III
£45.00 O
£27.95 -a
M24H+
VIS IV
£64.05

6.)

el

g
e

Stanton
500A
£ 13 90
500AL* £ 13.90
500E
£ 17.75
500EE £ 19 80
680EE £28.90
681EEE
£42.95

v. 95
f.2 95
£9.90
£2.95
£3 30
£6 95
£10 95
£14 00

e

I8NE
II
7NG

£50.00
£32.00

N3D
£4.25
N44-7
£5.65
N44-C
£5•65
N44-G
£5-65
N44- E
£5-95
N55- E
£7.25
N75-6
£5-95
N75- B
£6.65
N75-G
£8.50
N75E.1 £9.05
N7SED £ 12-99
N9IGD £ 11.64
N91ED £ 13.53
N93E
£9.71
N95G
£9.06
N95E1 £ 10.10
N9SED £ 17.50
SS35C
£6.74
VN35E £ 16-85
N24H
£ 113.48
VN45HE £27.95
D5107A £9.25
D5107AL £9.25
D5100E £ 11.55
D5100EE £ 14.85
D680
£20.95
D6800EEE £26•00

Tenorel
T200ID
£2.90
T2C10IED £7.50
T200IDP* £2.90
T2001SD-1- £ 15•00

£2.10
£5.95
£2.10
£11.50

N200ID
N200IED
N2001 OP
N200 I
SD

Ultimo
0B38- 10X
£52.00
DV38/20A*
£69.00
Through Importer
DV38/20B* £87.50
Through Importer
DV38/10A £59.00
Through Importer
DV38/10X
£55•00
Through Importer
0V38/20C £ 1
0500
Through Importer
0V38/30A £ 108.00
Through Importer
DV38/30B £ 142.00
Through Importer
DV38/30C £ 150.00
Through Importer
DV6A Transf. £ 165.00
DV4C Imp
Adapter £7.50
Items marked * high output suitable for disco use, etc.
Items marked 4- suitable for CD4 use.
Arms
Fidelity Research FR 54
£69.00
SME Series Ill
£89.00
Ultimo DV 505
£125-00
Carbon fibre record cleaner
only £4.25
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME
All items are of original manufacture are POST
FREE and include VAT (4). 12}%. This is just asample
of the items we have to offer. We are stylus specialists
and can offer awide range to suit most makes. Please
send for list post free.
Please send POST FREE by return the following
items ( recorded delivery).
Item No.

Quantity

enclose cheque/P.O. for £
to Cartridge Discount.

Price

made payable

Name
Address

ilmsmims

Iwas about to
change my speakers
until Itried the new
Sonus Series IL
Cartridge..."

mid

BONUS_
SERIES H
GOLD AND SILVER
cartridges
We have taken the original Sonus
cartridges and refined their designs,
taking fullest advantage of the latest in
materials and techniques available to us.
Sonus God and Silver sees cartridges
provide maximum compatibility with
the most modern record-olaying
equipment available. and yet allow
considerable flexibility in use.

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?
When it comes to HI-FI everyone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you — Good, we'll see you soon.
TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KE F • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.

ABOUT SHEFFIELD LAB RECORDINGS
Sheffield Lab is engaged in direct cut disc recording simply because they find it to be
the most faithful reproduction of sound presently available. To produce an album by
the simplest method of direct cut recording is avery difficult task, requiring efficient
co-operation of many skilled individuals, the utmost is demanded from musicians,
arranger, recording engineer, the electronics, microphones and finally the disc
recorder.
Since the masters are not made from tape, only a limited quantity can be
manufactured using metal stampers made from the original disc master. Should the
lacquer disc master encounter difficulties in the electro plating process, no quantity
will be made.
As most studios use the note perfect tape recorder which has brought with it acertain
apathy which is often found in arecording studio, live disc recording is avery exciting
experience for all of us apart from the obvious sonic advantages over aconventional
recording. Cutting a live performance into the master captures an entirely different
kind of feeling in music, enabling musicians to present their best possible performance
knowing that the sound would be faithfully reproduced when replaying the final record.

Sheffield Lab Direct Cut Discs
Record No.
LAB 1

LAB 2

Title
Lincoln Mayorga &
Distinguished Colleagues
Volume 3
Thelma Houston & Pressure
Cooker— " I've Got The Music
In Me"

R.R.P. inc VAT each
£8.99

£8.99

W.J. TAYLOR ( MUSIC) LTD.
126-130 HAWTHORN RD.
KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM 1344 8QA. 29

C

The sign of the small family firm
where personal service to
=7:
. customers still counts.

Two variations of our
`SUPERFLEX' in melamine.
In addition we have awide
range of versatile units in both
white or teak melamine finish,
and craftsman- built wood hi-fi
and record' cassette cabinets
and bookcases.

Harry James & His Big Band
"The King James Version"
Lincoln Mayorga — Pianist
"Brahms/Handel/Chopin"

£9.99

Send two 9ip stamps

£9.99

Harrogate, Yorkshire.

LAB 5
LAB 6

Dave Grusin — " Discovered Again"
Harry James & His Big Band
"Commn' From A Good Place"

£9.99

LAB 7

Erich Leinsdorf—Los Angeles
Philharmonic—' Wagner"

£12.25

LAB 8

Erich Leinsdorf—Los Angeles
Philharmonic— Prokofiev
"Romeo & Juliet"
Larry McNeely with Geoff Levin

£12.25

LAB 3
LAB 4

LAB 9

and Jack Skinner " Confederation"

021-382 1312

for brochure to:
Dept. HFN/11/78 ECC, 4 Brunswick Drive,

500 LP's

HiFi Equipment

£9.99

D

£9.99

ADC products only supplied therefore we can
offer the lowest prices.

AD

1

£103•50
E82.14
££64.28
125.92
.. £63.45
£4.21

1700. DD/Quartz/XLM
1600. DD/QLM36 Mk III
1500. FG/QLM34 Mk Ill
SS2. Equaliser ..
LMF2. P.U. Arm
LMG I. Headshell

Contact us for all cartridge and stylus prices. All prices include VAT. Carriage £ 1.00
on turntables.

LYRICHORD SALES, PIERCING HILL, THEYDON BOIS,
EPPING, ESSEX.
Telephone: 037-881 2612.

Available from most good HiFi dealers

Regent AcoustIcs
<ARRINGTON HOUSE eo REGENT STREET LONDON WIR 68R
Sole UK distributors Sheffield Lab Direct Cut Discs

Telephone 01-4371997.

FOR FULL INFORMATION
ON ADVERTISING
IN HI-FI NEWS &
RECORD REVIEW
Telephone 01 - 686 2599

Please send full details and catalogue of Sheffield Lab Direct Cut Discs

and ask to speak to

Name

ROGER DENNY

Address

Advertisement Manager
HFN I

STUDIO FACILITIES

WANTED

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
1 Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 048261684.
X.

Wanted urgently, all good quality stereo hi-fi equipment,
top cash offers, collection arranged, Sound Exchange,
296 High Street, Sutton, Surrey. Tel.: 01-643 6420; or
33 Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill, London SE23. Tel.:
01-699 5577.
C.
Philips RH691 stereo tuner, good condition essential,
please reply Box No. 2616, c/o HiFi News.
L.
Dual 1229 turntable wanted, can collect Essex, Enfield,
Hemel Hempstead, Oxfordshire. Tel.: Billericay (02774)
59849 weekdays, evenings, between 6 and 9 p.m.
A.
Wanted, complete volumes of the 'The Audio Critic' or
photocopies Audio Critic British Loudspeaker reports,
Box No. 2617 c/o HiFi News.
A.
Revox A77 half track wanted urgently, cash waiting,
private buyer. Tel.: 01-987 1681 (
London).
A.
Quad A.M.3. tuner wanted prefer good condition but not
working considered. Buyer can arrange collection most
areas. Tel.: 0632 842030.

Dear Dalesford,
I'm told the'in'
sound is Dshaped.
Please tell me more
about your Dalesford D.
speakers.
Name
Address

To: Dalesford Loudspeakers Ltd.,
Calverley, Pudsey,
Yorkshire.

UPL, Compton House,
35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey.
Tel. 01-942 9567

Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-Disc
demos-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59
Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203 0306.
X.
J. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos, pressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editing—stereo/
mono. S.a.e. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Tel.:
01-648 9952.
X.
Your tapes to disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite
pressings, sleeve/labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e.
for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, 'Eastwood', Cove,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
X.
Ellie Jay Records announce new price reductions for the
manufacture of records and sleeves. Fast reliable service
for quantities from 100 to 100,000. Tel.: 01-9082735. X.

Cerwin-Vega-McIntosh

SALES and SERVICE

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stero and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully
Lathe. Tel.: Bracknell 54935. London Road, Rinsfield
Bracknell, Berkshire.
X.

Tape-Disc Masters, Demos (Scully/Westrix), pressings.
Cassettes. Mobile recording studio. Free brochure. Tam
Studio, 13A Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel.: 01-346
0033.
X.
Sound news production. Britain's oldest full-time tape
disc cassette transfer service. Direct transfers, pressing for
private and for trade. Fund raising advisory service for
Societies, Choirs, Bands. Ferrograph, Grundig, Philips,
Revox equipment promptly serviced. 18 Blenheim Road,
London W.4. Tel.: 01-995 1661.
C.

SITUATIONS VACANT

Does your sales
performance
meet the specification
of ITT's Hi-1180?
We need experienced specialist hi-fi salesmen to sell and manage
our rapidly growing and successful HiFi 80 range of separates and
systems, especially in the South East and West Regions.
Applicants, either men or women, should have had three /four
years success in selling hi-fi, or comparable products, to the retail
trade and possess sufficient technical knowledge to enable sales
training sessions and advice to be offered to dealers and staff.
Formal qualifications (ONO, C & G) would be an advantage but are
not essential.
Successful candidates will be joining a highly efficient sales team
where the accent is on co-operation between team members and
where effective support from central services has high priority.
As well as a good salary, we offer the full benefits of a major
world-wide Company including a Company car, pension scheme
and life insurance.
Write or phone for an application form to :- David Harris, Senior
Personnel Officer, ITT Consumer Products (UK) Ltd., Chester Hall
Lane, Basildon, Essex. (Telephone: Basildon 3040, extension 533)

ITT

TWorld-wideTeclutology

MED

Television
Sound
Technicians
Thames Television Limited has
several vacancies for experienced
Television Sound Technicians. These
vacancies are based at our Riverside
Studios in Teddington, Middlesex.
The posts involve the operation and
maintenance of all television studio or
outside broadcast equipment and
entails both work on the studio floor or
on location and in post production
sound dubbing. Salary will be up to
£5596 per annum (for a38- hour week)
depending on experience.
We also offer 21 days holiday,
Company Pension Scheme,
Subsidised Canteen and Restaurant
and aSocial Club and Bar.
For application form please write
or telephone: Mike Allen,
Staff Relations Officer,
Thames Television Limited,
Broom Road,Teddington Lock,
Teddington, Middlesex.
01-977 3252 ext. 325.

require an AUDIO/ELECTRONIC ENGINEER

for Product Development and Technical Liaison with customers.
H.N.C. or similar qualifications prefered.

Salary dependent on experience.

Apply: Bob Abraham, QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD.,
112 Windmill Road, Sunbury- on- Thames, Middlesex.

Telephone: Sunbury 87344
177

SPECIAL FROM

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM

ADVERTISEMENT

U.K. ORDERS ONLY

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order from mail order advertisers in this magazine and pay by
post in advance of delivery, this publication (
Hi-Fi News) will consider
you for compensation if the advertisers should become insolvent or
bankrupt, provided:
1. You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and
2. You write to the publisher of this publication (HiFi News)
explaining the position not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than 2 months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the las ! moment to inform us. When you write,
we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with
the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to a limit of £2,650 per annum for any
one advertiser so affected and up to £7,950 per annum in respect of all
insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when
the above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of
this publication (
HiFi News); but we do not guarantee to do so in
view of the need to set some limit to this commitment and to learn
quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payments sent in direct response
to an advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payments made
in response to catalogues etc., received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.

Add 35p for PIP. Prices subject to alteration without notice.
ALL PRICES INC. VAT
C60
C90
CI20
• APPOINTED
£ 1.00
DEALERS FOR
£3.20
.. £ 1.00 £ 1.35 £ 1.80 SONY VIDEO
.. £0.60 £0.85 £ 1.10
.. £ 1.35 £ 1.65 £2.15
.. £ 1.05
LIAO £ 1.85 • APPOINTED
PIONEER, J.V.C.
£1-50 £2.00
AND YAMAHA
.. £0.70 £ 1.00
STOCKISTS
.. £ 1.11 £ 1.53

• CASSETTES
Ampex 2020 Studio..
BASF Super Chrome
BASF LH/SM Super ..
LH/SM
Chrome ..
Super Ferri LH/SM ..
Ferrichrome
EMI X-100/UD
Fuji FX I ..
Fuji FX 2 ..
..
Fuji FL
Hitachi UD ( inc. head cleaner)
..
..
Hitachi EX or ER ..
Hitachi LN ( inc. head cleaner)
..
..
Maxell UD ( inc. head cleaner)
Memorex MRX2
..
..
Philips Ferro
..
Super Ferro
..
Super Ferro I
Chrome ..
..
.
Ferrochrome
..
Pyral Hi -Fi ..
Maxima ..
..
..
Optima ..
..
Super Ferrite
Scotch
Scotch Classic .. C45, £1-25
Sony Low Noise ( library cases) ..
Sony Chrome
Sony HF
Sony Ferrichrome
TDK Dynamic .. C45, £0.55
SA
AD
C45, £0.85
Chrome ..

£1-22
£0.79
£0-95
£ 1.45
£0-60
£ 1.25
£0.90
60p
70p
80p
£ 110
£ 1.40
£0.50
£0.88
£0-75
£ 1.35
£ 1.30
£0.60
£0.90
£1.75
£0-60
£1.30
£0.95
£1.45

• AMPEX TAPES
7- Series 351, 2400 DP .. 7" Series 361, 3600' .. SHAMROCK TAPES (
All Polyester)
5", 900'; 1200'

..

-

£ 1.66
£ 1.10 £ 1.51
£ 1.20 £ 1.45
£ 1.85
£0.90 £ 1.10
£ 1.40 £ 1-90
£ 1-10 £ 1.65
80p £ 1.15
90p
£ 1.00
£ 1.65
£ 1.80
£0.75 £0.95
£ 1.20
£0.95
£ 1-70
£0.90 £0.88
£2.00
£0.90 £ 1.30
£2.05 £ 1.25 £ 1.50
£2.15
£0.90 £ 1.10
£ 1.75
£ 1.25 £ 1.85
£ 1.95

-

£2.95

£1.50 £2.20
£0-75 £ 1.20

£3.30

• Head Cleaners by
Philips, Bib, BASF,
TDK, Pyral.
• PHILIPS, SONY,
B.A.S.F. AND VHS
• REEL TO REEL
Appointed stockists for
Tandberg, Sony, Philips
Akai, Hitachi, Uher,
and many others.
Mics., Mixers, Accessories.
• HI-F1
Amplifiers,
speakers,
motors, pickups and
accessories by leading
makers, music centres.
• OWN SERVICE
DEPARTMENT
• CREDIT
FACILITIES

You get a fair deal at a fair once when you buy d from

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON, SW16 6EG

Imon. St Leonard's Church
Phone: 01-769 0466; 01-769 0192
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY-CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
A 1Cartridges
ADC Loudspeakers
Amstrad
Armstrong
Astra Aerials
Audio Centre
Audio Master
Audio Pro
Audio T
Azat

132
22,23
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17
32
86
66
161
10, 11, 19
48
122

B & B Hi Fi
B & W Loudspeakers
Bang & Olufsen
Beyer Dynamics
BIB
.
Boothroyd Stewart
Broadaker

8
64
102
134
152, 162
78
156

Castle Acoustics
Cavendish
Chew & Osborne
Comet ..
Custom HiFi ..

54
170, 171
38
168, 169
31

Dalesford
Delta Hounslow
Denon ..

30
164
46,47

Ealing TV
EPS ..
Estuary ..

18
150
6

Fidelity Fastenings
Fotronix
Francis of Streatham ..

152
86
178

Gale ..
Gibson Brittain
Goldring
Goodman's Loudspeakers
Griffen, H. K. ..
Guildford Hi Fi
Hammond, C. E.

IFC
86
132
100
40
62
154, 156, 175

Hampshire Audio
Harman Kardon
Harman Speakers
Hayden ..

66
29
162
.. 20, 27, 160

Heinitz, T.
Herts
Hi Fi Care ..
Hi Fi Consultants
Hi Fi Exchange
HiFi News Annual
Hitachi . .
Howland West ..

152
165,166,167
80
118
68
154
153
140

IMF

39

JBL
Jordan ..
JR Loudspeakers

88
66
21

K.J. Leisure Centre
Knightsbridge
Koss ..

108
4
82
41

Lasky's ..

107

McConomy
Metrosound
Milty Products ..
Mission ..
Monitor Audio ..
Monitor Sound ..
Mordaunt Short

72
58
33, 110
IBC
5,82
10
147

Natural Sound ..
NuSound

34,35,49,157
146

O'Brien ..
Ortofon

163
84

Pickups & Cartridges ..
Planet ..
Powertran

140
130
150

PWB Electronics
Pyser

66
9

Quad
QED

50
70

Radford..
Rank Wharfedale
Reading Cassettes
Revox
REW
Richard Allan Radio
Rogers ..
Rola Celestion
Ross ..
Rush ..
Scottish Hi Fi Dealers ..
SES
.
Sevenoalis HiFi
Sharps ..
Shure ..
Sound Lease Services
Stanton ..
Subjective Audio
Sugden, A. R. ..
Swift of Wilmslow
Tangent Acoustical
Tannoy
TDK
Teledyne Acoustic
Teletape
Toptape
Toshiba ..
Trio ..
Unilet
Watts ..
Wilmex
Wilmslow
Wilson Stereo Library ..
Zeepa
Zerostat

151
92,93
6
158
11, 70, 80, 172, 173
26
28
37
7
26
155
76
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112
36
31
90
8
31
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Loudspeakers, Pre- Amplifier
Power-Amplifier, Pick-up Arm
Et. Moving- Coil Cartridge

Are you still trying
to get the best reception
with equipment like this?
The human hand and the human ear may
be sensitive mechanisms. But they can't do what
our CT710 tuner can.
Our CT710 has an IF stage that uses an
Auto- DX circuit.
In plain language, it can select the bandwidth that will give you the best reception from
the station you want.Then switch to it.
All by itself.
So you don't have to dither about deciding
which is the lesser of the two evils. Interference
or noise/distortion.You always get the right

decision. And you always get the best possible
reception.
The CT710's other features should get a
good reception too.
Like the sensitive FM front-end that
fastens onto weaker signals. An NFB-PLL
Multiplex Demodulator that means very low
distortion, wide band performance and awide
dynamic range. Plus aspecial cancelling circuit
that wipes out the pilot signal before it interferes with your listening.
It all sounds very much like what you'd
expect from Yamaha.
In fact, it sounds especially good. Because
throughout assembly, we constantly compare the
sound from the CT710 with original sources.
So what you hear is as close as possible
to the real thing.
Try adding the CT710 to your system
and you'll hear what we mean.
It's the kind of sound quality Yamaha
had to have ahand in.

•
IF YOU WOULD LIKE FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE FULL RANGE OF YAMAHA PRODUCTS, SEND FOR OUR FREE 32 PAGE COLOUR BOOK TO:
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD 10 BYRON ROAD, WEALDSTONE, HARROW, MIDDX. HA3 TTL. 01-863 8622.

